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ARCHITECTURE AND COMMUNITY VARIABILITY 
WITHIN THE ANTELOPE CREEK PHASE 
OF THE TEXAS PANHANDLE
BY: CHRISTOPHER R. LINTZ 
MAJOR PROFESSOR: STEPHEN I. THOMPSON, Ph.D.
Abstract
This study is concerned with examining the causes underlying cultural 
variation. The rationale for examining cultural variation is to elucidate 
the adaptative relationship of the cultural system within its natural and 
social environmental contexts. Changes in the environment will engender 
fundamental modifications of the entire cultural system, which in pre­
industrial semisedentary cultures will be manifested by alterations in 
architectural, community and settlement patterns, along with other 
tangible aspects of the cultural system.
The study focuses on delineating cultural variability of the Antelope 
Creek phase, a late prehistoric village manifestation on the Southern High 
Plains of North America. Architectural remains from 28 extensively excav­
ated sites from an 80 kilometer segment of the Canadian River are used 
to delineate the range of household and community patterns within the 
settlement system. Artifactual, mortuary, chronometrical and physical 
environmental information are used in conjunction with the architectural 
data to examine functional, social, temporal and spatial factors potentially 
contributing to the household and community variability.
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Many community trends not reconciled by these factors are compre­
hensible when the natural and social context of the larger region is 
considered. The present environmental conditions are marginal for 
dependable maize production, and paleoenvironmental reconstructions 
indicate that xeric conditions were intensifying throughout the duration 
of the manifestation. The presence of springs issuing fossil water from 
the Ogallala aquifer during the on-set of drought conditions underlies the 
development of the Antelope Creek cultural system. Intensification of 
drought conditions adversely affected the economic base. In an attempt to 
alleviate the resulting population stress, a series of "buffering mechanisms" 
were implemented in a futile attempt to maintain the Plains Village pattern.
A break down in social cohesion, shifts in settlement patterns towards 
lateral tributaries, expansion of trade networks with adjacent groups, 
and the development of raiding behavior were unsuccessfully employed to 
retain the Antelope Creek cultural system. Ultimately these measures 
proved to be inadequate, and by the sixteenth century, other major 
alterations in settlement and subsistence patterns were required, which 
radically changed the cultural system.
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PREFACE
AS a relatively new graduate student with some experience in South­
western archaeology, i served as the foreman on the 1S72 and 1973 Univer­
sity of Oklahoma summer archaeological fieldschools, which were conducted 
at two Antelope Creek component sites in the Oklahoma panhandle. One of 
these, the McGrath site, was euialyzed as part of my Masters reseeurch. I 
intended to incorporate materials from the more extensively excavated Two 
Sisters site into a doctoral dissertation. Accordingly, in excess of 
96,000 items from the Two Sisters site were washed, restored and catalogued 
during spare time, while I was engaged in course work towcurds the degree.
A descriptive report on the Two Sisters site could have been quickly gener­
ated; however, in lieu of broader conparative base in the Oklahoma pan­
handle, many of the research problems seemed to be site specific. No sys­
tematic surveys had been conducted in the Oklahoma panhandle, and only two 
other architectural sites had been reported.
In 1976, I was hired by the Okledioma Archaeological Survey to conduct 
an extensive reconnaissance in the Oklahoma panhemdle of the known eurchaeo- 
logical sites in order to determine their potential elegibility for nomina­
tion to the National Register of Historic Places. The constraints of the 
survey required that only previously recorded sites be evaluated. Neverthe­
less, seven other sites with comparable architectural remains were visited 
during this four county survey. Most of these Antelope Creek architectural 
sites had been severely vandalized, yet considerable variation was observed 
in the size, spatial relationships of rooms, and site settings. These
VI
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architectural remains were thought to rezxect in some way the needs of the 
people using the structures. But did the architectural differences reflect 
tendrai, spatial, functional, social or environmental differences?
Faced with the prospects of a dwindling cultural resource base, the 
wisest approach to the problem of architectural variation required the com­
pilation of the range of variation discerned from excavated features, and a 
synthesis and test of explanations for the vcuriations observed. Since few 
of the sites in Oklcihoma had been professionally excavated, and they seemed to 
have close affiliations with sites in Texas, the quickest means of document­
ing Antelope Creek architectural and community vcuriation was believed to be 
through cui examination of records from numerous excavated sites along the 
Canadian River in Texas. This undertaking was not accomplished as simply 
as envisioned. Soon, the problem of cultural variation among Antelope Creek 
sites in Texas took precedence over the continued study of the Two Sisters 
materials in Oklethoma.
A review of the published literature on the Antelope Creek focus in 
Texas revealed three alarming facts: 1) most of the excavation results 
existed as unpublished manuscripts, theses or fieldnotes at widely scattered 
institutions: 2) the existing cultural syntheses rarely specified the pro­
venience and frequency of the observed architectural variations; and 
3) little consensus existed concerning the meaning of the variations. Thus 
a thorough understanding or cultural Vciriation based on primary documents 
was deemed crucial for clarifying these ambiguities. This study pulls 
together and documents the reported range of architectural and community 
variability within a single locality in Texas, and examines a series of fac­
tors underlying the range of variation. It provides the groundwork for
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future research in the Ccmadian River valley of Texas, and serves as a com­
parative information base for understanding the archaeological remains in 
adjacent localities.
Since I claim no first-hand excavation experience at any of the sites 
examined in this study, 1 have amassed a considerable debt to numerous 
individuals who have helped in guiding, compiling, integrating zmd inter­
preting the diverse pieces of information. The organization and writing 
of this study has benefited from advice and constructive criticism of my 
dissertation committee. My original committee consisted of Drs. Robert E. 
Bell, William £. Bittle, Jack T. Hughes, Richard A. Pailes, emd Stephen 1. 
Thonpson. I deeply appreciate their help throughout all stages of this 
study and particularly their patience during the time I was fully enployed 
in contract archaeology in other parts cf Oklahoma. Upon Dr. Bell's retire­
ment and subsequent resignation from all committee duties, Dr. Patricia A. 
Gilman joined the committee and provided guidance and moral support during 
the final stages of the research. I am also grateful to Dr. John Dunn, 
Chairman of the Department of Anthropology, for providing office space at 
the University during the writing stage of this dissertation. Dr. Don 
wyckoff, Director of the Oklahoma Archaeological Survey, permitted access 
to the Survey's extensive library.
The conqpilation of field records involved several trips to the study 
area, personal interviews with some of the active participemts in Antelope 
Creek archaeology, and correspondence with archivists at distant institu­
tions. Transportation for two of these trips was provided by Richard 
Pailes and Terry McClung, and free lodging in Canyon, Texas^has always been 
availedale in Meeks and Mary Etchieson's home. Jack Hughes and Bill Harrison
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allowed me open access to their personal records and documents and mate­
rials on file at the Killgore Resezurch Center and the Panliandle-Plains His­
torical Society Museum in Canyon, Texas. Jack's records, fieldnotes and 
recollections have been invaluable in integrating and interpreting informa­
tion from the Vcurious documentary sources. Dr. Eileen Johnson .liao per­
mitted an unannounced inspection of the records and collections on file at 
the Texas Tech University Museum in Lubbock. Acting Superintendent John 
Sponsel, and Park Service Rangers Ed Day and Wes Phillips provided both 
access to Floyd Studer's fieldnotes on file at the National Park Service 
Offices at Fritch, Texas, and an escort to some of the sites near Leike Mere­
dith. On other occasions. Jack Hughes, Bobby Speers, Meeks Etchieson £md 
Jim and Beverly Couzzourt were willing companions on various field excur­
sions, and generously shared their insights about the archaeology of the 
Texas panhandle. The WPA field archaeologists, Ele and Jewel Baker, and 
Norpan Archaeological Society members, Dick and Mary Carter, and William 
and Cleura Dumas submitted to personal interviews and provided documents 
from their files concerning the projects with which they participated. 
Finally, various archivists located and forwarded records from early field­
work on file at a number of distant institutions. Valuid>le information was 
obtained from Ms. Goodman at the American Museum of Natural History, New 
York, Sharon Urban at the Arizona State Museum, Tucson, Carolyn Spock at 
the Texas Archaeological Research Laboratory, Austin, and Elizabeth Ruwell 
at the University of Pennsylvania Museum, Philadelphia. I would like to 
thank Ms. Ruwell for her help in obtaining permission to reproduce J. Alden 
Mason's map of Alibates Ruin 28, Unit 2 (Figure 44} from copyrighted field­
notes at the University of Pennsylvania Museum. In addition, I would
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I would particularly like to thaak Darrell Creel, who just happened to be 
researching E. B. Say les ' records, and was able to provide documents from 
both the Arizona State Museum, and the Texas Archaeological Research Labor­
atory. Other colleagues who have shared information or were willing to 
listen to problems encountered during this study include Tim Baugh, Robert 
Brooks, Nêuicy Etlinger, Peggy Flynn, David and Alicia Hughes, Ron Ice, 
Harold Katchell, Mike Mayo, Dan Reff, Terry Stcinacher, Fern Swenson,
Bill White, and the late Vincent Dale.
Support for this research was provided by Safeway Stores, Inc., and 
the Coca-Cola Bottling Company, and of course, my wife. Major segments of 
the initicLL draft of this study were typed by Jane Dye, Phillis Neeley, and 
David and Alicia Hughes. The final report was typed by Estis Wynn.
It is impossible to con^letely acknowledge the contribution, support 
and sacrifices made to this study by my wife, Roberta, and family.- They, 
above all, patiently endured the frustrations, neglect and hardships of a 
husband and father who became deeply immersed in this study. Yet somehow 
they maintained that special environment necessary for completing the dis­
sertation. Finally, I wish to thank those persons who I have neglected to 
mention, but who contributed to the realization of this study.
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This study is concerned with the examination of causes underlying 
cultural variation evident within a single late prehistoric village complex 
on the Soutltern High Plains of North America. By cultural variation, I 
mean those readily distinguishable differences in form, condition and 
appearance of elements composing the cultural system. The rationale for 
examining cultural variation is to elucidate the adaptive relationship of 
the cultural system within its natural and social environmental contexts. 
Archaeologically, variation is most easily observed in such tangible 
aspects of the prehistoric cultural system as architecture, community and 
settlement-subsistence patterns, burial practices, crafts and trade goods.
The basic tenet of this study is that architecture, community and 
settlement patterns are sensitive indicators of the natural and social 
environmental conditions confronting pre-industrial people in their search 
to satisfy basic needs for survival. Furthermore, changes in the physical 
and social environment will necessarily be reflected by modifications in 
the methods used to satisfy these basic needs. This study focuses primar­
ily on architectural and community variations, since the household and com­
munity are considered to be the fundamental unit in the subsistence- 
settlement pattern among semisedentary groups. Even though architectural 
sites make up only a small part of the entire settlement-subsistence sys­
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The products from less permanent procurement and processing sites within 
the settlement-subsistence system eventually end up at architectural sites 
where these goods, cure modified, consumed, traded, or discarded. Thus, 
the repertoire of activities at these architectural sites is sufficiently 
broad and patterned to leave behind a substantial amount of patterned mate­
rial remains. It is for this reason that a detailed study of architecture 
and community variation, in conjunction with the other tangible aspects of 
the cultural system, will reflect changes in the natural and social environ­
mental conditions facing the population.
The main purpose of this study is to show how the seemingly complex 
range of architectural and community variation evident in a single locality 
of a prehistoric culture reflects consistency in feature/structural, social, 
temporal, and spatial patterning. Furthermore, many of these trends or 
patterns are comprehensible when the natural and social context of the 
region is considered. The argument developed in this study maintains that 
the fundamental cause underlying many of the patterns in material remains 
is related to buffering mechanisms initially employed in an attempt to 
alleviate population stress induced by the deteriorating environmental con­
ditions which occurred during the fourteenth century. It is further argued 
that these initial buffering mechanisms were insufficient to permit the 
maintenance of the existing cultural system, so that by the sixteenth cen­
tury, radical readjustments were required. Although the precise nature of 
these changes remains uncleeur, the transformation of the cultural system 
was so extensive that the continuity of cultural development into the his­
toric period is unclear.
The culture selected for scrutiny in this case study is the Antelope 
Creek manifestation found along the major river systems cross-cutting the
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Southern High Plains in the Texas and Oklahoma panhandles. The boundar­
ies of the culture are roughly delineated by the Llano Estacado escarp­
ment to the east and west, and the North Canadian and Red River drainages 
to the north and south. In order to maintain a manageable and comprehen­
sive unit for analysis, an 80 km long segment of the Canadian River Valley 
in Texas, between Spring Canyon on the east and Tecovas Creek on the west 
was selected for study. This area was chosen for the following reasons:
1) This study locality has been the focus on a considerable amount 
of intermittent archaeological fieldwork by both professionals and ama­
teurs since the 1920s.
2) Numerous Antelope Creek architectural sites have been investi­
gated in this area. At least 34 of these sites have received some form of 
testing, and reports, manuscripts, field notes and journals are available 
at various archives and repositories for 28 of these projects. The sites 
vary in size, topographic placement and architectural type. In excess of 
200 architectural room-like features have been exposed.
3) The reports indicate considerable heterogeneity in site size, 
community patterning and architectural details (Krieger 1946; Duffield 
1964; Green 1967; Lintz 1984).
4) Good chronological control from radiocarbon and cross-dated 
Southwestern ceramics is available for many of the sites in the study 
area. Available evidence indicates that the culture flourished between 
A.D. 1200 and 1500 (Lintz 1984).
5) The study area displays considerable natural diversity in geol­
ogy, soils, topographic settings, hydrology, and the distribution of 
floral, faunal and mineral resources. Also, the famed Alibates chert.
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which was intensively quarried and extensively traded by Antelope Creek 
people, outcrops in the middle of the study area.
Despite the extensive amount of fieldwork and dating of the culture, 
Antelope Creek is poorly understood, since most of the excavation results 
are hidden in obscure manuscripts or exist in field journals. The cul­
tural system is enigmatic, since it appears to be a blend of Plains and 
Southwestern influences. The Antelope Creek subsistence orientation and 
material assemblages conform to the Plains Village Pattern (Wedel 1961), 
but the architectural and community patterns show strong similari*"ies with 
the Southwestern Puebloan pattern.
Host syntheses describe the architectural remains in terms of typi­
cal generalized characteristics. The Antelope Creek phase architectural 
sites range from single structures to villages containing in excess of 80 
buildings. The rooms range from circular to rectangular in shape, and 
can occur as isolated free-standing structures, or are incorporated with 
other rooms into contiguous room block structures. Walls typically are 
made of coursed masonry liberally set in adobe and built upon a founda­
tion of up right masonry slabs. Relatively common and most elaborate is 
a Icurge rectangular room with an eastward extended entryway. Interior 
features include a channel (consisting of a depression encompassing the 
central third of the floor surface), four roof support posts around a cen­
tral hearth, occasionally a raised platform within the channel area, and 
storage pits and cists located adjacent to the channel. Other room fea­
tures vary considerably in size, shape, and interior morphology.
Most of these syntheses provide an adequate description of the 
architectural and material remains, but suffer from poor quantification
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and lack of references. It is often impossible to determine whether the 
"common trait" occurrences were identified from impressionistic intuitions, 
or are grounded in quantitative analyses. Furthermore, the provenience and 
frequency of variations from the normal forms cure not indicated or linked 
to specific site features. Thus the delination of factors underlying var­
iations in Antelope Creek architecture and community patterns requires an 
extensive and detailed description of the distribution and frequency of 
strJiacird and exceptional cases. By necessity, a major portion of this 
study is concerned with describing variation and discerning patterned 
trends in the morphological differences found in the architectural remain 
from the 28 sites used in this study.
In order to examine the problem of Antelope Creek variability, I 
review the Antelope Creek literature in Chapter 2 to show how variations 
were perceived and explained by earlier archaeologists, and to demonstrate 
that the Antelope Creek focus concept as used in recent publications has 
evolved into something quite different from the intent expressed in the 
original definition. Furthermore, I argue that this culture construct is 
ill suited for the study of variability and that conceptual reorganization 
is required. It is for these reasons that the Upper Canark regional vari­
ant is defined for the late prehistoric complexes in the western portion 
of the Southern Plains. Two contemporaneous but spatially cuid materially 
distinct cultures recognized within the Upper Canark Regional Variant 
include the Apishapa phase of the mesa and canyon lands of southeastern 
Colorado, and the Antelope Creek phase of the High Plains in the Texas and 
Oklahoma panhandles.
Chapter 3 explicitly defines and describes the study area. The 
High Plains-Canadian Valley locality, a portion of the Canadian Valley
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trench in the Texas panhandle, serves as the focus for this study of var­
iation within the Antelope Creek phase. A detailed description of the 
microenvironmental differences of the natural setting within the study 
area is presented as a foundation for examining the architecture and com­
munity diversity.
Chapter 4 discusses the methods of compiling the architectural in­
formation used in the analysis from archival documents. Furthermore, the 
chapter indicates the limitations of the study sample.
The range of architectural and community variations are described in 
Chapter 5. A total of 11 architectural unit types are identified on the 
basis of morphological differences evident from an attribute analysis of 
information derived from 28 excavated architectural sites. Furthermore, 
six different kinds of contiguous room aggregate patterns are delineated, 
and some consistency in the spatial patterning of isolated structures at 
smaller sites is discerned. Finally, three basic architectural site types 
are recognized by the association of select kinds of room forms.
Chapter 6 examines the eurtifactual remains in an attempt to identify 
functional differences both among morphologically defined architectural 
unit types and among specific site types. The available mortuary informa­
tion is examined in Chapter 7 in order to discern the nature of social dif­
ferentiation among Antelope Creek phase people. The patterns of body 
disposal and grave good associations are examined from several different 
cemeteries to indicate the extent of prehistoric social differentiation, 
which potentially could account for architectural and community differences.
Chapter 8 is concerned with discerning architectural and community 
pattern changes through time. Radiocarbon dating and artifact sériation
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methods are used to assign roost sites to an early subphase (A.D. 1100 to 
1350), or to a late subphase (A.D. 1350 to 1500). A comparison of the 
architectural remains assigned to the two subphases reveals dynamic trends 
in Antelope Cree)c architectural and community patterns. Uie spatial diver­
sity of architecture and community patterns relative to the distribution of 
natural resources of the study area is examined in Chapter 9.
Chapter 10 transcends the boundaries of the High Plains-Canadian Val­
ley locality êuid examines two facets of Antelope Creelc variability in light 
of broader temporal and spatial contexts. Although this study is not 
intended to be culture historical, the origins of Antelope Creelc architec­
tural and community variability are examined in order to discern both the 
potential sources of inspiration and the mechanisms of cultural transmis­
sion cuid to refute some previously published ideas about Antelope Creek 
origins. Next, the cultural dynamics are considered from an ecological 
perspective. Available evidence suggests that the Antelope Creek popula­
tion may have been increasing during a time when climatic changes caused 
disruptions in the availability and predictability of the main food re­
source base. I argue that the fundamental changes evident in Antelope 
Creek community and settlement patterns reflect various attenpts to imple­
ment buffering mechanisms in a futile effort to cope with population 
stress. The implications of these changes are summarized in Chapter 11. 
Finally, the basic supporting information from the 28 sites, and the archi­
tectural and morphological details are presented as appendixes in this 
study.
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CHAPTER 2 
CULTURAL TAXONOMIES AND THE RECOGNITION OF 
ANTELOPE CREEK CULTURAL VARIABILITY 
Introduction
This chapter reviews previous research conducted at sites attributed 
to the Antelope Creek manifestation. It is not so much concerned with a 
detailed chronological recitation of who worked where, but with summariz­
ing the major contributions and showing how the Antelope Creek conceptual 
and research orientations have changed. In addition, it is concerned with 
tracing how cultural and specifically architectural variability was per­
ceived and with reviewing the models developed to account for these differ­
ences. As such, it provides an historical perspective of the culture and 
indicates the extent of the available information. The cultural terminol­
ogy largely reflects how the various researchers have perceived the assem­
blage con^sition and its relationship with adjacent assemblages. In 
addition, an historical overview of previous investigations shows how the 
same termino..ogy has been applied to quite different cultural models. Under­
lying implications of these taxonomic systems will be assessed later in this 
chapter, leading to a redefinition of the cultural taxonomy of the Plains 
Village Tradition in the western portion of the Southern Plains.
Overview of Antelope Creek Archaeological Work 
The 75-year history of Antelope Creek research has experienced four 
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to present.
PRE-1928: PERIOD OF REGIONAL RECONNAISSANCE BY EASTERN ARCHAEOLOGISTS
Prior to 1928 field work was mainly characterized by extensive whirl­
wind surveys and limited excavations sponsored by Eastern institutions.
These projects uniformly lacked a sustained commitment to the investigation 
of questions raised by the field work. The cultural nomenclature preceded 
formal guidelines for the designation of archaeological cultures, and the 
names largely reflect geographical areas. Host field work was directed 
towards the identification of interregional relationships. Consequently, 
local varicibility was largely ignored.
Bandelier (1892:137) was one of the first to record ancient ruins in 
the Canadian River drainage, approximately 25 miles west of Wagon Mound, New 
Mexico. He concluded that the ruins may have been related to similar sites 
in the Pecos River drainage. Although the sites were not affiliated with 
the Antelope Creek mcuiifestation, Bandelier's work documented the presence 
of late prehistoric sites at the headwaters of the Canadian River.
The earliest reported exploration of an Antelope Creek component was 
by Dr. T. L. Eyerly in 1907, at the "Buried City" (Handley Ruins) on Wolf 
Creek in Texas (Figure 1). Dr. Eyerly, a history professor, and his stu­
dents from the Canadian Baptist Academy located 12 mounds and conducted 
limited excavations in several of them. A series of short descriptive 
reports resulting from this work primarily called attention to the archae­
ological resources in the Texas panhandle (Eyerly 1907a, 1907b, 1910, 1912). 
Eyerly was the first to note the distinctive use of vertically oriented 
stone slabs as structural foundations.
During the next two decades, a series of nationally prominent
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Key to Late Prehistoric Southern Plains Sites and Complexes.
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archaeologists conducted brief surveys «md limited test excavations in the 
Texas panhandle. Despite the extent of digging, there is no evidence that 
any structures or rooms were conq?letely excavated during this period. 
Initially, the excavations were focused on the Wolf Creek drainage, but 
later they were shifted to the Canadian River valley. In 1914 or 1915,
J . Walter Fewkes visited Handley Ruins and excavated a burial. Nothing is 
known about its condition or the grave associations (Moorehead 1931:94).
Cursory visits to Handley Ruin were made by Joseph Thorbum and Fred 
Sterns in 1917 and by C. B. Franklin in 1919 during the successive exten­
sive surveys of the North Canadian and Arkansas Rivers by the Phillips 
Academy of Andover, Massachusetts (Moorehead 1921:1; Wedel 1981:27). Tho- 
b u m  recorded over 30 sites in Oklahoma, whereas Framklin noted over 70 in 
south central Kansas. There is no indication that either Thorburn or 
Franklin recorded sites in the Texas panhandle (Moorehead 1921, 1931). Both 
surveys were important in documenting the presence of prehistoric sites with 
cordmarked pottery in the Prairie-Plains border region to the northeast of 
the Texas panhcindle. The mention of conplex structures at Handley Ruins 
prompted Franklin's colleague at Phillips Academy, Warren K. Moorehead, to 
initiate a survey and testing program in the Texas panhandle.
Moorehead conducted a brief survey of wolf Creek and the Canadian 
River Valley in 1919 and made a more extensive expedition in 1920. Although 
descriptions are not adequate by present standards, the survey reports hint 
at considerable diversity in settlement locations and architecture. In 
three months, Moorehead located over 100 sites Jsetween Handley Ruin and 
Landergin Mesa. He mentions a cluster of over 109 "stone graves" and more 
than 40 buildings on Tarbox and Cottonwood Creeks. Although some burials 
occur on high points away from the occupation sites, Moorehead's
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identification of some graves rests on uncertain criteria. Some isolated 
small stone-lined features contained flexed burials, but others were enqpty 
smd have been interpreted as storage cists (Baker and Baker 1941a). On 
Antelope Creek, the ruins were found scattered over three miles of mesa top, 
second terrace, and lower terraces (Moorehead 1921). Within this drainage, 
Moorehead recorded one large contiguous room structure (Antelope Creek 
Ruin 22), 14 one-room buildings, and one building surrounded by an earth- 
pebble embcmkment nearly 50 feet in diameter (Moorehead 1931:106).
During Moorehead's 1920 expedition, five structures were tested at 
Handley's Ruin. In the Cemadian River valley, he ". . . did not have time 
to examine more than fifty or sixty graves and excavate in twenty to twenty- 
five buildings." (Moorehead 1921:7). Details of his findings have never 
been published, although a belated summary appeared in 1931.
Moorehead was the first to correctly perceive that the cultural 
remains were neither Hississippian nor Puebloan in form. Instead, he 
attributed the materials to a Plains tribe which changed as it spread up 
the Canadian River (Moorehead 1921:11). Consequently, he variously employed 
such geographical names as "Canadiem Valley Culture," "Texas Panhandle Cul­
ture," or simply the "Panhandle Culture" when referring to the remains 
(Moorehead 1921:10; 1931:122, 128). His concept of "culture" was loosely 
applied. While he does not explicitly state what is meant by the inter­
changeable cultural terms, apparently formal and spatial criteria were 
defined only through contrasts with better known "Mississippian" and 
"Puebloan" cultures. The content and spatial parameters were only mentioned 
in passing. Through interviews with elderly Apache, Kiowa, and Comanche, 
Moorehead determined that the ruins were not recently occupied, but he was 
unable to ascertain the age of the culture.
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In 1929 Ronald Olson from the American Museum of Natural History and 
J. Alden Mason from the University of Pennsylvania Museum independently 
conducted brief surveys of the Canadian River valley and tested structures 
at the Alibates 28 Site (Mason 1929). The results of Dr. Olson's survey 
were never published; however, his brief field notes indicate that he 
visited Landergin Mesa and the Alibates Quarries and conducted paurtial exca­
vations on two structures at Alibates 28 (Olson n.d.). Mason's party con­
ducted excavations in three structures at Alibates 28 and briefly visited 
Landergin Mesa and sites on Grapevine Creek and Palo Duro Canyon (Mason 1919, 
n.d.a). Mason recognized that the artifact assemblage exhibited many Plains 
cheuracteristicsr hut he felt that the architecture was strikingly Puebloan. 
He initially attributed the combination to "cultural hybridization," but in 
a later work, conceded that the Canadian Valley ruins were distinctly Plains 
rather them Puebloem or Mississippiem in origin (Mason 1919; 1935:31). By 
this time reports by local researchers demonstrated that the remains were 
relatively late (Holden 1933:50). Mason was primarily concerned with ini­
tial influences between the "high cultural centers" in the Southwest and 
Mississippi Basin, «md he felt that the Canadiém Valley culture was not in­
volved with early cultural diffusion between the two regions.
The early explorations were thus marked by short term field work 
designed to identify quickly the nature and extent of cultural ranains in 
the Texas panhandle. Both Moorehead (1933) and Mason (1935) later advo­
cated the need for additional field work, but, perhaps significantly, 
neither conducted further work in the Texas panhandle. The variability 
encountered was primarily examined on the intercultural rather than intra- 
cultural level. No attempts were made to define or explain the nature of 
variability. These early explorations nevertheless sparked considerable
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interest on the local level.
1928 TO 1945: PERIOD OF LOCAL LARGE-SCALE PROJECTS.
Between 1928 and 1945, many large-scale excavations were conducted by 
local archaeologists at major sites along the Cemadian and North Camadian 
Rivers. Unlike the previous expeditions, the field work represented fairly 
long-term commitments, as is indicated by Holden's intermittent four-year 
excavation prrgraat, Baker's continuous three-year excavation program, and 
Studer's informal 50-yeaur survey and excavation program. Research of the 
eaurly 1930s was supported by local institutions, but by the late 1930s, the 
projects were funded by the Federal Emergency Relief Administration (FERA) 
and the Works Progress Administration (WPA).
Most field work of this period focused on the largest sites in the 
region. Published reports stressed architectural details. Since many of 
the airchitectural features have no correlates with features in adjacent cul­
tures, the early workers encountered considerable difficulty in recognizing, 
excavating, cuid describing the nature of architectural remains. Other 
aspects of material culture were hastily summarized, but seldom quantified, 
and rarely provenienced. Major concerns involved chronological placement of 
the culture, the reconstruction of past lifeways, emd exzunining the relation­
ship of the Canadian Valley culture with the Puebloan area. Throughout, the 
local archaeologists showed little concern for using any of the cultural 
taxonomic system what were developed cmd being utilized in adjacent regions. 
No taxonomic consensus was reached, and often an archaeologist used several 
terms interchangeably when referring to the culture in the Canadian valley.
The earliest large-scale excavation program in the Canadian River 
valley was conducted between 1929 «md 1932 by Dr. William C. Holden and his
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students. Dr. Holden was interested in ascertaining the nature of Plains- 
Southwestem relationships by systematically excavating a series of sites 
extending from the Texas panhandle to eastern New Mexico. Extensive test­
ing was conducted at large, mostly contiguous room sites, such as Tarbox 
Ruin (Holden 1929), the A-C Antelope Creek 22 Ruin (Holden 1930), Tierra 
Blanca Ruin (Holden 1931), and the B.T.K. or Saddleback Ruin (Holden 1932a, 
1933). In New Mexico, he worked at Tecolote Ruin near Las Vegas in 1930 «md 
1931 (Holden 1931, 1932b). Between 1930 and 1932, the excavations at 
Antelope Creek 22 and an adjacent site. Lookout Ruin, were continued by 
E. J. Lowrey. Architectural details and artifacts of these two sites and 
Saddleback Ruins formed the basis for three Masters of Arts theses (Lowrey 
1932; Haynes 1932; Holden, T.C. 1934). The excavations at Saddleback Ruin 
completely exposed 33 small irregularly-shaped contiguous rooms on top of 
a mesa, but the excavations at Antelope Creek 22 and Lookout Ruins consisted 
primarily of trenches through portions of the room block.
Holden's reports provided the first substcmtial details of architec­
ture and community patterning. He recorded, but did not always accurately 
interpret, details and variations in room construction, the location of 
interior features, and some artifact concentrations. For example, the curb­
ing along the depressed floor channel was interpreted as walls or interior 
partitions, «md the depressed channel was interpreted as floor surfaces 
reflecting multiple occupations. Nevertheless, he noted differences in wall 
construction methods and the shapes of rooms, and he ascribed possible func­
tional differences to small "cists” and larger, circular Lc.monial" rooms. 
Holden's research program also recovered small quantities Southwestern 
trade ceramics which, for the first time, demonstrated that the sites dated 
between A.D. 1350 and 1450. These late dates meant that the material
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remains could no longer be viewed as evidence of Puebloem groups expanding 
eastward on to the Plains. Instead, William Holden postulated that the ante­
cedents were Plains or Eastern groups (cf. Tom Holden 1934). Holden found 
nothing to indicate what had happened to the culture. He postulated that 
droughts or raids forced the Pemhandle residents to either move westward 
and become amalgamated with the Rio Grande Pueblos, or to become nomadic and 
drop their distinctive material assemblage.
Holden and his students frequently used Moorehead's term "Panhandle 
Culture" when referring to the sites. On other occasions he employed his 
own geographically- or descriptively-based terms: The "Canadian Culture," 
the "Panhandle-Canadian Culture," or the "Slab House Culture" (Holden 1931: 
43; 1933:39). He apparently resisted the adoption of the proposed Pecos 
Classification (Kidder 1927), presumably because he apparently recognized 
that the Panhandle culture was distinctively different from the Southwest 
manifestations.
During this period other institutions were also concerned with the 
eastern boundaries of the Southwest. In 1932, E. B. Sayles located 21 sites 
in the region during his survey of Texas for the Gila Pueblo Institute 
(Sayles 1935). With the consent of Holden and Studer, Sayles excavated one 
room and three trenches at Antelope Creek Ruin 22 and was involved with 
excavations at Alibates 28 and Saddleback Ruins. Sayles' unpublished notes 
clearly indicate that he thought the sites represented an eastward expan­
sion of Puebloan groups; however, most of his conclusions were made "with­
out regard to previous publications on this site or this curea" (Sayles 1932). 
He postulated an internal architectural development from post-reinforced 
walls to masonry walls as a response to the local scarcity of timber. He 
also suggested that rectangular rooms preceded circular rooms, but gave no
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reasons to account for the change. Sayles was undoubtedly in communica­
tion with Holden and probably profoundly influenced Studer. In a subse­
quent publication, Sayles (1935) employed the Gladwin and Gladwin taxonomic 
system and attributed the Canadian Valley materials to a "Panhzmdle Phase." 
The term was apparently never formally adopted by local archaeologists 
since the content of the phase was not formally defined, and the use of the 
system implied some Southwestern relationships.
The most sustained investigations of the Canadian Valley ruins was by 
a local resident, Floyd v. Studer. As a student at the Cemadian Baptist 
Academy, Studer claimed responsibility for arousing Dr. Eyerly's interest 
in excavating the "Buried City" in 1907 (Studer 1955:88). Studer surveyed 
the panhandle for nearly a quarter of a century before he published his 
first report. By 1930, he had located 110 major ruins and conducted test 
excavations on Saddleback Mesa (Studer 1931a, 1931b). More importantly, he 
was cd)le to secure "scientific leases" from many landowners along the Cana­
dian River, thereby controlling access to most of the sites (Holden 1932a: 
288). In 1931 Studer was appointed to an honorary post as director of the 
newly created Department of Archaeology and Paleontology at the Panhandle- 
Plains Historical Society. During the early 1930s, Studer initiated exca­
vations at several sites, including Alibates 28 and the Francis Site, the 
later better )cnown as Ruin 55 on Coetas Creek (Studer 1934). He later 
"directed" the WPA excavations at several sites along Alibates and Antelope 
Creeks. Although an insurance salesman by vocation, Studer's archaeologi­
cal interests span more than 50 years. His personal files contain notes 
on more than 212 sites (Studer 1955:87; n.d.).
Throughout his writings, Studer consistently employed such South­
western terminology as "Post-Basketmaker Culture," "Texas Panhandle Pueblo
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Culture," and "Panhandle Pueblo Indians" in reference to the people and 
their material remains (Studer 1931a, 1931b, 1931c, 1934:80, 1939:94, 1955:94, 
1963). His initial use of these terms reflected a general trend of his time. 
After the development of the Pecos Classification, it became fashionable to 
refer to complexes in eastern New Mexico and the Texas-Oklahoma pemhandles 
region in reference to the Southwestern Classification (cf. Renaud 1930; 
Sayles 1935; Baker 1929; Antle 1939). Furthermore, as archaeologists from 
the eastern institutions became uninterested in the area, Studer developed 
a strong relationship with Southwestern archaeologists and became deeply 
influenced by their interpretations and terminology. Studer's reports often 
mention "sipapus," "ventilators," "antechambers," "deflectors," "kivas,"
"clan houses," and other Southwestern architectural traits when discussing 
the panhandle sites. Underlying the use of these terms was a conviction 
that all Plains Indian societies were nomadic, whereas Southwestern soci­
eties were sedentary (Studer 1931a:131). Studer failed to recognize the 
significance of strong material assemblage and architectural parallels be­
tween the Texas panhandle sites and those in the Central Plains, even 
though he was aware of Central Plains research and was vis?:ed by Nebraska 
archaeologist, Earl Bell (Studer 1942:67-72). The presence of prehistoric 
structures in the panhandle, by definition, meant that they were involved 
in a Southwestern mode of life. This mistaken notion accounts for Studer's 
paradoxical position of using Southwestern architectural and cultural 
terminology, yet insisting on a Plains or Eastern origin for the Panhandle 
culture (Studer 1934:81; 1955:94).
Studer's archaeological legacy consists of several excellent cultural 
syntheses (Studer 1931a, 1931c, 1955, 1963). Since his acquaintance with 
the cultural remains was based on materials recovered from excavations and
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surveys, his syntheses are fairly detailed and record a wide range of circu­
lar and rectangular architectural forms of various sizes and configurations. 
Studer also noted differences in mortuary practices, including burials in­
side structures as well as in discrete areas away from the villages. Studer 
offered little explanation for these differences. Much to his credit,
Studer advocated and largely practiced conservation archaeology through his 
control of scientific leases, development of a crude site file system, and 
his intentional publication of erroneous site location information to dis­
courage vandalism (Studer n.d.; Speer 1980:44).
During the early 1930s, the Federal Emergency Relief Administration 
(FERA) supported archaeological excavations at two slab house sites in the 
Oklahoma panhandle. The results on occasion, have been misinterpreted (Clem­
ents, 1945:108) and are still not well understood. Tn 1933 and 1934, exca­
vations were conducted at the Stamper Site, a large village consisting pri­
marily of isolated room structures, on the North Canadian River. The major 
excavations were directed by C. Stuart Johnson in the summers of 1933 and 
1934; and were briefly continued by Fred Carder in the winter of 1934. At 
least 12 rooms were tested, and most of the burials from the site came from 
inside a single room. Johnson (1934) prepared a short manuscript summariz­
ing his field work, and a more thorough analysis was completed 15 years 
later (Watson 1950). The results of Carder's work, which employed a differ­
ent grid system, have never been published. The second slab-house site exca­
vated by FERA support was the Roy Smith or Sharp's Creek Crossing Site near 
Turpin, Oklahoma. Joseph Thoburn of the Oklahoma Historical Society, spent 
considerable effort in 1934 excavating an historic stone corral at the Roy 
Smith site. However, he also trenched a prehistoric contiguous room block 
and dynamited an adjacent small cave (Thoburn 1935). The results of
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Thoburn's work went largely unnoticed until additional work was conducted 
in the prehistoric room block during the late 1960s (Schneider 1969). Thus, 
despite extensive excavations at two sites in Oklahoma, the results of the 
FERA excavations went unpublished. Stuart Johnson moved to Texas in 1934 
and continued archaeological work on slab house sites and paleontology until 
his untimely death in 1939. His unpublished manuscript on the Stamper Site 
provided important documentation for the presence of villages consisting of 
isolated room structures in the Oklahoma panhandle.
Between February 1938 and July 1941, three large scale Works Progress 
Administration (WPA) projects were conducted at eight sites along Antelope 
Creek, Alibates Creek, eind Corral Creek under the supervision of Ele and 
Jewel Baker (1941a, 1941b, 1941c, 1941d; Studer 1942). Although Antelope 
Creek Ruin 22 had been previously excavated by Studer, Holden, Lowrey, and 
Sayles, the WPA crews excavated the remaining 17 of the 27 contiguous rooms, 
found one burial, and opened at least 86 ten-by-ten-foot exterior "sections.” 
In addition, five contiguous rooms, two isolated rooms, 16 burials, and 
three exterior "areas" were excavated at Antelope Creek Ruin 22A at the base 
of the bluff; one room was excavated at Antelope Creek Ruin 23; and 15 rooms 
and 17 "sections" were excavated at Antelope Creek Ruin 24. In the Alibates 
Creek drainage the WPA excavators unearthed nine rooms at Alibates Ruin 30; 
one room and 42 ten-by-ten-foot "sections" at Alibates Ruin 28A; and a 
total of 18 contiguous rooms of a single room block, 34 isolated rooms and 
five cists at Alibates Ruin 28. Exterior testing at the latter site in­
cluded 544 "sections" within eight "areas" of two separate excavation 
"units." Along Corral Creek seven rooms and 50 "sections" were excavated 
at the Oiimney Rock Ruins (No. 51, Studer designation). The unpublished 
quarterly and final reports contain a wealth of information. Each room is
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individually described and illustrated, and a quantified summary of selected 
artifacts from each room and section is presented (Bciker and Baker, 1939a-c, 
1940a, b, 1941a-d; Baker 1940a, b)- Unfortunately, for most sites, the 
reports do not generally show the relationships between rooms and features. 
Recent maps of Antelope Creek 22 and Alibates 28 prepared by the Potter 
County Historical Society Committee are of considerable help, but they con­
tain some errors and show discrepancies with other maps (cf. Baker and Baker 
1941a;64; Duffield 1970).
The extensive WPA excavations provided a significant contribution by 
discerning the internal structures of entire rooms and room blocks. Much 
of the architectural terminology still in use (e.g., central channels, chan­
nel curbing, platforms/altars, passageways, entry steps, etc.) was developed 
by the Bakers and disseminated at various regional meetings (Hobbs 1941).
The WPA workers encountered several variations in room size and layout and 
recovered extensive samples of the material assemblage. The Bakers were 
among the first to notice similarities between sites in the Canadian River 
valley of Texas and those in the Republican River valley of Nebraska (Baker 
and Baker 1939b). Unfortunately, the outbreak of World War II terminated 
the WPA projects and prevented extensive documentations of the sites. Studer 
(1942) prepared a comprehensive report on Alibates 28, 28A, and 30 and hired 
a ghost-writer (Anonymous n.d.) to complete the report on the Antelope Creek 
sites, but neither report was printed or released.
Not all information went unpublished. At the end of the first WPA 
project, Stuart Johnson, who developed the first WPA proposal to conduct 
archaeological work, prepared a summary of Antelope Creek Ruin 22, utilizing 
Baker's room designations (Johnson 1939). Much of the architectural dis­
cussion is rendered virtually meaningless without the publication of a site
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map keyed to the text. There was also no attempt to correlate and integrate 
information from the eleven rooms that Lowrey and Sayles excavated. The 
results of the WPA excavations were presented at the Southwestern Division 
of the American Association for the Advancement of Science (Hobbs and Tichy 
1941; summarized by Hobbs 1941). Both published summaries stressed the con­
tiguous room block structure found at Antelope Creek 22 and Alibates 28 Unit 
I and ignored the isolated room structures at most of the other sites. A 
scale model of the Antelope Creek 22 Site built by WPA personnel and cur­
rently on display at the Panhandle-Plains Historical Museum also contributed 
to the notion of large villages consisting predominantly of contiguous room 
structures.
Thus, numerous large scale excavations were conducted at the larger 
sites in the Texas and Oklahoma panhandles during the 15 years prior to 
World War II. In contrast to earlier work, most projects were sponsored by 
local institutions and were supervised by local archaeologists. With the 
exception of Holden's work, most were not geared toward systematically test­
ing regional problems but rather were aimed at specific sites for the pur­
pose of accumulating artifacts. Considerable difficulty existed in defin­
ing the nature of the architectural features. The extensive WPA field work 
was the first to expose entire rooms and room blocks, and to indicate the 
consistent patterns in architecture and the range in architectural varia­
tion. The local research orientation is reflected in the inability of local 
archaeologists to formally define and establish a uniform cultural nomencla­
ture, even though several good syntheses were published during this period. 
Although sites with a variety of architectural types were investigated, the 
results were presented either in short summaries or (as in the case of the 
FERA and WPA pxojects) existed as manuscripts which generally lacked site
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maps. The contiguous room structures at Antelope Creek 22 and Alibates 28, 
Unit I, received the most attention in print and overshadowed the field work 
conducted at sites with isolated room structures. Nevertheless, the results 
conclusively demonstrated that aside from the architecture, the cultural 
remains most closely resembled other late prehistoric Plains cultures.
1945 TO 1961: PERIOD OF CULTURAL SYNTHESIS.
Between 1945 and 1961, the pace of research in the Texas panhandle 
slowed considerably. Federal support ceased during the war. This was a 
period for reflections and syntheses of the earlier fieldwork.
Without a doubt, Krieger's (1946) comprehensive synthesis is the sin­
gle most important contribution to understanding the late prehistoric period 
in the Texas pamhandle. He rejected Sayles’ "Panhandle Phase" as covering 
too wide an area and being too restrictive and opted for the hierarchical 
"advantages" offered by the Midwestern Taxonomic System (MTS) (McKern 1939). 
The system uses material traits to recognize a hierarchical series of cul­
ture units ranging from the detailed "focus" to the less specific "aspect," 
"phase," "pattern," and "base" without implicit regard for temporal or 
spatial considerations. Relying primarily on the WPA materials and earlier 
publications, Krieger explicitly defined the Antelope Creek focus for the 
Texas panhandle «md proposed (but never defined) the Panhandle aspect for 
the slab house cultural manifestations throughout Texas, Oklahoma, and adja­
cent regions. As initially defined, the Antelope Cre-îk focus was charac­
terized by large contiguous Pueblo-like structures such as those found at 
the two type sites. Antelope Creek 22 and Alibates 28, Unit I. The eco­
nomic orientation most closely resembled the bison hunting emd horticultural 
system in the Central Plains. Krieger (1946:54) was aware of the excavations
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at the Stamper Site and suggested that the isolated room sites might eventu­
ally form a separate focus. Other variants of the Panhandle aspect were 
thought to be present in northeastern New Mexico (Krieger 1946:74). While 
some of the basis for these other undefined foci relied on the variations in 
form, geographical and regional differences were obviously considered.
In addition to explicitly defining the content of the taxonomic units, 
Krieger's synthesis »as> the first to make detailed regional comparisons.
Since adjacent late prehistoric Southern Plains complexes were not described, 
Krieger accepted and stressed Wedel's (1934) and the Bakers' (1939) sugges­
tions of possible Upper Republican aspect relationships with the Panhandle 
aspect. Ultimately, the Antelope Creek focus was thought to represent selec­
tive borrowing and acculturation by Plains and Puebloan groups. A patri- 
local residence pattern was advanced as the mechanism behind the cultural 
blending (Krieger 1946:74). Krieger's work was well received by Plains and 
Southwestern archaeologists alike (Wedel 1947; Reed 1947). However, Reed 
suggested that a matrilocal residence pattern was more consistent with the 
ceramic evidence (also see Duffield 1970:12; and Marmaduke and Whitsett 1975: 
81 for independent restatements of this position).
A few years later, a detailed description and analysis of the Stamper 
site materials was completed (Watson 1950). This study was handicapped by 
misplaced site maps. Consequently, the location of the fieldwork within 
the site and the spatial arrangement of the structures were difficult to 
ascertain from the notes. Although 12 of the more than 18 structures at 
the site were excavated, the details of four structures unearthed by Fred 
Carder were too vague to be used (Watson 1950:13). Most structures at the 
Stamper Site were isolated room units; however, the rediscovered site map 
indicates that some contiguous room blocks were present (Schneider 1969:172;
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nap partially reproduced in Lintz 1978a:39). Following Krieger's sugges­
tion, Watson defined the Optima focus as a variant of the Panhandle aspect 
primarily on the basis of architectural differences (Watson 1950:53, 59). 
Other differences were rarely represented in the material assembleges and, 
in some instances, reflect either nonindigenous trade items or perishable 
materials. Using a trait list comparison between the Antelope Creek and 
Optima foci with the Upper Republican aspect, Watson concluded that the 
Optima focus was culturally and geographically intermediate. From this she 
postulated that the three cultures represented different acculturation 
stages of Upper Republican people as they migrated towards the Southern 
Plains and became "Puebloanized." Thus, the Optima focus was thought to be 
geographically separate and perhaps somewhat earlier than the Antelope Creek 
focus. Subsequent syntheses during this period generally reaffirmed the 
validity of the geographical distinctiveness of the Antelope Creek and 
Optima subdivisions within the Panhandle aspect (Troike 1955; Suhm, Krieger 
and Jelks 1954; Suhm and Jelks 1962; Bell and Baerreis 1951; Wedel 1961: 
142).
Occasional excavations were conducted during this period. In 1951 
Studer retired as director of the archaeology department at the Panhandle- 
Plains Historical Museum and was replaced by Jack Hughes. Much of Hughes' 
early effort concentrated on documenting the Archaic and Woodland stages in 
the Texas panhandle (Speer 1980). Nevertheless, he either sponsored or 
sanctioned excavations at Roper, Pickett, Cottonwood Creek Ruins, and the 
Canadian River 1 Sites by members of the Norpan Archaeological Society 
(Glasscock and Glasscock 1955; Crabb 1968:84; Carter and Carter 1958; 
Duffield 1970) and directed the Panhandle-Plains Historical Museum excava­
tions at Sanford Ruins (Duffield 1970). Even though these sites are at the
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center of the Antelope Creek focus region, several of them contain isolated 
room structures. However, most of these sites have yet to be published, 
and the range of structural variation is generally unknown to archaeolo­
gists outside of the panhandle region.
Thus, for the 15 years following World War II, the intensity of 
field work in Antelope Creek focus sites diminished. However, great strides 
were made in organizing and synthesizing the information obtained from the 
pre-war excavations. The cultural foundation defined by Krieger on the 
erroneous basis of large contiguous room structures is still in use but has 
been substantially modified.
1961 TO PRESENT: PERIOD OF RENEWED INTEREST IN FIELD WORK.
During the 1960s, the pace of field work intensified in several 
areas. Most investigations were aimed at gathering chronological and paleo- 
environmental information to develop regional models of past environmental 
conditions (Crabb 1968; Baerreis and Bryson 1965, 1966; Bryson, Baerreis 
and Wendland 1970; Duffield 1970) and with refining the Antelope Creek 
focus concept (Duffield 1964; Green 1967; Schneider 1969; Ceunpbell 1969).
In a series of articles, Baerreis and Bryson (1965a, 1965b, 1966) 
delineated a series of Holocene climatic episodes and began investigating 
the cultural responses to the postulated changes. They advocated that 
Krieger and Watson were essentially correct in attributing the Antelope 
Creek origins to Upper Republican groups; however, they also provided an 
eloquent caus. explanation for the postulated migration. They postulated 
that beginning ca. A.D. 1200, a dominance of the Pacific air mass pushed 
dried air across the Central Plains, which decreased rainfall and led to 
deteriorating environmental conditions. At the same time, the frontal
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storm track shifted south, resulting in increased rainfall and improved 
horticultural conditions on the Southern Plains. Thus, the cause of the 
migration was attributed to catastrophic reduction in the reliability of 
conditions favorable to horticulture in the Central Plains and a concomi­
tant increased reliability of conditions on the Southern Plains.
In support of this hypothesis Baerreis and Bryson undertook an ex­
tensive chronological study of Panhandle aspect sites (Baerreis and Bryson 
1966). A total of 36 radioccirbon dates from 13 sites did not support pre­
vious contentions that the Optima focus was earlier than the Antelope Creek 
focus. Both foci, however, were thought to date between A.D. 1200 and 1450 
and were slightly later than the age of Upper Republican sites (Baerreis 
and Bryson 1965b:71; 1966:114). Despite differences between the two cul­
tures, no transitional sites had been located in Kansas (Wedel 1968:61). 
Nevertheless, Baerreis and Bryson argued that since the Upper Republican 
groups had a dual hunting-horticultural economy, they seasonally covered 
vast areas and probably noticed the changing environmental conditions in 
the panhandle region. The migration over long distances may have occurred 
in a very short time with little evidence in the intervening region. In­
deed, we are assured that:
With considerable statistical certainty one can say that the 
people were not there (in the Panhandle) between A.D. 1180 
and 1200 and that they were there by A.D. 1220. Evidently 
the sudden climatic change was followed by a rapid immigration 
of sedentary peoples into the Panhandle— probably not as rapid 
as the "Boomers" of 1889, but also probably not a slow drift 
from site to site that finally dribbled into the Panhandle.
(Bryson, Baerreis and Wendland 1970:69).
A subsequent study of faunal remains from 11 Panhandle aspect sites 
generally supported the climatic aspect of the Baerreis-Bryson hypothesis. 
Based on the changing frequency of faunal remains reflecting various
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habitats, Duffield (1970:255) concluded that a relatively moist climatic 
regime was present at the beginning of, or prior to, the Panhandle aspect. 
However, the area gradually became drier until about A.D. 1300, when drought 
conditions set in. Despite this general support for the postulated climatic 
conditions, there has been little support for the postulated migration of 
Upper Republican groups (Duffield 1970:22, 226; Lintz 1978a; Ludwickson 1978) 
Although the Upper Republicein aspect slightly precedes the Panhandle aspect, 
there are numerous stylistic differences between the two complexes. The 
distinctiveness of the Antelope Creek focus from other Central and Southern 
Plains cultural manifestations has also been underscored in a number of 
syntheses which contrast two or more cultures (Campbell 1969, 1976; Collins 
1971; Keller 1961; Hughes 1974a, 1979; Lintz 1974, 1982; Holden 1964; Wedel 
1959; Wendorf 1960).
Also during the 1960s, refinements in the Antelope Creek focus con­
cept arose from the intensified field work which accompeinied the develop­
ment and maintenance of Lake Meredith «md the Alibates National Monument. 
Following recommendations based on a limited survey of the reservoir area 
(Davis 1962), salvage excavations were conducted at the Spring Canyon, Med­
ford Ranch, and Conner Sites near the proposed dam cixis (Duffield 1964) and 
later at four other house sites (4lMo-5, the Turkey Creek, Arrowhead Peak, 
and Footprint Sites) and two Woodland sites near the proposed flood pool 
level (Green 1967). Both mitigation projects encountered separate circu­
lar and rectangular room structures similar to those reported for the Optima 
focus at the center of the Antelope Creek geographical region. These iso­
lated structures posed a dilemma: either the Antelope Creek focus as con­
ceived by Krieger was too narrowly defined, or the geographical range of 
Antelope Creek and Optima architecture overlapped. Duffield (1964:75)
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attxibuted the variation to possible temporal and functional differences and 
advocated that the focus concept required further refinements. Green noted 
that the material assemblage from the isolated room sites closely resembled 
the assemblages defined for the contiguous room sites of the Antelope Creek 
focus. Consequently, he enlarged the definition of Antelope Creek archi­
tecture to include the small isolated room forms (Green 1967:186).
Although this definition could include the structures from the Stamper Site, 
Green was reluctant to reject the validity of the Optima focus, citing that 
the basic distinction between the two is reflected by ceramics, not archi­
tecture, as originally proposed. Since then, other studies have shown that 
the "distinctive cambered rims" on the Optima focus ceramics occur on only 
nine of the 271 rim sherds reported from four excavated sites in the Okla­
homa panhandle (Lintz 1978a:47). Thus, the ceramic differences are not 
great.
More recently, joint vocational and avccational excavations at the 
Marsh Site, the Jack Allen Site, and the Zollars Site have also documented 
the use of isolated one room rectangular and oval shaped structures. In 
contrast, excavations at Emeny Ruin and two sites along Big Blue Canyon 
have partially exposed contiguous room structures within the Canadian River 
valley. Unfortunately, the materials from most of these sites have not been 
analyzed, and the excavation results have yet to l>e published.
In western Oklahoma the Bedding Site (Shaeffer 1965) and the Zimms 
Site (Saunders 1973; Flynn 1983) contain isolated room structures with de­
pressed floor channels reminiscent of those in the Texas panhandle. Details 
of these sites are poorly documented at present. Other excavations at the 
Roy Smith Site (Schneider 1969) and the Two Sisters Site (Lintz 1972, 1976, 
1979a) were conducted on contiguous room structures in the Oklahoma
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panhandle. The spatial relationships of rooms at these sites showed strong 
similarities with others in Texas. Consequently, the idea of regionally 
distinctive architectural differences between the Antelope Creek and Optima 
foci must be rejected.
Unaware of Green’s unpublished modification of the Antelope Creek focus 
definition, Schneider (1969:170) proposed that both foci designations be 
abandoned and that the whole complex throughout Texas and Okleihoma be desig­
nated the Panhandle aspect. Others (Hughes, in Duffield 1964:21; Lintz 
1978a:39) have advocated similar positions until further analyses could dis­
cern meaningful differences. Until then, the Panhandle aspect would have 
no focus expression.
During this same time, an extensive survey and testing program on 
the Chaquagua Plateau in southeastern Colorado provided basic information 
which indirectly expanded and modified the Panhandle aspect concept.
Campbell (1969, 1976) was able to define an indigenous local sequence from 
the Late Archaic through Protohistoric Periods. The architectural methods 
in southeastern Colorado employed vertically-set stone slab foundations as 
early as the Woodland Period (A.D. 700-1000) and continued with minor modi­
fication through the Village Period (A.D. 1000-1450). The late prehistoric 
cultural manifestation in southeastern Colorado was designated the Apishapa 
focus, since it showed differences in site layout, room shape, and varia­
tions in the portable artifacts from those of the Antelope Creek focus 
(Campbell 1969:504-507). Campbell assigned the Apishapa focus to the Pan­
handle aspect, along with the Antelope Creek/Optima foci, because of the 
general similarities in architectural style. To incoxrporate this new focus, 
Campbell (1969:21-22) provided the first formal definition of the Panhandle 
aspect as having:
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. . .  a horticultural-foraging economy, defensive villages 
with house clusters, houses of various forms, but with founda­
tions of vertical slabs and roofs, or superstructures, of 
perishable materials; grinding implements consisting of slab 
metates, oval mcuios, and fixed mortars, cordmarked globular 
pottery, small triangular, laterally notched projectile points 
and a few atlatl points; mcuiy similair stone and bone imple­
ments; and possible storage cists and single flexed burial 
pits.
Since there is a longer architectural tradition in southeastern Colorado, 
Campbell (1969:471) suggested that the Antelope Creek/pptima focus repre­
sented the remains of progressive groups of people who moved onto the 
Southern High Plains and came in contact with and were influenced by the 
adjacent Custer/Washita River groups residing in western Oklahoma. In 
contrast, the Apishapa focus reflected conservative people who remained in 
southeast Colorado and northeast New Mexico. A temporal continuum from iso­
lated circular structures to isolated rectangular structures, to contiguous 
room blocks was postulated to account for the architectural differences 
between the Apishapa and Antelope Creek areas. Unfortunately, such change 
has not been supported by the currently available Antelope Creek radio­
carbon dates (Lintz 1978c).
The Apishapa focus as a separate cultural expression somewhat resem­
bling the Antelope Creek focus is on a firm foundation based on an exten­
sive sample of tested and dated sites. That sites of this kind should be 
included within the Panhandle aspect was even anticipated by Krieger (1946: 
74). Campbell's taxonomic proposal of retaining separate foci within the 
Panhandle aspect is more appealing than Schneider's suggestion of dropping 
all foci distinctions.
Unlike the incessant taxonomic modifications that have been advanced 
for the Central Plains subarea (cf. Gradwohl 1969:35-56; Kraus 1969; 
Blakeslee and Caldwell n.d.:10-18), the Southern Plains taxonomies have
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remained relatively stable. Other changes in the Antelope Creek taxonomy 
have been proposed by archaeologists who are peripherally familiar with the 
complex. Willey (1966:220, 324) has informally applied the Willey and 
Phillips (1958) taxonomic scheme by recognizing an Antelope Creek phase. 
Unfortunately, the temporal emd spatial limits are merely indicated on sum­
mary tables and maps, and the material content is only vaguely mentioned 
and extremely generalized. The second application of this scheme appeared 
in an unpublished thesis (Ludwickson 1976). It more rigorously defines a 
"Panhandle Phase" as existing between A.D. 1200 and 1400 and encompassing 
the approximate region previously assigned to the Antelope Creek and now 
defunct Optima foci. In view of the recent expansion of the "Panhandle con­
cept" to include the Apishapa materials from southeastern Colorado and 
northeastern New Mexico, the choice of terminology is unfortunate and poten­
tially confusing (cf. Campbell 1976; Thoms 1976). To date the term has not
been utilized by others working with the culture.
With the passage of the National Environmental Protection Act of 1969, 
several cultural resource management programs involving the Panhandle aspect 
were actively developed. Their major efforts with Antelope Creek have been 
directed towards literature synopses (Bousman 1974a, 1974b) and site inven­
tories (Hughes 1973, 1974b, Hughes, et al. 1977; Guidry et al. 1979;
Mitchell 1975; Marmaduke and Whitsett 1975; Speer 1980; Etchieson 1981). In
rare instances, mitigation was undertaken (Keller 1975; Etchieson 1979).
These studies have contributed important information cdsout site distribu­
tions. However, most of the reports are difficult to use in developing 
settlement pattern models, since the study areas are usually small and it 
is difficult to determine cultural affiliations, site function and size, 
and the number and kinds of features present at unexcavated sites.
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Significant new information has come from specialized studies in­
volving a limited segment of the material assemblage. Duffield*s (1970) 
analysis of faunal remains from Antelope Creek sites has already been 
briefly mentioned. Detailed studies of human dentition, and metric and 
nonmetric analyses of Antelope Creek skeletal populations have examined 
various models of population affinities (D.K. Patterson 1974; D.E. Patter­
son 1974; McWilliams and Jones 1978). In most instances, these important 
studies suffer from small sample sizes and limited comparative materials 
from adjacent areas and time periods. Another example is the testing of 
a lithic reduction model based on a sample of materials from the Turkey 
Creek Site (Bandy 1976). Replication experiments were used in testing the 
model which demonstrated that different stages of lithic reduction occurred 
at different kinds of sites. These various studies have attempted to elu­
cidate some facets of Antelope Creek variability. Most studies have 
employed information from a limited number of sites, but have not inte­
grated the results into a coherent culture construct. Clearly, the pres­
ent perception of Antelope Creek focus is something quite different from 
that proposed by Krieger in 1946.
Summary and Critique of Cultural Classifications
The foregoing outline of Antelope Creek research has briefly touched 
on the recognition of cultural variability and has traced some changes in 
the perception of the late prehistoric manifestations in the Southern High 
Plains. Some problems in applying cultural classifications have been men­
tioned; however, the implications of employing a specific cultural classi­
fication have not been examined in detail.
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Cultural classification systems are mere research tools to conceptu­
ally organize, structure and integrate the time, space, and content dimen­
sions of the archaeological record. As a tool, a culture unit provides a 
rational means of partitioning the diachronic continuity of culture into 
segments which cam be characterized and contrasted with similarly conceived 
units defined for different time or space. The ultimate goal of archaeology 
is not mere description, but rather explanation of variation within and 
between culture units. Particular taxonomic systems employ basic assump­
tions about the structural relationships among time, space and content.
There is nothing sacred in using a single taxonomic system. As Brew (1946: 
46) indicated nearly 40 years ago, we need more kinds of typologies to 
address different problems. Yet the structural relationships among the 
various components are more flexible in some classification systems than in 
others, and cam be modified without violating the basic intent of the tool. 
In some instances, the tool is inappropriately applied in manners for which 
it was not designed. In such situations, the modifications nullify the 
original intent and the cultural variations become obscure. In this sec­
tion, I will briefly reiterate the major taxonomic systems used at various 
times in the panhandle and indicate some of the advantages and limitations 
of each. A correlation of the different conceptual schemes is graphically 
portrayed in Table 1. This will lead to the development of a modified tax­
onomic system which will be employed throughout the remainder of this study.
Prior to the 1930s, the culture units were poorly conceived. Koore- 
head and Mason were mainly concerned with the spatial dimensions of the 
manifestation in relation to the more complex cultural centers to the east 
and west. They did not formally define its content or temporal parameters. 
Similarly, Studer's use of Southwestern terminology has been shown to be a
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TABLE 1. CULTURAL TAXONOMIES APPLIED TO LATE PREHISTORIC MANIFESTATIONS IN THE TEXAS PANHANDLE
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facade employed to characterize a semisedentary lifestyle of an indigenous 
Plains group. The terminology was never formally defined in time, space or 
material content. Fortunately, it was not adopted by others.
E. B. Sayles (1935) was the first to formally apply a rigorous taxo­
nomic system to manifestations in the region. The cultural designations of 
the taxonomic system developed by Gladwin and Gladwin (1934:10) were based 
primarily on spatial considerations (Roots, Stems, Branches), and secondar­
ily on time (Phases) and content. Die greatest weakness of this system was 
an attempt to integrate linguistic stocks into the classification system 
(Gladwin and Gladwin 1934:10). While linguistics can undoubtedly aid in 
reconstructing the culture history of groups within a region (cf. Sapir 
1916; Hughes 1974), there is no reason to assume that prehistoric groups, 
using a similar material culture within a region, speak related languages 
(Trigger 1968). The attempt to equate linguistic roots with taxonomic 
"roots" (the basic material pattern of the region) created serious diffi­
culties which ultimately led to the modification of the system, zmd its dis­
use as a viable taxonomic system in the Texas panhandle.
Since the early 1940s, the Midwest Taxonomic System (MTS) has been 
widely employed throughout the Plains region. This system, as originally 
defined, overtly conceptualized a hierarchy of culture units based on mate­
rial form and content. Spatial and temporal factors were regarded as inde­
pendent variables (McKern 1939). Its adoption throughout the Plains 
reflects difficulties in conceptualizing temporal phases without the kinds 
of absolute chronologies and methods that are available in the Southwest to 
help order cultural assemblages. Furthermore, the MTS is particularly well 
suited to migratory groups with spatially overlapping subsistence-settlement
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patterns (cf. Syms 1977). A further advantage lies in its hierarchical 
flexibility.
Krieger (1946) recognized the possibility of regional differences 
within the culture and opted to define only the Antelope Creek focus within 
the proposed Panhcindle aspect. His original definition did not perceive or 
include local variability or architectural differentiation between locali­
ties.
The MTS has not been without its problems, however (Brew 1946:51-52; 
Guthe 1952:9-10; Taylor 1948:75-90, 132-134; 141-42; Haag 1961:19-20. The 
practical application of the system is not consistent with its theory. 
Considerations of time and space have implicitly crept into its usage. Ever 
since Holden recovered cross-dated Puebloan trade pottery at Antelope Creek 
Sites, the age of the manifestation was established around A.D. 1350-1450 
(Holden 1934:51; Johnson 1939:190, Krieger 1946:47). Furthermore, the 
migration models involving either Upper Republican (Watson 1950:60) or 
Apishapa (Campbell 1969; 1976) carry in^lied notions of temporal priority 
and spatial segregation. Conflicts in spatial pareuneters are responsible 
for the multitude of conceptional schemes reflected by various Midwest Tax­
onomic Systems employed for the manifestations (Table 1). Such dilemmas 
are laest exemplified by Duffield (1964) and Green (1967) when they en­
countered architectural styles reminiscent of the Optima focus within 11 
kilometers of the Antelope Creek focus type sites. Both were reluctant 
to assign the sites to the Optima focus primarily because of spatial prox­
imity. Green (1967:181-190) went so far as to redefine the content of the 
Antelope Creek focus in order to accommodate the variant architectural 
forms. The inability to characterize regional cultural variability is
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perhaps one of the greatest wectknesses of the Midwest Taxonomic System.
Any study of cultural variability must regard time emd space as dependent 
variables whereas material content is independent. For these reasons, the 
Midwest Taxonomic System is poorly suited for the present study.
An alternative conceptual scheme utilizing time and space dependent 
variables has been proposed and extensively modified (Willey and Phillips 
1958; Gradwohl 1969; Krause 1969; Lehmer 1971, Zeier 1982). The scheme is 
not unlike the Gladwin's taxonomic system in using a hierarchy of spatial 
emd temporal content divisions, but avoids the linguistically linked pit­
falls. Modified versions of the Willey and Phillips Taxonomic System recog­
nize a hierarchical series of spatial units (site, locality, region, sub- 
area and area), and an independent hierarchy of temporal-content units (com­
ponent, subphase/phase, variant). The chronological linking of components 
or phases at a site or locality constitutes a local sequence, or on a 
larger scale, a regional sequence of a cultural tradition. However there 
is no cultural continuity necessarily implied by defining such sequences.
The advantage of the Willey and Phillips Taxonomic System lies in the flex­
ibility of temporal-content and spatial parameters. Phases are most easily 
defined by contrasting the material assemblage content with that from 
different regions or periods. However, such contrasts often result in 
apparent homeostatic characterizations of each phase, with an implicit 
assumption that the phases are separated by rapid transitional periods or 
short geographical distances. Since components of a cultural system do 
not change at a uniform rate, there is no reason to believe that phases are 
static throughout their defined existence (Plog 1974). Once general tem­
poral and spatial limits of a phase have been defined, the minor variants
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in material culture can be examined to determine the kinds and rates of 
changes within cultural components of the phase. Such studies of intro- 
phase variability were anticipated by graphically portraying minor temporal 
and spatial differences for components comprising a phase (Willey cind Phil­
lips 1958: Figure 1) and the establishment of a subphase taxonomic unit. 
Before undertaking a detailed analysis of variability within the late pre­
historic manifestations along the Canadian River valley, it is necessary to 
define explicitly the spatial, temporal and formal relationship of the cul­
ture units used throughout the rest of this study.
Taxonomic Units Redefined
The late prehistoric manifestations under consideration conform to 
"The Plains Village Tradition" (Willey 1966:320). This concept was modified 
from Lehmer's (1954) "Plains Village Pattern" which represents a series of 
adaptations distinguishable from any others in native North America by the 
following diagnostic traits:
”1) Subsistence based about equally on hunting and horticulture
2) Semipermanent villages
3) Villages located adjacent to the larger flood plains
4) Semisubterranecui earth lodges with entry ways.
5) Undercut and straight walled cache pits in and between the houses
6) Grit-tempered pottery with paddle-marked body and cord or tool- 
impressed decorations
7) Small, light projectile points
8) Chipped end scrapers
9) Scapula hoes
10) Bone hide dressing tools" (Lehmer 1954:139-140).
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Apparently Willey's "Plains Village Tradition" encompasses an area 
roughly coinciding with a major physiographic division and corresponding 
to the culture area of the ethnographer (Willey and Phillips 1958:18;
Kroeber 1939). Within the Plains area, recombinations of these traits 
along with other distinctive features have been used to form various sub- 
area divisions, each of which encompassed several distinctive culture units. 
For the Plains area, most detailed subeirea divisions include the North­
eastern periphery, the Central Plains, Middle Missouri and Northwestern 
Plains (Lehmer 1954; Krause 1969). However, Wedel (1961) and, particularly 
Keller (1961), convincingly argue that the later prehistoric Plains mani­
festations south of the Smolcy Hill-Arkansas River drainage divide are suffi­
ciently homogeneous yet distinctive from other subarea manifestations to 
be regarded as "Southern Plains Area Co-Tradition." For practical purposes, 
it can be regarded merely as a Southern Plains Subarea of the Plains Village 
Tradition (Krause 1969:96). Through time, the Plains Village Tradition on 
the Southern Plains became more divergent from that of the Central Plains. 
Each developed its own sphere of cultural relationships and different 
sources of outside influences. The differences became peirticularly appar­
ent in the later stages. Manifestations on the Southern Plains lack the 
ceramic, bone and shell tool embellishments found farther north. Although 
not all have been redefined in terms of the Willey cind Phillips system, the 
manifestations, particularly in the Southern Plains Village Tradition, 
include Henrietta, Custer, Washita River, Antelope Creek, Apishapa, Mid- 
Arkansas, Little River, Lower Walnut, and perhaps, Ninnescah (Krieger 1946; 
Hofman 1978; Lintz 1978; Campbell 1976; Keller 1961). Each manifestation 
is distinguished by slight differences in settlement/subsistence practices
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and minor variations in the material assemblage. Furthermore, each com­
plex is relatively spatially or temporally distinct. Some complexes reflect 
continuity in cultural development primarily within a single physiographic 
region (e.g. the Custer and Washita River phase continuum within the Rolling 
Red Bed Plains, Hofman 1978). Not only are temporal distinctions apparent, 
but the material assemblages of the later Washita River phase reflect the 
embellishments of new traits added to the earlier Custer cultural base.
Other relatively contemporaneous complexes, such as Apishapa and Antelope 
Creek, show strong settlement and material similarities occurring in adja­
cent (Raton Section and High Plains) physiographic regions. Both examples 
conform well to Lehmer*s (1971:32) concept of a variemt, as "a unique and 
reasonably uniform expression of a cultural tradition which is distin­
guished from other variants of the same tradition by its geographic dis­
tribution, age and/or cultural content." Variants, in essence, group 
phases together on the basis of similarity and call attention to their dis­
tinctness from other phases or variants within the cultural tradition of 
the subarea.
While some have argued that regional variants are merely "super 
phases" representing a taxon roughly corresponding to the aspect of the 
Midwestern Taxonomic System (Blakeslee et al., 1982:87), the heuristic 
value of regional variants is the flexibility of expressing certain general 
cultural interrelationships among defined phases and informal manifesta­
tions which distinguish them from other phases and manifestations within 
the broader subarea. Regional variants become particularly useful in situ­
ations where the local sequence is poorly understood and a site assemblage 
shares general attributes with several formally defined phases in adjacent
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areas. The materials should rightfully be regarded as a complex of a 
regional variant until further research can eludicate the relationship of 
the local sequence to those established in adjacent areas. The grouping 
of phases cind complexes within a regional variemt need not carry implicit 
notions of cultural continuity or affinity as much as an indication of in­
tense cultural interaction or parallel development.
THE UPPER CANARK VARIANT
On the basis of distinctive traits and geographical continuity and 
temporal contemporaneity, the westernmost series of late prehistoric cul­
ture complexes within the Southern Plains subarea share sufficient dis­
tinctive attributes to be regarded as a regional variant. The Upper 
Canark Variant is proposed for the Plains Village manifestations occurring 
along and between the upper portions of the Canadian River and the south­
ern tributaries of the Upper Arkansas River. Geographically, it includes 
the High Plains Section in the Texas-Oklahoma panhandles and the Raton Sec­
tion of the Great Plains in southeastern Colorado and northeastern New 
Mexico. The variant includes phases and manifestations which are generally 
characterized as having a dual foraging-horticultural economy; a settle­
ment pattern involving a nucleus of farmsteads, hamlets and villages com­
posed of house structures frequently located on high terraces and points; 
houses of various forms, but with foundations of vertical rows of stone 
slabs, and roofs or superstructures of perishable materials; the presence 
of storage cists; predominantly single, flexed, pit burials; cordmarked 
globular pottery; chipped stone implements marked by small triangular, 
side-notched points; end and side scrapers, triangular and ovate knives;
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flanged drills; ground stone characterized by slab metates, one-handed 
manos and fixed mortars; bone artifacts represented by a wide variety of 
awls and tubular beads; but considerable variation in the range of other 
specific artifact assemblage forms.
The architecture and to some extent the spatial patterning of struc­
tures are the major differences separating the Upper Canark complexes from 
other Southern Plains village complexes found farther east. The complete 
and systematic conversion of all of the various late prehistoric Southern 
Plains complexes into the Willey and Phillips taxonomic system is beyond 
the scope of the present discussion. Rather, I am concerned only with 
those culture units that pertain or strongly resemble the late prehistoric 
manifestations in the Texas panhandle. A clear understanding of the re­
mains in the Texas panhandle can only be gained by contrasting them with 
other similar manifestations.
At least two geographically, distinct and culturally different phases 
can be defined for the Upper Canark variant: the Apishapa phase and the 
Antelope Creek phase. The relationship of other sites with similar archi­
tectural and material remains on the Las Vegas plateau of northeast New 
Mexico to either of these phases remains unclear, and consequently, these 
sites can only be assigned to the Upper Canark variant at this time (cf. 
Stuart and Gauthier 1981:291-318; Hammack 1965:19-21; Wendorf 1960:62; 
Kirkpatrick 1976:77-82; Thoms 1976:8-36). Some New Mexico sites formally 
assigned to the "Panhandle aspect" have a radically divergent lithic assem­
blage and participated exclusively in a Southwestern ceramic tradition 
(Wiseman 1975). Such sites are not a part of the Upper Canark variant, but 
rather may relate to Southwestern developments on the eastern range of the
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Rocky Mountains (Kirkpatrick 1976; Glassow 1972).
The Apishapa phase is transformed from the putative Apishapa focus 
of the Chaquaqua and Raton Section of southwest Colorado. The phase is 
based on intensive surveys and limited site testing (Campbell 1969; 1976; 
Simpson 1976; Renaud 1930; 1942). Characterization of the Apishapa phase 
is hindered by few absolute dates and the lack of extensive excavations at 
architectural sites. Nevertheless, it appears to be derived from an indi­
genous tradition of architectural and cultural development. The Antelope 
Creek phase is redefined from the focus of the same name occurring on the 
High Plains of the Texas and Oklahoma panhandles. Considerable efforts have 
been expended obtaining absolute chronological control coupled with exten­
sive excavations at a number of sites. Most regional surveys, however, have 
been confined to extremely small, usually linear study areas. Consequently, 
an understanding of the distinctions and relationships of sites is poorly 
known at this time. The following working definition of the Antelope Creek 
phase is derived from Krieger's (1946) survey of the WPA field work and 
later modifications «md summaries by Duffield (1964), Green (1967) and 
Lintz (1982). The manifestation may suddenly appear in a fairly developed 
form in the High Plains area and reflects the recombination of traits into 
a highly unique cultural manifestation. Subsequent chapters of the present 
study will examine in detail the range and nature of the cultural variation 
within the Antelope Creek phase.
APISHAPA PHASE
Subphrase; None recognized.
Type site: Snake Blakeslee X (Chase 1951; Chase and Stigler 1949).
Other major components; Trinchera Cave (Chase and Stigler 1949;
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Simpson 1976); 50T-79 (Gebhard 1943); pyeatt Rockshelter, Umbart Cave, 
Steamboat Island Fort, 5LA-289,5LA-875 (Campbell 1969).
Homestead enclosures, 5LA-876, 5LA-847, 5BN-30.
Geographic distribution; The phase is best defined along the Apishapa 
Plateau. Campbell (1969:559) shows that a majority of sites with stone en­
closures are located in the vicinity of Branson, Colorado, and consequently, 
the sites probably extend into the Raton Mesa portion of the Raton Section 
of the Great Plains. The sites seem to coincide with mesa and canyon land 
topography. Similar sites occur in the Black Mesa area of the western 
Oklahoma panhandle and probably serve as the eastern boundary of the phase 
(Saunders and Saunders 1982). The northern boundary is roughly placed along 
the escarpments south of the Arkansas River; the eastern boundary may be 
placed between the Apishapa and Huerfano drainages in the north, but 
passes northeast of the Trinidad Reservoir. The southern boundary is poorly 
defined, but may coincide with the Cimarron-North Canadian River divide.
The affiliation with similar sites on the Las Vegas Plateau portion of the 
Raton Section in New Mexico is uncertain.
Temporal span: Campbell's comprehensive survey of the Chaquaqua Pla­
teau recognizes an indigenous, cultural development involving initial and 
terminal Plains Woodland (A.D. 450-1000) «md early and terminal "Panhandle" 
(A.D. 1000-1550). Absolute dates are rare, and most sites are temporally 
assigned on the basis of relative ages of projectile points and ceramic 
styles extrapolated from other areas. Campbell proposes a marked increase 
in density and size of sites during the early Panhandle Period (A.D. 1000- 
1300), followed by a noticeable decrease in material remains following the 
close of the thirteenth century. The four radiocarbon dates assigned to
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the Apishapa phase range from A.D. 1135+125 (GX-0514) to 1360±110 (GX-0717) 
Table 2). Three of the four dates are from different rockshelters, only one 
of which had a rock wall architectural feature. Although the tradition of 
using stone structural foundations in southeastern Colorado has been dated 
to A.D. 450 at the Graneros or Eelwood Site, the rationale for initiating 
the Apishapa "focus" at A.D- 1000 is on uncertain chronological grounds.
The available absolute dates suggest a spam from about A.D. 1100-1350 for 
the age of the Apishapa phase.
Settlement; Surveys of southeast Colorado note three basic kinds of 
Apishapa sites: rockshelters, surface encampments and stone/slab enclo­
sures ranging from single room sites to "villages" containing nearly 60 
rooms (Campbell 1969;20;393). A wide range of settlements were employed. 
Nearly a third of the Apishapa sites on the Chaquaqua Plateau were rock­
shelters; many of which were used without modification. Many of the shel­
ters are located along the wide canyon portions of Chacuaco Creek and 
Smith Canyon. In contrast, the surface encampments tend to be in the upper 
canyons and mesas but located close to potable water (Campbell 1969:
Figure 57). Sites with stone slab enclosures occur in wide canyons, but 
more often appear in upper canyons and mesas than during the previous Wood­
land Period. Several of the stone enclosure sites atop steep towers, 
buttes, vents or along isolated mesa points have stone perimeter walls en­
compassing up to 37 structures and are thought to be fortified. The over­
all distribution of sites reflects the exploitation of resources in a wide 
range of topographic settings.
Architectural features: Architectural features are best known from 
the stone enclosure sites. Most structures consist of single room units.
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Date A.D. Calibrated . Calibrated _
5568 half-life Date (A.D.) Date (A.D.) Reference
Medina ^
Rockshelter
Trench A, Level IB GX-0515
Pyeatt 3
Rockshelter
Trench M, Level 2 GX-0514
Umbart
Cave
Upper 1/4 of fill GX-0717 
Steamboat Island
1140 + 85 1085-1275 1035-1330 Campbell 1969:345-347
1135 + 125 1045-1315 1030-1330 Campbell 1969:345-347
1360 + 110 1230-1470 1250-1430 Campbell 1969:345-347
Fort, Structure 2 GX-0719 1175 + 85 1115-1305 1045-1345 Campbell 1969:345-347
One standard deviation span. Ralph, Michael, Han 1974. 
^Klein et al. 1982.
No architecture at site.
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although some rooms may be paired as at SLA-289, whereas others, particu­
larly those abutting vertical bedrock exposures (cf. 5LA-875), may contain 
eight or more contiguous rooms. Room construction seems to involve con­
siderable opportunistic use of natural boulder and outcrop exposures. Most 
of the floor plans are circular, but oval, semi-circular «md D-shaped rooms 
also occur to accommodate topography cuid other existing features. Rectan­
gular room forms are exceedingly rare. Most wall foundations and perimeter 
walls are made from a combination of horizontal and vertical stone slcibs.
The size of 68 rooms at 5LA-289, 5LA-977 and 5LA-875 ranges from four to 
17 feet (1.2-5.2 m) in diameter, providing an approximately 12.5-227.0 
square foot (1.1-21.1 sq m) area (Campbell 1969:256, 265, 269). The smaller 
"rooms" may have served as storage or granary units, but this suggestion 
has not been formally tested. Definable entryways are present at only a 
few rooms, indicating that access may have been gained above the foundation 
level. Structural floors usually correspond to the original ground sur­
faces. Few interior features have been found. The structures generally 
lack a centralized hearth and interior roof support pattern. Most fire 
pits seem to be located outside the structures (Ibid:392).
The numerous rockshelters in the region were used with or without 
additional modification. Only a third of the shelters with Apishapa mate­
rials on the Chaquaqua Plateau have interior "barrier walls." Such walls 
usually consist of a single course of stone which was probably used to 
weight down brush walls or partitions. Tlie size circumscribed by the walls 
inside rockshelters range from 65 to 167 sq m, or nearly three times as 
large as the stone enclosures. The relationship between the stone enclo­
sures and rockshelters within the Apishapa settlement pattern is still un­
clear.
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Burials; Apishapa burials are typically flexed, single pit interr- 
ments within habitation sites. One grave from 5LA-81 contained the remains 
of two individuals. The individuals are typically interred without grave 
accompaniments, suggesting that there is little or no status differentia­
tion.
Subsistence; Subsistence practices reflect a combination of general­
ized foraging and horticultural activities. Faunal remains reflect emphasis 
on procuring smaller mammals (rabbits, prairie dogs, gophers and rats).
Large mammal remains are dominated by deer and antelope with occasional 
bison, bobcat, coyote and elk represented in the assemblage (Simpson 1976: 
176). Wild plant remains include choke cherry pits, wild plum pits, grape 
vines, yucca quids, cactus seeds and pinyon nuts (Canpbell 1969:84-87; 136). 
Were it not for the recovery of cultigens in rockshelters, inferences 
regarding indigenous horticulture would be negligible. Harinosa de ocho, 
Pima-Papago, Chapolote-Reventador and Fremont-Dent varieties of corn and 
beans and gourds have been found. Although occasional wooden digging 
sticks are found, the bison bone-tipped hoe and bone digging stick tips 
are all but absent from the artifact assemblage (Campbell 1969:391).
The artifact assemblage reflects a generalized range of flake and 
core scrapers, ovate knives, gravers, flange drills and choppers, globular 
cordmarked pottery, bone shaft wrenches, awls and tubular bone beads.
Specialized tool forms are represented only by snub nose scrapers 
and small side notched projectile points (Harrell, and Washita types). 
Missing are such specific tools as the diamond beveled Icnife, and a variety 
of pin and t-type "key" drills which commonly occur on other late prehis­
toric Plains Village complexes throughout the central and southern Plains.
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The generalized artifact assemblage probably reflects the opportunistic 
orientation of subsistence coupled with the availability of lithic and 
biotic resources which are suitable for fashioning tools throughout much of 
the defined area.
Social organization (polity): Campbell (1969:398) argues that the in­
crease in Apishapa site size and density from the preceding Woodland Period 
reflects a population increase. Furthermore, the clustering of enclosure 
sites at particular localities hints of intervillage cooperation that may 
have given rise to tribal units. Finally, the population increase and "in­
creased complexity of sociopolitical organization" is reflected by the 
increased use of domesticated plants. There is little evidence to support 
most of these assertains. The clustering of enclosure sites leading to 
"intervillage cooperation" assumes site contemporaneity which has not been 
demonstrated. Features such as springs or seeps in the natural setting may 
equally account for the apparent clustering of sites.
In contrast, the eibsence of grave goods, the random arrangement of 
structures at sites, the absence of plazas and the lack of specialized 
structures marked by differences in size, shape or interior features, sug­
gest that the Apishapa had little or no apparent status differentiation and 
little community planning. Further, the scarcity of trade materials from 
eigher the Southwest or adjacent Plains manifestations suggest that they 
maintained few alliances outside the region and were relatively isolated. 
Although they may have had tribal units, it is clear that they had a loose 
political organization.
ANTELOPE CREEK PHASE
Subphases: An "Early" subphase (A.D. 1200-1350), and "Late" subphase
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(A.D. 1350-1500) tentatively defined.
Type site; Alibates 28, Antelope Creek 22 (Baker and Baker 1939, 1941); 
Conner (Duffield 1964).
Other major components; Saddleback Mesa (Holden 1933), Coetas Creek 
Ruin 55 (Studer 1934), Footprint; Arrowhead Peak (Green 1967), Spring Can­
yon, Medford Rock (Duffield 1964), Black Dog Village (Keller 1976), Stamper 
(Watson 1950), Roy Smith (Schneider 1969) , Two Sisters (Lintz 1979a) , Chim­
ney Rock (Baker and Baker 1941 d).
Geographical distribution: The phase is best defined along the Cana­
dian and North Canadian (Beaver) Rivers within the High Plains sections.
The sites generally correspond to the High Plains topography. The boundary 
between Apishapa and Antelope Creek phases is fairly sharply defined as 
corresponding to the sand dune belt in central and eastern Cimarron County, 
Oklahoma (Saunders and Saunders 1982). The northern boundary can be placed 
along the North Canadian-Cimarron drainage divide; at least eight stone 
slab house sites occur along the North Canadian in Beaver and Texas Coun­
ties, Oklahoma, but no such sites are known for the Cimarron drainage 
(Brown 1976). The eastern boundary may include a portion of the Rolling 
Redbed Plains involving the first tier of counties in Oklahoma proper. Here, 
structures at the Zimms Site and Hedding Site contain similar distinctive 
Antelope Creek phase floor features but lack the stone slab foundations 
(Shaeffer 1965:79-149; Saunders 1973). The southern boundary extends as far 
south as the Prairie Dog Town Fork of the Red River, where stone slab Site 
A 739 in Tule Canyon represents the southeast occurrence of such villages 
(Hughes 1979:43). The western boundary is tentatively placed near the 
western escarpment of the Llano Estacado. Some sites farther west along the
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Canadian River in New Mexico resemble Antelope Creek sites, but their cul­
tural affiliations remain uncertain until the nature of other Upper Canark 
sites in New Mexico are delineated.
Temporal span; The Antelope Creek phase is one of the best dated cul­
tural manifestations in the Southern Plains. At least 58 radiocarbon dates 
and five eirchaeomagnetic dates provide direct chronological information and 
17 types of cross-dated Southwestern trade sherds provide corroborative 
information (Tables 3, 4, 5). Although the radiocarbon dates seem to be 
scattered over nearly half a millennium, the MASCA tree ring correction pro­
cedures (Ralph, Michaels and Han 1974) provide a substantially tighter range 
for the Antelope Creek phase dates between A.D. i200-1500 (Figure 2).
Settlement; Despite extensive investigations, the structure of the 
Antelope Creek settlement patterns is still poorly understood. The High 
Plains area has less relief and topographic diversity than that found in 
southeast Colorado or eastern New Mexico, and rockshelters suitable for 
habitation are rare in the region. Most surveys distinguish between lithic 
scatters, open campsites and "villages." However, the terminology has not 
been consistently applied. Village sites, for instance, may refer to 
sites with several score rooms, to those with a single room structure, or 
merely to non-architectural sites with considerable material density or 
diversity. There is substantial variation in the size of the sites, the 
number of architectural units and the size and shapes of the individual 
structures (Lintz 1979b). These differences may reflect various structural 
components of the Antelope Creek settlement system involving villages/ 
hamlets, farmsteads, and perhaps seasonally occupied field huts; but, to 
date, no formal testing of the various models has been undertaken.
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table 3.
RADIOCARBON DATES FROM ANTELOPE CREEK PHASE SITES
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TABLE 5.
CROSS-DATED SOUTHWESTERN TRADE SHERDS FROM ANTELOPE CREEK PHASE SITES
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The village sites tend to be located on high terraces within drain­
age basins, rather than on the Plains uplands. Intensive surveys suggest 
that primary tributaries of the major rivers have a higher overall site 
density than the major river valley proper (Etchieson 1981:88; Guidry et al. 
1979:V-47; Hughes et al. 1977:221, Table 4). Architectural sites commonly 
occur atop steep, sloping terraces, on elevated knolls in the floodplain, 
and in the west, on isolated mesas. Although access to some of the mesa 
top sites such as Saddleback Ruin and Landergin Mesa is limited, no stone 
perimeter walls enclosing villages have been reported at any site.
Architectural features; Considerable excavations have been undertaken 
at architectural sites, and a wide range of forms has been suggested (Lintz 
1982). Structures vary between freestanding, one-room buildings and fairly 
large room blocks in excess of 20 contiguous rooms. The shapes and sizes 
of rooms commonly range from small circular units with less than a five 
square meter floor area to relatively large rectangular rooms roughly 
oriented to the cardinal directions with between nine and 60.5 square meters 
floor space. While the small circular structures may rely on opportunistic 
use of the boulders, the larger rectangular structures are often built in 
shallow pits with elaborate interior features, such as depressed central 
channels, central hearths, interior roof support posts, eastward extended 
passages and raised platforms either recessed into or projecting from the 
center of the west wall. Considerable variation exists in the nature of 
the building foundation and walls. Foundations often consist of single or 
double rows of vertically set stone slabs, occasionally supplemented with 
horizontal slabs, posts, adobe blocks, or any combination of these mate­
rials. Similarly, the height of the stone reinforced walls varies from
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mere foundation footing, to stone walls exceeding six feet in height (Baker 
and Baker 1941b:33).
Burials: Panhandle phase burials are frequently single, semiflexed 
interments. Most occur on hilltop localities, but less often they are 
located in village structures and rarely in middens. When located in vil­
lages, the burials are concentrated in the largest structure at the site 
(Watson 1950). However, many are located above the floor, indicating that 
the interments post-date the use of the structure. This suggests that the 
burials occur in cemetery areas in hilltops or êtbandoned rooms adjacent to 
the occupied part of the sites. Most graves consist merely of shallow pits 
covered with rock slabs. A departure from the single interment practice is 
present at Room I of the Footprint Site, where each of three graves con­
tained portions of seven different individuals (Green 1967). Grave goods, 
consisting mostly of jewelry or domestic utensils, are present in approxi­
mately one-fourth of the burials. Few burials have more than two or three 
artifacts included. The paucity of items suggests little to no status dif­
ferentiation in burial practices.
Subsistence: The economy is based on a hunting-gathering-horticultural 
pattern. Hunting focused on bison, but deer and antelope contributed sub­
stantially to the diet (Duffield 1970). These basic animals were supple­
mented by smaller game (rabbit, prairie dog, ground squirrel, gopher, rat, 
bobcat, raccoon, badger, fox), amphibians and reptiles (terrapins, various 
aquatic turtles, frogs), fish, mussels, and various indigenous and migra­
tory water fowl. Most bone remains from larger mammals have been systemat­
ically reduced to splinters for the extraction of marrow and bone grease 
(Lintz 1976:87). Wild plant remains include hackberry, mesquite, buckwheat.
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various grasses, cattail stems, plums, persimmons, prickly pear, and Indian 
mallow (Green 1967:157; Keller 1975:22). Domesticated plants include both 
popcorn and small flint com, as well as squash/pumpkins and beans (Green 
1967:157; Keller 1975:22). Unlike Apishapa phase sites, horticultural tools 
consisting of both bison scapula hoes and tibia digging stick tips are fre­
quently recovered in Antelope Creek phase sites.
The Antelope Creek artifact assemblage differs from that of the 
Apishapa in the quality of knapping and the specialization in tool morphol­
ogy. Near the Alibates quarries, the tool reduction strategies involve the 
production of large, flat, tabular flake blades, incidental blades and tool 
preforms or, more rarely, prepared bifaces for long distance trade (Bandy 
1976; Lintz 1978c). The artifact assemblages also show more diversity and 
specialization (Lintz 1982). in addition to the generalized, modified 
flake and core scrapers, choppers and ovate )cnives, flange drills and 
gravers, there is a whole series of more specialized chipped stone tools, 
including alternately beveled, diamond shaped Imives, "guitar-pick" scraper/ 
preforms, pin drills, key or T-type drills, highly formalized end scrapers, 
delicately manufactured, small side-notched and unnotched points (Washita, 
Harrell, Fresno, and, more rarely, Shetley emd the asymetrically notched 
Temporal Point Type). The chipped stone assemblage occasionally includes 
corner tanged Icnives, chipped axes and picks. Pecked and ground stone 
tools include small, oval, one-handed memos, grinding basins, mortar holes, 
a wide range of hammerstones, including the oval shaped, faceted edged 
"bigcuit" hammerstones, awl shapers, shaft smoothers, and elbow pipes. 
Indigenous ceramics are limited to predominantly large, globular and cordi- 
form, cordmarked jars with wide mouths, sherd disc spindle whorls and clay
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beads. The bone tool assemblage is also varied and specialized. Common 
tools include bison scapula hoes and squash knives; bison tibia digging 
sticks; various kinds of awls including rib edge, split rib, splinter and 
split deer metatarsal forms; pins, pegs, beads, bone wedges, rib "rasps", 
antler tine billets, pressure flaking tools and more raurely, eyed needles, 
shaft straightners, and bison femur head hide gruiners. Freshwater mol- 
lusks were used as scrapers and spoons, or rarely cut into pendants.
Trade with southwestern groups is reflected in the presence of marine 
shell jewelry (olivella and columella shell beads, conus tinklers, conch 
shell pendants and gorgets), exotic siliceous materials such as obsidian, 
mica and turquoise, and painted pottery. Trade with other Plains groups is 
reflected by red stone catlinite pipes, chipped stone tools of Niobrara 
Jasper and occasional cord marked sherds with collared rims and perhaps 
lip tabs.
Social organization; In contrast to the Apishapa phase, the Antelope 
Creek phase has considerable more diversity in architecture, community and 
settlement patterning. The mortuciry practices similarly show the inclu­
sion of more and varied kinds of grave goods; however, most items represent 
personal belongings and tools, rather than exotic trade items indicative of 
status differentiation. Finally, many sites contain trade goods from the 
Southwest «md Plains indicative of the incipient stages, of intercultural 
alliances which culminated in the Protohistoric cultures of the Red Bed and 
High Plains areas (Baugh 1982; Spielman 1983).
Summary
This chapter has served a double purpose. First, the history of 
archaeology in the northern Texas panhandle has been reviewed in order to
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show how the range of late prehistoric architectural and community varia­
tions have been perceived and interpreted. Most summaries of the Antelope 
Creek manifestation have been based on characteristics from a few type sites 
and have not generally included the full range of availckble information. 
Furthermore, the cultural variation that has been discerned usually has not 
been referenced to specific provenience units at a particular site. Conse­
quently, most summaries are based on inconplete information.
Second, the limitations and implications of the cultural tcuconomic 
systems developed for the late prehistoric Texas panhandle manifestations 
have been reviewed. The use of the Midwestern Taxonomic System (MTS) was 
found to be cumbersome since the application of the same nomenclature has 
been applied to different cultural constructs emd has left consideredile 
ambiguity. Furthermore, the MTS was not designed to accommodate a critical 
examination of material variation within the complex. Consequently, the 
existing late prehistoric cultural manifestations along the upper Canadian 
and the upper Arkansas River drainages of the Southern Plains Subarea have 
been redefined using a modified Willey and Phillips taxonomic system.
Within the Southern Plains Village tradition, the Upper Canark regional var­
iant is proposed. It includes those late prehistoric adaptations involving 
a semisedentary existence, combined foraging and horticultural subsistence, 
and is expressed by the predominant use masonry slab architecture, small 
side notched projectile points, and cordmarked ceramics. Two contemporaneous 
but spatially distinct expression of the Upper Canark regional variant in­
clude the Apishapa phase in southeastern Colorado and perhaps northeast New 
Mexico, and the Antelope Creek phase in the Texas and Oklahoma pemhandles. 
Similar but poorly reported sites in northeast New Mexico may be related to
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either these defined phases, or may constitute a separate phase within the 
Upper Canark regional variant. The remainder of this study will focus on 
variations within the Antelope Creek phase.
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CHAPTER 3
ENVIRONMENTAL DIVERSITY OF THE STUDY AREA 
Introduction
Prom an ecological perspective, cultures are a part of larger environ­
mental systems and interact with natural and cultural conponents of the 
system (Helm 1962). Consequently, components of the cultural system (and 
architectural and community patterns in particular) are apt to change as 
the needs of the people respond to changes in the physical and social en­
vironmental situation. The congruence or conformity of the cultural 
response to the environment is regarded as the cultural adaptation. There­
fore, one aspect of understanding cultural variation is to examine and docu­
ment environmental condition within which the culture develops.
This chapter defines a specific area for studying Antelope Creek 
variation, examines the natural diversity of the study area, and briefly 
discusses these environmental aspects as they relate to humem ecology. The 
optimal size should roughly be comparable to an archaeological "locality,” ' 
defined as the geographical space that might be utilized by a single local 
group and sufficiently restricted to permit the assumption of homogeneity 
within the cultural system at any given time (Willey and Phillips 1958:18). 
This chapter is primarily directed towards discerning variation in the dis­
tribution of natural resources within the study area which may underlie 
differences in the Antelope Creek phase settlement and community patterns.
Thus this chapter provides the environmental foundation for later
67
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discussions of cultural diversity.
General Setting and Definition of the Study Area
The Antelope Creek phase is located in the south portion of the Great 
Plains (Fenneman 1931). The character of the Great Plains surface began 
developing in conjunction with the repeated and widespread uplifting of 
the Rocky Mountains during the Tertiary Period. The Great Plains repre­
sents a series of high overlapping alluvial fans on the east flanks of the 
Rocky Mountains extending from the Edwards Plateau in Texas, northwards 
towards Canada.
On the Southern Plains, remnants of these fans have low relief. The 
Llano Estacado and Panhandle sections of the Southern Plains range from 
1350 to 750 m in elevation and dip an average of 2.3 m/km to the southeast 
(Figure 3). The character of the original fans has been modified by the 
dissolution of deeply buried salt, gypsum and other soluble deposits 
coupled with differential settling of the overlying sediments (Gustavson, 
et al., 1980). Although the Southern High Plains is dropping at a rate of 
some 15 cm per 1000 years, localized collapse of overlying beds has pro­
duced sinkholes, chimneys and linear depressions. The topography of the 
fan remnants consist mainly of shallow basins and occasionally Pleistocene
relic valleys. During wet seasons, an estimated 20,000 playa lakes occur
2within a 117,500 Ion area (Reeves 1975).
The eastern and western margins of the Southern High Plains are 
rather sharply demarcated by erosional escarpments. To the east, erosion, 
through the shallower margins of the old fans and along relic and recent 
stream valleys has left a series of relatively jagged escarpments, 90 to 
120 m high, which physiographically separate the High Plains from the
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Central Lowlands (Fenneman 1931:4). The western escarpment was formed when 
the Pecos River cut northward and pirated headwater stream flow across the 
Llano Estacado (Reeves 1972:110). In contrast to the east, the western 
escarpment is much straighter.
The two escarpments have left the Llano Estacado and panhandle sec­
tions of the Southern High Plains isolated from larger hydrologie systems. 
The isolation has resulted in a lowering of the regional base and has 
accentuated entrenchment of the Pleistocene valleys into the High Plains 
topography (Stafford 1981:550). Although several of these valleys are 
major drainages originating on the Southern Plains, only the Canadian River 
crosscuts the High Plains of Texas and transports water from the eastern 
flanks of the southern Rocky Mountains to the Mississippi Basin. Within 
the Southern Plains, the Canadian River valley flows northeastward. Lateral 
tributaries trend north-south, occur at three to five kilometer intervals 
and range from 20 to 35 kilometers in length. The Canadian River, with its 
short lateral tributaries, cuts a broad, shallow valley averaging 150-200 
meters deep and 50 to 75 kilometers wide. A portion of the Canadian River 
valley in the Texas panhandle was selected for the focus of study. The 
choice of this section of the river valley was guided by the following con­
ditions :
1) This section of the valley has been intensively studied by 
archaeologists since early surveys: the quality and intensity 
of surveys has varied considerably. Nevertheless, considerable 
information from extensive excavations at numerous large village 
and hamlet sites provides a solid base for studying cultural vari­
ability.
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2) The valley shows signs of being intensively occupied by rela­
tively sedentary populations. Although numerous temporary camps 
occur adjacent to playa basins on the uplands, the settled vil­
lages cind hamlets most commonly occur with the rough, broken 
lands of the stream valleys. These kinds of settlements are apt 
to show a wider range of activities than those occurring at 
smaller, temporarily occupied campsites.
3) Most of the excavated ruins appear to be affiliated with the 
Antelope Creek phase. Further, the valley has long been regarded 
as the geographical core of the cultural manifestation (Krieger 
1946). The exchange of the famed Alibates "flint" from quarries 
northeast of Amarillo has been postulated as a means of estab­
lishing cultural cohesion between settlements within the valley.
4) The size of the study area is large enough to display some 
internal, natural diversity, which once identified, can be used 
as a natural control for comparing cultural variability.
The area meeting all of these considerations is an 80 km section of 
the Canadian River valley centered around the Alibates National Monument 
(Figure 4). The north and south boundaries are sharply demarcated by the 
head cutting of short Canadian River tributaries into the relatively level 
High Plains. Spring and Moore Creeks form the eastern boundary, whereas 
Sand Creek and the mouth of the Sierrita de la Cruz Creek form the western 
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Antelope Creek Phase Architectural Sites within the Study Area
indicated on Figure 4.
1 Jack Allen Site 15 Medford Ranch Site
2 Zollars Site 16 Arrowhead Peak Site
3 Tarbox Site 17 Big Blue Ruins*and Cemetery
4 Black Dog Village 18 41Mo-7
5 Cottonwood Creek Ruins 19 Turkey Creek Ruins
6 Pickett Ruin 20 Alibates Ruin 28A
7 Sanford Ruin 21 Alibates Ruin 30
8 Antelope Creek Ruin 24 22 Alibates Ruin 28
9 Antelope Creek Ruin 23 23 Ozier Site*
10 Lookout Ruin 24 Canadian River Sites l*and la*
11 Antelope Creek Ruins 22 and 22A 25 Footprint Site
12 Conner Site 26 Coetas Ruin
13 Roper Site 27 Marsh Site
14 Spring Canyon Site 28 Chimney Rock Ruins 51 and 51A
Denotes sites not included in this study.
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Natural Diversity of the High Plains-Canadian 
Valley Locality
From a continental and regional perspective, the physiographic and 
biotic characteristics of this portion of the Canadian River appear quite 
uniform (Fenneman 1931; Allred 1956:268; Kuchler 1964:71). But locally 
there are pronounced differences. The geology, soils, hydrology, climate, 
flora and fauna within the study area will be presented in order to indicate 
the present local differences. Available environmental evidence will also 
be briefly examined to suggest possible changes that occurred during the 
florescence of the culture at about A.D. 1200-1500.
GEOLOGY
The subsurface geological structures of the Southern High Plains nor­
mally have little bearing on prehistoric utilization since they have been 
mantled by Cenozoic deposits. Only within the Canadian River valley and 
the margins of the Plains have sufficient deposits been removed to expose 
pre-Cenozoic strata. The formations exposed within the study area include 
the Permian age Whitehorse, Alibates and Quartermaster formations; and the 
Tertiary age Ogallala formation (Figure 5). Differential erosion of the 
Canadian River and its tributaries has formed a dual valley system (Figures 
6, 7). The outer valley is a relatively broad but shallow basin ranging 
from 50-60 km wide but only 125 m deep. The terrain is typically rolling
topography formed by the erosion of Tertiary age sediments by the Canadian
River and its tributaries. In contrast, the inner valley is only three to
four km wide but is incised 60-75 m into the Triassic and Permian age sedi­
ments. The terrain of the inner valley is often characterized by bluffs, 
escarpments, occasional mesas, and "rough broken ground" bordering a two to
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three km wide floodplain. In comparison to the relatively flat surface of 
the High Plains, the dual valley system is rugged and referred to as the 
Canadian River Breaks. However, the distinctions between inner and outer 
valleys constitute a major dichotomy in the environmental setting. The geol­
ogy of the study aurea is of utmost inqportance since the soils, various aqui­
fers and usable tool stone relate to the different geological exposures.
The earliest accessible deposits within the valley are of Permian age, 
exposed in the inner valley by erosion through the Amarillo Anticline (Tot­
ten 1956; Nicholson 1960). Within the Canadian River drainage, the Permian 
deposits are almost entirely restricted to the eastern two-thirds of the 
study area. They typically consist of thick red sandstone, siltstone and 
shales, with more or less persistent beds of dolomite and gypsum (Barnes 
1969). The Whitehorse formation consists of a thick interval of red bed 
sandstones forming steep (30-70%) slopes beneath the resistant Alibates 
(Bowers 1975; 19). At most localities, only a few meters are exposed at 
the base of escarpments along the margins of the major tributaries.
Overlying the Whitehorse formation is the distinctive Alibates dolo­
mite, formerly classified as the lower member of the Quartermaster forma­
tion, but more recently regarded as a separate formation (Totten 1956:1961; 
Roscoe and Baars 1972:144; Bowers 1975). The Alibates formation consists 
of upper and lower dolomite members separated by an interval of calcareous 
red bed mudstone and shale. The lower dolomite member ranges from one to 
three meters thick, whereas the upper member ranges to 60 cm thick (Bowers 
1975:22). The two dolomite layers form resistant caprock escarpments along 
the edges of the inner valley, although the upper member is only sporad­
ically preserved within the study area. These dolomite beds are strongly
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jointed— fractured and faulted as a probable result of both ongoing settling 
into salt dissolution cavities, and expansion during hydration conversion 
of anhydrite to gypsum deeply buried in the lower Permian deposits (Red- 
field 1953:7; Gustavson, Finley and HcGillis 1980). Calcitization and 
Chertification have sporadically occurred in both upper and lower dolomite 
members of the Alibates formation. The chert replacement of dolomite is 
particularly well developed along Bates, Plum and Devil's Canyons where the 
famed Alibates "flint" outcrops (Shaeffer 1960; Bowers 1975; Etchieson 1981: 
9) . (Figure 5).
The Quartermaster formation is the uppermost Permian deposit. It 
strongly resembles the Whitehorse formation, and where the Alibates has 
been eroded the distinction between the two formations may not be recogniz­
able (Bowers 1975). The Quartermaster consists of red to maroon mudstone, 
shale, siltstone and sandstone. Overall, the Quartermaster tends to con­
tain more clay and mica than the Whitehorse (Bowers 1975:23). Occasional 
gypsum beds occur, but they are thin and discontinuous.
The Triassic age sediments include fluvial, deltaic «md lacustrian 
deposits within the Doc)(um basin which underlies eastern New Mexico, the 
western Texas «md Oklahoma panhandles, and southeastern Colorado. On the 
Southern High Plains, Triassic beds are extensively exposed along the 
southeastern parts of the Llano Estacado and within the Canadian River 
drainage of east central New Mexico (McGowen, et al. 1979:2). Elsewhere, 
thin exposures are present along the eastern and western escarpments.
■ The Amarillo uplift prevented the Triassic sediments from covering 
Permian deposits. Consequently, the Dockum group occupies a syncline up­
stream from Tincup Spring and Chicken Creeks. The Triassic beds are con­
fined to the western third of the study area where they comprise the
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lowest accessible deposits. Tecovas and Trujillo are two formations locally 
represented within the study area.
The Tecovas formation is stratigraphically beneath the Trujillo but 
represents approximately 85% of the Triassic exposures. It consists of 
reddish brown, maroon, gray or yellow clay shale and well cemented sand­
stone and locally contains large petrified logs, micaceous or calcareous 
deposits (Redfield 1953; Beurnes 1969). A mottled orange, yellowish green 
and blue jasper also locally outcrops in the Tecovas formation. Extensive 
Tecovas jasper deposits have been known from the eastern caprock escarp­
ment region for years (Green and Kelly 1960); however, more restricted 
occurrences have been documented recently from the Cimarron drainage in New 
Mexico (Dale n.d.. Banks, 1984:72) and within the study area portion of the 
Canadian River valley at Rotten Hill, Sierrita de la Cruz Creek and the 
mouth of Coetas Creek (Couzzourt 1982:64; Cameron 1980).
The Trujillo formation occurs sporadically in areally restricted expo­
sures near the head of the lateral tributaries. The formation consists of 
gray and brown conglomerates, sandstone and shale. The conglomerates are 
composed of pebbles of quartz, limestone, siltstone, thin chert and frag­
ments of petrified wood (Barnes 1969). The sandstones are crossbedded, 
friable, usually coarse grained and are locally calcareous.
The main Cenozoic unit mantling both the Triassic and Permian deposits 
consists of the Ogallala formation (Frye and Leonard 1957:11). This for­
mation consists of outwash debris from the southern Rocky Mountains which 
occurred during the Pliocene era of the Tertiary Period. The Llano 
Estacado and panhandle section of the High Plains are the remnants of three 
major alluvial fan systems of which the Dalhart-Amarillo lobe covering the 
study area is the youngest (Seni 1980:20). Within the Canadian River
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valley, the exposed Ogallala sediments average 115 m thick (Barnes 1969). 
Along the eastern edge of the study area, the Ogallala extends from the High 
Plains upland surface to the alluvial filled Canadian River channel. The 
formation is easily distinguished from other formations by its light brown 
to buff color and by its conglomerate lithology. Although not present 
everywhere, the gravels are composed of pebbles to cobbles of quartz, 
quartzite, with minor cherts, igneous and metamorphic rocks. A thick, late 
Pliocene age, petrocalcic soil horizon in the upper portion of the Ogallala 
formation forms an erosionally resistant caliche, locally referred to as 
the Caprock of the High Plains (Reeves 1976).
The Quaternary age deposits occur as two types (Barnes 1969). Wind­
blown sand and silt form a series of largely stabilized sheets and dunes, 
20-250 hectares in area, within the Canadian River drainage and also a thin 
mantle over the Ogallala deposits on the uplands High Plains surface adja­
cent to the study area. The principal dune deposits occur on the outer 
valley Ogallala exposures north of the Canadian River; some dunes on the 
south side are present in the study area east of Bear Creek. Stabilized 
dunes occasionally mantle the inner valley deposits. Fluviate deposits 
along the Canadian River channel constitute the second form of Quaternary 
age deposits. They are represented by Pleistocene terrace systems (most 
highly developed along the eastern portions of the inner valley) and recent 
alluvium. Core drilling during development of Sanford Dam indicates that 
alluvial deposits extend to a depth of 45 m (Redfield 1953:31).
SOIL
Soil development is dependent upon five major factors: parent mate­
rial, topography, climate, organisms and time (Birkeland 1974:125-126).
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The usual period of soil development is lengthy, and with few exceptions, 
the soil conditions have not substantially changed during the past few 
thousand years. The basic soil types in the study area generally corre­
spond to geological formations and topography. In a systemic manner, geol­
ogy and topography affect the retention of moisture and local soil chemis­
try which in turn affect the development of generalized vegetation communi­
ties. Furthermore, in the study of horticultural groups, a knowledge of 
soil characteristics provides some basis for inferring suitable methods and 
settings for growing certain crops. A brief discussion of the occurrence 
and characteristics of the soils within the study area is important in 
understanding the distribution of exploitable biotic resources.
Four detailed soil studies have been conducted within the counties 
encompassing the study area (Jacquot 1962; Geiger 1975; Stringer 1976; 
Pringle 1980). Unfortunately, each has employed different soil series tax­
onomies. Nevertheless, these local differences are reconcilable when a 
more systematic and fundcunental soil taxonomy is employed (Soil Survey 
staff 1975). Five orders of soil are found in the study area: Alfisols, 
Inceptisols, Mollisols, Entisols and Aridosols (Table 6). The first three 
soil orders most commonly occur in the outer valley, whereas the Entisols 
generally occur in the inner valley. Aridosols is a minor soil order occa­
sionally found in the outer valley area. All five orders developed in 
warm, subhumid to semiarid climatic regions.
The Alfisols are those with a moderate to high laase saturation. They 
tend to form on stable late Pleistocene or older surfaces, and tend to have 
a developed ca horizon (Soil Survey staff 1975:95). All Alfisols in the 
study area are assigned to the Ustalfs suborder which developed on carbona- 
tic parent materials during warm moisture regimes. The Ustalfs are
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subdivided into two Great Groups— the Haplustalfs and Paleustalfs— depend­
ing upon the age of the surface. The Dalhart soil series is the major 
Haplustalf in the region; it is characterized by a relatively deep, well 
drained, fine loamy soil which developed on recent (late Pleistocene) up­
land erosional surface or deposits with slopes ranging from 0-5%. It char­
acteristically supports a savannah type vegetation. In contrast, the Dal­
lam and Springer soil series are the major Paleustalfs. Both are deep, 
well drained soils with a developed ca horizon and strongly weathered miner­
als. The major distinction is that the Springer soil series has developed 
on stabilized sandy eolian deposits whereas Dallam occurs on old upland sur­
faces. Dominant vegetation includes a mixture of grassland and woody plants. 
Within the study area, Dallam and Dalhart form a major soil association 
occurring along the interior margins of the outer valley, possibly correlat­
ing with major Quartermaster exposures (Figure 8). The Springer series is 
a minor association occurring on stabilized sand dunes which are common in 
the outer valleys.
The Inceptisols are those with leached bases or iron and alluvium, 
but retain some weatherable minerals. All inceptisols in the study area are 
included in the Ustochrept Great Group of the Ochrepts suborder. These soils 
have developed on Holocene surfaces emd are characteristically well drained 
with a calcic horizon. No fewer than seven soil series are included within . 
the Ustochrept Great Group. They are divided into two subgroups (Typic 
Ustochrepts and Aridic Ustochrepts) depending on their ability to retain 
moisture.
Mobeetie and Veal series are assigned to the Aridic Ustochrepts. They 
are deep, well drained, brown soils on loamy alluvial sediments with gener­
ally a shallow calcareous deposit. They typically support a native
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Figure 8. Generalized Soil Associations within the Study Area.
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vegetation consisting of mixed grasses. Within the study area these two 
series form a major association— (Veal on crests, upper hills and ridges; 
Mobeetie on the foot slopes)— which roughly corresponds to the lower por­
tion of the Ogallala formation.
The five soil series comprising the Typic Ustochrepts are the Wey­
mouth, Vernon, Owens, Quinlan and Obaro or Aspermont. Weymouth and Vernon 
have developed on moderately deep, clay and shale sediments, whereas the 
Quinlan and Obara/Aspermont have developed on weakly consolidated sand­
stones and loams. All are well drained and often occur on rolling topog­
raphy with slopes ranging from 1-12%. Weymouth, Vernon and Owens roughly 
correspond to textural differences primarily found within the Tecovas for­
mation (Dockum Group) within the western portion of the study area 
(Figure 8). Quinlan emd Obaro/Aspermont occur primarily on lower terraces 
as minor soil series associated with Tascasa and Burson in the Quartermas­
ter formation within the central and eastern portions of the study area.
The Mollisols are very dark colored, base-rich soils which have 
developed on Holocene to Mid-Pleistocene or older surfaces (Soil Survey 
staff 1975:271). All soils are assigned to the Ustolls suborder indicat­
ing that they are freely drained with a ca or calcic horizon. Three sub­
groups are distinguished in the study area on the basis of high calcic or 
petrocalcic horizons (Calclustolls) or minimally altered parent materials 
(Haplustolls) or the antiquity of the surfaces (Paleustolls). Tascosa is 
the only series within the calclustolls. It is characterized by a deep, 
well drained gravelly soil with a shallow calcic or petrocalcic horizon 
which developed on moderate slopes of 30-70%. The Haplustolls are repre­
sented only by the Paloduro series which is a deep, well drained, dark
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brown clay loam with calcareous sediments occurring on 3-8% slopes. The 
Paleustolls are represented by the Pullman series within the Torretic 
Paleustolls suborder and the Dumas, Acuff and Olton series within the 
Aridic Paleustolls suborder. All have developed on old, stable, nearly 
level land surfaces and commonly have a petrocalcic horizon which recalci­
fied during the Holocene. The Pullman series is a deep, well drained soil 
developed on clayey eolian sediments. The high clay content has character­
istically left wide deep cracks which are open at least half of the year; a 
calcic horizon may have also developed. The Dumas, Acuff and Olton series 
are all deep, well drained soils which formed on loamy eolian deposits; 
the differences are mainly textural within the study area. Acuff, Paloduro 
and Olton form an association which roughly corresponds to the upper Ogal­
lala formation within the southern part of the study area. Dumas and 
Pullman are most often associated with the Dallam and Dalhart Alfisols along 
the interior margins of the outer valley. The Tascosa series has most com­
monly developed in the steep Permian and Triassic slopes of the inner 
valley.
The Entisols are characterized by little or no pedogenic development 
on recent surfaces. Three suborders within the study area reflect differ- . 
ent origins. Fluvients refer to recent floodplain alluvial deposits; 
Orthents refer to recently eroded/landslide surfaces; and Psamments refer 
to eolium (sand dune) deposits. The major fluvient in the area is the Lin­
coln series, a part of the Ustifluvients Great Group. This series is char­
acterized by deep, excessively drained, light brown soils formed in recent 
calcareous, sandy alluvium on floodplains. It includes the Pleistocene 
terraces along the Canadian valley margins as well as alluvium on minor
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creeks and tributaries. The Lincoln series commonly supports mixed grasses 
and xerophytic shrubs. The Orthents are represented primarily by the Burson 
series, which is assigned to the Torriorthents Great Group. The Burson 
series is characterized by silty, very shallow, well drained, reddish soils 
formed on steep (30-70% slopes), partially cemented, loamy sediments. The 
excessively high runoff leaves the soils dry; consequently, the soils are 
sparsely vegetated with xerophytic shrubs and ephmeral grasses. The soil 
type is associated with the Tascosa series (Mollisols) which are restricted 
to the steep Permian and Triassic slopes of the inner valley. The Psamments 
in the study area include Tivoli and Likes series, both of which are 
assigned to the Ustipsamments Great Group. The eolian sediments are deep, 
excessively drained, sandy loams occurring as undulating cuid hummocky dunes. 
The Tivoli series tends to have steeper slopes (5-30%) than the Likes ser­
ies (1-8%). Grass or savannah vegetation occasionally develop on the dunes. 
Within the study area these soils developed on the Holocene deposits which 
intermittently mantle sections of the Ogallala formation in the outer val­
ley.
Aridisols, the last soil order, occur as minor associations within 
the study area. They typically are dry and have little water available from 
mesophytic plants. Within the study area, the Aridisols belong to either 
the Calciorthids or Paleorthids Great Groups, each of which is represented 
by a single, dominant soil series. The Potter series (Calciorthid) is 
characterized by very shallow, calcareous, gravelly soils found on late 
Pleistocene eroded surfaces with a 5-30% slope. It typically has a high 
accumulation of lime, soluble salts, and carbonates. The Potter series is 
a minor component of the Tascosa— Burson association and occurs primarily
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over the Alibates dolomite along the margins of the inner valley. The 
Paleorthids are primarily represented by the Pastura series. This is a very 
shallow, well drained soil formed over old, stabilized beds of cemented 
caliche and gravel. It typically has a relatively high petrocalcic horizon 
and more organic matter than is commonly found in Aridisols. Within the 
study area, the Pastura series is a minor component of the Mobeetie-Veal 
association occurring on lower slopes of the Ogallala formation.
CLIMATE
The climate of the Plains has been eloquently characterized as fol­
lows:
The Plains are a semiarid land. They are not semiarid in that 
the climate is halfway between humid and arid. They are not 
half dry and half wet; rather some years they are dry and even 
arid; other years they are very wet; and still other years 
they are wet or dry at the wrong times from the standpoint of 
agricultural production and yields. This is the undefinable 
aspect of semiaridity that gives the Plains their distinc­
tiveness. (Kraenzel 1969:12).
Near Amarillo, a dry steppe climate prevails with an average annual 
precipitation of 20 inches and a mean tendrature of 58.7° F. The area 
is often windy with a mean speed of 13.7 knots from the southwest emd a 
possibility of sunshine occurring 73% of the year. The growing season is 
198 freeze-free days during which time over 75% of the annual precipita­
tion falls (Orton 1974:906; Pringle 1980:2).
Trie unpredictable and erratic nature of the semiarid environment 
makes these annual total or mean figures somewhat misleading. The equinox 
seasons are marked by climatic instability, whereas winters and summers are 
seasons of extremes. January is the coldest month with a mean daily tem­
perature ranging from 23.5° to 49.8° F and a monthly mean temperature of
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of 36.7® F (Orton 1974). Winter is the dry season with an average of only 
2.04 inches of precipitation, often occurring as light snow. Intermittent 
storms euid blizzards are common most of the winter. Arctic air frequently 
pushes into the Texas panhandle, lowering the temperature to near zero and 
dropping an average of 13.3 inches of snow yearly. Temperature drops of 50® 
to 60® F in a 12-hour period are commonly associated with these fronts, and 
temperature drops of 30® to 40® F in a few minutes have occurred (Geiger 
1975:53). However, cold spells are short and rarely last longer than 
three days before southwesterly winds bring rapid warming. The record con­
ditions provide some indication of the ferocity of these storms. For Ama­
rillo, the coldest temperature is -16® F (February 2, 1899); maximum snow­
fall within a 24-hour period is 20.6 inches (March, 1934), and winds rang­
ing from 60-85 miles per hour have been recorded. Under such extreme 
conditions, 18-26-inch snowfalls have been known to form eight to ten foot 
drifts ; and the wind chill temperature equivalents become unbearable (Geiger 
1975:53).
In contrast, the summers are typically hot end dry with cool nights. 
July is the hottest month with average daily temperatures ranging from 
67.0® to 94.2® F and a monthly average of 80.6® F. During the heat of the 
day, temperatures may top 100® P; the highest temperature recorded for 
Amarillo is 108® F (June 1953). Relief from such extremes is provided by 
the summer dominant rainfall pattern. Nearly 50 storms occur each year, 
but periods of no rainfall for several weeks or more are not unusual.
Most of the precipitation falls between May and July in the form of very 
heavy, localized thunderstorms. Damaging tornadoes, hail, windstorms and 
intense showers are often associated with thunderstorms. The intensity is
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reflected by the shower of May, 1951, during which time 6.75 inches of 
rain fell within a 24-hour period (Orton 1974:906). Unfortunately most of 
the moisture is lost to high runoff, leaving little water incess«mtly 
throughout the year. Summer winds predominantly blow from the south at an 
average of 12 mph; but on occasion, winds caused by strong pressure gradi­
ents associated with extra-tropical cyclones can maintain speeds of 50-60 
mph for several days and generate severe duststorms. The conditions of 
irregular rainfall, high runoff, hot weather and strong winds produce an 
evaporation rate of over three times the annual precipitation rate (64 
inches:20 inches, respectively).
Droughts are a relatively ccmmoii phenomenon. At least nine signifi- 
Ccint drought periods of varying severity and areal extent have occurred in 
Texas since 1891 (Lowrey 1959:23). The longest and most severe drought in 
history lasted between 1950 and 56. Other severe droughts occurred in 
1909-12, 1916-18, 1933-34, whereas less severe droughts were recorded in 
1891-93; 1896-99, 1901, 1924-25 and 1937-39.
Despite the general unpredictability of weather, some trends in cli­
matic related conditions can t)e expected. Although the previous climatic 
summary is based on records from Amarillo, located on the High Plains, the . 
conditions within the Canadian Breaks study area are probably somewhat 
different because of the terrain. Further, topographic variation l^etween 
the inner and outer valleys undoubtedly are reflected by climatic differ­
ences in cold air flow, wind speed and solar heating properties.
. Cold air flow is most often associated with diurnal changes, but also 
can occur under longer conditions of climatic change (Trewartha 1954:101). 
The flow of cold air down drainage ways to canyon bottoms can produce
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pronounced differences in nighttime air temperature and humidity between 
the canyon bottom and the adjacent slopes. Under such conditions, t.empei- 
atures within the inner valley are considerably cooler than those of the 
outer valley. Although this diurnal change is a welcome relief from the 
summer heat, it can also bring uncomfortable conditions during the fall 
and winter.
The topography also affects wind conditions in a predictable manner. 
Winds within the deeply entrenched inner valley tend to be more subdued 
than those of the outer valley or the High Plains. The slightly higher 
wind velocity and greater distance from water for the outer valley is suf­
ficient to keep mosquitos and other pesty flying insects to a minimum.
Investigations of solar heating properties have not been conducted 
in the Canadian River Breaks. However, the range of land surface configu­
rations of the inner and outer valleys suggests that considerable differ­
ences exist. Solar heat is directly dependent upon the relative amount of 
solar energy absorbed (Trewartha 1954:18). The absorption of solar energy 
has been shown to depend upon the angle of the surface inclination, the ab­
sorption spectrum (color) of the surface, and the duration of exposure 
(Trewartha 1954:8; Fleagle and Businger 1963:135-139). Since most of the 
soils colors in the study area are fairly uniform, the absolution spectrum 
can be regarded as a constant. The angle of surface inclination is depen­
dent upon a combination of the angle of solar ray intersect and the slope 
of the ground surface. On a level ground surface, the nuiximum daily intens­
ity of solar radiation occurs at noon throughout the year with lower solar 
intensities recorded in the mornings and afternoons. At the 35° 45' lati­
tude of the study area, the maximum yearly intensity occurs at noon on the
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summer solstice when the angle of the sun's rays on a horizontal surface 
is 77® 45'; at the winter solstice, the maximum angle of the sun's rays is 
only 30® 45'. By varying the degree of ground surface inclination, signif­
icant differences in the amounts of direct solar radiation can be achieved. 
During the summer solstice, direct msucimum solar intensity (100%) occurs on 
a 59® 15' north slope. As previously indicated, most soil slope in the 
outer valley remges from 0-8% (0-5®), with two associations ranging to 12% 
(7®), whereas the walls of the inner valley range from 8-70% (5-35®) slopes 
(Pringle 1970; Jacquot 1962; Geiger 1975; Stringer 1976). Calculation of 
the percentage of maximum solar radiation for various north and south expo­
sures during the summer and winter solstices shows considerable differences 
in the amount of radiation on the outer valley versus inner valley north 
and south slopes (Table 7).
During the summer solstice, the entire outer valley and the north 
slope of the inner valley receive approximately 92-100% of the possible 
direct solar radiation, whereas the south slope inner valley receives only 
some 68-69% direct radiation. The differences are even more marked for the 
winter solstice. The outer valley receives approximately 35-65%; the north 
slope inner valley receives 65-91%, but the south slope inner valley re­
ceives a mere 0-27% of the total available direct radiation. All percent­
ages reflect the insulation conditions at noon, but do not consider the 
lower slope angles during other parts of the day. In general, the direct 
solar radiation is lower and roughly corresponds to the angle of the sun; 
an exception is on north slopes greater than 12®, which actually receive 
more direct radiation during spring and early summer during mornings and 
afternoons. Such steep slopes are usually confined to the north exposures
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TABLE 7
PERCENT OF EFFECTIVE SOLAR RADIATION FOR VARIOUS 


















35® (70.7%) 92.2% 67.9% 91.2% 0
30® (57.7%) 95.2% 74.0% 87.3% 1.3%
25® (46.6%) 97.5% 79.6% 82.7% 10.0%
20® (36.4%) 99.1% 84.6% 77.4% 18.7%
15® (26.8%) 99.9% 88.9% 71.6% 27.1%
10® (17.6%) 99.9% 92.6% 65.3% 35.4%
5® ( 8.7%) 99.2% 95.5% 58.5% 41.5%
0® ( 0.0%) 97.7% 97.7% 51.1% 51.1%
of the inner valley.
Additional variability is introduced by the apparent changes in the 
sun's daily path across the sky. Not only does the summer sun reach a 
higher noon time angle than the winter sun, but the location of the summer 
sunrise and sunset is more northerly than that of the winter. Overall, 
the northern slopes generally receive more radiation throughout the year. 
However, since the Canadian River valley is oriented approximately N 40® E, 
relatively more direct solar radiation is accessible to the southeastern 
exposures during the late spring and summer, whereas relatively higher 
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The duration of solar exposure is the last major variable to be con­
sidered in the absorption of solar energy. The duration is dependent upon 
the length of sunshine of the topography of the immediate locale. At the 
approximate latitude of the study area, nearly five additional hours of 
sunlight are available at the summer solstice than at the winter solstice 
(Trewartha 1954:8-9). These seasonal differences do not affect the local 
variability as much as the local topography. The rolling eujd broken ter­
rain of the outer valley caused by the numerous tributaries of the Cana­
dian River complicates characterization of the length of the solar expos­
ure. Most tributaries are northwest and southeast trending cuid tend to be 
in shade during early mornings and late afternoons. Overall, the inner 
valley has steeper bluffs ranging up to 75 m tall, which keeps the south 
margins of the inner valley in shade for longer portions of the day. The 
combined factors affectx ig the solar radiation suggest that there are con­
siderable differences among the north and south slope exposures of the 
inner valley and the inner and outer valleys. The reduction in solar radia­
tion documented from the south wall exposures and lower talus of the inner 
valley would result in cooler conditions in summer and prolonged snow 
cover in winter. In contrast, the steep north exposures of the inner val- . 
ley receive the most direct solar radiation throughout the year and have 
moderate thermal conditions relative to those of the inner valley.
HYDROLOGY
The hydrological aspects are concerned with the drainage configura­
tion, and water sources, occurrence and quality. Nearly all of the present 
surface water is derived from regulated stream flow through the Canadian 
River. However, prior to pump irrigation, springs and groundwater seeps
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from the Ogallala and other aquifers contributed substantially to the 
local hydrological setting. Quantification of both sources is difficult to 
derive since stream flow records were not monitored until after Concha 
Reservoir was built in 1937, and groundwater characteristics were not seri­
ously examined until after pump irrigation was established. Effluent 
water regulation has occurred with the development of Ute Dam in 1962 and 
Sanford Dam at Lake Meredith in 1964.
The drainage configuration of the Canadian River Valley is influenced 
by geological patterns. Many of the lateral tributaries coincide with geo­
logical faults and joints which occur at some regularity and tend to orient
the tributaries perpendicular to the major river (Redfield 1953:27;
Figure 9). In addition, the presence of erosionally resistant dolomite 
and caliche caprocks has inhibited stream development. The lateral tribu­
taries are fairly short and steep within the drainage basin system. Stream 
flow down the Canadian River has been quite variable. The river bed is 
usually between 0.5 and 1.0 km wide. Before water regulation, the varia­
bility prompted one early geologist to remark:
The Canadian River is perhaps more treacherous than any other 
stream of the Plains. The stream is either dry or a raging
torrent. The river may have been dry for weeks at a time,
then suddenly, without Wctrning, a wall of water several feet 
high rushes down the channel, sweeping everything before it, 
and for a number of days the river continues high, then gradually 
subsides. Following this period of abnormal flow, the sand in 
the stream becomes 'quicksand*, or loose sand which appears firm 
but gives way suddenly under foot, rendering the stream extremely 
dangerous to cross. Many a head of cattle has been mired in 
the Canadian River, and every year loaded wagons and even teams 
are abandoned (Gould 1906:43-44).
Records indicate that most surface flow occurs between June and August
and coincides with the summer dominant rainfall and snow melt patterns in
the Rocky Mountains (USGS 1955:386). Even after the stream flow regulation.
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Figure 9. Lateral Tributaries within the Study Area.
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the mean yearly discharge along the river north of Amarillo ranged from 
107 to 2,351 cubic feet per second (cfs); whereas momentary maximum dis­
charge rates of 12,500 to 135,000 cfs were recorded and a minimum daily dis­
charge averaged dry to only 1.7 cfs for the period 1938-1950. The river 
usually has a high sediment load and also contains up to 1600 ppm dissolved 
solids which are predominantly chlorides and carbonates (Etchieson 1981:5; 
USGS 1960:121). A brinish, artesian aquifer near Logan, New Mexico con­
tributes so much sodium to the Canadian River that the water supply at 
Lake Meredith exceeds the American Water Works Association recommended 
limits (200 mg/1) for drinking water (Bureau of Reclamation 1979).
Local water resources mainly occur as springs and seeps. Most water 
is derived from a high aquifer at the base of the Ogallala formation; how­
ever minor aquifers are also present in the Permian and Triassic formations 
(Cronin 1969:3). Data from well logs suggest that in 1937 the water table 
level may have been 25 m thick with a saturation level some 135 m above the 
elevation of the Canadian River bed (Cronin 1969:maps). At that time, 
springs were located at the heads of many canyons and several short draws. 
The stream flow and number of springs has decreased sharply after the wide­
spread use of well irrigation during the late 1930s (Green 1973:125). 
Although the Ogallala saturation level has dropped in excess of 45 m north 
of Lubbock, the decrease near the Canadian River Breaks is estimated at 
only 6-12 m since 1937 (Cronin 1969:map; Luckey, et al., 1981). Since the 
recent annual recharge rate from local precipitation is estimated to be 
between 1.5 to 2.0 cm, it is unlikely that aquifer discharge within the 
Canadian River valley will ever return to pre-irrigation levels. Water 
from the Ogallala formation is sufficient to sustain a few flowing streams 
far enough to reach the Canadian River, but the majority of streams
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disappear into their sand-filled bed and are either dissipated by evapor­
ation or reach the river by subsurface flow (Redfield 1953:32). Most of 
the intermittent tributaries are reputed to have been live streams only a 
few years ago (Etchieson 1981:5). The water from the Ogallala aquifer is 
potable but typically hard, and locally can have high concentrations of 
fluoride (Cronin 1969:8).
Besides outcropping at the head of canyons, some potable water from 
the Ogallala aquifer is thought to enter joints in the Alibates dolomite 
and seep from the Permian deposits along the steep slopes of the inner val­
ley (Redfield 1953:32). However, the water of the seeps and springs has 
also decreased. Other minor aquifers are present in the Triassic and Per- 
mictn deposits, but most do not occur as surfac  ̂seeps. Water exposed to 
Whitehorse deposits for any length of time are apt to become extremely 
"gippy" or saline and impotable.
FLORA
The vegetation of the Canadian Breaks tends to be fairly complex, 
even though it is often regarded as undifferentiated from the surrounding 
vegetation of the Llano Estacado (Blair 1950). Those that do differentiate 
the Breaks generally regard it as a uniform "High Plains Bluestem Commun­
ity" (Allred 1956), or merely a "Bluestem-Oak" association (Kuchler 1964). 
However, recent detailed, biotic studies of the inner valley around Lake 
Meredith (Wright and Meador 1979; Phillips n.d.) as well as the outer val­
ley 15.5 miles west of the study area (Sikes and Smith 1975) reveal a far 
more complex situation. At least 487 species of native plants represent­
ing some 70 families and an additional 30 species of introduced plants have 
been recorded with an additional 55 species recorded for the area but not
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confirmed by these three surveys (Wright and Meador 1979; Rowell n.d.).
The detailed botanical studies identify five major plant associations 
which generally correspond to topographic and soil characteristics. These 
include: Bottomland, Steep Slope, Mesa Top, Gravelly Slope, and Scind Hill 
associations (Wright and Meador 1979).
The Bottomland association, as the name implies, is riparian and con­
fined to the recent alluvial terraces along the Canadian River and tribu­
tary streams within the inner valley. The soils typically belong to the 
Lincoln series. This vegetation association consists of a complex mosaic 
of stands dominated by trees in some areas, shrubs in others, and by grass 
or grass-like plants in still others. All are subjected to and tolerant of 
frequent flooding. Characteristic native species include cottonwood 
(Populus spp), Chickasaw plum (Prunus angustifolia), hackberry (Celtis 
reticulata), sedge (Carex spp), salt grass (Distichlis spicata), alkali 
sacaton (Sporobolus airoides), vine-mesquite (Panicum obtusum), common reed 
(Phraqmites communis), and persicaria (Sorghastrum avenaceum). Signifi­
cant contributions to the vegetation cover are made by scratchgrass/muhly 
(Muhlenbergia asperifolia), switchgrass (Panicum virgatum), Canadian wild 
rye (Elymus canadensis), rush (Juncus spp), Icunbsquarters (Chenopodium 
album) and western ragweed (Ambrosia psilostachya). The dominant intro­
duced species are Tamarisco/salt cedar (Tamarix gallica) and Belvedere 
(Kochia scoparia).
The Steep Slope biotic association is confined to the flanks of the 
inner valley, composed of the rocky Tascosas-Burson and Potter soil asso­
ciations. The present vegetation is sparse and more uniform than the 
Bottomland association. The Steep Slopes are dominated by grass stands
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with an admixture of shrubs and forbs. Major native species include: 
broomweed (Xanthocephalum spp), polecat bush (Rhus aromatica), feather 
plume (Dalea formosa), cat's claw mimosa (Mimosa biuncifera), wafer ash 
(Ptelea trifoliate), sideoats grama (Bouteloua curtipendula), little blue- 
stem (Schizachyrium scopariuro), western fleabane (Erigeron bellidiastrurt), 
ragweed (Ambrosia spp), bladder pod (Lesquerella spp), white aster (Leuce- 
lene ericoides), emd to a lesser extent by black grama (Boutel oua eriopoda) 
and western wheatgrass (Agropyron smithii).
The Mesa Top biotic association closely corresponds to the lower por­
tions of the outer valley, directly overlying the Alibates dolomite cap.
The soils of this area belong to the Dumas-Dallam and Pullmcin-Dalhart asso­
ciations. Major plants occurring on these shallow soils include Plains 
prickly pear (Opuntia sp), bear grass (Yucca angusticolia), mesquite (Pro- 
sopis glandulosa), broomweed (Gutierrezia dracunculoides), blue grama 
(Bouteloua gracilis), buffalo grass (Buchloe dactyloides), Indian blanket 
(Gaillardia spp), bladder pod, plantain (Plantago sp) and Tahoka daisy 
(Machaeranthera tanacetifolia).
The Gravelly Slope biotic association occurs on ridges, knolls and 
undulating areas of the outer valley. Stands in the eastern part of the 
area, roughly corresponding with the Tascosa and Mobeetie, Veal and Berdan 
soils, are composed of an admixture of grasses and small shrubs, whereas 
stands in the western part, roughly corresponding to the Acuff-Olton- 
Paloduro soils, tend to have larger shrubs, especially the one-seeded juni­
per. (Juniperus monosperroa).
In addition, other native species are dominated by broomweed, bear 
grass, cat's claw mimosa, blue grama, hairy grama (Bouteloua hirsuta),
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Texas grama (Bouteloua rigidiseta), sideoats grama, white aster, bladder 
pod, Indian blanket, six-week fesque (Vulpia octoflora), and an introduced 
species, Russian thistle (Salsola kali).
Finally, the Sand Hill biotic association often occurs on the Likes- 
Tivoli-Springer soils of recent sand dunes and hummocks mantling the Ogal­
lala deposits along the slopes of the outer valley. This vegetation 
association is an admixture of shrubs, grasses and forbs consisting mainly 
of sand sagebrush (Artemesia filifolia), broomweed, bear grass, chickasaw 
plus, scratchgrass/muhly, sand dropseed (Sporobolus cryptandrus). lazy 
daisy (Aphanostephus spp), Indian blanket and mentzelia (Mentzelia strictis- 
sima).
The biotic surveys stress that livestock overgrazing since the 1870's 
has modified most of the vegetation cover, particularly in the outer valley, 
cind that around Lake Meredith, off-road vehicles have severely disturbed 
and modified the plant associations within the last 15 years. Under heavy 
grazing conditions, many of the grasses (Sorghastrum nutans, Andropogon 
socparius. Panicum virgatum, Andropogon hallii, Bouteloua curtipendula and 
Elymus canadensis) tend to decrease and are replaced by other grasses 
(Chloris cucullata, Paspalum spp, Festuca octoflora), forbs (Gutierrezia 
spp. Hélianthes spp, Eriogonum annum, Oenothera spp, Zanthocephalum spp) 
and trees and shrubs (Yucca glauca. Opuntia spp, Artemisia filifolia, 
Quercus harvardi, Salsola kali, Prosopis and Rhus Trilobata) (Allred 1956: 
275; Wright and Meador 1979:32). The extent of vegetational modification 
if difficult to imagine from the present vegetation. Kuchler's (1964) 
reconstruction of the biotic characteristics of the coterminous United 
States classifies the Canadian Breaks as a midgrass prairie with open to
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dense, broad leaf deciduous shrubs, occasional needle leaf evergreens and 
low trees. The dominant tree would be shinnery oak (Quercus mothriana); 
however, none of the modern surveys observed this species in the area, even 
though earlier surveys report it being present (Rowell n.d.).
FAUNA
The fauna are characteristic of the Kansas biotic province, a transi­
tional zone between the western and eastern fauna (Dice 1943; Blair 1950). 
Recent faunal inventories have been conducted for the Lake Meredith and 
Alamosa Creek areas (Killebrew 1979; Scudday cind Scudday 1975). These 
studies complement a detailed summary of the Canadictn Breaks vertebrae 
(Duffield 1970).
The Canadian Breaks shows a considerable diversity of faunal resources. 
At least 59 mammalian species, 48 reptilian species, 15 amphibian species, 
at least three kinds of fish and in excess of 100 bird species have been 
reported to reside or visit the area. Many species tend to reside predom­
inantly in one or more habitat types. Although Killebrew (1979:13) defines 
seven types of habitats around Lake Meredith, the difference in animal com­
position is minor and consists primarily of variation in the relative fre­
quencies. The previously delineated biotic associations do not generally 
have one-to-one corresponding faunal communities. Duffield (1970:34;
Figure 9) recognizes only three distinct and fairly well defined environ­
mental areas: the "grassland plains of the uplands" (corresponding to the 
outer valley and High Plains), the "edge-breaks" of the inner valley wall 
and the "moist-aquatics" of the bottomlands.
The animal communities of the grassland-plains have changed through 
the eradication of some native species and the introduction of domestic
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livestock. In the recent past, the dominemt species included buffalo 
(Bison bison), pronghorn (Antilocapra americana), prairie dog (Cynomys 
ludovicianus), badgers (Taxidea taxus) «md jackrabbits (Lepus californiens).
The edge-breaks animal communities reside in a diversity of topo­
graphic and biotic settings. The characteristic mcimmalian fauna include mule 
deer (Odocoileus hemionus), bobcats (Lynx rufus), skunks (Mephitis spp), 
porcupines (Erethizon dorsatum), cottontail rabbits (Sylvilagus spp), moles, 
three species of shrews, two kinds of gophers, three kinds of ground squir­
rels and occasionally cougars (Felix concolor), elk (Wapaiti), and ring­
tails (Bassarisus astutus). In addition, badger, jackrabbits, antelope and 
bison commonly found in the grassland plains frequently occur in the Cana­
dian River Breaks. Most reside in the gently rolling terrain of the outer 
valley, and the steep slopes of the inner valley. In areas with slight 
overhangs within and beneath the dolomite ledges, dens for the larger carni­
vores commonly occur.
The moist aquatic habitat is restricted to the riparian bottomlands 
along the Canadian River valley and its tributaries. The variation in 
plant communities supports a wide range of animals. Characteristic ani­
mals include opossums (Didelphis virginiana), ferrets, weasels (Mustela spp), 
muslurats (Ondatra zibethicaus), beaver (Castor canadensis), fox squirrels 
(Sciurus niger), whitetailed deer (Odocoileus virginiana), as well as two 
species of aquatic turtle, seven species of frogs/toads, one salamander 
and a wide range of fish and birds. A number of edge-breaks êmimals also 
occurring in the moist aquatic habitat include porcupines, cottontail rab­
bits, skunks, shrews, gophers and ground squirrels. Early travelers men­
tion the presence of bear within the study area (Thwaites 1905:101).
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Other animals ubiquitous to all three areas include box turtles 
(Terrapene omata), raccoons (Procyon lotor), coyotes (Canis latrans), 
four species of foxes (Vulpes spp) and eight species of mice. The area is 
along a major flyway, and numerous migratory waterfowl seasonally visit 
the bottomlands and playa lakes on t)ie uplands.
PALEOENVIRONMENT
Overshadowing the biotic changes wrought by the recent settlers, the 
greatest factor molding biotic communities on the Great Plains is the vari- 
ed)ility of climate. Most paleoclimatic studies of the Southern Plains have 
focused on glacial and early post-glacial fluctuations (Oldfield and 
Schoenwetter 1964; Reeves 1976; Wendorf 1970; Bryant and Shafer 1977).
These studies conclude that there have been no radical long term climatic 
change since the end of the Altithermal— approximately 4000 years ago 
(Antevs 1954). Nevertheless minor climatic fluctuations historically docu­
mented for this semiarid region probably occurred during prehistoric times. 
In the Central and Northern Plains, tree ring studies have documented a 
series of droughts lasting longer than a decade and occurring at least 
once a century during the last 500 years (Wedel 1941:25; 1964:14-15).
The climatic conditions on the Great Plains reflect an interplay of 
three air masses (Baerreis and Bryson 1965b:216). The Pacific air mass 
consists of warm or cool aerobatically dried air from the west; the Arc­
tic air mass brings frigid, normally dry air from the north; and the mari­
time tropical air mass brings warm, humid air from the Gulf of Mexico. 
Changes in the dominance of these air masses cause shifts in storm tract 
patterns along the frontal edge, resulting in concurrent subregional cli­
matic changes. A dominance in the Pacific air mass conceivably could push
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the storm track pattern to the south causing a severe drought in the Cen­
tral and Northern Plains while normal or above normal precipitation occurs 
on the Southern Plains.
Based on evidence of synchronous cultural changes corresponding to 
the age of documented European Climatic episodes, a fairly detailed paleo­
climatic model frcmi tlie eastern half of North America has been postulated 
(Baerreis and Bryson 1965a, 1965b; Bryson and Wendland 1967; Bryson, Baer­
reis and Wendland 1970; Wendland and Bryson 1974). The climatic episodes 
spanning the last 1500 years are summarized in Table 8. The model was 
tested and refined based on multidisciplinary paleoclimatic studies of the 
Mill Creek Culture in Iowa (Henning 1968, 1969). Wright (1967) has criti­
cized the model for expecting abrupt biotic shifts to follow tne rigid epi­
sodic divisions. However, of greater concern is that the expected condi­
tions have not been validated on the Southern Plains. Detailed faunal 
analysis from a series of archaeological sites has suggested that a seem­
ingly moist regime (reflected by prairie vole remains in Woodland horizon 
deposits) was followed by somewhat drier conditions (Duffield 1970:255; 265; 
Hughes 1979:43; Hall 1982). A shift from bison to antelope remains in 11 
Antelope Creek sites led Duffield (1970:241, 265) to postulate a rapid cli­
matic deterioration towards drought conditions after A.D. 1300. Unfortun­
ately no studies of other climatically sensitive materials have been under­
taken on the High Plains to verify the faunal change.
In the Woodland and Prairie Plains regions of Oklahoma, interdisci­
plinary studies have been conducted with the aim of reconstructing climatic 
conditions. Geomorphic, molluscan and palynological studies in Hominy, 
Birch and Caney Creek valleys of north central Oklahoma documented the
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Table 8. Late Holocene Climatic Changes 
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development of the Copan Paleosol during moist conditions between A.D.
600 and 1100 to 1300 which is unconformably overlain by alluvium reflect­
ing drier conditions (Farley and Keyser 1979; Henry, et al., 1979). Other 
palynological studies of two southeastern Oklahoma bogs reveal an onset of 
wetter conditions about A.D. 250 followed by dryer conditions occurring 
between 900 to 1300 A.D. which lasted until the seventeenth century (Albert 
1981:99).
In Caddo County of western Oklahoma, interdisciplinary studies in 
two valleys have recorded a moist period between ca. A.D. 1-1000 which is 
unconformably followed by a drier period (Ferring 1982; Lintz and Hall 
1983). In the Southwest, dendrologic (Douglas 1935:42, 49, 64), geomor­
phic (Antevs 1955), palynologie (Hill and Hevly 1968:200-205; Schocnwetter 
and Dittert 1968:46, 54) and biotic (Jelinek 1967: 134-139) studies have 
also accumulated considerable evidence for an extensive drought around A.D. 
1200-1300. Convergent archaeological, geological, palynological dendro- 
chronological and radiometric information from the Colorado Plateaus have 
been used to suggest widespread and essentially synchronous first-order 
droughts occurred around A.D. 875 and 1450, smd a second-order drought 
around A.D. 1150 (Euler et al., 1979).
These investigations east and west of the study area indicate that 
there is no empirical evidence for a significant long-term increase of 
moisture on the Southern Plains as postulated for the Pacific climatic epi­
sode of A.D. 1250-1550. All of the research tends to indicate that moist 
conditions were present during the first millenium, but after A.D. 1100- 
1300, the climate deteriorated towards drought (cf. Hall 1982).
The intensity and the impact of the eleventh and twelfth century 
drought conditions in the Texas panhandle are uncertain. The area probably
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experienced a decrease in precipitation and a concomitant reduction in the 
effluvient water carried by the Canadian River. However, spring and seep 
discharge would probably not be seriously reduced since the level of the 
Ogallala aquifer is based mainly on fossil water reserves. Under the 
severest conditions, a 100-year long drought with no moisture recharge 
would result in the lowering of the Ogallala water tcible by only 1.5 to 2.0 
meters at the current estimated recharge rates (Luckey, etaL, 1981). This 
amounts to only one-third to one-sixth of the recent drop in the water 
table due to modem pump irrigation. Although the seep discharge would un­
doubtedly be reduced somewhat, it is unlikely that most springs would turn 
dry. A greater impact would be the decrease in precipitation which fur­
nishes soil moisture for plant growth and causes major changes in biotic 
community composition due to high evapo-transpiration rates associated with 
dry winds.
Studies of the severe droughts of the 1930s in western Kansas and 
eastern Colorado showed that the best short grass cover was reduced by 
10-20%; on less fertile soils, losses were higher (Weaver and Albertson 
1956:79; Weaver 1968). Major changes occurred as xeric forms predominated 
and some forbs disappeared completely. Blue and side-oat grama proved to . 
be far more drought resistant than buffalo grass or little bluestem. Among 
forbs, such species as ragweed, fleabane, vetch and psoralea were replaced 
by aster, snakeweed, mallow, plaintain and goldenrod. At the height of 
the drought, even xeric forbs became smaller. An additional effect of 
the.1930s drought was the strong winds which brought dust and a myriad of 
"disturbance plant" seeds. After showers, pigweed, lambsguarters, goose- 
foot and various cacti were so prevalent that the prairies often appeared
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more like abandoned fields than natural grasslands. Such biotic changes 
vrould cause concomitant changes in the faunal resources of the region and 
tend to favor arid land dwelling species.
Aspects of Human Ecology 
The differences in topography êind various geological and biotic re­
sources of the Canadian River valley are far more diversified than those of 
the upland settings of the Llano Estacado and Panhandle sections of the 
Southern High Plains. Despite the unpredictable nature of the climate, the 
valley offers abundant resources suitable for exploitation by hunter- 
gatherers, and semisedentary horticulturalists alike. The following sum­
marizes the local resources available for human utilization.
Despite the presence of Alibates dolomite and caliche caprocks, the 
geology of the study area is not conducive to rockshelter formation.
Natural shelters are extremely rare, and if of suitcible size, were probably 
occupied. Most habitation sites, by necessity, were in the open. With the 
possible exception of the inner valley walls, the gently sloped topography 
provides suitable site settings to accommodate a wide range of activities. 
The steeper slopes below the inner valley wall escarpments have fairly un- 
stcible (Orthlent) soils. Landslides are still an occasional problem (Red­
field 1953). Despite the excellent solar radiation potential, at least on 
the south facing slopes, few permanent hctbitation sites occur on the walls 
of the inner valley, except where topographically irregular bedrock benches 
or shelters exist.
Habitation settlements in the bottomlands are likely to occur on the 
Quaternary terraces and dunes. The unpredictable and treacherous nature 
of water flow down the Canadian makes the flood plain unsuitable for all
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but limited bivouac or short term extractive and processing activities.
The bottomland localities receive less wind and winter solar radiation, 
which coupled with diurnal airflow, medce them considerably chillier in the 
winter, but only somewhat cooler in the summer than settings in the outer 
valley. The bottomland biotic communities are highly diversified and, dur­
ing the 1820s, few stands of sizable cottonwood and elm along the r_ver 
were available for construction, tool use and fuel (Thwaites 1905:98-102).
The outer valley floor provides a considerably different site setting. 
The ridge crests provide broad, gently sloping, well drained surfaces.
Such exposures receive more direct solar radiation than the bottomlands, 
even though considerable differences exist depending upon slope angle and 
orientation. In general, south facing slopes are slightly warmer in winter, 
but cooler in summer than north facing slopes. The high wind velocity of 
the outer valley setting helps control mosquitoes and other bothersome 
flying insects which breed and swzum in the inner valley settings. Con­
struction materials and fuel are provided by scattered juniper and mesquite 
hardwood trees which tend to be more abundant in the west. Near the rim of 
the inner valleys favorable building stone for the construction of founda­
tions and walls was provided by naturally spalled slabs of either dolomite 
from the Alibates formation in the eastern part of the study area or sili- 
cified sandstone from the Tecovas formation in the west.
Tool stone for the manufacture of chipped stone materials is not uni­
formly distributed throughout the study area. Both Tecovas jasper and 
Alibates chert occur as bedrock exposures. However, there is so much 
lateral variability within deposits in the extent of chertification and 
the knappability of materials, that both formations can be regarded as
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almost point exposure resources. The distribution of quality Tecovas jas­
per is uncertain, but at least one exposure is reported to be near the 
mouth of Coetas Creek (Cameron 1980); the most extensively chertified bed­
rock deposits occur along Bates, Plum and Devil's Canyons (Bowers 1975).
Both formations were extensively quarried for lithic materials (Etchieson 
1981:87). At the Alibates National Monument, cin estimated 550+ prehistoric 
quarry pits have been located (Studer 1964). Other knappable lithic re­
sources exposed over vast portions of the study area include various meta- 
quartzite, chert, petrified wood and residual cobbles. Most are associ­
ated with the extensive Ogallala and Trujillo deposits on the outer valley. 
Secondary occurrences of Alibates chert and Tecovas jasper can be found 
as gravels along the Quaternary terraces of the inner valley.
Other geological resources utilized by prehistoric groups may include 
various clays from the Quartermaster and Trujillo formations for manufactur­
ing ceramics, and possibly, salt from the Whitehorse exposures. Unfortun­
ately, no pétrographie studies have been conducted on ceraimics to determine 
clay sources, and better quality deposits of salt are known to occur 
farther east of the study area (Baugh 1980:2).
The most dependable source of potable water is from springs and seeps 
located at the heads of the lateral tributaries in the outer valley or 
from joints in the Alibates dolomite immediately below the rim of the 
inner valley. The present flows tend to be limited, but once were fairly 
steady over long periods of time. The tributary flows often become sub­
surface streams after short distances, but may reappear as pools or sur­
face flow where the tributary crosses bedrock. The Canadian River is sea­
sonally an unsatisfactory water source because of its high sediment loads.
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its somewhat erratic flow and when not in flood stage, its tendency to 
become "gippy" from considerable quantities of dissolved chlorides and 
carbonates after lengthy contact with the Whitehorse deposits. On August 4, 
1820, James described the Canadian River as a "streaun still inconsiderable 
in magnitude; the water brackish and holding suspended so large a quantity 
of red earth as to give it the colour of florid blood" (Thwaites 1905:94-95).
For gatherers and collectors, the biotic communities provide a wide 
diversity of usable plant materials. Approximately 100 indigenous species 
representing 39 plant families are known to contain economically important 
food, medicinal or commercial properties (Table 9). Unfortunately, the 
abundance and distribution of these plants throughout the study area have 
not been reported; consequently it is impossible to assess the importance 
of different areas within the Canadian River valley or to postulate sched­
uling patterns to coincide with resource availability. Some consumable 
plant resources are available year-round, but most occur in the spring 
through fall. Undoubtedly unpredictable climatic variations would alter 
the availability and abundance of select resources throughout the year and 
from one year to the next.
Climatically, the Canadian River valley is marginally suited for rais­
ing domesticated crops without elaborate technological developments. The 
frost-free growing season is nearly 200 days long, which is only adequate 
for single cropping of corn per season (Cordell 1979:133; Mackey 1983). 
During the historic period, the area received only slightly more than the 
critical eight-inch summer precipitation necessary for maize production 
(Wedel 1964:35, 131). Seasonal and annual climatic fluctuations cause con­
siderable uncertainty of horticultural success.
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TABLE 9.
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Fortunately, from a horticultural perspective, the deeply entrenched 
river valleys in the High Plains have one critical advantage over adjacent 
regions: the fossil water reserves stored in the Ogallala aquifer. Recent 
studies indicate that prior to 1937 the watertable was nearly 25 m thick 
in the western portion of the study area and only somewhat less farther 
east (Cronin 1969). Recharge is directly related to the amount, distribu­
tion and intensity of precipitation, the vegetation cover and soil permea­
bility. Nevertheless, the vast area covered by the aquifer and the fossil 
water resources ensure continual discharge of seep and spring water, even 
during droughts of fairly long duration. Thus the Canadizm River valley 
may have been perceived as a horticulturally marginal area in comparions 
to adjacent regions during mesic periods, but became more attractive during 
the droughts after A.D. 1100-1300.
Not all areas are amenable to digging stick and bone-bladed hoe cul­
tivation. Suitable locations must have sufficient water, sparse grass 
cover, fairly loose soils and the proper soil chemical compositions; yet 
presunictbly occur above flood prone regions. Such conditions would elimi­
nate most upland areas of the outer valley, and the steep slopes and 
active floodplains of the inner valley. Similarly, some technologies are 
not appropriate for parts of the region. An early attempt by Mexican 
settlers to irrigate garden crops along Parker Creek (16 km west of the 
study area) had to be abandoned when the water introduced dissolved miner­
als into the fields and left a cement-like hardpan layer on the surface 
(McCarty 1945:7, as cited in Belisle 1971:58). While the slopes of the 
inner valley are suitable for channelling precipitation runoff onto fields 
at the bottom, no rock alignments have been reported to date. The most
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ideally suited localities for horticultural gardens would be near springs, 
on or adjacent to lateral tributaries with silt and humus laden floodplains 
or perhaps, along the margins of stabilized sand dunes in the uplands.
The hunters encountered the greatest diversity of faunal resources in
the bottomlands, along the river, and secondarily, in the uplands of the 
outer valley. Faunal remains from 11 Antelope Creek sites contained a dom­
inance of bison, antelope deer, six medium and eight small mammal species, 
four indigenous and nine migratory species of birds, as well as bullfrog 
and five aquatic and one terrestrial species of turtle (Duffield 1970). In
short, a wide range of species was exploited when seasonally available.
Overall, the area contains adequate resource materials. Seasonal and 
yearly climatic fluctuations, however, would cause marked changes in the 
plant and animal community composition and distribution, leading to occa­
sional periods of resource scarcity. Such changes would require a diversi­
fied subsistence priority with the flexibility to adjust to the changing 
conditions.
Summary
This chapter serves three purposes. It explicitedly defines the area 
of study, provides a fairly detailed description and distribution of the 
environmental diversity of the study area, and briefly discusses these 
environmental aspects as they relate to human ecology. This study of cul­
tural variation focuses on the "High Plains-Canadian Valley" locality, an 
80 km long segment of the Canadian River Valley euid its tributaries which 
transects the the Southern High Plains.
From the local perspective, the study area shows considerable diver­
sity in the kind and distribution of natural resources. Downcutting of the
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Canadian River and its tributaries through erosionally-resistant caprock 
deposits has created a fundamental dicotomy between inner and outer valley 
settings. Many of the differences in local topography, elevation, soil 
associations, geological deposits, temperature, wind speed, solar radia­
tion, water quality and plant and animal communities correspond to the di­
cotomy of the two settings. Some resources, such as quality tool stone are 
available at more restricted (near single exposure) localities, whereas 
others, such precipitation are more ubiquitous.
From the perspective of human ecology, the erratic and unpredictable 
climatic conditions are the most critical. Paleoenvironmental studies sug­
gest that some fluctuations in temperature and precipitation occurred, dur­
ing the last two millenia and that during the latter part of the Antelope 
Creek phase, xeric conditions were more common. The climate of the area is 
considered to be horticulturally marginal, since it receives only slightly 
more precipitation than the critical eight-inch spring and summer rainfall. 
Snow melt from the Rocky Mountains is more predictable but unsuitable be­
cause it often comes as floods down the Canadian River. At other times 
during the growing season the riverbed is dry, or contains stagnant, brack­
ish pools of water. The most dependable source of freshwater is derived 
from groundwater discharge from the immense Ogallala aquifer along the 
lateral tributaries of the Canadian River. The quantity of fossil water 
reserves in the Ogallala aquifer are thought to be so extensive that fresh­
water springs would continue to flow during short-term droughts. The study 
area also contains a considerable range of animals and economically useful 
plants. However, the density, and to some extent the distribution, of 
these resources are also dependent on climatic factors. Thus, given the
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unpredictable nature of the resources, a diversified subsistence pattern 
based on hunting, gathering and horticulture provided the Antelope Creek 
people with a flexible strategy for adjusting to seasonal and yearly changes 
in the resource conditions.
The variations in the distribution of material resources within the 
study area may underlie some of the apparent differences in the Antelope 
Creek phase community and settlement patterns. These factors will be con­
sidered in subsequent chapters, and examined more fully in Chapter 9, once 
the range of cultural variability has been described.
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CHAPTER 4
ANALYTICAL METHODS AND SAMPLE LIMITATIONS 
Introduction
Some cultural variations within the Antelope Creek phase have been 
recognized since the surveys of the early 1920s- Most discussions of vari­
ations have centered around differences in architecture and community pat­
terns because it is precisely these realms of culture which make the Ante­
lope Creek phase distinctive from other Plains or Southwestern phases. Yet 
previous approaches used to examine community patterns were incongruous. 
Initially, the room layout at one or two large contiguous room sites typi­
fied the community patterns for the entire culture. This pattern became an 
inflexible typology which was applied to all structural features at other 
sites. Such an approach inevitably led to chaos when new room configura­
tions were added on a piecemeal basis.
The present chapter is concerned with developing a broader approach 
of examining cultural variation within one locality of the Antelope Creek 
phase. The methodological approach, sampling strategy, and complexities 
and limitations of the data base are discussed.
Methodological Approach
Past goals of archaeology have been to discern and explain patterns 
of variation and change in the structural components of a culture (Plog 
1974). Recent trends have focused on delimiting the subsistence-settlement 
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to delineate a series of causal factors underlying the variation in the 
structural patterns (Flannery 1976). As laudable as these goals are, the 
present Antelope Creek information base is not sufficiently organized or 
systematically enough collected to begin to examine many of these intrigu­
ing problems. The present study aims at synthesizing and defining the 
nature of variation in several components of the Antelope Creek cultural 
system. The components of the system were selected for their potential to 
contribute information which could be used to test previously proposed "ex­
planations'* of change.
Within sedentary cultures, the individual household and community 
represent the focus of the subsistence-settlement pattern to which the pro­
ducts from different procurement and processing localities are returned and 
utilized (Flannery 1976). Thus, the present goal is to investigate the 
nature and structure of Antelope Creek household and community patterns. 
Since previous syntheses have suggested that the large contiguous struc­
tures represent an accretional development through several construction epi­
sodes, an analysis of the total room block configurations would yield a 
hodge-podge pattern of unit configurations. Instead of is^sing an £ 
priori typological pattern of unit layout, the present approach employs an . 
attribute analysis of architectural traits on individual unit features ex­
cavated from numerous sites within the confines of the High Plains-Canadian 
Valley locality. A series of architectural attributes and metric variables 
were recorded for each excavated feature unit and these constitute the for­
mal -dimensions of architectural analysis. The architectural attributes 
from a wide range of features did not consistently cluster into discrete 
types, but rather the attributes displayed some overlap in occurrence.
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Traditional classificatory keys are not suited to such attribute occurrence 
patterns, since no single attribute is consistently represented, and the 
subjective selection of "significant" traits is unjustifiable. Conse­
quently, the architectural types in this study represent morphological ab­
stractions, which are determined by a high degree of mutual occurrence of 
attribute clusters (Brown 1971:1-3). Such a procedure defines the range of 
morphological variability within individual architectural units from the 
study locality. Next, the spatial relationship of dominant and subordinate 
units and the repetitious patterning of architectural units, particularly 
within individual room blocks, provide an indication of the number, kinds 
and relationship of units comprising "household clusters." A household 
cluster is defined by the presence of a dominant house structure, plus asso­
ciated features and activity areas believed to be utilized by a single 
household (Winters 1976). In contiguous room block structures, the number 
of household clusters can be determined by room size, repetition of inter­
ior features, partitions separating neighboring households, and the occur­
rence of separate rire places for cooking (Chang 1958:302).
It is assumed that architectural units with similar size, shape, 
internal morphological characteristics and structural positions relative 
to other units served a similar range of functions. In some instances, 
spatial relationships and dimensions of unexcavated architectural units 
such as those at Tarbox Ruin and Lookout Ruin are used to provide a broader 
indication of variation within household cluster patterns even though the 
internal feature pattern is unknown.
While delineation of architectural structure of household clusters 
can most easily be achieved at the contiguous unit room block, correspond­
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ing architectural units can then be sought at sites with isolated room units. 
Ideally the correspondence for free-standing architectural units should be 
based on similarities or such formal attributes as size, shape, and mutual 
occurrence of internal features, as well as functional similarity as re­
flected by the associated artifact assemblage. Once this has been achieved, 
the number, structure eind patterns of household clusters and room types can 
be used to infer the next hierarchical level— the community or site type.
The purpose of identifying these levels is not just to provide an adequate 
description of the settlement system components, but rather to form an 
appropriate base from which to seek correlations among temporal, functional 
spatial parameters.
It is precisely by means of these correlations that inferences con­
cerning the structure of the cultural system can be identified and inter­
preted. Consequently, auxiliary chronological, artifactual, spatial infor­
mation must be examined to determine whether the settlement variations 
reflect functionally differentiated or specialized components of the system, 
temporal variations, or merely environmental differences occurring locally 
within the study area.
Specialization and differentiation may be inferred from functional 
differences in the associated material assemblage, differential burial prac­
tices, or differential contact/interaction with adjacent groups. Temporal 
variability must be examined through stratigraphie and absolute chrono­
logic trends. Finally, environmental differentiation can be examined 
through a series of spatial correlates. Some of these information sets will 
be examined later in the next few chapters.
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Sampling Strategy
Ideally, any study of community patterning should be based on an un­
biased sample reflecting the representative kinds, quantities, and distri­
butions of sites from the entire locality (Flcinnery 1976). Such an unbiased 
sample of site types could be obtained by conducting systematic surveys us­
ing any number of stratified surveying procedures (Mueller 1974)• Despite 
nearly 50 years of archaeological investigations within the Canadian River 
Breaks, most surveys have been of the informal Type I reconnaissance (Ruppe 
1966).
As an extreme example of the unrealistic nature of such surveys,
A. w. Davis (1961) euid one assistant conducted an inventory of archaeologi­
cal sites to be potentially affected by the development of the entire Lake 
Meredith area (involving a 40 km long segment of the Canadian River's inner 
valley) within a 10 day period. More recent surveys of Blue West and Bates 
Canyon (Hughes 1973), the Alibates National Monument property (Bousman 1976) 
and the Rosita and Blue Creek Off-Road Vehicle Areas (Etchieson 1981) in­
volved more systematic examination of certain land tracts and a number of 
pipeline surveys around Lake Meredith also potentially offer unbiased tran­
sects of the locality. However, differences in field methods and site 
taxonomies hamper the use of these studies. More important is the reali­
zation that surface indications alone provide a poor estimate of the num­
ber, kinds and sizes of features and the nature of materials at a site. 
Since the methods of this study entail on an attribute analysis involving 
the known occurrence and mutual association of interior features, the most 
useful information is derived from excavated sites. Additional excava­
tions could have been undertaken; however, in light of the diminishing
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site resource base due to vandalism and land use patterns (particularly 
oil and gas field development), a decision was made to conduct a comprehen­
sive analysis of existing information contained in field notes, manuscripts, 
and reports from previously excavated sites. The strategy of re-analyzing 
information from excavated sites conserves the contextural integrity of 
other sites which can be investigated in the future to answer other ques­
tions .
Within the High Plains-Canadian Valley locality, records exist for no 
fewer tham 34 sites excavated prior to 1981 (Figure 4). From this initial 
sample, several sites had to be dropped. The Canadian River 1 and Canadian 
River la sites along Running Water Creek were omitted because of conflict­
ing information about the presence of structures amd the absence of feature 
maps or records (cf. Crabb 1968:84; Glasscock and Glasscock 1955). Emeny 
Ruin on Serrita de la Cruz and the three architectural sites along Big Blue 
Creek more recently excavated by the Texas Archaeological Society Field 
School were omitted because of incomplete feature delineation, lack of site 
maps, or inconsistent record-keeping procedures (Hughes personal communica­
tion 1982; Davis 1969). Ozier Ranch Ruin was excluded because of problems 
in discerning the number and nature of entire rooms at the site (Etchieson 
1982). Finally, the South Ridge Site was omitted because no architectural 
features, or burials, and few trade items (two obsidian flakes) were found 
despite extensive testing (Etchieson 1979). The 28 remaining sites were 
deemed to have sufficient information for analysis of the various data 
sets (Appendix A). More than 300 room-like features, 27 exterior pits/ 
cists and 47 burials have been reported for these 28 sites and detailed 
records on excavation or testing are available for 190 room-like features.
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2 2  p i t s  a n d  4 5  b u r i a l s  ( T a b l e  1 0 ) .
Admittedly this post facto sample of sites and features may not be 
entirely unbiased. However, the sites show considerable latitude in size, 
configuration, cind locational setting and were selected for excavation be­
cause of a multitude of changing reasons and research strategies during the 
last 50 years. For these reasons, the inclusion of features from a large 
number of sites is believed to provide a fair indication of the range of 
architecture and community patterns for this locality.
Capabilities and Limitations of the Data Base 
The compilation procedures used in this study involved amassing, 
interpreting and cross-checking published and unpublished records for the 
28 sites prior to tabulating a series of observations for the attribute 
analysis. Owing to the limited list of published and unpublished reports, 
additional information was obtained from museum and archival records.
Information aibout many of the projects conducted since 1950 was ob­
tained from the Panhandle-Plains Historical Society Archives and Archaeo­
logical Laboratory, Killgore Research Center, West Texas State University, 
or the National Park Service files at Lake Meredith- Most of these pro­
jects were fairly limited in scope and copies of original site maps and 
records were available as fairly complete information sets. In addition, 
other information was obtained from interviews and personal records of 
individuals involved with the amateur excavations of the late 1950's.
Considerably more difficulty was encountered in obtaining information 
about projects predating 1950. Archival emphasis was placed on obtaining 
information about the WPA-funded projects since they account for approxi­
mately 85% of the total excavation areas, 55% of the architectural feature 
units and 70% of the burials from the study sample.
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TABLE 10
EXTENT OF EXCAVATIONS AND KINDS OF FEATDBES ENCOUNTEBED
Site Haaa
Approximate 













AUbacaa 38-0-1 1,516.0 19* 2 4 X 1 13
AUbataa 38-o-IZ 4.U0.0 31 - X X 5 3
XUhatas 2SX 381.3 1 - 9* - - -
Ulbataa 30 235.0^ 4 5 X - - -
Antalopa Creek 32 1,134.6 25 1 4 X 3 1
Antelope Creek 32A 229.0*' 6 - - - 1 16
Antelope Creek 23 45.5' 1 - X - - 1 (7)
Antelope Creek 24 2SS.S* 13 Î a - - -
Arrowbead Peak 140.0 10 - 2* 1 - -
Black Doo Village 180.0 5 - 2* 2 - -
Chimiey Bock Buln SI 558.0 6 1 23* - - -
Oiianey Bock Buln SlA 41.3 1 - 3 - - -
Coetas Bain 235.0* 3 13(7) 7-34* - - 3
Cottonuood Creek Bain 38.0 1 - 18* - - -
Conner 38.0 2 - - - - -
Footprint 115.0 3 - - 5 1 3*
Jack Allen 55.0 1 - - 2 - -
Lookout Bain 5.6 - 1 4 - - -
Haxah Site 40.0 1 - 1(7) - - -
Medford Bench 113.0 6 - 2*
41-M0-7 109.3 1 - - - 3 •
PiJceet 36.0 1 - . _ •
Turkey Creek Bain 44.0 3 - - - - •
Boper 75.5 5 - - - . •
Sanford 80.0 6 - 3* - - 2
Spring Canyon 81.3 1 2 2* 3 - m
Tarhox 56.5 3 3 14 . 3 2
Zollara 34.8 2 - 5 - •
Big Blue 36.0 5
Totale 9,901.6 159 31 133 13 15 47
Crude eeclaece of cxcevatlon «Rant.
^Crode eeclMta of iwaber of uneseaeatad rooma. 
’oaauaxy burlaia Imolvinq tavaral ladlvldaala.
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Copies of a two-volume "WPA Final Report" (Baker and Baker 1941a, 
1941b) had been re-issued in 1968 and were readily available. However, 
these volumes lacked site maps and information on select features at cer­
tain sites. Copies were made of fragmented portions of bimonthly and 
quarterly reports on file in the Floyd Studer Collection at the National 
Park Service offices. Lake Meredith, and the Panhandle-Plains Historical 
Museum Archives and Archaeological Laboratory. Most of these reports con­
tain two pages of description and a one-page scaled drawing of each archi­
tectural feature unit, and listed the kinds and quantities of artifacts 
from each of the 10 x 10 ft exterior excavation sections. Photocopies 
were made and matched to obtain a complete set of quarterly reports. In 
many cases, duplicate segments of reports typed by different machines were 
encountered. In each case, the copies (particularly the feature maps) were 
checked for accuracy. Transcription discrepancies were encountered and 
noted, cind the structure of the report was evaluated to ascertain which was 
the earlier version. It was assumed that versions which deleted site 
information were later copies.
Original WPA site maps showing the spatial relationships of features 
and excavation units were difficult to locate. A few maps were found show­
ing the excavation layout within a topographically defined area of arbi­
trary size. In addition, the Potter County Historical Society re-drafted 
maps of Antelope Creek Ruin 22 cuid Alibates Ruin 28 in conjunction with the 
development of the Alibates National Monument; however these were found to 
contain errors. In a few cases clues regarding the excavation unit size 
and layout were obtained from finding disruptions in the sequence of square 
numbers by structural features which encompassed more than one grid row.
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Site photographs showing the use of large wooden stakes at each 10 ft sec­
tion comer proved useful in determining distances between features and 
confirming the size and shape of excavation areas. Ultimately all of the 
compiled information was presented to Ele and Jewel Baker for confirmation 
and verification of accuracy.
Additional information about room architecture and contiguous room 
layout patterns was obtained by re-plotting the individual scale drawings 
of each feature in the various WPA quarterly and final reports to a con­
sistent size. All details mentioned in the text but not shown on the fea­
ture maps were added and mosaics of individual features were compiled to 
develop new maps of the contiguous room blocks. This method proved helpful 
in discerning construction episode sequences at Alibates 28A and Antelope 
Creek 22. Finally a generalized cross-sectional map of the contiguous 
parts of Alibates 28 was obtained by plotting the wall heights and the 
depth of deposits relative to floor surfaces from each room (cf. Appendix A).
Once information from the large scale WPA projects was refined and 
integrated, the records from the earlier projects at Alibates Ruin 28 and 
Antelope Creek Ruin 22 were sought to correlate the WPA observations and 
to add details. The letters, site forms, personal journals, maps, manu­
scripts and theses of Ronald Olson (American Museum of Natural History),
J. Alden Mason (University of Pennsylvania Museum Archives) E. B. Sayles 
(Arizona State Museum, Texas Archaeological Research Laboratory), E. J. 
Lowrey (Texas Tech University), and Floyd V. Studer (National Park Service, 
Lake Meredith; Panhandle-Plains Historical Museum) were secured. Attempts 
to locate Warren Moorehead's records proved unsuccessful.
Although each project used a different site, grid and feature desig­
nation system, feature correlations were achieved by comparing sketch maps
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and room dimensions. In some cases, rooms which the WPA archaeologists 
thought had been "vandalized" had been carefully exposed and recorded by 
previous parties. These records indicated that more structures were pres­
ent at the type sites than indicated in the WPA documents. The inaccura­
cies of the WPA documents do not reflect poor record-keeping procedures as 
much as the disturbed conditions of the sites. By 1938, Alibates Ruin 28 
and Antelope Creek Ruin 22 had been excavated by four previous projects, 
resulting in unfilled eroded excavation pits and mounds of back dirt.
Certain limitations are imposed on this study by the reliance of ob­
servations made by many different archaeologists. The nature of observa­
tions, in part, reflects a person's ability and an awareness of where to 
look and what to expect. Since some architectural traits appear to be 
unique to the Antelope Creek phase, an educational process is evident in 
the early field records. For this reason, few ways are available to evalu­
ate whether ctn unrecorded trait reflects its true absence or a failure of 
the archaeologist to mzdte the proper observations.^ Fortunately the inten­
sive work at Alibates Ruin 28 and Antelope Creek Ruin 22 by multiple expe­
ditions over a 20-year period provided a rare opportunity to evaluate the 
accuracy of different observations of the same locale. In both cases, new 
attributes and even whole features could be added to the information com­
piled from the WPA maps and records. In other instances the original obser­
vations are assumed to be accurate and correct.
One example of the latter case will suffice: the recessed platform 
affiliated with large rectangular rooms with central channels was first re­
corded at the Footprint Site, the last locale excavated during the mitiga­
tion of sites within Sanford Reservoir (Green 1967). This feature was not 
observed on 44 similar structures previously excavated, but has appeared on 
two other structures (Jack Allen and Two Sisters Sites) excavated since 
then.
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Besides compiling cind integrating archival information, trips to 
Texas Tech Museum and the Panhandle-Plains Historical Museum were made to 
inspect the condition of artifact collections for possible use in this 
study. Only an extremely small sample of diagnostic tools from the arti­
fact assemblage was retained from sites investigated by W. C. Holden prior 
to 1935. Some materials were on loan to other institutions while other 
items could not be located. At the other extreme, materials from some of 
the later projects have yet to be washed or processed.
Some artifact provenience information was gleaned from the archival 
records, but with considerable difficulty. Few of the manuscripts or pub­
lished reports provide specific artifact provenience information. Most of 
the artifact catalogue systems examined consist of drawers of the individual 
specimen cards, rather than quantified tabulations of materials by specific 
excavation units. In light of the range of field collection procedures, 
cataloguing practices and subsequent curation policies, functional assign­
ments to the morphological architectural types are tenuous. Only the WPA 
records and a few of the Norpan and Panhandle Archaeological Society ama­
teur excavation records provide quantification of materials by provenience 
units. Ibis information is examined in Chapter 6.
Summary
The present study is based primarily on archival documents of nearly 
all sites within the study area which were excavated by professional archae­
ologists before 1981. Even though the sample of features from 28 sites 
shows considerable diversity of size, layout and setting, there is no assur­
ance that the sample is unbiased. Furthermore, differences in excavation 
cuid analytical procedures as well as variations in observations,
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interpretations and reporting qualities impose some limitations to the 
data base. Nevertheless, the use of archival information has not been pre­
viously consulted in a systematic manner. The present study employs 
diverse information sources and quantitatively integrates the available in­
formation to form the basis of a comprehensive synthesis of a single local­
ity within the Antelope Creek phase. This synthesis serves to indicate 
both unresolvable problems which need to be tested with information from 
other sites within the locality, and also as a solid data base for compar­
ing developmental trends in adjacent localities along the periphery of the 
phase.
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CHAPTER 5
INTRA-SITE SPATIAL VARIATIONS: ARCHITECTURE 
AND COMMUNITY PATTERNING 
Introduction
This phase of analysis is concerned with defining the range of morpho­
logical variation represented in the architecture and the spatial pattern­
ing of structure remains. The examination of architectural remains focuses 
on the dimensions and associations of architectural attributes of each 
structural feature in order to establish a limited number of feature type.
In many instances the functions of specific features comprising the room 
types are also discussed. Once the range of individual architectural fea­
tures has been defined, the spatial aspects of the community pattern are 
examined. Initially, the contiguous room block sites are analyzed and a 
series of six patterns of room aggregation are discerned. These patterns 
of room aggregation reflect the intrastructure and interstructure of the 
Antelope Creek household clusters. Next, the spatial patterns represented . 
at sites with free-standing, isolated rooms are exeimined. Finally, the 
individual room and aggregate types are used to define simple and complex 
forms of three main types of architectural sites— the subhomesteads, home­
steads, and hamlets.
The Nature of Architectural Variations 
The architectural terminology in the existing literature is too 
loosely defined. Some archaeologists have referred to circular slab-lined
139
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features with a diameter of nearly 3.5 m as cists, while others regard them 
as rooms (cf. Lowrey 1932:38). To avoid such confusion all recorded fea­
tures, whether they be "pits'*, "cists", or "rooms", were regarded as "archi­
tectural units" and were included in the analysis.
Within the Antelope Creek phase, architectural variations manifests 
itself at two levels: the individual architectural units, gind the contigu­
ous aggregate form. The basic descriptive problem is first to define a 
number of basic unit types emd note their range of variation, amd second to 
examine the spatial relationships of a number of unit types to determine 
the basic aggregate types, in turn, a number of basic aggregate types are 
connected to form complex room block configurations at some of the larger 
sites.
PATTERNS OF ARCHITECTURAL UNITS
A unit type is an ideal composite of mutually occurring morphological 
attributes present in a number of similar architectural units. Units 
assigned to a particular type share a strong resemblance to other members, 
but can still vary in but a few individual traits. In some cases, a type 
may be defined by a combination of discrete internal attributes shared by 
a series of architectural units to such an extent that knowledge about one 
critical attribute would predict the condition or occurrence of other 
attributes. Most often, the occurrence of several attributes is necessary 
to assign an architectural unit to its proper taxon. Slight differences 
expressed by units within a type are regarded as unit varieties.
The recognition of unit types and varieties based on attribute analy­
sis is most easily accomplished with units displaying complex morphology, 
and is most difficult with simple units consisting merely of four walls and
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a plain floor. In complex architectural units, differences in a few attri­
butes do not significantly alter the overall similarity from other units 
assigned to the taxon. But among simpler, and often the smaller, units 
variation in even one trait can provide a radically different appearance.
In order to determine whether the difference is merely a slight variation 
of a type or justifiably constitutes a separate morphological taxon, a 
broader attribute context must be considered. Fortunately, the recurring 
pattern of unit layout, the dominant/subordinate relationships between units 
at contiguous unit aggregates, as well as the size consistency of isolated 
and contiguous units between sites, provides clues to the number of differ­
ent types. Corresponding kinds of units may generally be expected to 
occur among the isolated structural units.
Initially a series of 61 attribute and variable observations was col­
lected for each of the 223 architectural units at the 28 sites considered 
in this study (Appendix 3}. The main criteria used for defining unit types 
were feature size, length-to-width ratio, and association of attributes com­
prising the feature. On the basis of these criteria, 11 morphological 
unit types are defined and three residual architectural units are assigned 
to a miscellaneous category (Figure 10).
Even though the dimensions within individual units showed sufficient 
differentiation to indicate thnt measurements were not standardized or 
precise, in nearly all instances the morphological unit types show a fairly 
discrete range of floor areas (Figure 11). Six fairly discrete clusters in 
floor sizes are evident. Very small sized units generally cover less than 
1.5 sq m and are comparcible in size to storage pit and cist features inside 
the large to extremely large architectural units. Small sized units range
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Figure 11. Variation in Size Range of Architectural Unit Types.
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from approximately 1.6 to 5.0 sq m floor space. Units of this size can 
occur as free-standing units, paired units, or as a subordinate position 
against the main walls of large to extremely large units. Medium sized 
units range from 5.0 to 12.0 sq m and occur as free-standing units or as 
subordinate rooms either separated from the main units by a series of small 
rooms, or attached to the main unit in uncommon positions. Although the 
size range of some units overlaps scmiewhat, the morphological distribution 
between small and medium sized units is apparent from the discrete clusters 
of units.
Most units within the small to medium size range have a relatively 
simple morphology which appears to override the size distinction. However, 
the size of units at most sites tends to discretely cluster into predomi- 
nemtly small or medium intervals. Of the 18 sites with small and/or medium 
sized units, only two (Chimney Rock Ruin and Zollars Site) have equal num­
ber of units in both size intervals. Large sized units have at least 12.0 
sq m floor area, and in contiguous form, are distinguished from medium 
sized features by units located either in the dominant or subordinate "ante­
chamber" position. All units in the dominant position are believed to be 
the core of the household clusters and typically show a complex morphology 
with segregated work areas. Because of the extensive range, two other size 
intervals have been arbitrarily defined to express differences between sizes. 
Very large units range from 23.0 to 40.0 sq m whereas extremely large units 
range from 40.0 to 90.0 sq m floor area. Overall, the lower four size 
intervals seem to segregate the various architectural units into realistic 
morphological differences. The meaning of these differences will be exam­
ined in later sections.
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Hie following description of each unit type provides a synoptic 
description, then discusses the range of variation in shape, size, length- 
to-width ratio, unit preparation, wall type, doorway, roof configuration, 
interior features (such as channels, platforms, heat related features, stor­
age related features), and evidence for subsequent modification. Clearly, 
the following morphological types are based on the study sample. In all 
instances the mean dimensions will also provide the one standard deviation 
interval based on the sample under consideration. Hie differences may not 
necessarily exactly accommodate all varieties noted in units excavated or 
reported in the future but at least the present analysis provides a broader 
basis for architectural comparison. Literature references to specific 
architectural units are provided in Appendix C.
Unit Type 1
(n=47 units; possible four additional unexcavated or severely eroded 
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Figure 12. Generalized Example of Unit Type 1.
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type is one of the most common forms. Variations of this type occur at 19 
(70%) of the architectural sites in this study as both isolated free­
standing units (n=30) or as the dominant size unit within an aggregate form 
(n=17). Minimal criteria for inclusion are a large through extremely large 
size (12.6 to 60.3 sq m) and the presence of a depressed floor channel ex­
tending from the east to west wall through the central portion of the unit. 
Specific configurations can be quite complex. Other common attributes 
include a rectangular form, oriented roughly in the cardinal directions, 
low extended passageway towards the east, an entry step, entry collar, a 
centrally-located hearth within the channel, two to six roof support posts 
along the channel margins, bins, cists, or pits located on the raised floor 
surface flanking the channel, cuid a platform against the central portion of 
the west wall, which may either extend into the channel, or be recessed 
into the wall. The construction details of each trait are elaborated.
Shape: The shape of nearly all of the Unit type 1 features is quadri­
lateral with rounded comers; however, opposite walls are seldom the same 
length T While many units tend to be rectanguloid, a few are slightly con­
stricted near one end or the other. This variation does not appear to be 
patterned, but rather may merely reflect a lack of precision or concern in 
room layout or execution. At Sanford Ruin a circular unit was encountered. 
Other than the unit shape, this single exception to the quadrilateral form 
contained most of the internal attributes and dimensions of the other units 
assigned to Unit type 1.
Orientation: The walls of Type 1 units are aligned to the cardinal 
directions. The orientation is predominantly eastward (n-41) as indicated 
by the side of the structure with an opening or extended passages. In
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addition, most floor features (particularly the central channel) are usu­
ally bilaterally symmetrical along the central axis passing through the pas­
sage. So formal is this channel-passage axial alignment that the unit's 
orientation Ccin often be determined by the axis of the channel when the east 
wall is no longer preserved.
Three of the excavated rooms and one unexcavated room are exceptions 
to the east-oriented rule. At Sanford Ruin, the channel-passage is oriented 
towards the northeast whereas at Alibates Ruin 28A the passage is extended 
from the west wall, towards Ruin 28 across the draw (Appendix A). Most 
likely, the aberrant orientation in the latter example suggests that the 
two sites were contemporaneously occupied. The other two examples involve 
possible multiple doorways. The single isolated structure excavated at 
Cottonwood Creek had gaps in the north, east and west walls (the southern 
wall was missing); however, segments of an interior channel were found to be 
oriented east-west. Finally, the unexcavated aggregate unit at Lookout 
Ruin appeared to have a gap to the outside in the west wall, and a second 
gap in the north wall between this unit type and a subordinate room. The 
observations at Lookout Ruin are tenuous since they have not been verified 
through excavation.
Size; The size refers to both the average metric dimensions along the 
east-west and north-south auces and the total floor area in square meters 
(excluding the extended passage). The mean unit size is 30.34 ± 12.20 sq m 
floor space, but the area ranges from a maximum of 60.32 to a minimum of 
12.64 sq m. Clearly a considerable range is represented. In some contigu­
ous room structures, the size may be limited by available space— either 
mesa top configuration (e.g. Arrowhead Peak Site) or by a series of earlier
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construction episodes (e.g. Antelope Creek 22). In contrast, the size of 
free-standing structural units is not so inhibited and undoubtedly reflects 
a host of other factors to be examined later.
Length-width Ratio; The length-width ratio is not a significant cri­
terion in defining type 1 units. Overall, the ratio of the axial length 
(east-west) to the width (north-south) is not constant. Unit lengths tend 
to be slightly greater than widths (mean ratio=0.95); however, the extreme 
ratios range from 0.69 to 1.32. These two extremes are found in isolated 
structures and in no way are influenced by imposed spatial limitations. In 
fact, when the last building eposide at Antelope Creek 22 connected two 
existing room blocks, the length of the added units was shortened in propor­
tion to the imposed width limitations to maintain appropriate room dimen­
sions. Thus, while there appears to be some latitude in length-width 
ratios, there nevertheless seems to be certain acceptable limits to the 
room dimensions.
Unit Preparation; The nature of construction work in preparation for 
unit erection consists of evidence for surface leveling and/or pit excava­
tion in the case of semisubterranean units. Evidence for surface leveling 
is clearly apparent in only a few instances, yet the nature of the prepar­
atory work suggests that some labor investment was involved. At the Cotton­
wood Creek Site, the Norpan excavations encountered a room built on sloping 
bedrock which dropped 0.3m over a 5 m distance (Carter 1959:1). In an 
attempt to level the floor surface, at least 2.68 cu m of sand fill was 
hauled in and deposited before the floor was plastered.
At least 12 Type 1 units are semisubterranean. All of them are quite 
shallow. The depth of the floor surfaces flanking the channel ranges from
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0.20 to 0.60 m (average 0.42 ± 0.15 m) below the original ground surface.
At other units the floor surface may have used the original ground surface. 
Unfortunately, few archaeologists have reported this relationship so it is 
impossible to determine how widespread the subterranean pattern is.
Wall Types: The nature of wall construction is another area showing 
variation, in part because of the complexities of using adobe as a building 
medium. The critical junction in the construction of an adobe walls is at 
its contact with the ground surface, since this portion carries most of the 
weight and is under the most stress. In order to reduce this stress point 
and prevent the wall from crumbling, the Antelope Creek people employed a 
range of wall footing styles involving stone slabs, adobe, and occasionally 
posts. Initial wall construction involved either excavating a wall trench 
to accommodate the rock and adobe wall footing, or lining the edge of the 
semisubterranean pit with rocks. In those instances involving posts for 
wall cores, individual postholes, rather thcin wall trenches, were excavated. 
The wall foundations most often consist of one or two tiers of double rows 
of vertical stone slabs with a rubble-filled cores (35%), a single row of 
vertical slabs (33%), or lack of evidence of internal adobe support (15%). 
Other minor wall base forms include a double row of horizontal slabs (0.5%), 
post reinforcement of a double row of stone slabs (2%), post reinforcement 
of a single row of vertical slabs (1%) or merely posts used in lieu of stone 
(2%). No wall footing information is available for the remaining 11% of 
the sample. Despite this diverse range, several distinct patterns underlie 
the.variation. In general, contiguous aggregate units tend to employ 
double rows of vertical slëüos, whereas free-standing structures often use 
single vertical slabs, posts, or no core reinforcement at all.
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There is considerable variation in wall thicknesses. At Antelope 
Creek Ruin 22, the outside walls of the main room block were between 1.22 
and 1.37 m thick near the foundations whereas interior partitions between 
contiguous Type 1 units erected during a single construction episode were 
0.61 to 0.91 m thick (Lowrey 1932:12, 14). The double rows of vertical 
slabs offer more stability and consequently are often employed where stress 
is greatest. Two examples will suffice: the unit built on a slope at the 
Cottonwood Creek Ruin which had intentional sand fill beneath the floor 
employed a double row of slabs only along the downslope side of the unit 
but used a single row of slabs along the other walls. As another example, 
the second building episode at Antelope Creek 22 involved the simultaneous 
construction of four contiguous Unit 1 features. In this instance the ex­
terior walls of the entire room block used a double row of vertical slabs; 
however, the interior partitions between the four units were made with a 
single row of vertical slabs. Clearly the stress of retaining interior 
sand fill or supporting the exterior wall of a large structure requires 
more substantial wall bases than those used merely for structural siding, 
in the former case, or as interior walls in the latter. The stone slab 
features offered another advantage of reducing the detrimental effect of 
soil erosion along the lower wall base (cf. Hayden 1954:105-112).
Post-reinforced walls may have been used for a variety of reasons. In 
addition to the double row slab foundations at Alibates Ruin 28, 12 posts 
were used along the north wall of Unit 7, and five posts were used along 
the south wall of Unit 19. The infrequent use of this method at the site, 
coupled with the post placement against the wall rather than at the core 
between the slabs, suggests that in both instances the posts served to
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strengthen an existing wall which may have begun to sag. In contrast, the 
posts used at the Footprint Site, Unit 2, and the Jack Allen Site, Unit 1, 
formed an integral part of the wall structure. Ihe absence of associated 
rocks at the Jack Allen Site may reflect the scarcity of this basic build­
ing material, since this is the only locale situated outside of the Permian 
and Triassic formations. At both sites, the wall posts were spaced approx­
imately 40 cm apart in individually excavated postholes.
There is no significant difference in size of the units using single 
or double row vertical slabs. Although the double row slab foundations may 
give more support, the size of the average structure using single row slab 
foundations (34.98 ± 12.07 sq m) was somewhat larger than those using 
double row slabs (32.78 ± 13.20 sq m). The apparent discrepancy is due to 
the occasional use of six or more interior roof support posts within struc­
tures using single slab wall foundations; thus more of the roof load is 
carried in the center of the structure. In addition, most of the structures 
with single row slab foundations are isolated units and thus the size is not 
constrained by the locations of adjacent rooms.
The total height of the walls is often difficult to determine from 
open sites. At Alibates 28, Unit 19, intact walls were found still stand- . 
ing to a height of 1.91 m (Baker and Baker 1941b:33). Collapsed wall seg­
ments at the Footprint Site, Unit 1, were estimated to be 1.52 m, whereas 
original wall heights for various units at Antelope Creek 22 were thought 
to be between 1.83 and 1.98 m (Green 1967:123; Lowrey 1932:14). If stature 
estimates of adult burials from Antelope Creek 22A, Alibates 28 and the 
Footprint Site are representative (males x=l.575-1.690 m; females x=1.575- 
1.592 m), then the outside walls were tall enough to accommodate individuals
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standing near the walls (D. K. Patterson 1974:218).
The construction of the upper wall core is more consistent than the 
basal foundations of the 20 units with indications of upper wall construc­
tion methods. Eighty percent employed layers of adobe spaced with horizon­
tal stone slabs; 15% used posts or post leaners; and 5% report the use of 
no interior reinforcement. At Antelope Creek 22, Lowrey (1932:Figures 6,
9, 18, 20) records horizontal slab crossties placed laetween layers of 
coarse adolse mortar averaging 13 cm thick. In most instances a fine tex- 
tured adobe 3-10 cm thick is plastered over the interior of the walls in 
order to conceal the stone and coarse adobe core.
Another type of wall core supposedly consists of multiple tiers of 
vertical slabs set in double rows. Each higher tier is shown to be slightly 
inset from the one below. This wall form has often been regarded as typi­
cal for the culture (Lowrey 1932:12; Krieger 1946:43; Stuart and Gauthier 
1981:312). It was originally identified as the south exterior wall ex­
posed in a trench through Unit 8 at Antelope Creek Ruin 22 (Holden 1930); 
however the observation was not confirmed by the WPA field work (Baker and 
Baker 1941:29) nor has it been reported at any other site within the study 
area. While it may be a unique wall form, it is certainly not characteris­
tic or typical of the Antelope Creek phase.
Doorways: Room access was made at ground level or rarely through 
openings in the upper portions of the wall. Entrance was most often gained 
by means of a tunnel-like vestibule in the middle of the east wall (n=33); 
however, eight units merely have a gap or hole in the wall footings. Since 
localized erosion has undoubtedly foreshortened or obliterated evidence of 
some extended vestibules, it is difficult to determine if gap openings are
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a valid type- The maximum length of a vestibule is 4.57 m at «.nit 5 
at Black Dog Village. Not all of the passages open to the outside. In 
seven instances the vestibules lead to other units in the contiguous room 
block. Some early investigators thought that these features served as ven­
tilators and that unit access was gained through the roof (Studer 1934b:83; 
Lowrey 1932:15). However, four factors argue against such an interpreta­
tion as their sole function:
1. None of the interior features have been interpreted as ladder 
support posts indicative of a roof entry;
2. the size of the extended vestibule (x-2.57 ± 0.90 m long,
0.69 ± 0.12 m wide and 0.67 ± 0.8 m high) particularly the width 
and height is sufficiently large for a crawling adult;
3. the complex morphology involving a series of steps and sills is
ideally suited for an entryway;
4. the stone slabs lining the vestibule at Alibates 28, Unit 7, 
were worn slick by contact with crawling bodies (Baker and Baker 
1941a:107; Studer 1942:40).
The extended vestibule represented a complex series of attributes 
(Table 11). As already indicated, all but two of the passageways extend 
out from the middle east wall. This orientational tradition was so strong 
that at Chimney Rock Ruin 51, Unit 3, the passage was dug into an uphill 
slope while at 41Mo-7, Unit 1, the passage opened blindly into the side of 
a hill (Baker and Baker 1941d:12; Green 1967:56). The passage floor usu­
ally has been excavated to a depth coinciding to either the floor of the
channel or the floor surface flanking the channel. Six have a raised clay 
sill at the threshold of the unit which would have functioned like a cold
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Table 11. 
Association of Doorway Attributes for Type 1 Units.
No Data Gap.Type Ooor Vestibule-Type Ooor Total
No sin Sin No Sin sm
%  Û41* Ant.Ck-22-15 Ant.Ck.22A. 6 Chimney Sk. 7
Sanford* 4 4
NorhresholdCollar
No Step A11b.28-18 AT 1b*30- 3 AMp.28.23 Chimney AK. 3 Chimney RkA*1 Cottonwood. 1
A1lb.28.1l A11b.28.1S A1lb.28.37 AI lb-28.42» A11b.28A-1 Ant.Ck*22* 3 Amt.Ck*22A.1 Chlwey Rk*5 Marsh- 1» Arrowhead* 2 Arrowhead* 7 41M0-7* 1
A11b*28*34 Black Dog* 5 20
StraigntSteo A1ib*28* 2 A1lb-28-2S AHb-28-31 A11b*30* 2
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trap anû also served to keep extraneous dirt from entering the unit. 
Another attribute is the presence of a stralghr (n=y; or fan-shaped entry 
step (n=5) at the interior of the vestibule which may have served to keep 
materials inside the channel from being accidentally dragged out of the 
passage. Another step is sometimes present at the far end.
Usually the vestibules are parallel-sided, but Unit 42 at Alibates 
28 and Unit 1 at the Marsh Site have vestibules which are widest in the mid­
dle. The walls are usually made of large slabs set vertically and plastered 
on the outside. Four vestibules still had intact roofs, consisting of 
small poles placed across the passages, then covered with horizontal rock
slabs and dirt (Baker and Baker 1941a:107). Another component of the vesti­
bule observed in 10 units at four sites is the presence of a "threshold 
collar” or buttress consisting of an extension of the passage protruding an 
average of 50 cm into the unit. None of the threshold collars have been 
found with intact roofs; consequently it is impossible to tell if the roof 
also extended into the unit. The collar or buttress presumably served as 
a support for draping a cover over the passage to control the temperature 
and air circulation within the unit. In some instances loose rock slabs 
have been found near the threshold (Studer 1955:90). They may have served . 
as deflectors, or merely helped to hold a passage cover in place.
The above ground opening is more difficult to detect in severely 
eroded sites. One of three above ground openings on interior walls at Ali­
bates 28 involve a Type 1 unit. In this instance a 50 cm square opening was
found in the north wall of Unit 19, one-half meter above the bench surface.
There is no indication that such cibove ground openings were used as primary 
entrances to Type 1 units, even though such use is postulated for other 
architectural types.
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Roof Configurations; Interior roof support posts have been found at 
approximately 56% of excavated Unit type 1 structures. Although no interior 
roof support posts were found in 20 units, the frequency of postholes going 
undetected is uncertain. When supports are present they commonly occur 
along the channel curbing. One exception is the Cottonwood Creek Ruin 
where posts were found near each comer of the room. The most common posi­
tions are four posts quadrilaterally placed around a central hearth (n=15), 
two posts flanking the hearth (n=l), two posts offset from the hearth (as 
if half the quadrilateral pattern was missed, n=6), or six to eight posts 
(n=3). Among the units with four center posts, the average span between 
posts on opposite sides of the channel (1.77 ± 0.64 m) was considerably less 
than the average span between posts on the same side of the channel (2.54 ± 
0.69 m).
The interior posts worked in conjunction with the walls to support 
the roof. There is no correlation in the use of posts associated with sin­
gle or double row vertical slab foundations, but as might be expected there 
is a general correspondence between the unit size and number of posts in 
those units where posts were recognized (Table 12). The size of the unit 
utilizing two support posts flanking the hearth is 13.88 sq m; the mean 
size of units using either a four post pattern or two posts offset from the 
hearth is 27.70 ± 11.38 sq m. The mean size of units with no discernible 
roof support posts is 32.66 ± 13.07 sq m. The largest unit measuring 8.91 
by 6.77 m has no discernible interior roof support pattern. It is diffi­
cult CO believe that such a large unit had beams spanning the walls without 
any interior support.
While the absence of interior suppoii. pusLholes in some instances may 
be attributed to soil preservation conditions, it is impossible to be
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Table 12. 
Association of Size, Wall Footing Type, and Roof Support System 
For Type 1 Units.
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certain that roof support posts were required on the smaller units.
The configuration of the roof is unclear. Some early investigators 
argue that the units had flat roofs (Lowrey 1932:19; Studer 1934b:83). The 
notion is based on a belief that the architecture is derived from puebloan 
influences. In contrast, the four, six or eight posts along the channel 
curbing may have supported a frame of beams somewhat higher than the walls. 
Next, long rafters three to ten cm in diameter might have been set with one 
end on the walls (but most of the weight carried by the central frame), and 
the rafter tips pointing towards, but not covering, the middle. This cen­
tral opening served as a smoke hole. These rafters were then covered with 
laths and thick bundles of grass (Baker and Baker 1941a:36, 97). The four 
central post support pattern is often regarded as an eastern trait (Hobbs 
1941:128; Wallace 1962; Muto, Mayo and Rohrbaugh 1980; Swanton 1946:386-420). 
The four post pattern is also widespread among southwesteim pithouses; how­
ever, the posts are placed against or a short distance inside the walls 
(Bullard 1962:128-130). The placement of posts close to the center of the 
rooms, as in the Antelope Creek phase examples, is rare in the Southwest 
(Ibid:130). Since most Caddoan quadrilateral structures had dome or 
hipped roofs, the same form has been variously proposed for the Antelope 
Creek structures (Holden 1930:25; Krieger 1946:43; Studer 1942:41; Keller 
1975).
Additional consideration must be given the hipped roof form in con­
tiguous aggregate room situations. If the roofs sloped away from the mid­
dle of each unit, then the troughs between adjacent units must be equipped 
to drain the run-off. Perhaps the small quantities of burned daub with 
stick and grass impressions reflect plastering along the trough or around
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the smoke hole. Considerably more information regarding daub quantities 
and distributions within the units is necessary before this issue is re­
solved .
Interior Channel and Flooring System; The floor surface in Type 1 
units consists of a central channel which extends from the east to west 
wall and two "bench" areas flanking the chemnel feature. The channel por­
tion is depressed an average of 22 ± 9 cm (range 10-51 cm) below the adja­
cent benches. The floor surfaces in most Type 1 units are plastered with a 
layer of fine textured adobe.
This channel feature appears to be a unique Antelope Creek phase 
trait and has not been found in adjacent Plains or Southwestern architec­
ture. Its width is quite variable (x=1.83 ± 0.72 ro), but it is often 
slightly wider than the threshold collar/buttresses on the east ard the 
raised platform on the west. The length usually extends from the east to 
west walls, except in six instances where the platform is wider than the 
channel. The channel edges are abruptly formed like street curbing and 
are often roughly parallel, or more rarely divergent or convergent. At 
Alibates 28 Unit 18, the channel is considerably wider in the middle than 
ac either end. Usually the curbed edges are plastered with adobe; but at 
Antelope Creek 24 and Chimney Rock Ruin 51, small stone slabs lined the 
channel edges in four units to help maintain the feature definition. Often 
a plaster ridge has been built along the upper curb rim, presumably to pre­
vent items from the higher floor surface from falling into the channel area.
Although considerable attention has been directed towards the unique 
channel features, the width of the adjacent low bench surfaces is far more 
standardized. The average width is 1.71 ± 0.18 m. This suggests that the
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benches were constructed to meet limited specifications, regardless of the 
total width of the unit. There is a strong relationship between unit width 
and channel width, since the channel merely encompasses all of the remain­
ing floor area after the benches have been constructed.
The differential distribution of interior features suggests that the 
activities in the channel area are separate and distinct from those con­
ducted on the bench surfaces. Features within the channel commonly include 
a raised or recessed platform against the west wall, a centrai heartli, asso­
ciated ash and heating pits, and perhaps a deflector. Cooking, an assort­
ment of interior processing activities gmd access to areas within the struc­
ture are postulated for the channel area on the basis of these architectural 
traits. In contrast, the bench features include a series of interior stor­
age facilities consisting of walled bins, subfloor pits and cists, usually 
placed near the comers of the unit. In addition, the width of the bench 
floors is nearly identical to the estimated mean stature of adult males 
(bench means = 1.71 ± 0.18 m versus male stature 1.68 to 1.69 m; D. K. Pat­
terson 1974:218). This tenuously suggests that the benches served as 
sleeping areas in addition to personal and familial storage areas. Differ­
ential artifact distributions associated with the floor surface could be 
used to test tl.ese hypotheses, but unfortunately precise interior material 
provenience has not been reported from any of the excavated units.
Fire Pits and Associated Features; The system of heat-related fea­
tures involved a central hearth, auxiliary hearths, ash pits and deflectors. 
Formally prepared central hearths are present in 32 and absent in only six 
Type 1 units; no mention of a hearth feature is made for the other nine 
units. The clay hearths are usually placed along the central axis within
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•the quadrant defined by the four roof support posts. They occur in the 
center of the room but not at the channel mid-length position in those units 
containing interior platforms. This placement serves to provide equal heat­
ing to all four wall surfaces. The hearths average 57 ± 23 cm in diameter 
but take a variety of forms. The two most common forms are single adobe 
lined basin-shaped pits, the rim of which coincides with the channel floor 
level (n=15), or basin pits with a definite adobe collar raised slightly 
above the channel floor surface (n=8). One advantage of the latter form may 
be to prevent items from accidentally falling into tlie hearth. Other vari­
eties include slab-lined hearths (n=2) at Antelope Creek 26 and Chimney 
Rock Ruin 51; paired or double hearths (n=4) at Arrowhead Peeik, Black Dog 
Village, Footprint and Antelope Creek 22 Sites; or mammiform or concentric 
hearths (n=3) found at Arrowhead Peak and 41Mo-7. The slab-lined hearths 
are not thought to relate to differential thermal properties but rather are 
necessary to stabilize the sides of features, since similar slabs at these 
two sites are used to define the edges of the platform and channel features. 
The presence of double or adjacent hearths may merely reflect subsequent 
structural modifications, particularly in units with multiple floor sur­
faces (cf. Black Dog Village Unit 5). At the Footprint Site, a single 
hearth area associated with the floor contained two fire pits. One of the 
pits contained ash whereas the other was cleaned out. Possibly two separ­
ate and simultaneous functions requiring different quantities of heat or 
light are represented. One pit may have been used to maintain a fire 
whereas the other was used to maintain coals.
The mammiform hearth is characterized by a basin fire pit with a 
smaller cup-sized depression in the base. This form could have been used
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either to keep hot coals above the insulating ashes, or as a means of sup­
porting the large cooking vessels around the lip of the outer hearth while 
maintaining heat within the inner depression. Additional studies comparing 
hearth and vessel morphology may indicate whether tliS latter suggestion is 
plausible. Overall, the variation in hearth morphology relates to a num­
ber of practical differences in employing heat. Most are attributed to 
preferences in hearth arrangements or construction requirements, rather than 
radical differences in the functions of the unit.
Auxiliary hearths and ash pits refer to the location of other heat- 
related features outside of the four rcof support post area. These features 
occur infrequently and seldom show formal preparation or construction. In 
a burned structure it is nearly impossible to determine if a particular ash 
deposit reflects a feature. Nevertheless, hearth areas have been noted on 
the recessed platform at the Jack Allen Site and on the raised floor areas 
in the north central and northeastern portions of Alibates 28, Unit 18, and 
Antelope Creek 22, Unit 15, respectively. The hearth in Unit 18 contained 
eight rocks in the bottom, and may have served to heat stones for boiling 
activities.
Only two stone deflectors have been reported for Type 1 units in 
the study area. At Arrowhead Peak, Unit 2, the deflector consists of two 
large upright stones jutting out from the south edge of the channel. But 
at the Marsh Site the deflector is a single large displaced slab near the 
passage. While the deflector function cannot be ruled out, this stone 
could just as easily have served as the lintel cover at the passage thresh­
old. Thus the study sangle indicated that deflector stones were rarely 
used in Type 1 units, and only one clear example has been reported.
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Platforms: Platforms are considered to be the raised clay areas 
either protruding from or recessed into the west central portion of the 
unit. They are often ascribed an "altar function" (Krieger 1946). Al­
though they are often mentioned as an integral attribute of Antelope Creek 
architecture, only nine protruding and two recessed platforms have been 
reported from the study area. At least 77% (n=36) of the units do not 
seem to have this attribute. The scarcity of reported platforms may be mis­
leading, since the recessed form has only been recognized within the last 
17 years (Green 1967). Early excavators simply may have overlooked the re­
cessed form in some excavated units.
The protruding platform is usually slightly narrower than the width 
of the central channel. It averages 2.24 ± 0.44 m wide and projects into 
the room an average of 1.96 ± 0.40 m. The height is comparable to or even 
slightly higher than the adjacent bench surface.
Often the platform is composed entirely of packed clay. At Ante­
lope Creek Ruin 22, Units 7 and 11, stone slabs were used around the plat­
form's basal edge. A series of small postholes may occur nearby. At the 
Footprint Site and Antelope Creek 22, posts were found near the northeast 
and southeast corners of the platform, but at Black Dog Village, five 
small posts were found along the north and south edges. These posts may 
support a rack over the platform or relate to storage bins on the low bench 
surfaces adjacent to the channel. Although no artifacts have been found 
on the platform to indicate its function, aspects of the platform feature 
may.also extend up the west wall of the unit. At Unit 1 of the Footprint 
Site, Green (1967:122) observed:
In the rear wall at the center of the platform, there is an unus­
ual wall segment of light reddish-brown adobe in the shape of a
~ 
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truncated pyramid. On the interior wall, this adobe feature is 
3 feet 3 inches wide at its base and tapers to a width of 2 feet 
at its top, and there are three equally spaced circular pits 
approximately 4 inches in diameter and 3 inches deep on the side 
facing the platform.
Diagrams indicate that the pyramid was truncated by erosion. The upper
wall morphology and the function of the pits in the wall are unknown.
The recessed platform style occurs as an elevated extension of the 
central channel into the middle of the west wall. This form has been recog­
nized only at the Footprint and Jack Allen Sites within the study area, and 
is also known from the Two Sisters Site in the Oklahoma panhandle (Green 
1967; Harrison n.d.; Lintz 1979a). Both recessed platforms in the study 
area are associated with small structures having central channels less 
than 1 m wide. The dimensions of the recessed platform range from 0.40 to 
0.85 m wide, and extend from 0.40 to 1.40 m into the west wall. At Unit 3 
of the Footprint Site, a dolomite slab incorporated into the center of the 
platform's back wall had two distinctly pecked and ground human footprints 
with the toes pointing downwards. Green (1967:141) attributed some ritual­
istic, religious or mystic significance to this stone's occurrence in the 
niche. The recessed platform at the Jack Allen Site had a burned area 
which was interpreted as a possible hearth (Bill Harrison, personal commun­
ication 1983).
Interior Storage Facilities: Interior storage facilities refer to 
bins, slab-lined cists and pits. Nearly all storage facility features are 
located near the corners, on the higher floor surfaces.
Interior bins consist of floor areas separated by minor wall parti­
tions. A total of six bins has been recognized in four units. They range 
from 1.38 to 6.04 sq m of floor space, but average 2.78 1 1.66 sq m in area.
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Five bins are located against the west wall adjacent to the platform features 
while at Coetas Ruin, Unit 2, the bin is in the northeast corner. The par­
tition wall is usually made of adobe clay and rock slabs, but at Antelope 
Creek, Unit 8, the partition is merely indicated by a series of postholes.
The paucity of associated daub suggests that a woven screen may have been 
used. The most unusual pair of bins occurred on each side of the platform 
at Antelope Creek, Unit 7. Here, the bench area within the bins had been 
excavated to coincide with the floor level in the channel, and on the east, 
small walls 0.15 m higher than the bench surfaces were erected to prevent 
accidental spillage (Baker and Baker 1941a:27). The only feature enclosed 
by the bin walls is a pit as observed at the Coetas Creek Ruin (map, Studer's 
files #655, National Park Service). A similar situation has been recorded 
at the Two Sisters site in the Oklahoma panhandle (Lintz 1979a).
Several rooms have been constructed over earlier exterior pits, but 
only three interior basin-shaped pits and three slab-lined pits have been 
reported from four units. None of these storage features occur in the 
corners of the unit, but rather tend to be located on the bench floors in 
the eastern half of the unit.
A basin-shaped pit at Antelope Creek 22A, Unit 1, measured 1.30 m in 
diameter emd held portions of three metates. The other two basin-shaped 
pits are smaller (0.43 and 0.53 m in diameter) and occur at Coetas Creek 
Ruin, Unit 2, and Antelope Creek Ruin 22, Unit 8. The basin shaped pit at 
Coetas Creek Ruin was inside a walled bin in the northeast corner of the 
room. WPA photographs show another possible pit inside Unit 42 at Alibates 
Ruin 28, however the pit size and stratigraphie position are uncertain.
Two of the three slab-lined pits also occurred inside Coetas Creek 
Ruin, Unit 2, and Antelope Creek Ruin 22, Unit 8. These slab-lined features
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measured 0.76 m and 0.41m in diameter. The last slab-lined cist, at Ali­
bates 28, Unit 47, measures 0.46 m in diameter. It is unusual in having 
an additional large vertical slab in the center of ths feature. A similar 
exterior feature was found at site 41Mo-7. Additional observations on 
other features will be necessary to determine if the central slab is inten­
tionally set, or merely represents the collapse of a stone capping a con­
ventional cist.
The association of bins, platforms and hearth types within Unit type 1 
structure shows some consistent patterning, even though information for many 
units is missing. In general, units with protruding platforms are likely 
to have single or double basin-shaped hearths or are associated with form­
ally defined bench areas adjacent to the platforms (Table 13). In contrast, 
collared, rimmed and concentric or mammiform hearths tend to occur in units 
with recessed platforms or no internal platforms. This distinction does 
not seem to relate to spatial differences since sites from each end of the 
study belong to the same taxon. The temporal aspect will be examined 
later.
Modifications; Despite the quantity of Isd̂ or invested in the construc­
tion of these units, only eight units show indications of repair modifica­
tions involving remodelled floor features or stabilized walls. In one 
instance, (Unit 2 at the Arrowhead Peak Site) a second hearth was added.
At 41MO-7 and Arrowhead Peak, floor channels were filled in and sealed with 
a plastered adobe surface (Green 1967). This type of modification suggests 
that the distinction between Type 1 and 2 architectural units is unclear; 
since there is no indication of a functional change, both types are thought 
to lae functionally equivalent. At two of the 15 burned units, clean sand
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Table 13. 
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fill was deposited over the charcoal and daub remains and a second floor 
mirroring the first was constructed utilizing the same walls (Baker and 
Baker 1941b:154). However, multiple floor surfaces at Black Dog Village, 
Unit 5, attest to remodeling activities, but there is no evidence that this 
structure had burned (Keller 1975). As already indicated, a series of 12 
and five posts were used to stabilize and reinforce the north wall of Unit 7 
and the south wall of Unit 19 at Alibates 28. Quite clearly these kinds of 
modifications reflect efforts to salvage units in disrepair and recycle run­
down units.
Comments; The frequency of occurrence and dominant size suggests that 
type 1 units represent the nucleus of household clusters. The wide range 
of features and associated artifacts suggests that the unit was the central 
focus of indoor activities while the people were sedentary. These struc­
tures provided substantial shelter during inclement weather, but much of 
the daily activities probably occurred outdoors.
The range of internal feature variations undoubtedly reflects the 
complex range of diverse activities occurring within the unit. Some embel­
lishments, such as the bulbar vestibules and channels, may reflect idio­
syncratic behavior. The presence of entry steps, vestibule sills, collared 
hearths, ridges along the margins of channels and walls along the bins all 
serve to keep objects from one area out of other activity areas. Some of 
the subtle differences, particularly the absence of certain traits, may 
reflect recent vandalism or a failure of the archaeologists to note the 
critical attribute, rather than the lack of the feature. Nevertheless, 
some of the patterned variation may be sensitive to spatial, temporal or 
social differences. These variations will be examined after the range of 
other unit types are described.
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U n i t  T y p e  2  ( n = 1 0  u n i t s  F i g u r e  1 3 ) .
Type 2 units occur at 7 (26%) of the architectural sites as both iso­
lated (n=5) and parts of aggregate (n=5) features (see Appendix B). This 
type is a large through extremely large semisubterranean unit with either an 
extended vestibule or gap wall openings and a centrally located hearth. In 
many ways Type 2 units resemble Type 1 units in general external morphology. 
The main distinguishing characteristics sepeurating Type 2 from Type 1 are 
the absence of formally defined interior areas— specifically, the lack of 
a central channel, flanking bench surfaces, centrally located platforms, and 
discrete floor bin features.
Shape; All units are irregularly quadrilateral with rounded comers.
Orientation: The walls roughly align in cardinal directions emd 
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Size; Unit 1 at the Spring Canyon Site is the largest single feature 
from the study area with an interior floor space of 87.60 sq m (Duffield 
1964). The other nine units range from 11.32 to 39.60 sq m with an average 
of 23.04 ± 10.43 sq m. Some spatial limitations may have been imposed by 
the bluff top configurations at the Arrowhead Peak Site; however, no re­
strictive features inhibited unit size or development at the other six 
sites.
Length-width Ratio: The sides of the units are often equidistant 
although the east-west dimensions tend to be slightly longer. The east- 
west to north-south wall dimension ratio ranges from 0.75 to 1.36. Both 
extremes occur in isolated unit structures in unconfined situations.
Unit Preparation; The only site showing surface preparatory work in 
conjunction with unit construction is at the Arrowhead Peak Site, an iso­
lated mesa top locale (Green 1967). Here, the sloping dolomite cap was 
chipped away in order to provide a level floor surface for Unit 1 (Green 
1967:20). An analogous example in terms of labor expenditure from the Okla­
homa panhandle involves chipping 37.5 cm deep holes into solid bedrock for 
the interior support posts at the Roy Smith Site (Sclmeider 1969:129). The 
presence of a solid dolomite base in both instances and at Arrowhead Peak, 
Unit 3, may have discouraged the construction of interior channel and 
bench features typical of Unit Type 1. Nevertheless, the other two large 
mesa top units at Arrowhead Peak appeared to have channel features and cer­
tainly the lack of a central channel in Unit 9 on the lower slope cannot 
be attributed to bedrock conditions. In fact, the sloping hillside had 
been excavated at Unit 9 to provide a level base (Green 1967:30). Only
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four Type 2 units were reported to be semisubterranean. At Medford Ranch 
site, the floor of Unit 1 was 30 cm below the original ground surface 
while that at Alibates Ruin 28, Unit 35 was 18 cm deep. The depths of semi­
subterranean floors at Arrowhead Peak, Unit 9, and Alibates 30, Unit 1, 
were not reported.
Wall Type; The wall foundations are quite variable in Type 2 struc­
tures. Four units have a single row of vertical slabs and two have double 
rows of slabs with rubble-filled cores. At Arrowhead Peak, Unit 3, the 
wall base consists of a single row of vertical slabs on three sides but a 
double row of horizontal slabs along the south side. Unit 9 at Alibates 
Ruin 30 also had a single row of vertical slabs on three sides but a plas­
tered wall lacking a stone footing on the fourth side. The aberrant wall 
may have utilized an earlier wall segment from a structure stratigraphically 
beneath Unit 9. The wall cores consist predominemtly of alternating layers 
of adobe emd horizontal slabs. At Spring Canyon, Unit 1, this traditional 
method also employed a second tier facing of vertically-set stones on the 
interior of the unit (Duffield 1964:54). Presumably a fine textured adobe 
was plastered over the wall core. The height of this wall may have been 
conparable to those of Type 1 units, but no independent information is 
available from Type 2 units.
Doorways: Doorways were discerned in only six units. They occurred 
as extended vestibules (n=3) or mere gaps in the stone wall foundations 
(n=3). The extended vestibules all were located in the middle of the east 
wall. They range from 1.07 to 1.69 m long by 0.61 to 1.07 m wide (mean 
size 1.35 ± 0.32 m by 0.79 ± 0.24 m). None had intact roofs, and only one 
had an associated entry step.
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Gaps in the wall foundations were recorded in the middle of the east 
wall in two units, but the doorway of Unit 1 at the Spring Canyon Site was 
thought to be located in the southeast comer of this extremely large unit. 
Two piles of horizontal stones encased in adobe on either side of the comer 
gap were thought to be basal remnants of plaster columns flcinking the open­
ing (Duffield 1964:52). The mean width of all three gap openings is 0.60 ± 
0.07 m.
The absence of discernible doorways in the other four units is not 
thought to reflect above ground wall openings, but rather is attributed to 
incomplete excavation or superimposed units subsequently built over the 
eastem portions of the units.
Roof Configurations: Interior posts were observed in the two smallest 
units (Table 14). The single support post at Arrowhead Peak, Unit 1, was 
positioned such that it appeared to be the southwest part of a four central- 
post frame possibly supporting a hipped roof. The clearest roof support 
pattem occurred at Medford Ranch, Unit 1. Mere posts were placed in the 
northeast and southeast corners, two others were near the middle of the 
north and south walls, and a single post was placed in the center of the 
unit. The pattem suggests that a major support beam was oriented north- 
south across the middle and along the east wall of the unit, but no infor­
mation is available to discem the pitch or slope. Nevertheless, this con­
figuration probably produced a gzdiled effect rather than the hipped roof 
found at most Type 1 units. The use of comer posts at the Medford Ranch 
Site is somewhat reminiscent of the interior posthole pattem at the 
Cottonwood Creek Site; however, at the latter site, there was no evidence 
for supports along the north-south axis. It is impossible to ascertain
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Table 14.
Association of Support Posts, Wall Footings and Doorways for Type 2 Units.
No Support Posts Support Post Present Total
Single Vertical Slab Footing
Double Vertical Slab Footing Horizontal Slab Footing
Single Vertical Slab Footing
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how representative the Medford Ranch roof style is of other structures 
within the Typ: 2 taxon, since so few had evidence of posts.
Fire Pits and Associated Features; Six of the ten Type 2 structures 
had evidence of interior heating features including central or auxiliary 
hearths, ash pits, or possibly a deflector system (Table 15). Formally 
prepared central hearths were present at three units. In two instances the 
central hearth was a plain basin-shaped features but at Arrowhead Peak, Unit 
9, the central hearth was double or paired. It is uncertain if both hearths 
functioned simultaneously or if they represent sequential unit modifica­
tions. The single auxiliary hearth consisted of a square slab-lined basin 
measuring 0.91 m located in the east central portion of Unit 1 at Tarbox 
Ruin (Holden 1929:27). The bottom of the feature was filled with charcoal 
and ashes.
Irregular ash pits were found in different places within three units. 
At Arrowhead Peak, Unit 1, two ash pits were found in the northeast quad­
rant of the unit near the west wall. The ash pit in Unit 9 was found 
against the east wall immediately north of the gap doorway. At Medford 
Ranch, Unit 1, em ash concentration in association with quartzite boiling 
stones was found in the southwestern quadrant of the unit. There is little 
consistent patterning in ash pit placement other than that the center of 
the unit seems to have been avoided. Perhaps this reflects a variety of 
different processing activity areas.
The only "deflector" found within a Type 2 unit was a large verti­
cal slab located west of the double central hearth in Unit 9 at the Arrow­
head Peak Site (Green 1967:30). Its identification as an air deflector is 
questionable since it occurs between the hearths and the west wall.
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Table 15. 
Association of Interior Hearths and Cists for Type 2 Units.
Hearth Type








Arrowhead Peak-9* Tarbox Ruin 1
Cists
Absent
Alibates Ruin 28-35 
Alibates Ruin 30-1 
Alibates Ruin 30-9** 
Spring Canyon 1
Antelope Creek 23-1 
Arrowhead Peak-3
Arrowhead Peak 1 
Medford Ranch 1
Total 1 10
Numbers following site name represent Architectural Unit No. 
* Deflector located west of the hearth 
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rather than between the hearths and the doorway in the east wall. The rock 
may have had some function related to the fire pit, but the precise use is 
unclear.
Platforms; An interior platform was present at Alibates 30, Unit 9, 
but it differs from those associated with Type 1 units in size and place­
ment. The platform consisted of a packed clay area measuring 1.68 by 1.37 
by 0.20 m located in the southeast comer of the unit (Baker and Baker 1941b; 
157, 159). This comer platform is unique among Antelope Creek stmctures 
but it bears some resemblance to a northwest comer platform at House 1 from 
the Goodman I Site, a Custer phase site in Custer County, Oklahoma (Galla­
gher 1951). The function of these features is unknown.
Interior Storage Facilities: Specialized storage facilities were rare. 
A single circular slab-lined cist measuring 1.17 m in diameter was found in 
the north central portion of Unit 9 at the Arrowhead Peak Site. The cist 
was not subterranean but rather the walls stood above the floor cund were 
supported by adobe. The rocks were arranged so that the orifice diameter 
was larger than the basal diameter.
Modifications; The addition of a second hearth inside Arrowhead Peak, 
Unit 9, is the only modification discemible from the architectural layout.
Comments; Type 2 units resembles Unit 1 Type in basic shape, size and 
certain interior feature attributes. It has a simple interior design and 
the absence of the central channels, benches and bins suggests that the 
interior activities were not as rigidly structured. As indicated, the 
absence of these traits at some sites may be due to the practicality of
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building on bedrock foundations. Nevertheless, the channel feature is re­
garded as a fundamental Antelope Creek phase design which may have spatial 
or temporal significance. The morphological differences between Unit types 
1 and 2 may indicate that the structure of activities differ somewhat. But 
both types are regarded as functionally equivalent, as forming the nucleus 
of the household dwellings.
Unit Type 3 (n=ll units. Figure 14).
This type includes medium to large circular or quadrilaterally shaped 
units often with a central hearth and occasionally with a single central 
roof support post or interior storage pit facilities. The type is recog­
nized at four (15%) of the architectural sites as either an isolated struc­
ture (n=4) or as part of a larger aggregate room block (n=7). All seven 
units associated with contiguous room blocks occur at subordinate positions
%
hearth pit / g
meters
post
Figure 14. Generalized Examples of Unit Type 3.
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located west of the extended vestibule of Type 1 units, in "anteroom" posi­
tions •
Shape; These units are circular (n=5), quadrilateral (n=5) or penta­
gonal (n=l). The circular shape occurs at the northern or southernmost ends 
of the room blocks, or in the isolated unit form. In contrast, the ante­
rooms occurring towards the middle of the room blocks and flanked by other 
units are all quadrilateral or pentagonal. The size and configuration of 
these latter units are limited by adjoining units within the room block.
Two of the isolated units are also quadrilateral.
Orientation: The walls of the quadrilateral units approximate the 
cardinal directions. In addition to the interior extended vestibules on 
the west side of all the contiguous Type 3 quadrilateral units, two of the 
circular forms also had exterior openings in the middle of the east wall.
Size: The floor areas r«mge from 6.69 to 18,70 sq m. With a mean 
size of 12.46 ± 4.17 sq m, the circular units tend to be slightly but not 
significantly larger than the quadrilateral units.
Length-width Ratio; The quadrilateral units are nearly square, and 
most of the other units are circular. The length-width ratios of most 
units range from 0.94 to 1,32. Unit 27 at Antelope Creek is oval with a 
larger north-south axis and length-width ratio of 0.75.
Unit Preparation: Ground preparation for construction of these units 
primarily involved levelling the original surface. At Alibates Ruin 28, 
exterior pits (possibly used to mix mortar or as a source of adobe for 
earlier construction episodes) were filled with earth and debris to form
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a level surface for Units 4 and 8. However, Units 27, 28, and 29 at Ante­
lope Creek Ruin 22 were built on a slope east of the main room block. In 
order to obtain a level living surface, the floor was excavated 0.60 to 
0.90 m below the level of other units in the room block (Holden 1930:29; 
Baker and Baker 1941b:34). Unit 49 at Alibates 28 had a semisubterranean 
floor surface 0.58 m below the original ground level.
Wall Types: Considerable variation is evident in the kinds of wall 
footings in Type 3 structures. Most of the contiguous units had a single 
(n=3) or double row (n=5) of vertically-set stone slabs at the base (Table 
16). But at Sanford Ruin, at least three styles were used in the Type 3 
unit within the room block. A double row of vertical slabs occurred along 
the west wall which was connected to the adjacent units only by the extended 
vestibule. The north and south wall foundations were of a single row of 
vertical slabs, and the east wall footing was of seven vertically-set posts. 
At Black Dog Village, Unit 4, the free-standing unit had no discernible 
posts or stones around the hard-packed floor. The walls may have been of 
perishable materials or else the stone foundations may have been re-used 
during the construction of a later similar type rectangular unit superim­
posed over this circular structure. In most instances, the upper walls were 
made of alternating layers of adobe and horizontal slabs. A nuiximum ex­
tant wall height of 1.57 m was recorded for Unit 4 at Alibates 28.
Doorways: The vestibules from Type 1 units extending to the middle of 
the.west wall of Type 3 units arc considered to be interior passageways. 
Other kinds of access to the outside or adjacent rooms include upper wall 
openings, and gaps in the foundations. Two upper wall openings, each 50 cm
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Table 16.
Association of Support Posts, Wall Footings and Doorways for Type 3 Units.
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square, are present in the south and west walls of Unit 4 at Alibates R ujji 
28; both provide access to other units. No clear exterior wall openings 
have been found in the quadrilateral unit form. Offsets in the east wall of 
Units 4 and 8 at Alibates 28 were once regarded as possible doorways; how­
ever, the paucity of artifacts adjacent to the wall offsets makes such an 
interpretation unlikely (Lintz 1979, Appendix A). Gaps in the middle of 
the east wall footings have been found in all contiguous intact circular 
units. Unfortunately, no dimensions are available.
Roof Configurations; Interior support posts were present in one cir­
cular and three quadrilateral units. Interior posts tend to be found in 
the larger units. Possibly the smaller units were roofed without the need 
for interior supports. A single centrally-placed post was found at one 
circular and two quadrilaterally shaped units. Such a post pattem may 
have supported a conical or flat-topped roof. In contrast, interior posts 
were found near three of the four comers of Unit 6, at Sanford Ruin.
Similar corner post patterns have been reported for Type 1 and Type 2 units 
at Cottonwood Creek Ruin and Medford Ranch Sites. The roof configuration 
of these dwellings is uncertain. In addition, the presence of hearths in 
at least six units suggests the presence of some smoke holes in the roofs.
Fire Pits and Associated Features; Basin-shaped hearths were cen­
trally located inside three circular and two quadrilateral units (Table 17). 
One unit also contained an ash (?) pit, and several units had concentra­
tions of angular quartzite boiling stones near the hearths or along the 
Walls. The most elaborate hearth occurred at Sanford Ruin where two post­
holes were found near the north and south edges of a large hearth. The 
associated posthole probably constitute evidence for a spit or cooking rack.
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Table 17
Association of Unit Shape, and Interior Features for Type 3 Units.
. Circular Unit Shape Pentagonal/ Quadrilateral Unit Shape
Hearth Absent Central Hearth Hearth Absent Central Hearth Lateral Hearth
Auxiliary
FeaturesAbsent
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Numbers following site name represent Architectural Unit No.
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Interior Storage Facilities; Only two units contained pits or cists.
A single slab-lined cist was found midway between the central hearth and 
the east wall of Unit 27 at Antelope Creek Ruin 22 (Sayles 1932), whereas a 
small pit with two pebbles occurred north of the central hearth in Unit 6 
at Sanford Ruin.
Modifications; Several kinds of unit modifications are evident. At 
Alibates 28, Units 1 and 4, the original floor surfaces had been capped with 
fill and replastered. A post set in the north central portion of the upper
floor of unit 4 may represent an attempt to stabilize the wall or roof.
Also, room construction blocked one of the above-floor openings between 
Units 4 and 10 at Alibates Ruin 28, and the vestibule openings in Units 20
and 8 at the same site had been sealed off.
Comments; Early excavators believed that the circular forms of type 
3 units were analogous to the Southwest kiva because of the shape, puta­
tive unique occurrence cind placement relative to other units at Ruins 22 and 
28. Unfortunately, mctny details of these circular kiva forms are still 
poorly known. Some units were severely damaged prior to intensive field 
work, but are included primarily on the basis of location relative to other 
units in the room block. The shape and size of these poorly defined units 
are based on projections of short wall remnants (Lowrey 1932; Figure 17). 
Because of their special placement cuid putative unique occurrence, some 
units were tested by several field parties, cuid the records are difficult 
to reassemble. At Black Dog Village, only a part of the circular unit was 
excavated, and the reported size differs significantly from measurements 
indicated on maps (Keller 1975). Integration of the various field records
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from Antelope Creek Ruin 22 and Alibates Ruin 28 indicate that type 3 units 
are not unique, but rather several such units occur at each site. Unfortun­
ately little artifactual information is available to ascertain the function 
of type 3 units.
Passage -, I 
Co Type lJUnit
Unit Type 3 
(Antechamber j;"
i \Unit Type 9 j /
meters
Figure 15, Generalized Example of Unit Type 4.
Unit Type 4 (n=5 units. Figure 15).
Architectural unit Type 4 includes medium sized, quadrilateral units 
with relatively few distinctive features. They rarely have bins, storage 
pits, interior platforms, interior roof support posts or ash pits. Units 
of this type occur at three (11%) of the architectural sites, where they 
are incorporated into aggregate room blocks (n=5). They are significantly 
smaller than Type 3 units and maintain two different structural positions. 
In one aggregate form, this unit is found in a subordinate position often 
in association with Types 1 and 3, but flanking the antechamber room. In
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no instance does the extended vestibule from Unit 1 open directly onto the 
Unit Type 4. In the second aggregate form, the unit holds a dominant posi­
tion paired directly to a Type 9 unit. The pair may be a separate aggregate 
or several pairs may be linked together, but in no instance have such pairs 
been found as part of large aggregates involving either Type 1 or Type 2 
units.
Shape; All units are quadrilateral.
Orientation; Walls are approximately aligned to the cardinal direc­
tions, but the lack of evidence for exterior doorways prevents determina­
tion of the facing direction.
Size; The units range from 6.92 to 10.02 sq m of floor space, with a 
mean size of 8.24 ± 1.49 sq m area. Spatial limitations imposed by the 
room block configurations may have affected the size of two units at Ali­
bates 28; however, comparably small units occurred in unrestricted situa­
tions at other sites.
Length-width Ratio; Nearly all units are rectanguloid with one axis 
markedly longer than the other. East-west to north-south ratios range 
from 0.59 to 1.44 m, indicating that the long axis can occur in either 
direction.
Unit Preparation: At Alibates 28, exterior mortar pits were filled 
to provide a level floor surface. The floor surfaces were seldom plastered 
and were often difficult to recognize and trace.
Wall Types; The wall footings are predominantly single rows of ver­
tical slabs (n=3) or double rows of vertical slabs with rubble-filled
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cores (n=l). At Black Dog Village, three walls of Unit 1 had single row 
vertical slab footing, but the south wall shared by a Type 9 unit consisted 
of a double row of slabs. In all likelihood, this common wall was substan­
tially reinforced to carry the roof weight of both units, or the final wall 
form reflects separate construction episodes. The upper wall consists of 
adobe mortar or alternating layers of adobe euid horizontal rock slabs. The 
tallest wall remnant of this unit type stood at least 1.27 m high at Ali­
bates 28, Unit 6.
Doorways ; No clear evidence for exterior access was found at any of 
the units. Duffield (1964:34) mentions an offset and slight decrease in 
stone in the east wall of Unit 3 at Medford Ranch. Perhaps entry was gained 
through above-ground wall openings. An interior doorway to an adjacent 
Type 9 unit was encountered in the middle of the south wall footing at 
Black Dog Village. It measured 0.46 m wide (Keller 1975:13).
Roof Configurations: The configuration of the roof structure is un­
known. The only postholes mentioned occur near the middle of the west wall 
at Medford Ranch Site, Unit 5. The wall is also shared by Unit 3. The 
post may have supported the roof, reinforced a weakened wall, or served as 
a stand for supporting a variety of hanging items. Quite likely interior 
posts may not have been necessary in these medium sized units. The entire 
weight of the roof may have been carried by the walls.
Fire Pits and Associated Features: None of the units had prepared or 
plastered hearths (Table 18). However, two ash pits and other piles of 
boiling stones were found adjacent to inteilwi storage pics near the north­
east and southwest corners of Medford Ranch, Unit 3.
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Association of Interior Features for Type 4 Units
Storage Facilities No Storage Facilities








Ranch-5 Alib. 28-13 3
Platform Alib. 28-6 1
Door
No
Platform Black Dog-1 1
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•«4
Total 1 1  0 3
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Platformsî An interior platform at Alibates 28, Unit 6, consisted of 
a 1.5 m wide area along the entire western portion of the unit which was 
elevated 18 cm above the eastem floor surface. It is postulated that the 
platform was added in order to provide easier access to an upper wall open­
ing to an adjacent unit. Although no opening was observed in the wall rem­
nant, the height of the floor surface of Unit 9, to the west, had been 
artifically raised 51 cm above the lower floor surface in Unit 6 (Baker and 
Baker 1941a:103, 111). Similar upper wall openings have been reported from 
other raised floor units at the same site. The platform clearly served a 
different purpose than those associated with Type 1 units.
Interior Storage Facilities: Specialized storage facilities associated 
with Type 4 units have been described only for Units 3 and 5 at Medford 
Ranch. Linear rock patterns inside the northeast comer of Unit 5 may 
represent the wall partition remains of a bin encompassing approximately 
1.15 sq m. Unfortunately, the subtle soil conditions at the site prevented 
identification of the floor surface, which might have verified the tenta­
tive bin identification. In the adjacent Unit 3, basin-shaped pits measur­
ing 70 and 79 cm in diameter were found in the northeast and southwest 
comers near two ash pits. While both pits may be affiliated with Unit 3, 
the failure to discem the floor surface leaves open the possibility that 
the pits predate unit construction.
Modifications: Little was found to indicate that unit Type 4 was 
carefully maintained or modified. None of the units had multiple floor 
surfaces, or evidence of interior feature modifications. The single pos­
sible exception is a posthole near the central portion of the wall at
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Medford Ranch which could have been used to brace a wall or ceiling bean.
Comments: The validity of Units 4 Types constituting a distinct 
morphological taxa is based primarily on the size and association of unit 
attributes/variables and the unique spatial patterning of the unit in 
larger aggregate clusters.
The dimensions of this unit type have been calculated using modified 
values for Unit 13 at Alibates 28. The dimensions provided in the original 
scale drawing are believed to be in error, since the large size unit would 
block the extended vestibule of Unit 15 (Baker and Baker 1941a: 125, Appen­
dix A). Other maps and trash disposal patterns show the vestibule to be 
unobstructed. Consequently, the north-south dimension of Unit 13 has been 





Figure 16. Generalized Example of Unit Type 5.
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This unit type has been reported only from Alibates Ruin 28. It is 
typically a medium sized circular or oval shaped unit with a basin or bell 
shaped storage pit near one comer. The foundations do not indicate the 
presence of ground level openings, and none have evidence of interior roof 
supports. All of the units are probcibly free-standing isolated structures.
Shape; One unit is quadrilateral whereas the others are oval or cir­
cular.
Orientation: There is no consistent orientation to the units.
Size: The single feature from the north end of Alibates 28 is rela­
tively small with a floor area of 2.93 sq m. The other three structures 
from excavation Unit II range from 5.48 to 8.52 sq m interior floor space. 
The mean size of all four units is 6.05 ± 2.42 sq m.
Length-width Ratio; The dimensions of three units are nearly equal. 
Length to width ratios range from 1.00 to 1.03. The fourth unit has a 
slightly longer east-west axis with a ratio of 1.25.
Unit Preparation; Two of the units are reported to be semisubterran- 
nean with the floor levels ranging from 0.20 to 0.68 m below the original 
ground surface. No information is available for the other two units.
Wall Type; % e  wall footings of all four units consist of a single 
row of vertical slcibs (Table 19). Sayles* observations (field notes Tex;B; 
9:1) on Unit 55 excavated by Floyd Studer indicate that the basal slcibs 
lean inwards, but such an orientation may be due to wall erosion after unit
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Table 19.
Association of Wall Footings, Doorways and Interior Pit Location
for Type 5 Units.
CirShcularape QuadrilShaateralpe







SlabFooting CornerPit ' 0
Total 3 0 1 0 4
vO
- Flexed burial found inside room.
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abandonment. Quite possibly the stones were set against the edges of the 
semisubterranean pit and plastered with adobe. The nature and height of 
the upper walls and the shape of the above ground unit are uncertain. Few 
rocks were found inside the room fill, ihus, the upper walls may have been 
made of puddled adobe, adobe and brush, or merely brush walls. No post­
holes have been recorded along the wall footings.
Doorways; None of the units have gaps in the wall footing stones. 
Access was probably gained through an upper wall opening. The size and 
direction of such openings are unknown.
Roof Configurations: No interior or wall postholes have been found.
The units are so small that the roof could have been supported entirely by 
its walls. The roof shape could have been domed, conical or flat-topped.
Interior Storage Facilities: Interior storage pits are present in 
all units and is the primary criterion for inclusion in this type. The 
pits excavated by the WPA are typically bell-shaped with orifice dimensions 
of 0.79 to 1.05 m (n=3), base diameters of 0.97 m (n=2), and maximum pit 
depths or 0.91 to 1.14 m (n=3). The pits are located in the northeast 
comer of two units, the western edge of one unit, and in the middle of the 
fourth unit.
Modifications: None of the units show extensive use or modifications.
Comments; Single individual burials are present in two of these units. 
At Unit 41, the burial was found in the upper fill of the storage pit, 
whereas at Unit 55, the burial was on the floor adjacent to the centrally 
located pit. In both cases, the burials seem to be associated with the
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abandonment of the structure. This pattem is quite different from the re­







Figure 17. Generalized Example of Unit Type 6.
Unit Type 6 (n=5 units. Figure 17.
Units assigned to this type all are small circular to oval structures 
with an interior hearth either located in the middle or along one edge of 
the feature. Some of the units may have ground level doors. Structures 
assigned to this type are from four (15%) of the architectural sites in the
sample. The examples occur as free-standing units (n®4) or perhaps con­
tiguous with other units of nearly equal size (Type 8).
Shape; The units are oval (n=2) or circular (n=3) in form.
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Orientation ; Unit orientations as indicated by door placement are 
to the north-northeast or east in two units; no orientation could be deter­
mined for the other features.
Size: All units are small and range from 2.63 to 4.76 sq m of floor 
space. The mean area is 3.67 ± 0.88 sq m.
Length-width Ratio; Four units have nearly equal wall dimensions, but 
Unit 1 at the Turkey Creek Site has a noticeable east-west long eucis with 
a ratio of 1.58.
Unit Preparation; Surface preparation was evident only at two struc­
tures. At Turkey Creek Site, Unit 1, the floor surface was excavated 46 cm 
into the original ground surface. At the Roper Site, Unit 4, limited exca­
vations were conducted to produce a level floor. The other floor surfaces 
may have been unprepared.
Wall Types; All units employed a single row of vertically-set slabs 
as wall footings (Table 20). The nature of the upper walls is unknown. 
Maximum extant height is only 0.30 m. Few loose rocks are associated with 
the feature; consequently the walls were probably of brush or puddled 
adobe.
Doorways; Possibly ground level doorways as indicated by gaps in the 
wall footings were noted for Unit 4 at the Roper Site, and Unit 1 at the 
Pickett Site. The two doorways are 0.46 and 0.76 m wide and are both 
located in the north-northeast wall of the units.
Roof Configurations; None recorded. The roofs may have been domed, 
conical or flat, built on high or short walls.
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Table 20.
Association of Unit Shape, Wall Footings, Doorways and Hearth Location for Type 6 Units
CircularShape OvalShape QuadrilateralShape
NoDoorways GapDoorways NoDoorways GapDoorways NoDoorways GapDoorways Total
SingleVerticalSlabFootings
CentralHearth Antelope Creek 22- 30






Total 2 1 1 1 0 0 5
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Fire Pits and Associated Features; The interior hearth is the dis­
tinctive feature of all units. In only two or possibly three instances, 
the hearths are carefully prepared basin-shaped features measuring approx­
imately 0.30 m in diameter in the center of the unit. In addition, the cen­
tral hearth at the Pickett Site had a raised clay collar around the rim.
In contrast the interior hearths at the Turkey Creek Site, Units 1 and 3, 
were unprepared and located against the east wall. These burned surfaces 
ranged from 0.30 to 0.43 m in diameter.
Modifications; None apparent.
Comments; These units are found as solitary features or as associated 
with a few other small to medium sized room types at a site. Ihey seldom 
seem to occur at sites with large household (Type 1 or 2) units.
Ur. meters
Plan Profile
Figure 18. Generalized Example of Unit Type 7.
Unit Type 7 (n=7 units. Figure 18).
Units assigned to this type are small to very small features with 
stone slab walls and stone slab floors. In all instances an adobe mortar 
was used to fill in between the rock slabs. They occur as isolated exter­
ior features. These features occur at three (11%) of the architectural 
sites in the study area. Although these are architecturally simple
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features, they show considerable variation in shape and depth.
Shape; Two units are quadrilateral and the other five are oval or 
circular (Table 21).
Orientation; Most of the lung cuces are oriented north-south. None of 
these isolated features are restricted by other features or topographic set­
tings .
Size: The WPA records indicate that these features range from 0.65 to 
2.96 sq m floor area, with a mean diameter of 1.64 ± 0.98 sq m. However, 
other archaeologists estimate the size of Antelope Creek 22, Unit 16, at
4.70 sq m (Lowrey 1932:34, for cist 2).
Lenqth-width Ratio: The dimensional ratio ranges from 0.66 to 1.12 
which suggests that the walls tend to be nearly equal in size.
Unit Preparation; These units seem to have little ground preparation 
prior to construction. At least one occurs as an above-ground feature; 
others are semisubterranean with raised rims edx)ve the ground level. The 
uneven stone floor surfaces suggest that little effort was expended in pre­
paring the foundations. In contrast, oval Unit 53 (Feature 46A) at Ali- 
bates 28 is a deep subterranean feature excavated 1.5 m below the original 
ground surface.
Wall Types: In most instances, the walls were made of a single row 
of vertically set slabs. The height and nature of the upper walls of the 
surface unit are unknown. The walls of the deep subterranean feature con­
sisted of four tiers of single vertical slabs set in adobe mortar against
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Table 21
Association of Shape, Wall Footings, and Subterranean Placement
of Type 7 Units.
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Numbers following site designation represent Architectural Unit No. 
* Cover slab (?) oriented vertically in the middle of the feature.
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the slightly sloping walls. In all likelihood, the walls did not extend 
far above the original ground surface, even though a raised lip was pres­
ent at Alibates 28, Unit 65 ("cist 5").
Doorways; No openings were discernible. Access may have been gained 
through the "roof" or top.
Roof Configurations: The upper walls and roof configurations of the 
surface units are unknown. The subterranean feature may have had a flat 
covering coincident with the ground surface. Alternatively, the deep fea­
ture may have served as a slab-lined pit and was merely filled with grass 
or earth. An interior vertically— oriented slab at Unit 3 at Site 4lMo-7 
possibly represents a covering stone which had fallen into the feature.
Interior Storage Facilities; Except for one vertically-oriented stone 
in the middle of one feature, no interior features were discernible. An 
analogous vertical slab feature has been noted in conjunction with an in­
terior slab-lined cist at Alibates 28, Unit 47.
Modifications ; None discerned.
Co'znents; The presence of stone floors in three features reflect 
more intensive labor than merely using the original ground surface or em­
ploying an adobe plaster. Baker (1941b;38, 107) suggests that even though 
the stones are much rougher than clay floors, this construction method 
may have boon used to keep down excessive moisture and reduce rodent infes­
tation .
The inclusion of Antelope Creek 22, Unit 16, in this type is tenuous 
because of conflicting information. The WPA records indicate that this
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vandalized unit is an isolated quadrilateral structure lacking a stone 
floor and with an approximate area of 2.58 sg m (Baker and Baker 1941a:£3- 
55). Various site maps show the feature to be in the same place as 
"Cist 2," excavated by E. J. Lowrey. Lowrey (1932:34) indicates that Cist 
2 had a stone slab floor, but is circular with an area of approximately
4.70 sq m. I have opted to accept Lowrey*s description of the floor surface 
since he was responsible for most of the excavations, but have relied on 
the more detailed WPA descriptions and feature maps to derive feature dimen­
sions. If indeed both descriptions refer to a single feature, then the dif­
ferences may reflect the limited extent 2uid inferior quality of the initial 
field work, coupled with the eroded condition of the unit when the WPA 






Figure 19. Generalized Example of Unit Type 8.
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Unit Type 8 (n=91 units, and possibly three other poorly excavated units 
at Alibates 28. Figure 19).
These are medium to small sized units characterized by a variety of 
simple geometric shapes which rarely contain interior features. Several 
units have gaps in the wall foundations possibly indicative of ground level 
doorways and a few have raised floor surfaces. These units are present at 
17 (63%) of the architectural sites in the study area. They occur in 
three separate modes; (1) free-standing units (n=18), (2) paired with one 
or two others of nearly the same size to form separate structures (n=16), 
or (3) attached directly to the outside walls of Units Type 1 or 2 in 
large room block configurations to form subordinate units (n=57). In the 
last mode, two Type 8 units can share a single wall of the dominant unit, 
and sometimes additional Type 8 units are positioned at the comers. At 
Alibates 28, Antelope Creek 22 and Sanford Ruin, these units separate the 
dominant Type 1 unit from the subordinate Type 3 (antechamber) units at 
the far end of the vestibule.
Shape: These units range from quadrilateral with rounded comers 
(n=37), to circular or oval (n=29), D=shaped (n=16), euid irregular (n=5). 
The configuration of the other units is uncertain. As might be expected, 
the shape of the unit often is influenced by adjoining structures. All of 
the D-shaped units, 76% of the quadrilateral units and 80% of the irregu­
larly shaped units are subordinate features attached to larger units. In 
contrast, the pentagonal shaped unit and over half of the oval and circu­
lar units are isolated features.
Orientation : The orientation of these small units is impossible to
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determine since none of the isolated units have discernible entrances.
The wall alignment of contiguous room units is influenced by the larger 
adjacent units and is often oriented in cardinal directions. This pat­
tern does not consistently occur in the isolated structures.
Size; The size parameters of this type are defined on the basis of 
other units. The lower limit is established in isolated units at approxi­
mately 1.6 sq m area by the size of interior pit and cist features asso­
ciated with Type 1 and 2 units. Two contiguous Type 8 units are smaller 
than this limit but both are incompletely excavated. The upper limit is 
established at 12.2 sq m. Most of the larger units occur in contiguous
room blocks at subordinate positions. Of the 86 measurable units assigned
to this type, the sizes range from 1.28 to 12.01 sq m floor space. The 
mean size is 4.80 ± 2.46 sg m.
Length-width Ratio: The east/west-north/south ratios range from 0.53 
to 1.58; however, the apparent wide range is due to slight differences in 
the dimensions of these small units. Many units have nearly equal dimen­
sions. Seldom does one dimension exceed twice the other dimension in the 
unit.
Unit Preparation: There is little evidence for extreme ground prepa­
ration in conjunction with the construction of these units. Only Unit 6
at Alibates 30 is reported to be subterranean. In addition, five features
at Alibates 28, Unit 2, and one at Chimney Rock Ruin are superimposed over 
larger rooms or deep cists. Presumably, the earlier structural remains 
were cleared, or clean fill was introduced to provide a suitable level 
foundation. Most of the subordinate units within large room blocks have
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plastered floors, and at least seven of these units have multiple floor 
surfaces, in contrast, most of the paired and isolated free-standing 
units seldom have plastered floors. Presumably the original ground sur­
face provided a suitable occupation surface. Another variation clearly 
noted at Alibates 28, Units 9, 10, and 12 involved raised floor levels. 
Between 51 and 81 cm of cultural fill was added to these subordinate units 
in order to raise the plastered floor surface to a height comparable to the 
top of the extended vestibules (Baker and Baker 1941a:111, 114, 119). The 
frequency of this practice is uncertain, since most units have undergone 
extensive erosion. At severely eroded sites, it is difficult to determine 
if the artifacts near an unprepared sterile surface represent construction 
fill beneath a floor, artifacts in primary context on a floor, or secon­
dary post abandonment debris above the floor.
Wall Types; As might be expected, the units display a wide range of 
wall footing within foundation trenches, ranging from predominantly double 
rows of vertical slabs (n=34), single rows of vertical slabs (n=32), hori­
zontal slabs (n=l), no masonry (n=l) or a combination of single and double 
rows of slabs (n=3). The nature of wall construction in the other 20 
units is not mentioned. The type of wall footings can be roughly corre­
lated with the contiguous nature of the structure (Table 22). Single slab 
foundation is present at 78% of the isolated and 85% of the paired units, 
but only 21% of the subordinate units in large room blocks. It appears 
that the double slab wall footing used in the dominant units is merely ex­
tended to subordinate units in the large room block situations. If several 
adjoining units are added during a single construction episode, occasion­
ally an interior wall will have a lighter footing support.
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Table 22. 
Association of Wall Footings and Contiguous Room Arrangement 
For Type 8 Units.
Contiguous Unit Type
Isolated Units Paired Units I Contiguous Units , Total
No :ata Lookout*^Lookout‘5Tartio**17Tart)o«>20
Tartox'IBTarpox-19 1 Ant.Ck-22.I8 j Spring Cyn*3 
1 TarPox* 6 
1 Tarpox- 8 • Tarpox>10 i Taroox-12 
1 Tarpox'U
Ant.Ck-22-19 • Tarpox- 3 j TarPox. 7 I TarpOx- 9 Tarpox'11 TarPox-13 ;
!
19
No S U d Footing Ali6-28-39 1
Horizontal Slass 1 Medford Rancn>2 1
single Row ■ A110-22-45 ; Alib-28-29 Allb-28.17 Ant.Ck-24- 5Vertical Slaos A11P-28-46 ; Allb-28-30 Ant.Ck-24- 6 Ant.Ck-24-12 32All 0-28-50 ! A1lb-28-33 Ant.Ck-24-14 Sanford- 3• Alio-30- 6 ; Allb-28-40 Sanford- 5 Sanford- 7Ant.Ck-24.lS ; Arrowtiead- 4 Sanford- 8Coetas 3 ; Arrowhead- 5' Roper- 1 ! Arrowhead- 6Roper- 5 i Conner- 1; Soring Cyn- 2 i Conner- 2
: Zollars- 1 ! Roper- 2Zollars- 2 j Roper- 3 
1 Turkey Ck- 2
1 Single and Oouple 1 Allb-28-14 Allb-28-21
n, Rows of Slaos 1 1 Ant.Ck-22-25 3
— DouPle Row Ant.Ck-24-2 ; Chlmey Rk-1 A1 lb-28- 9 Allb-28-10






Ant.Ck-22-10 Ant.a-22-13 Ant.Ck-22-20 Ant.Ck-22-22 Ant.Ck-22-24 Ant.Ck-22A- 2 Ant.Cl-22A- 4 Ant.Ck-24- 3 Ant.Ck-24- 7 Arrowhead- 8 
LOOkOUt-2
Ant.Ck-22-12 Ant.Ck-22-14 
Ant.Ck-22-21 Ant.Ck-22-23 Ant.Ck-22-26 Ant.Ck-22A- 3 Ant.Ck-22A- 5 Ant.Ck-24- 4 Ant.Ck-24- 9 Chiaxiey Rk- 4 LOOkout-3
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Some variation also reflects the "incidental" formation of a small unit 
through careful design and placement of other larger units added during 
later construction episodes (cf. Units 14 and 16 at Alibates 28). The upper 
wall portions are made of adobe which are sometimes reinforced with hori­
zontal stone slabs. Total wall heights are difficult to ascertain; never­
theless, wall remnants exceeding one meter in height were observed at Ali­
bates Ruin 28, and Antelope Creek Ruin 24 in both paired units, and 
subordinate units within larger room blocks. Alibates Ruin 28, Unit 12, 
had the tallest extant wall, measuring 1.51 m; however, with the floor sur­
face artificially raised 0.81 m above the wall foundations, the unit only 
had 0.71 m headroom.
Doorways; Only nine units had evidence of doorways as indicated by 
gaps in the wall footings (n=7) or upper wall openings (n=2). Most of the 
doorways provided direct access to other units or to the vestibule feature, 
rather than the outside. Exterior gap openings were noted in the north, 
east, or northeast walls of three paired units and one subordinate contig­
uous unit. The openings in the paired units averaged 0.56 ± 0.16 m wide 
whereas the width of the subordinate exterior opening was 1.46 m. In con­
trast, the upper wall and interior gap openings were all associated with 
subordinate contiguous units present at large room blocks. They consis­
tently averaged 0.56 ± 0.07 m wide. The upper wall openings are often 
associated with units having artificially raised or elevated floor surfaces. 
The scarcity of gaps in wall footings suggests that upper wall openings were 
the main means of unit access; however, this form was seldom preserved.
Roof Configurations; Roof support systems have rarely been noted in
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these medium to small sized units. Quite likely the weight of the roof 
was supported by the walls without any need for additional support. The 
presence of interior support posts (Feature 8) was postulated from a cen­
trally located area of soft earth inside Unit 3 at the Roper Site. The 
validity of this interpretation is questioned since the ground was not 
noticeably discolored, and the small unit size (1.69 m diameter) would not 
require interior support. The roof configuration is uncertain. It may 
have been flat, domed, or pitched. At Antelope Creek 22, Unit 10, abundant 
quantities of burned timber and grass were found above the floor. In one 
instance, parallel grass stems were found lying on top of a beam (Baker 
and Baker 1941a:36). This suggests that timber beams supported a cover of 
grass bundles. Baker indicated that a layer of earth may have capped the 
grass.
Fire Pits and Associated Features; Hearth features are uncommon in 
these units. A single interior hearth was recorded for a subordinate unit 
at Antelope Creek Ruin 24. A second hearth attributed to Unit 4 at Chim­
ney Rock Ruin is more likely the central hearth of a Type 1 structure 
stratigraphically beneath the unit (Baker and Baker 1941d:21).
Platforms; An interior platform was reported along the south wall of 
Unit 4 at Chimney Rock Ruin (Bciker and Baker 1941d;14). As previously 
indicated, the feature is probably the channel and bench surface from a 
Type 1 unit stratigraphically beneath the small structure. Apparently 
Unit 4 had no prepared floor surface, so the excavators continued until 
the floor of the lower unit was encountered. Interior platform features 
are unknown from Type 8 units.
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Interior Storage Facilities; Interior storage pits were observed in 
the lowest floor surfaces of Units 13 and 14 at Antelope Creek Ruin 22 
(Baker and Baker 1941a:44, 47). The presence of two emd three plastered 
floor surfaces in these units indicates that the pit features were not 
normally associated with this subordinate room form. The pits possibly rep­
resent pre-existing adobe mixing basins which were filled prior to room con­
struction. Many archaeologists have regarded the smaller units as storage 
rooms, since their size approaches the dimensions of storage pits and cists 
inside Type 1 and 2 units, and those with raised floor surfaces apparently 
had little head room for conducting extensive activities.
Modifications: Extensive unit modification has only been observed in 
those subordinate units forming part of larger room blocks. At Antelope 
Creek 24 the wall separating Units 4 and 9 was apparently removed. At Ali­
bates 28, an upper wall opening was blocked by the addition of rooms dur­
ing a subsequent construction episode. Finally, six units had their floor 
surfaces replastered once and two units had the floor replastered twice.
As much as 15 cm of fill was introduced to separate the floor surfaces.
The replastering undoubtedly served to cleanse the old floor surface of 
filth and perhaps bacteria buildup within the unit. In contrast to the 
modifications apparent in the subordinate units, no extensive repairs are 
evident in the isolated or paired structural units. This difference may 
be attributed to the overall labor investment and upkeep of the entire 
structures. These small units may have been maintained along with the 
large room forms as an integral part of the entire room block. On the 
other hand, the isolated or paired units served merely as outbuildings 
which were used less intensively.
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Comments; The large number of units with this type reflects the sim­
plicity of form. Size differences in the clustering and spatial position­
ing of subordinate units suggests that this morphological type may have 
accommodated a variety of functions which will be examined in greater detail 
later in this study. Included in this type were at least 15 vandalized 
units. Although no hearth features were reported, there is a possibility 





Figure 20. Generalized Example of Unit Type 9.
Unit Type 9 (n=3 units. Figure 20).
This type is defined for medium to small sized units with a long nar­
row configuration. In all instances, the unit occurs in subordinate posi­
tions spanning the entire length of the dominant unit's common wall. The
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extreme length to width ratio makes this type distinct from units assigned 
to Type 8. In all cases the units are attached to Type 4 units to form an 
aggregate of units separate from large room blocks involving Type 1 or Type 
2 units. Type 9 units are recognized at two (7%) of the architectural 
sites. No spatial limitations were imposed on these units which might mod­
ify their shape or orientation.
Shape; These units are all D-shaped or rectangular.
Orientation: All units occur along the south wall of Type 4 units 
and have an elongated east-west long axis; however, other positions may 
eventually be recognized.
Size; The floor areas range from 1.05 to 4.47 sq m. The mean floor 
area is 2.84 ± 1.72 sq m. These floor areas represent between 15% and 45% 
of the floor surface of the adjacent dominant unit.
Lenqth-width Ratio; The ratios range from 0.29 to 0.75; the mean is 
0.50, indicating that on the average, Uie width of the structure is about 
half the length.
Unit Preparation; No information is available concerning the rela­
tionship of the floor level to the original ground surface, or the prepara­
tory work conducted prior to room construction. Floor surfaces are diffi­
cult to discern and may not have been plastered.
Wall Types; In all instances, the wall footing of the shared wall is 
different from the other exterior walls. At Medford Ranch, the exterior 
wall employed a single row of vertical slabs whereas the adjacent unit used
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horizontal slabs. At Black Dog Village, the outside walls were of double 
rows of slabs whereas the common wall used a single row of slabs. These 
differences suggest that the Medford Ranch subordinate units may have been 
added during separate construction episodes, but at Black Dog Village, the 
weaker footing of the common wall suggests that both units were built dur­
ing a single construction episode emd that the heavier exterior walls car­
ried most of the roof weight. In one instance, the upper wall was made of 
alternating layers of adobe and horizontal slabs. The total wall heights 
are unknown.
Doorways; Only one interior doorway was recorded. It consists of a 
46 cm wide wall footing gap in the middle of the common wall between the 
dominant and subordinate units at Black Dog Village. Other means of access 
may have employed upper wall openings. The single example tenuously sug­
gests that access was controlled through the main (Type 4) unit.
Interior Storage Facilities; None of the units had interior postholes, 
hearths or storage features. Most likely, the roof was supported entire** 
by the walls. The construction method, shape and pitch of the roof are 
unknown.
Modifications : None reported. These units may have served as out­
buildings to other structures, and consequently little labor was invested 
to maintain them.
Comments; The small size of the units suggests that they may have 
served some kind of storage function comparable to the Type 8 units. These 
three units are typologically separated since they maintain different
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dimensions and unique coupling with Type 4 units as separate paired units. 
Unfortunately, no reports specify the kinds of associated artifacts; conse­





Unit Type 10 
Slab Cist
Cross Secti on 7 J
Unit Type 11 
Pit
Figure 21. Generalized Examples of Unit Types 10 and 11.
Unit Type 10 (n=12 units, plus two beneath other features. Figure 21).
These isolated units are very small slab-lined features with earthen 
or adobe plastered floors. No clear size directly separates these fea­
tures from the smaller Type 8 units; however, a critical value of 1.60 sq m 
(1.43 m diameter) has been selected since all storage pits or cists inside 
larger Type 1 or 2 units are smaller than this figure. Type 10 units can 
be surface or subterranean units. Most are oval or circular with outward 
leaning walls.
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Shape; The units are oval (n=4) or circular (n=10).
Orientation: None apparent.
Size; The diameter of these features range from 0.62 to 1.37 m, yield­
ing a corresponding range in floor area of 0-39 to 1.47 sq m. The mean 
size is 0.91 ± 44 sq m (1.01 ± 0.26 m diameter).
Lenqth-width Ratio; Not standardized— most units have equivalent 
dimensions.
Unit Preparation; No extensive ground preparation is evident but dif­
ferent amounts of labor were involved depending upon whether the feature 
was a slab-lined pit or above ground cist.
Wall Types; The walls may consist of large slabs, or merely adobe 
with rocks near the rim (Table 23). At 41MO-7, Unit 2 consists of large 
slabs lining the upper walls of a pit, the base of which extends 46 cm be­
low the slabs. In contrast. Units 62 and 63 at Alibates 28 are above 
ground features made by a single row of large slabs set in a thick adobe 
mortar. The wall height (or pit depth) ranges from 0.41 to 0.76 m (mean 
depth is 0.54 ± 0.15 m). The slab walls inside the pits may flare con­
siderably. The rim diameter of one feature was 1.5 m, while the base was 
only 0.80 m. In some instances, the rim of one pit feature was built 
above the original ground surface. The total wall height is uncertain.
Roof Configurations; The nature of cist coverings is uncertain. Per­
haps grass and earth were used to seal the contents. Alternatively, large 
stone slabs such as those associated with Type 7 features may have been
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Table 23.
Association of Wall Footings and Subterranean Placement of Type 10 Units.
Above Ground Feature Subterranean Feature No Information
Total
Flaring Sides Alibates 28-62 
Alibates 28-63
41MO-7 -2 Alibates 28-61 4 ww
Straight Sides Footprlnt-4 1
No Information Antelope Creek 22-7 
Antelope Creek 22-31 
Antelope Creek 22-32 
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employed as covers; however, no such arrangements have been reported.
Modifications; None of the features show signs of maintenance or 
repair.
Comments: The function of these features is uncertain. None contain 
ashes, charcoal or other evidence that they were used as hearths. Most 
archaeologists refer to them as slcib-lined cists cr storage pits. The 
features do not involve a great expenditure of labor. They show little 
evidence of prolonged use.
Similar interior features have been reported from Coetas, Unit 2; 
Arrowhead Peak, Unit 9; Antelope Creek Ruin 24, Unit 9; and Antelope Creek 
Ruin 22, Units 8 and 27. In most instances, the interior features are 
located in typical storage positions on the bench areas flanking the cen­
tral channel.
Unit Type 11 (n=5, with at least seven others beneath more substantial 
units. Figure 21).
These units are exterior pit features which show little evidence of 
architectural development beyond the excavation. They range from care­
fully shaped basin and bell-shaped features to amorphous depressions.
These features are often neglected and poorly described. Full descrip­
tions are available from only three (11%) of the architectural sites.
Shape: Carefully constructed pits have circular or oval orifices 
with walls that expand or contract. The bases may be flat or concave.
Many other features are amorphous depressions.
Size: The prepared pits range from 0.83 to 1.52 m in diameter and
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from 0.71 to 1.22 m deep. The mean pit diameter is 1.14 ± 0.27 m. The 
pit areas range from 0.52 to 1.87 sq m (mean area is 1.11 ± 0.47 sq m).
Unit Preparation; None; all are fully subterranean.
Wall Type: The walls are of earth; none are lined with adobe plaster.
Roof Configurations: Exterior pits at the Footprint Site were capped 
with a layer of red clay or large rock slabs at a level below the pit ori­
fice (Green 1967:127). None are thought to have had a super-structure.
Modifications: None evident.
Comments: The carefully prepared features probably served as cache or 
storage pits. Many seem to have been filled with refuse as if they last 
functioned as trash receptacles. In contrast to these symmetrical fea­
tures, large amorphous pits at many sites are thought to be the borrow 
source for adobe plaster used in construction (cf. Features 10 and 17 at 
Black Dog Village [Keller 1975]). Similar suggestions have been advanced 
by Baker and Baker (1941b:131), Duffield (1964:37), and Green 1967:149). 
However, no formal adobe "mixing pits" have been identified. Unmodified 
pits are abundant at some sites. At Alibates Ruin 28, site maps show be­
tween 130 and an estimated 160 exterior and 12 superimposed pits within 
Excavation Unit 1. None of these features has been described, nor has the 
pit contents been segregated from materials in the surrounding soil matrix.
MISCELLANEOUS STRUCTURAL FORMS
Three units were sufficiently different to warrant segregation from 
the previous types (Figure 22). Since types should be based on more than
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Figure 22. Miscellaneous Unit Forms
a single example, each unit will be individually described and designated 
by a provisional "Miscellaneous Number." Additional field work is required 
to ascertain if they are valid types or merely idiosyncratically different 
units. In one instance, the aberrant unit was formed by constructing con­
necting walls between two closely spaced isolated Type 1 units. Such 
opportunistic methods of forming units are extremely practical but varia­
tions imposed by spatial limitations led to considerable difficulty in 
defining the boundaries of the taxon.
Miscellaneous Unit 1
Alibates Ruin 28, Unit 48; This unit resembles the Type 1 unit in 
form and the presence of a central channel feature, but differs in size.
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proportional dimension, wall construction, and the north-south orientation 
of the channel.
The unit is an isolated quadrilateral structure measuring 4.65 by 
2.27 m. Hiis medium sized (10.55 sq m floor area) unit is notably smaller 
than any of the Type 1 units. The proportional ratio of 0.488 indicates 
that the east-west long axis is at least twice the north-south dimension. 
The floor surface of this semisubterranean unit is approximately 0.23 m 
below the original ground surface, but the lower portions of the walls were 
not slab-lined. Instead, horizontal slabs set in profuse amounts of mor­
tar were built up from the original ground surface and the perimeter of 
the semisubterranean pit. Extensive erosion had reduced the walls to low 
remnants on three sides and had removed the entire east wall. No doorways 
were apparent. The unit lacked evidence of roof support posts, but given 
the small east-west dimension, no interior posts were necessary. Interior 
features were restricted to the north-south oriented channel and a hearth. 
The channel floor was 17 cm below the adjacent low bench surface. Although 
the channel width (1.48 m) is within the range of Type 1 units, the bench 
width (1.14 m) is considerably narrower than the standardized bench widths 
(mean 1.71 ± 0.18 m) in Unit 1 features. The central hearth is a basin­
shaped pit measuring about 0.46 m in diameter. Although its general place­
ment within the channel conforms to the pattern noted for Type 1 units, the 
hearth was located against the west edge of the channel instead of in the 
middle of the unit. No storage features or platforms were associated with 
Unit 48.
Comments; Although the occurrence and patterning of interior features 
seems analogous to those in Type 1 units, the size and orientational
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differences are felt to be sufficiently distinct to warrant separate treat­
ment. Nevertheless, the morphology suggests that it may have served the 
same general function. Discrepancies exist between the size of features 
mentioned in the WPA text «ind the accompanying map. Consequently, the size 
of the unit was based on measurements of the scale map, assuming one-half 
inch to one inch rather than three-eighths to one inch as indicated.
Finally, Unit 48 may have some similarities with poorly delineated Unit 44 
at the same site. The latter unit is large (exceeding 4.0 by 4.8 m) and 
has a five cm high ridge extending north-south across the unit approximately
1.20 m from the west wall (Baker and Baker 1941b:98). If the ridge is 
analogous to the raised rims along the edges of some benches in Type 1 units, 
then Unit 44 may have also had a north-south oriented channel. Additional 
field work is required to ascertain if the north-south channels are more 
common.
Miscellaneous Unit 2.
Antelope Creek Ruin 22, Unit 17: This unit resembles Type 9 as an 
elongated narrow structure, but differs in size, proportional dimension and 
its noncontiguous arrangement.
The unit is an isolated quadrilateral unit located west of the main 
room block at Antelope Creek 22. It measures 1.89 by 5.69 m for a total 
floor area of 10.75 sq m and a unit ratio of 3.01. The wall footing con­
sists of a single row of vertically-set slabs, but the nature and height 
of the upper wall and the relationship of the floor to the original ground 
surface are unknown. Several gaps in the wall footings were recorded in 
the east and west walls near the north end of the unit. They were thought 
to reflect the reuse of building stones, rather than as indications of
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doorways. Access to the unit is uncertain. No interior postholes were 
found, but the narrow width of the unit would not require internal sup­
port. The weight of the roof is assumed to have been carried by the walls. 
The only associated feature was a slab-lined hearth measuring 0.68 m in 
diameter located 1 m north of the southwest comer. Although the hearth 
occurred on the same level as the floor and interrupted the foundation 
slctbs, the WPA archaeologist could not determine if the hearth was contem­
poraneous with or postdated the unit (Baker and Baker 1941a:57). No modi­
fications were apparent.
Comments: Baker and Baker (1941a:57) suggest that the unit repre­
sented a temporary shelter used during the construction of the first perm­
anent unit at the site. This interpretation was based on the assumed reuse 
of building stones and the extensive accumulation of soil over the unit.
The paucity of materials in the surrounding test squares suggest that the 
unit was not buried by trash accumulation. Unfortunately no artifacts 
were associated with the structure; consequently, no function can be 
ascribed to it.
Miscellaneous Unit 3
Chimney Rock Ruin, Unit 6: This unit represents the opportunistic 
development of an elongated room by merely constructing short wall segments 
between two existing structures. The method transforms two isolated units 
into a contiguous room block. Many of the formal attributes of size and 
proportional diameter of the unit reflect pre-existing spatial constraints 
imposed by the earlier structures. As such, the attributes do not neatly 
fit the other taxa.
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This feature is a contiguous quadrilateral unit. It measures 5.64 
by 1.34 m for a total floor area of 7.56 sq m and a length-width ratio of 
0.24. The north and south walls arc from the pre-existing units. Both 
have double row vertical slab wall footings over which adobe cind horizon­
tal slabs are used. In contrast, footings of the short east and west end 
walls consist of a single row of vertical slabs encased in adobe plaster. 
The extant walls were 0.71 m high, but presumably they once extended to 
the roof line of the adjacent units. Direct unit access is uncertain since 
no doorways were observed. Most likely an upper wall opening was used. No 
interior support posts were found but, given the narrow width of the unit, 
none may have been necessary. The nature of the roof is uncertain. If 
the adjacent units had gables or hipped roofs, then some means of channel­
ing runoff was probably necessary. The only interior feature was a short 
wall or partition segment built near the east end and subdividing the unit 
into two areas of approximately 2.9 and 4.7 sq m. The partition was added 
after the room had accumulated a certain amount of debris, presumably dur­
ing a separate construction episode (Baker and Baker 1941d:lB).
Summary of Unit Types
Descriptions of the eleven type units and their range of variation 
has indicated some fundamental trends underlying some of the architectural 
variability within the Antelope Creek phase. Briefly, these trends are:
(1) Units in a fairly discrete size range tend to be associated 
with similar internal attributes.
(2) In large units, bench widths are far more standardized than 
the channel width.
(3) The larger unit display formally patterned activity areas as
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indicated by the locations of interior features. In Type 1 units 
the central channel seems to serve as a familial processing ax.ca 
while the bench sector serve as sleeping and familial and per­
sonal storage areas.
(4) Whereas the large structures reflect multiple discrete activity 
areas, the range of features suggests that the smaller units 
have a single or more limited range of activities conducted at 
any one time.
(5) The subtle variations in the presence of such features as col­
lared hearths, depressed channels, raised rims along edge of 
benches, walled bins, step entryways, entrance sills, extended 
vestibules and even upper wall openings all serve to segregate 
materials from different activity areas or features.
(6) Some variation in wall foundations merely reflects either dif­
ferent construction episodes or structural reinforcement of 
outer or downslope walls which must endure more strain.
(7) The walls in the aggregate units are as tall as a person and 
are often made with vertically set unshaped single or double 
stone slab rows as wall footings, over which are alternating 
courses of puddled adobe or horizontal slabs.
(8) Plastered floor surfaces are associated most commonly with the 
large Type 1 or Type 2 units and their subordinate units in
the same aggregate. Isolated medium sized to small units rarely 
have carefully prepared floor surfaces.
(9) In some aggregate room blocks, the subordinate units may have 
artificially elevated floors.
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(10) The number of interior roof support posts generally correlates 
to the size of the unit. Two additional central roof support 
posts are necessary for each 14.32 ± 0.82 sq m of floor space.
(11) Access to large Type 1 or 2 units involved extended vestibules 
or ground level wall gap/doorways whereas smaller units 
employed wall gap doorways or upper wall openings. Extended 
vestibules commonly open to the east whereas access to the 
smaller units is from the east or north.
(12) Extended or recessed platforms against the west wall inside 
Type 1 or 2 units are only part of a larger feature complex, 
possibly involving side screen or wooden platforms and elabor­
ate modelled clay or stone petroglyphic motifs against the wall. 
This elaborate complex may have served as a personal shrine or 
screened household altar.
(13) Platforms in smaller units seem to have more profane functions. 
Several are merely elevated floor surfaces which aided in 
access to adjacent units with raised floors.
(14) The aggregate room blocks and larger isolated units tend to 
show more extensive maintenance (wall and roof reinforcements, 
floor replastering, and multiple construction episodes) which 
suggests longer duration of occupation than isolated small units.
(15) The common occurrence, large size, fairly elaborate constella­
tion of features and extensive maintenance of Type 1 and 2 units 
suggest that these rooms served as the nucleus rooms of a house­
hold cluster. The smaller size, plainer conditions and absence 
of maintenance or remodeling of Unit Types 3-6, 8 and 9 are
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are indicative of subordinate room-like features. In contrast, 
the minuscule size of Unit Types 7, 10 and 11 and the occur­
rence of comparable units inside Type 1 and 2 rooms suggest that 
they are rightfully regarded as storage cists cind pits.
Spatial Aspects of Community Patterning 
The individual architectural units occur as either isolated freestand­
ing structures or as components of larger unit aggregates. Now that the 
individual units have been defined, the present analysis focuses on the 
patterns of unit aggregations as exhibited at room blocks, then shifts to 
the layout of free-standing structures at other sites.
PATTERNS OF AGGREGATION
Contiguous aggregates are present at 16 of the 27 architectural sites 
and include approximately half of the circhitectural units under considera­
tion (Table 26). Yet the combinations of units are not haphazard. The 
spatial positions of associated architectural units incoirporated within 
larger aggregates are rigidly patterned. Identification of these patterns 
eludicates the basic household structure at the larger sites and provides 
a model for examining the distribution of isolated units at other sites.
All of the contiguous architectural units are assignable to only six aggre­
gate type patterns.
An aggregate type is an ideal composite of unit layout patterns based 
on the spatial positions and mutual association of specific unit types 
observed at several sites. The aggregate type may involve several features 
of the same unit type, or combinations of several different unit types.
Two basic aggregate type forms are recognized. An aggregate parity 
occurs when architectural units of the same type or different unit types
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within the same size class constitute the components of the room block.
Such combinations probably indicate compareible structural relationships 
and are apt to provide information about the number of households present 
at the entire community. In contrast, an aggregate disparity involves 
architectural unit combinations of different types and sizes. It indicates 
different components of the structural system. The number, size, and spa­
tial placement of the dominant and subordinate units provide information 
about the organization of individual household units which may constitute 
only a small part of the entire community. With these distinctions in 
mind, our attention is focused on describing the six aggregate types evi­
dent at the Antelope Creek architectural sites (Figure 23).
Aggregate Type I
This parity aggregate involved the contiguous placement of Type 1 
(n=8) and Type 2 (n=2) rooms. The pattern is present at Alibates Ruin 28, 
Excavation Unit 1; Antelope Creek 22; Arrowhead Peak Ruin; Coetas Ruin; 
Tarbox Ruin, and has been postulated for the eroded portion of Antelope 
Creek Ruin 24. The rooms typically form a single north-south line so that 
the aggregate does not interfere with the predominant eastward extended 
vestibule from each unit. The complex room block arrangements at Coetas 
Creek Ruin may be an exception; however, the kinds of rooms along the west­
ern edge of the room block are not known. The number of comparable rooms 
within this aggregate ranges from three to seven.
Evidence from wall abutments indicate most Type 1 or 2 units were 
added individually during separate construction episodes. Consequently, 
the final room block configuration reflects an accretional development. 
However, at Antelope Creek Ruin 22, a core of four rooms was constructed
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as a separate aggregate room block during the second construction episode; 
a later addition linked this room block to an earlier aggregate built dur­
ing the first construction episode. Although some units are affected by 
spatial limitations in^sed by mesa top topography (Arrowhead Peak Ruin), 
or other building episodes (Antelope Creek 22), the room sizes range from 
large (12.64 sq ra) to extremely large (49.22 sq m).
In most instances, each room within this aggregate type maintains the 
dominant position for a series of other disparity Aggregate Types II through 
IV. Each unit is postulated to be the main domicile nucleus of a separate 
household cluster.
Aggregate Type II (Figure 23)
This disparity aggregate involves the placement of Miscellaneous 
Unit 3 (n=l) and Type 8 (n=40) rooms in subordinate positions along the out­
side walls of a dominant Type 1 or Type 2 room. The smaller rooms are con­
tiguous to a single dominant room or to a series of dominant rooms forming
Aggregate Type I room blocks. The former situation is present at Antelope
!
Creek 22 (earliest construction episode), Antelope Creek 22A, Arrowhead 
Peak (early construction episode). Chimney Rock Ruin, Lookout Ruin, Spring 
Canyon, Medford Ranch, and Sanford Ruin. The latter large aggregate form 
is found at Alibates Ruin 28, Antelope Creek 22 (second and third construc­
tion episodes), Tarbox Ruin, and possibly Antelope Creek Ruin 24.
Normally, two of the smaller rooms share a single wall of a dominant 
room, and other small rooms sometimes occur at the corner positions. Con­
sequently, any single dominant unit could theoretically be surrounded by 
as many as 12 subordinate units. Such a situation does not occur within 
the sample. Only 58 subordinate rooms were attached to about 25 dominant
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rooms. Three household clusters have subordinate rooms in a single posi­
tion, 15 have double positions, three have triple positions, three have 
quadruple positions, emd one has subordinate rooms in sextuple positions.
In order to discern underlying patterns in room placement, the sub­
ordinate positions must be formally designated, and the frequency of room 
occurrence must be compiled and presented in an unbiased manner. Accord­
ingly, numerical subscripts were assigned in a clockwise manner to the 12 
possible positions relative to the dominant room starting in the north- 
northeast position (Figure 24). Note that the designations are assigned 
relative to the cardinal directions, and not according to the axis of the 
dominant room. In most instances, the eastward extended vestibule of the 
main room occurs between positions 3 and 4 but at Sanford Ruin, the north­
eastward vestibule is coincident with position 2.
Direct comparison of room frequencies at different subordinate posi­
tions cannot be validly accomplished since the total room block configura­
tion, and to a lesser extent, site topography, affects the potential occur­
rence of rooms at subordinate positions around the main room. The smaller 
rooms may have an equal chance of occupying any position around an isolated 
dominant room, but the subordinate positions at the corners (2, 5, 8, 11) 
and along the north and south walls (1, 6, 7, 12) tend to be preempted when 
a series of dominant rooms occur in conjunction with an aggregate Type 1 
pattern. In addition, the mesa top configuration prevented the placement 
of subordinate rooms at positions 8 through 11 at the Arrowhead Peak Site. 
Thus a more meaningful comparison uses the percentage of "actual room occur­
rence" to the "potential room occurrence" at specific positions as observed 
from the total room block configurations. The potential occurrence is
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obtained by plotting the dominant room configurations at the sites exhibi­
tion Aggregation Type II patterns, and adding subunits until all positions 
were filled (Figure 24). The total count of potential subordinate rooms 
includes a number of units possible for each construction episode at Ante­
lope Creek Ruin 22 and Alibates Ruin 28. Each potential position was 
assigned a value of one except for Chimney Rock Ruin, Miscellaneous Unit 3. 
Since this compartmentalized unit simultaneously maintained positions 6 and 
7 for the north dominant unit and positions 1 and 12 for the southern domi­
nant unit, each position was assigned a value of 0.5. The maximum and min­
imum number of potential subordinate rooms in each position ranged from
11.5 to 26.0 given the configuration of main rooms at the ten sites. How­
ever, actual subordinate room counts ranged from 0 to 19 (Table 24). The 
percentage of actual to potential occurrence ranged from 0 to 73.1%. After 
ranking the placement of smaller rooms the following trends are apparent:
(1) Nearly all (89.8%) of the subordinate rooms are along the east­
ern half (positions 1-6) of the dominant room. Since the extended eastward 
vestibule is thought to be the entrance, the trend is to locate subordinate 
rooms towards the front of the structure. Activity areas on this side of 
the structure are leeward of prevailing southwest winds, are warmed by the 
morning sun, yet shaded in the late afternoon.
(2) Positions adjacent to the main room walls are more commonly util­
ized than the corner positions. This trend merely reflects conservation of 
labor and materials by utilizing existing walls of the main room as part of 
the subordinate unit. In every instance within the study sample, subordi­
nate rooms at comer positions occur only after other small rooms filled 
positions against the wall of the main structure. In contrast, corner
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Table 24.
Frequency of Room Potential and Actual Occurrence in Subordinate
Positions within Aggregate Type II.
PercentRoomPosition Potential , Occurrence ActualOccurrence PositionOccurrence FrequencyRank
(East Half)
1 12.5 5.5 44.0 3
2 12.5 4.0 32.0 43 25.0 19.0 73.1 1-24 26.0 19.0 73.1 1-25 13.5 2.0 14.8 6
6 13.5 3.5 25.9 5
Sum 104.0 53.0 (89.8 % of total)
(West Half)7 13.5 0.5 3.7 10
8 12.5 0.0 0.0 11-129 24.0 3.0 12.5 7
10 24.0 2.0 8.3 8
11 11.5 0.0 0.0 11-12
12 12.5 0.5 4.0 9
Sum 98.0 6.0 (10.2 % of total)
Total 202.0 59.0 100.0 %
Considers separate building episodes at Antelope Creek 22 and assigns half values to Miscellaneous Unit 3, since it is shared by two dominant units.
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positions were filled prior to wall adjoining positions at the Roy Smith 
Site in Beaver County, Oklahoma (Schneider 1969). In general, the comer 
positions are utilized as extensions of small rooms placed along the front 
half of the structure.
(3) The most common subordinate room locations are positions 3 and 
4 flanking the extended vestibule. Subordinate rooms were present at both 
positions in 76% of total potential occurrences. Preference for these 
locations may reflect proximity to both interior and exterior activity 
areas. At Antelope Creek Ruin 22, Units 1 and 25, cind Ruin 24, Unit 9, 
access to these positions was gained directly from the vestibule.
Not only are significant differences evident in the number of sub­
ordinate rooms at the front and back locations, but also there may be sig­
nificant differences in the size of rooms at these positions. A chi-square 
test was used to investigate this possibility. The contingency table exam­
ined the number of regular versus over-sized subordinate rooms occurring at 
the front (positions 1-6) and back (positions 7-12) of the dominant room. 
Oversized rooms were considered to be any unit where floor surface was 
greater than the one standard deviation interval of Type 8 units (area 7.26 
sq m). The test determined that the null hypotheses should be rejected, 
and that a significant number of oversized rooms are located along the 
back portion of the household cluster main unit (Table 25). The differ­
ence may be even more pronounced, since three of the four oversized units 
from positions towards the front are unexcavated rooms at Lookout and Tar­
box -Ruins. Their oversized dimensions are based solely on surface indica­
tions which have not been verified through excavations.
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Table 25.
Chi Square Test of the Placement of Oversized Subordinate Rooms within
Aggregate Type II.
Null Hypothesis ( flo):
There Is no significant difference In the size and position of Type 8 Subordinate Units within Aggregate Type II.
Decision Rule:
2 2 Accept Ho If X < critical value; reject Ho If x > critical value.
Front Rooms (Positions 1-6) Observed Expected
Back Rooms (Positions 7-12) Observed Expected Total
Regular Sized Type 8 Rooms ( ^  7.26 sq m) 45 43.56 3 4.44 48
Oversized Type 8 Rooms ( > 7.26 sq m) 4 5.44 2 0.56 6
Total 49 5 54
Critical Value at .05 confidence level with 1 degree of freedom = 3.841 
X^ value = 4.599 Outcome: Reject Ho.
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A g g r e g a t e  T y p e  I I I  ( F i g u r e  2 3)
This disparity aggregate developed from and possibly represents a 
variation of the Aggregate Type II. The pattern involves a single domi­
nant Type I room with two to four subordinate Type 8 rooms flanking the 
vestibule and an additional circular or rectangular Type 3 room located 
east of the vestibule. Seven examples of the pattern are known from Ali­
bates Ruin 28, Antelope Creek Ruin 22, and Sanford Ruin. At the former two 
sites, this aggregate type occurs interspersed with Type II aggregates at 
complex large room blocks, but the Sanford Ruin pattern occurs in isola­
tion. Some of the difference in the shape of Type 3 rooms reflects limita­
tions imposed by topography or more often, adjacent room configurations.
The repetitious occurrence at two sites suggests that the Type 3 rooms 
relate to some structural differences within the individual household clus­
ter, rather than representing a communal or ceremonial room as once be­
lieved. Many of the early excavators focused on testing and retesting this 
prominent antechamber room, without properly documenting the excavation. 
Consequently, little is known about the condition of interior features or 
the nature of artifactual remains. The significance of this pattern and 
particularly the Type 3 room may require reanalysis of material content or 
additional excavations at different sites.
Aggregate Type IV (Figure 23)
Type IV aggregate represents another disparity variation developed 
from Aggregate Types II and III. This form consists of a Type III Aggre­
gate with the addition of a rectangular Type 4 room north of the quadri- 
laterally shaped antechamber. Only two examples of this type have been 
found. Both are associated with dominant Type 1 rooms located near the
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middle of a single complex room block at Alibates Ruin 28. The restricted 
occurrence of this aggregate type to but a single room block suggests that 
the configuration does not reflect a common pattern and may not signal any 
new structural or functional component of the basic Antelope Creek house­
hold pattern. Instead, the new room placement reflects the most efficient 
and convenient location for expanding subordinate rooms around a household 
cluster given the confines of other existing dominant rooms. In both cases, 
other household clusters preempted the normal placement of Type 8 subordi­
nate rooms along the north and south walls of the dominant unit. Rather 
than add subordinate units behind the room block, new unit locations were 
developed. On the basis of size similarities, the infrequent occurrence of 
the Aggregate IV pattern, and the spatial constraints associated with its 
occurrence, I suspect that Unit Types 4 and 8 served similar functions.
Aggregate Type V (Figure 23)
The fundamental basis of this aggregate form involves a pairing of a 
medium sized Type 4 room with a markedly smaller Type 9 room. Three exam­
ples occur at Medford Ranch and Black Dog Village Sites. In all three 
instances the subordinate Unit 9 is contiguous to the south wall of the 
dominant Unit 4; however contiguous positions against other walls would not 
be unexpected. The aggregate type at Black Dog Village occurs as a separ­
ate structure, whereas at Medford Ranch, two aggregates together for a 
separate four-unit room block. Although this aggregate may occur at the 
same sites with the main room of a household cluster, so far they have not 
been found directly associated in the Scune contiguous room block. The 
structurally distinct position of this aggregation suggests that it is 
different from the other household clusters involving either Type 1 or
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Type 2 units in the dominant position. However, the fundamental pairing 
of units bears some resemblance to the structural relationship of rooms 
assigned to Aggregate Type IV. In the Type IV aggregate, the contiguous 
rooms are of comparable size, «md tend to occur in linear patterns, rather 
than four cell clusters as observed at Medford Ranch Site.
Aggregate Type VI (Figure 23)
This is a parity aggregation of medium to small Type 6 (n=l) and 
Type 8 (n=16) rooms. The aggregation often consists of two (n=7) or three 
(n=l) contiguous rooms of nearly equal size which form separate structures. 
In all instances, the pair of contiguous units have the same general shape. 
Nine rooms at Alibates Ruin 28, Chimney Rock Ruin, and Arrowhead Peak Ruin 
are quadrilateral, whereas the eight rooms at Conner, Roper, Tarbox and 
Turkey Creek Ruins are circular to oval. Most quadrilateral rooms share a 
common wall, but at the Chimney Rock Ruin, the rooms are connected at the 
corners.
The differences in shape conform to general trends when the entire 
site context is considered. The oval and circular forms occur at sites 
with other isolated medium to small sized rooms, but rarely at sites with 
the main (Type 1 or 2) household rooms (cf. Conner, Roper, Turkey Creek).
In contrast, if scattered or isolated Type 1 or 2 rooms are present, the 
Aggregate VI units are apt to be quadrilateral (cf. Alibates 28, Excavation 
Unit II; Chimney Rock Ruin). The shape of Aggregate VI units at sites hav­
ing large Aggregate I-IV room blocks is less clear. At Arrowhead Peak, 
three contiguous quadrilateral units were superimposed over a Type 2 room, 
immediately adjacent to other large rooms; the topographic constraints at 
this mesa top site may have prevented the units from flanking the vestibule
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as is commonly the case in Aggregate Type II sites. The single exception to 
this trend occurs at Tarbox Ruin where two circular Aggregate VI rooms were 
found east of a large Aggregate Type II room block.
The size and frequent pairing of Aggregate VI rooms are strongly remi­
niscent of the size and double positions of subordinate Type 8 rooms often 
associated with Aggregate Type II. Since Aggregate Types VI and II seldom 
occur at the same site, I suspect that the rooms maintain comparable struc­
tural relationships within the Antelope Creek household clusters. A general 
similarity in spatial arrangements of units is also evident between Aggre­
gate Types V and VI.
SUMMARY OF AGGREGATE TYPES
The diverse aggregate patterns and associations of architectural units 
reflect either individual household clusters (Aggregate Types II, III, IV), 
separate subordinate components of a household clusters (Aggregate Types V, 
VI), or the patterning of multiple, household clusters along a north-south 
axis (Aggregate Type I). The analysis of room aggregations has been par­
ticularly useful in delimiting the number and kinds of architectural units 
affiliated with a single household cluster. Similar numbers and kinds of 
architectural units should be expected in communities consisting primarily 
of separate one room structures.
PATTERNS OF ISOLATED ROOMS
The spatial patterns represented in the free-standing isolated struc­
tures are more difficult to detect than the patterns manifest in contiguous 
structures, since the sequence of construction events and contemporaneity 
of architectural units are generally not known. Nevertheless it is assumed
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that the rooms evident in the contiguous household clusters have analogous 
counterparts in the pattern of isolated rooms. Thus, our present concern is 
with delineating the association of isolated structures at the various sites 
and with tentatively discerning the distance and direction of the various 
architectural components of the household clusters as exhibited among the 
free-standing structures.
One-room structures are present at 26 of the 27 sites with architec­
tural remains (Table 26). At 11 sites, they consist of both dominant (Type 
1 and 2) and subordinate (Types 3, 5-8) rooms, whereas at two sites (Tarbox 
and Antelope Creek 22), they consist of subordinate units as separate out­
lying buildings affiliated with dominant units within aggregate structures. 
In addition, at Alibates Ruin 28A, Arrowhead Peak Ruin, Chimney Rock Ruin 
51A, Coetas Creek Ruin, and Cottonwood Creek Ruin, free-standing dominant 
structures occur with other poorly described isolated rooms, some of which 
may be subordinate room types. Thus, 18 of the 27 sites have one-room 
structures conforming to the predicted household cluster pattern involving 
both dominant cind subordinate units. The subordinate free-standing rooms 
include the same unit types (3 and 8) that occur associated with household 
clusters at contiguous room structures. However, some of the small iso­
lated structures also have interior pits (Unit Type 5) and hearths (Unit 
Type 6). At Antelope Creek Ruin 22A and 23, the Footprint Site, Jack 
Allen Site, and the Marsh Site, the free-standing large household rooms 
occur only with exterior pits and cists (Units 7, 10, and 11), rather than 
separate subordinate outbuildings.
In contrast to this common pattern, the architectural remains at five 
sites (Conner, Pickett, Roper, Turkey Creek and Zollars) consist only of
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separate subordinate Types (6 and 8) without any indication of larger struc­
tures. The absence of a dominant Type 1 or 2 room suggests that these sites 
may have been specialized and/or less permanent than the others. Duffield 
(1970:254) has suggested that they may have been seasonally occupied as 
"field houses" by people residing in larger villages. The specialized 
nature of these sites will be examined in more detail later.
The underlying distribution patterns of single room structures are 
not easily discernible at the large communities. The limited excavation 
areas, coupled with small samples of exposed structures and poor temporal 
control at most sites, are the major factors hindering analysis of commun­
ity patterns. The most extensive and thorough excavations at a community 
with free-standing rooms was conducted at Alibates Ruin 28, Excavation 
Unit II (Appendix A). The 16 main household rooms are scattered haphazardly 
across the 4078 sq m excavation area. All are oriented in the same direc­
tion and do not appear to face or delineate one or more "plazas" in this 
portion of the site. The artifact distribution indicates that outside 
activities occurred in front (east) of individual dominant rooms but the 
rooms are not arranged around or focused on any definable outside public use 
area. Furthermore the density of artifacts indicates that several construc­
tion episodes and multiple occupations are represented. If a plaza is 
present at Alibates, it may be located in the unexcavated 75 m interval be­
tween Excavation Units I and II. However, the distribution of recognizable 
structures at Tarbox, Cottonwood Creek, Coetas Ruin, Antelope Creek Ruin 22 
and.other large communities does not focus on or define a plaza area.
Archaeological evidence for public architecture (communal or monumen­
tal structures, mounds, defensive earthworks, etc.) is not clear. No
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palisade ditchworks or stone barrier walls have been reported from Antelope 
Creek sites, even though the placement of hamlets atop Arrowhead Peak, Sad­
dleback Mesa, and Landergin Mesa has often been regarded as a defensive mea­
sure (Krieger 1946).
To date,the clearest example which possibly represents communal con­
struction activity is the mount encompassing the contiguous room block at 
Alibates Ruin 28. Here, the contiguous room block containing 16 architec­
tural units was buried with 2.00 m of fill over the sterile base (Baker and 
Baker 1941b:33). The natural accumulation of such quantities of fill is 
unlikely given the mound's location near the bedrock rim at the edge of the 
inner valley wall. Furthermore, the fill must have been loaded during a 
fairly short interval, since wall remnants were found standing 1.90 m tall. 
Although the fill characteristics are not described by the WPA archaeolo­
gists, earlier stratigraphie descriptions mention multiple levels ranging 
from 0.60 to 2.00 m below surface inside Room 19 (Olson 1929:7; Mason 1929, 
Book A;15). Moreover, the WPA archaeologists encountered a wall segment 
superimposed 1.22 m above the floor level of Room 19 (Baker and Baker 1941b: 
32). The presence of nine above-floor burials along the northwest slope of 
the mound (overlying Room 11) suggests that considerable filling had accumu­
lated prior to the abandonment of adjacent ruins. Despite these diverse 
lines of evidence, the presence of a culturally constructed mound over Ali­
bates Ruin 28, Unit I, is still regarded as tenuous. Alternatively, the 
mounding could reflect the collapse of second story rooms. Elsewhere, mul­
tiple tiers of rooms were noted at Saddleback; however, the upper tiers were 
placed offset on laedrock up the steep slope of the mesa (Holden 1933;
Haynes 1932). A prominent "mound" 0.91-1.07 m tall has also been recorded
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over the main structure at the Spring Canyon Site (Duffield 1964:48-50).
Even though the deposits were thought to be windblown, the underlying struc­
ture is the largest reported from the study area, and typical interior fea­
tures such as hearths, roof support posts and channels were not encountered. 
The presence of either mounds or multiple-storied dwellings at other Sites 
is not well documented. Considerable attention should be paid to the 
nature of overlying fill during future excavations at such sites.
Since the spatial relationships of free-standing rooms is difficult to 
discern at sites with multiple households, the pattern at seven less complex 
sites was used. Site maps were employed to measure distances and general 
direction of the subordinate units from the dominant household unit. Pit 
features (Unit Type 11) were excluded from consideration since they presum­
ably served a variety of functions ranging from adobe mortar procurement 
areas to cache and storage facilities associated with a wide variety of pro­
cessing activities- The sample consists of outlying subordinate units from 
Antelope Creek Ruin 22A (n=l), Black Dog Village (n=4), Lookout (n=2), Med­
ford Ranch (n=5), Sanford (n=3), Spring Canyon (n=3), and 41Mo-7 (n=2). A 
third of the sample consisted of features unassignable to specific unit 
types. However, the identifiable unit types seem to be spaced at fairly 
regular and discrete intervals away from the dominant architectural unit 
(Table 27). Stone-lined cists (Type 10) occur within 3.6 m of the dominant 
structure. Aggregate Type V buildings (Units 4 and 9) range from 3.7 to 
7.2 m. Isolated Unit Type 8 rooms occur from 7.3 to 14.6 m whereas Unit 
Type 3 rooms range from 16.2 to 18.3 m and the single Type 7 unit was 
located approximately 25 m away. In addition over 75% of subordinate units 
were located north, northeast or east of the dominant household room. This
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Table 27.
Spatial Relationship of Free-standing Dominant and Subordlnant Features at Simple Household Sites.
Direction from Dominant Unit
Total
Distance W NW N N[ E s. : SW Total
0 to 3.6 m  ̂ 10(11 10(1). 5
3.7 to 7.2 m . HO (1) HD (1) 110 (1) 9 ̂ 4/9(2) 4/9(2) 4 /9 (2 )
7.3 to 10.8 m 8(1)
-■-----
1
10.9 to 14.4 m 8(1) 1
14.5 to 16.0 n 8(1) 2‘ 3 (1 )
18.1 to 21.6 m 3(1)
*
1
21.7 to 25.2 m
—  — -
0
as.3 to 28.8 M 7(1) 1
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analysis indicates that some of the outlying structures can occur at con- 
sidereible distances from the main structure» and at larger communities mere 
proximity of separate small structures to a major room may not be a suffi­
cient justification to assume household affiliation.
SUMMARY OF THE SPATIAL ASPECTS OF COMMUNITY PATTERNING
The following trends were discerned from examining the spatial pat­
terns of architectural units at 27 sites:
(1) More sites contain isolated free-standing structures than contig­
uous room block structures.
(2) The number of architectural units occurring as one-room struc­
tures is nearly equal to the number of units involved in large 
contiguous room block structures.
(3) Six unit aggregate types reflect either individual household 
clusters (Aggregate Types II-IV)» separate subordinate components 
of a household cluster (Aggregate Types V, VI), or the arrange­
ment of multiple household clusters along a north-south cixis. 
(Aggregate Type I).
(4) The contiguous arrangement of several main household cluster 
rooms takes precedence over the placement of subordinate rooms 
within each household cluster.
(5) The typical contiguous household cluster consists of a single 
main room and from one to six (5c=2.4) subordinate rooms (Unit 
Types 3, 4, or 8) placed along the outside wall or east of the 
vestibule.
(6) Subordinate rooms within larger room blocks tend to occur near 
the front (east) of the main household unit but the few such
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units placed near the back of the structure are significantly 
larger than the same kinds of rooms placed near the front.
(7) The aggregate pattern IV (which has subordinate Type 4 rooms adja­
cent to the antechamber) occurs only when spatial limitations 
preclude the addition of subordinate units along the north or 
south walls of the main room. Consequently, Type 8 rooms along 
the outside walls of the main room are believed to be function­
ally equivalent to the Type 4 rooms, next to the antechanüser.
(8) The pairing of small to medium sized rooms as separate struc­
tures in Aggregates V and VI morphologically resembles and per­
haps is functionally equivalent to the pairing of subordinate 
Unit Type 8 rooms commonly found in Aggregate Types II-IV.
(9) The distribution of isolated and contiguous rooms at large sites 
does not indicate the presence of defincible public use areas or 
plazas.
(10) The same range of architectural unit types present in large 
room blocks also occurs as isolated one-room structures.
(11) The isolated subordinate room forms seem to be spaced at fairly 
regular and discrete intervals away from the main household room.
Subsequent chapters will excunine the functional temporal, and inter­
site spatial parameters behind some of these trends.
Architectural Site Types
One final aspect of analyzing intrasite spatial variation is concerned 
with defining a number of different architectural site types as a foundation 
for the subsequent examination of intersite functional relationships and 
intersite spatial patterning. The major differences among the sites under
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consideration reflect different associations of architectural units and the 
number of architectural features at the community level (Table 26). More 
specifically, the main criterion should be based on the presence and number 
of dominant household rooms (Unit Types 1 or 2), subordinate rooms (Unit 
Types 3-6, 8, 9), and pits or cists (Unit Types 7, 10, 11). The presence 
and number of dominant household cluster rooms is used to define three major 
types of sites— subhomesteads, homesteads, and hamlets. Each type is sub­
divided into simple versus complex site forms based on the presence of other 
subordinate room forms. Thus six basic architectural site types are tenta­
tively recognized as part of the Antelope Creelt phase settlement system 
(Table 28).
Simple Subhomesteads consist of sites with less than three "subordi­
nate" rooms, with or without associated pits/cists, but lacking evidence of 
the large dominant household rooms. The two simple subhomestead sites in­
cluded in the study sample are Pickett and Conner.
complex Subhomesteads differ from the simple subhomesteads only in the 
number of rooms present at the site. They typically have three or more 
rooms, but in all instances still lack evidence of the dominant household 
room form. The three complex subhomesteads included in the study are the 
Turkey Creek Site, Roper Site and the Zollars Site.
Simple Homesteads consist of sites with only a single dominant room, 
possibly with or without associated pits/cists but no evidence for subordi­
nate rooms. These sites include Marsh, Jack Allen, 41Mo-7, and possibly 
Antelope Creek Ruin 23.
Complex Homesteads are sites with but a single dominant room in asso­
ciation with one or more subordinate rooms. All features are thought to
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Table 28. 
Distribution of Dominant, Subordinate Rooms 
and Pit/Cists by Site Type.
Unit Types
Dominant Subordinate Pits/C lsts
(Units 1, 2) (units 3-6 . 8. 9) (Units 7. 10, 11) Unidentified










Jack Allen 1 2
41HO-7 1 2
Antelope Creek 23 1 ?
Complex Homesteads
Black Dog Village 1 4 X 7 2
Antelope Creek 22A 2 4 1
Lookout Ruin 1 4
Spring Canyon 1 2 2
Medford Ranch 1 5 X 2
Sanford Ruin 1 5 3
Simple Hamlets
Footprint 3 3 3
Allbates Ruin 28A 1 X X g
Chimney Rock Ruin 51A 1 2
Complex Hamlets
Arrowhead Peak 5 4 1 2
Antelope Creek 22 7 24 4
Antelope Creek 24 1 4+ 11 3
Allbates Ruin 28-Î 7 14 1
Allbates Ruin 28-11 11 13 8
Allbates Ruin 30 4 1 4
Chimney Rock Ruin 51 3 X 4 X 23Coetas Ruin 2 X 1 X 37Cottonwood Creek Ruin 1 X X 18Tarbox Ruin 4 15 2 1
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relate to a single household. These sites include Antelope Creek Ruin 22A, 
Lookout Ruin, Medford Ranch, Sanford Ruin, Spring Canyon and possibly Black 
Dog Village.
Simple Hcunlets are sites consisting of multiple dominant rooms possi­
bly associated with pits or cists, but lacking associated subordinate room 
types. The various structures are presumed to be contemporaneously occupied 
by more than a single household group. The Simple Hamlet sites include 
Footprint, Alibates Ruin 28A and Chimney Rock Ruin 51A.
Complex Hamlets are those sites with multiple dominant rooms associ­
ated with subordinate rooms and possibly pit features. They include Arrow­
head Peak, Antelope Creek Ruins 22 and 24, Alibates Ruins 28 and 30, Chim­
ney Rock Ruin 51, Coetas Creek Ruin, Cottonwood Creek Ruin and Tarbox Ruin.
Summary
This chapter has focused on systematically and explicitly defining 
architectural units, the spatial arrangement of those units within communi­
ties, and developing a site typology for the segment of the Antelope Creek 
phase settlement pattern which has architectural features. In addition, 
the architectural range of variation, select trends evident in the patterns 
of variation, and some correlations between architectural units have been 
postulated. Some variants, such as the number of roof support posts or 
the nature of wall foundations, merely reflect necessary structural rein­
forcements. However functional, temporal and intrasite spatial differ­
ences may underlie other morphological variations. The importance of expli­
citly defining the architectural, community and site units is to ensure 
that subsequent comparisons employ comparable units for analysis.
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CHAPTER 6
FUNCTIONAL CORRELATES OF ARCHITECTURAL UNITS 
AND SITE TYPES 
Introduction
The analysis of intrasite architectural patterns have thus far been 
based primarily on morphology and spatial arrangements of architectural 
units at excavated sites within the study area. In a number of instances, 
certain correspondences between different architectural unit types have 
been postulated because of similarity in the size or the arrangement of 
features and/or the unit positions relative to others. This chapter is con­
cerned with examining the distribution of artifactual materials in an 
attempt to discern the activity sets associated with the various unit 
types. Variation in assemblage composition between architectural unit 
types presumably reflects functional differences. From this the struc­
tural relationship between unit types can be inferred. At a higher level, 
the distribution and density of materials from the entire excavation area 
can be employed to establish the general range of activities at a site and 
relationships between a scries of communities or sites within the locality.
The success of these analyses ultimately depends on the ability to 
integrate diverse artifact typologies and to assign appropriate functional 
meanings. In some instances, such procedures were impossible owing to ade­
quate material descriptions and the inability to translate tool morphology 
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studies have been conducted on some distinctive Antelope Creek artifacts. 
Nevertheless, the functions of most eurtifacts are inferable, and existing 
ethnographic documents provide functional information for a number of items 
(Hughes 1968:338-336; Weltfish 1977).
Functional Aspects of Architectural Unit Types
Some activities associated with certain architectural unit types can 
be inferred from the occurrence and patterning of internal features. This 
patterning has been discussed in conjunction with specific unit types 
throughout Chapter 5. However, our concern is with the artifact and non­
artifact remains associated with the different unit types. Unfortunately 
most archaeologists involved with Antelope Creek excavations have not been 
overly concerned with reporting the quantities or provenience of materials. 
Partial artifactual information is only available from 11 sites excavated 
by the WPA and the amateur Norpan Archaeological Society. These include 
Antelope Creek Ruins 22, 22A, 23, 24, Alibates Ruins 28, 28A, 30, Chimney 
Rock Ruins 51, 51A, Roper and Pickett Ruins. Although these sites contain 
at least 130 architectural units, artifactual remains are reportedly found 
only with 83 units, representing only eight of the 11 architectural unit 
types.
The specific identification of a unit's function is occasionally diffi­
cult to determine. Previously archaeologists have assumed that the domi­
nent (Type 1 or 2) units functioned as hetbitation units, whereas the 
smaller, featureless, subordinate (Type 8) rooms served as storage facili­
ties (Dùffield 1970:5; Patterson 1974:14), sleeping quarters or workrooms 
(Krieger 1946:2). The interpretation of room features has not been with­
out pitfalls. In the Southwest, inferred "storage rooms" seldom contain
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inherent morphological attributes indicative of their function, and rarely 
do they have piles of stored foodstuff or distinctive artifactual assem­
blages which readily distinguish them from dwelling units (Hill 1970:51).
To overcome such problems, the features and artifactual assemblages should 
be used in conjunction with ancillary studies of bone and lithic debitage, 
macrobotanical and palynological information.
Obvious data limitations are imposed on the Antelope Creek materials. 
Most field work has emphasized the collection of readily identifiable tools 
but has largely neglected other remains. Thus, even though the Antelope 
Creek phase material assemblage consists of a wide range of highly special­
ized stone, bone and shell tool forms which were regularly collected, few 
projects have bothered with the bone and lithic debitage, or systematically 
collected flotation and pollen samples. Local ceramics were similarly over­
looked by the WPA archaeologists, except where restorable vessels were en­
countered. Consequently, a limited and somewhat biased tool assemblage is 
all that is presently available to infer room activities.
A final concern is the imprecise context of the material remains. The 
WPA artifact lists occasionally allude to stratigraphie differences within 
the rooms. Artifacts from 22 rooms were directly associated with the 
floor surface; materials from 25 rooms came from the general room fill (as­
sumed to be floor context and overlying matrix); material from 27 rooms are 
not assigned to any stratigraphie provenience; materials from five rooms 
came from subfloor contexts, whereas items for four superimposed rooms were 
not segregated. In an effort to maintain a large sample size, materials 
from most contexts were assumed to represent ̂  facto abandoned items asso­
ciated with the room (Schiffer 1972:160). Exceptions include those items 
occurring below the floor surface, and materials from two superimposed
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structures involving different architectural types. Realistically, mate­
rials from general room fill may represent post abandoment trash, which has 
nothing to do with the activities conducted in the room. Trash deposition 
would tend to introduce a wider range of artifactual materials and, in 
effect, mask discrete differences of the various room types. In lieu of 
more precise excavation contexts it is momentarily assumed for purposes of 
this trial excunination of room functions that materials within rooms are 
not trash. Usable artifactual information is available for only 76 archi­
tectural units. Most materials are associated with architectural unit 
Types 1 (n=28) and 8 (n=34). Materials from architectural types 2 through 
7 are not well represented and are from fewer than five units each. Since 
the artifact samples may be susceptible to considerable biases, little reli­
ance is placed on the frequency or even the absence of reported artifacts 
from these latter unit types.
T«d)le 29 presents the distribution of artifacts by specific architec­
tural type. The artifacts have been grouped into six broad activity assem­
blages, and those specific types present in at least one-third of the 
architectural units are underlined to emphasize their common occurrence. 
Differences associated with each architectural type are discussed in turn. .
The large, or dominant, architectural units (Types 1 or 2) are asso­
ciated with a heterogeneous assemblage reflecting a wide range of pro­
curement, processing, ancillary manufacturing and noneconomic activities. 
The implements most commonly associated with these structures are pre­
cisely the kinds of items with a fairly short use span— projectile points, 
knives, scrapers, bone awls and drills. Although occurring less fre­
quently, the other kinds of artifacts— hoes, digging stick tips, manos.
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T a b l e  29.
Artifacts Associated with Architectural Unit Types 1-8.
UNIT TTPE 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 a
NO OF UNITS (28) (3) (4) (1) (2) (2) (3) (34)
N Ï N X N X N X N X N X N X N X
Huntmo AssrnoltqePoints* sloe noten 76 (2.71) • unnotctitd 53 (2.07) - comer notch T  (0.14)
5 (1.66) 2 (0.66) 2 * 2 (0.66) T (0.33) 28 (0.82) IT (0.35)
rcraolnq/Hortlcultural Asstnolaoe Tioia Digging ̂ tick Tip 8 (0.29) ScaouU Hoe 4 (0.14) An* 1 (0.33) 1 (0.25)
1 * 2 * 7 (0.21)8 (0.24) 4 (0.12)
ftunil Processinc AssMeUoe3eveled knives 20 (0.71) Other Knives 25 (1.04) End Scrioers 1Î5 (4.86) Sloe Scrsoeri TT (l.si) Guitar Pica Scrapers 3T (1.46) Bone A-ls H  (2.07) Square Sone Pins / (0.25)
1 (0.33)2 (0.66) A (1.33) T (0.33)
1 (0.33)
I (1.25) T (0.75) IT (3.25) ”  (1.00)
10 (2.50)
1 - 4 • 1 *
2 *
1 . 1 * 1 .
3 *
1 * 2 * 2 *
1 .
A (1.33) T (0.33)
16 (0.47) TT (0.38) 57 (1.68) 4Î (1.18) 5(1.03) 3Ï (1.06) T  (0.03)
Floral Processinq Asstnolaoe “"-ano" ■ - 3(0.11) Metate (Slao) 4 (0.14) Com Coos X
1 (0.33) 3 (0.75) 1 * 1 * 6 (0.18) 7 (0.21) 
X
Ancillary Manufacturing Afseaolaoe(s) naamerstones 7 (0.<£) Antler Billets 6 (0.21) Core/Bifaee 8 (0.29) Shell Scrapers 5 (0.18) Notched Bone Rasps 8 (0.29) omis 21,(0.75) 1 (0.33)
1 (0.25)
4 (1.00) 1 (0.25) 32 * 1 * 1 * 2 * 1 * 1 *2 -
1 (0.33) 
1 (0.33)
7 (0.21) 3 (0.09) 29 (0.85)
16 (0.18)
Exchange ItemsSouthwest Ceramics 10 (0.36) Turquoise 1 (0.04) Shell Omaments* Conus 1 (0.04)• Olivella 15 (0.54)* Omaawts 5 (0.18) Pipes 6 (0.21)
1 (0.33) 
1 (0.33) 2 *
13 (0.38) 1 (0.03)
1 (0.03) 1 (0.03) 1 (0.03)
% Itn prtstfit. M  not qiuntlflcO.^  (IMdtrUntO nueotr): ttvs occur In tt Itast onc-tliirO of units.
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metates, flint-knapping tools such as hamnerstones and antler billets, and 
noneconomic items like pipes and shell ornaments— generally have a greater 
longevity. The assemblage represents a range of both male and female 
activity sets (Hughes 1968; Weltfish 1977). To some extent, this broad 
range is not unexpected given the large size of the rooms emd their regu­
lar internal division by the presence of central channels, bins, platforms 
and storage pits. The size and complexity of the structures and the range 
of activities are congruent with the inferred habitation function.
Subordinate room Type 3 is located in an antechamber position and some­
times contains a central hearth. The seemingly rare occurrence of these 
units at Antelope Creek 22 and Alibates 28 led some early investigators to 
postulate a specialized, communal and perhaps ceremonial function to the 
rooms (Baker and Baker 1941b;34). Presumably activities conducted in spe­
cialized communal structures should contain a constellation of artifacts 
different from those found at other units. The dominant artifacts asso­
ciated with the room consist primarily of faunal and floral processing 
implements Ocnives, scrapers, awls, manos); to a lesser extent knapping 
materials (hammerstones, core bifaces) and rarely scapula hoes and shell 
scrapers. Most of these objects predominantly represent female domestic 
activities (Weltfish 1977:385, 429 passim). Notably absent are hunting 
implements, pipes, and trade items. In light of these kinds of remains, 
there is no clear support for a specialized or "ceremonial" set of acti- 
ities conducted within this room.
- Only one subordinate Type 4 room occurs with associated artifacts. It 
is a featureless room located adjacent to an antechamber at the large room 
block at Alibates Ruin 28. I have previously suggested that these units 
may be comparable to the Type 8 rooms, but spatial constraints imposed
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by the other household clusters within the room block led to the develop­
ment of new aggregate patterns. If such correspondences are correct, then 
the remains in room Types 4 and 8 should be similar. Examination of the 
evidence is not conclusive. Bie materials from this single room primarily 
reflect faunal processing activities, and the storage of a sizable core 
biface cache. The same activities occur in Type 8 units as well as evi­
dence for a wide range of other activities. The most compelling similar­
ity in material assemblages between the two room types is the presence of 
core biface caches. Twenty-three of the 29 core bifaces are associated 
with the four Type 8 units within aggregate rooms at Alibates Ruin 28, and 
another cache of 14 core bifaces was found below the floor level of another 
Type 8 unit. The similar occurrence of core biface caches in subordinate 
room Types 4 and 8 at the same site strongly suggests that they served the 
same storage functions.
The separate pit features inside relatively small free-standing oval 
structures suggest that storage was at least one major function associated 
with Type 5 units. The artifacts directly associated with this unit type 
include various kinds of knives, scrapers, awls, manos, shell scrapers and 
shell ornaments. Nearly all reflect a wide range of female-oriented pro­
curement assemblages, flint-knapping tool kits, pipes, and tradeware mate­
rials. It is uncertain if raw materials were stored in the pits waiting 
to be processed, or if finished products were kept in the pits.
The architectural attribute separating Unit Type 6 from others is the 
presence of a hearth inside the small oval structures. To date, this 
room type has been found only at the subhomestead sites. The hearth un­
doubtedly provided light and heat which could have been used in many
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cooking/processing activities. The materials associated with this room 
type include projectile points, horicultural tools, knives, scrapers, awls, 
manos, drills, bone "rasps", shell scrapers and core bifaces. Notably 
absent were pipes, trade goods, and flint-knapping tools. Nevertheless, 
the implements represent an extensive range of both male and female activ­
ity sets.
Type 7 units are believed to have been small slctb-lined cists with 
stone floors. Their dimensions are too small to have been utilized as 
rooms. Associated artifactual materials include only projectile points, 
scrapers, hammerstones, and core bifaces. Since these items predominantly 
reflect flint-knapping and faunal procurement activities, these storage 
cists may have been used by males.
Type 8 units are small featureless subordinate rooms occurring as part 
of larger room block aggregations or as separate isolated or paired room 
structures. Overall the artifacts associated with these rooms are exten­
sively varied and include projectile points, horticultural tools, axes, 
knives, scrapers, awls, manos and metates, quantities of com cobs, flint- 
knapping equipment, shell scrapers, notched bone rasps, drills. Southwest 
ceramics, and more rarely, pipes, turquoise and shell jewelry. The abun­
dance and variety of materials is matched only by the range of items in 
the large habitation rocans. However, a comparison of the density of spe­
cific artifact types found in Unit Types 1 and 8 is insightful. These 
small rooms contain only higher densities of chipped stone axes, bone hoes, 
seed grinding implements, core bifaces, and tradeware ceramics. Most of 
these artifacts reflect female oriented activities. As previously indi­
cated, the core bifaces often occur as large caches inside these room
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types at Alibates Ruin 28. In view of the range and quantity of tools, 
these rooms seem to have served both as storage and perhaps work/processing 
areas. Of course, ancillary studies of bone, lithic debitage, and micro 
and macro-faunal remains could help verify these activity sets.
Conceivably, the heterogeneous artifacts associated with Room Type 3 
could reflect the mixing of discrete activity remains which occur in dif­
ferent room aggregate settings. In order to test this possibility, arti­
facts were tabulated separately for isolated, free-standing rooms (n=7), 
paired rooms (n=5) and those incorporated in larger room block aggregates 
(n=18). It was assumed that the range of activities roughly corresponded 
to the range of artifact types recovered from the three aggregate settings. 
Little variation was found in artifact categories other than the "exchange 
items" (Table 30). The aggregate and paired room settings shared 18 of 20 
artifact types, whereas the isolated room setting had 16 of the 20 types.
The three settings contained some items from all assemblage groupings.
Often the absence of a particular artifact type (e.g. bone hoe or manos) 
would be offset by the presence of another artifact type representing a 
similar function (i.e., bone digging stick tip) or part of the same mate­
rial set (i.e., metate). Other than the "exchange items", there is no 
meaningful difference in the range of artifact types or inferred activi­
ties at the three different room settings. In each case a wide range of 
materials was processed and/or stored in these units. Ihe most apparent 
difference involves the abundance of trade goods found in the paired (Aggre­
gate IV) rooms.
Similar attempts to examine activity differences among the aggregate 
units were thwarted by inadequate sample sizes. Only one of the 18 rooms
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Table 30.
Distribution of Select Artifacts Associated with 
Isolated, Paired and Contiguous Type 8 Rooms
AGGREGATION TYPE
Isolated Aggregate Aggregate 
II IV
( Subordinate) (Paired)
NO.OF UNITS 7 18 5
Hunting Assemblage
Points- Sidenotched 2 10 15
- Unnotched 2 3 7
Foraging/Horticulture Assemblage
Tibia Digging Stick 2 5
Scapula Hoe 3 4
Axe 3 1
Faunal Processing Assemblage
Beveled Knives 3 6 6
Other Knives 3 5 5
End Scrapers o 23 21
Side Scrapers 8 2 30








Metates 1 1 2
Ancillary Manufacturing Assemblages
Hammerstones 2 3 2





Notched Bone Rasps 1 1 1
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with materials was from the significantly larger subordinate rooms along 
the west side (positions 7-12) of the habitation structures. The reported 
contents were restricted to indigenous and trade ceramics. While it is 
tempting to attribute an exclusive storage function to these larger sub­
ordinate units, the sample of materials from the rooms west of the main 
unit is inadequate for valid comparisons.
In summary, a number of different activities has been postulated for 
the various unit types solely on the basis of artifact associations.
Ideally information from other kinds of floral, faunal and lithic residues 
should also be used to corroborate inferred activities. In lieu of sup­
porting evidence, the following functions should be regarded as tentative 
activities. Architectural Unit Types 1 and 2 are regarded as habitation 
structures where a wide range of male and female manufacturing, processing 
and storage activities was conducted, presumably in discrete parts of these 
large rooms. Although the reports have yet to provide specific intra-room 
artifact provenience, the patterning of the internal features provides 
some indications of activity areas. Storage facilities as cists and bins 
commonly occurred near the comers; manufacturing, processing and interior 
cooking probably took place within the central channel, and lounging and 
sleeping probably occurred along the middle of the raised benches flanking 
the channel. In contrast, the antechamber (Type 3) and separate circular 
rooms with storage pits (Type 5) seem to contain curtifacts reflecting 
floral and faunal processing activities and material storage, which ethno- 
graphically were predominantly female tasks. Small featureless rooms 
(Types 4 and 8) were used primarily for storage, and perhaps a wide range 
of male and female processing activities within generalized work areas.
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The small Type 6 units containing central hearths occur exclusively at sub­
homestead sites. Artifactual remains indicate a wide range of male and 
female activities. This unit may have served as short term living quarters 
away from the homestead and hcunlet sites. Finally, the small Type 7 units 
with stone slab walls and floors seem to have sen/ed as cists for the stor­
age of predominantly male-oriented implements. This interpretation has 
been based on the assumption that materials found within the room are items 
abandoned along with the room, rather than from later dumping episodes. 
Existing records do not provide sufficient information about the archaeo­
logical context to warrant such an assumption. However, until detailed 
studies of assemblages from exclusively burned features can be conducted, 
the foregoing intrepretations should be regarded as working hypotheses.
None of the structures seems to have served predominantly as a sacred 
or public building. The repetitious occurrence of extended or recessed 
platforms against the west wall of the dominant rooms within the same room 
block suggests the presence of individual household altars or shrines, if 
indeed a sacred function can be assumed. Moreover, the possible symbolic 
expressions of social differentiation as reflected by trade materials (par­
ticularly shell and turquoise jewelry) occur in small quantities at any 
single structure, or unit type. Ihe paucity of these materials suggests 
that socially differentiated structures were not maintained.
Functional Aspects of Subhomesteads,
Homesteads and Hamlets 
The three types of architectural sites have been defined in Chapter 5 
based on the presence of select architectural features. The present concern 
is with elucidating intersite functional differences by examining the total
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range and kinds of artifacts. Previous investigators have suspected that 
some architectural sites served different but complementary functions. Duf- 
field (1970:181, 188) observed a disproportionate occurrence of left bison 
limbs at the Conner and Pickett Sites and attributed the differences to 
food sharing and that the inhabitants were dependent on larger nearby 
groups. Furthermore, the shallow midden deposits, the high number of bone 
horticultural tools, and faunal evidence for a spring or summer occupation 
led Ouffield to conclude that the Pickett Site served as a summer farm or 
field house used by the inhcdaitants "to protect their crops from depreda­
tion" (Ibid.:192).
If indeed some sites were fairly short term, subservient localities 
to other more generalized sites, they should have a fairly distinctive arti­
fact assemblage. Such an assemblage may be relatively specialized with a 
limited quantity and variety of implements which leaves a relatively high 
density of select tool and debitage categories. Specialized procurement 
or processing sites should be expected to contain no ritual paraphernalia, 
status symbols or trade goods.
In order to test for differences between sites, the quantities of 
select artifacts and debitage categories were tabulated from the 19 sites 
with previously analyzed collections (Table 31). The archaeologists from 
six different institutions analyzing the materials used different taxono­
mies and may have employed somewhat different criteria when recognizing 
specific artifact types. Consequently, slight quantitative inconsisten­
cies may exist. Undoubtedly an intensive restudy of materials would yield 
important information supplemental to that reported here. Nevertheless, 
in order to mitigate against gross inconsistencies, the diverse typologies
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Table 31. Density of Select Artifacts by Site Type,
Subhoaestead
Simple Complex
Site ’Ickett Conner Roper Turkey Ck. Zollars AC-23 AC-22A 41HO-7 ipring Cn Black Oog Medford
Area (m̂) 26. 28. 76. 44. 35. 50. 299. 109. 81. 180. 113.
Hunting AssexblaoePoints, sidenotched Oils 0.159 0.100 0.253 0.083 0.025 0.083 0.080Unnotched 0.107 Q. I4S 0.318 0.029 0.040 0.039 0.083 0.185 0.027Comer notch. 0.004 0.064Unidentified 0.023 0.029 0.073 0.049 0.011 0.027
Faunal ProcessinqKnives. Beveled 0.3A6 0.053 0.068 0.057 0.020 0.022 0.028 0.037 0.022 0.035Other 0.143 0.105 1.227 0.086 0.040 0.035 0.385 0.272 0.056 0.354Scrapers.End 0.211 0.250 0.143 0.060 0.175 0.119 0.111 0.061 0.053"Guitar" 0.500 0.026 0.248 0.160 0.044Other 0.071 1.159 0.086 0.009 0.872 0.580 0.072 0.133Bone Awls 3.038 0.026 0.045 0.114 0.020 0.087 0.046 0.037 0.016 0.071Bone Pins NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO 0.006 NOShell Scrapers 3.038 0.013 X X 0.247Scored Rib "Rasps" 0.013 0.020 0.013 0.009
Horticultural AssemblaoeTibia Digging Sticks 0.192 0.013 0.091 0.009Scapulae Hoe 0.077 0.013 0.022 0.009 0.0490.025 0.006 0.018Floral Processing Assemblagebrills 0.038 0.013 0.045 0.086 0.031 0.136 0.022 0.035Manos 0.115 0.071 0.105 0.029 0.026 0.018 0.025 0.022 0.009Metate 0.036 0.053 0.314 0.022 0.009 0.012 0.016 0.044Com Cobs N.| N«l N'7I
Ceramic AssemblageIndigenous Sherds 0.154 0.143 6.671 4.680 3.057 NO NO 8.266 4.864 0.589 4.735Unclassified Sherds 0.114Whorls/Dlscs 0.142
Knaooing AssemblageCore Siface 0.115 0.036 0.182 0.013 0.055Hammerstones 0.038 0.091 0.083 0.123 0.128 0.018Antler Billets 0.009 XFlake Debris 5.769 NO 40.789 1309.091 10.000 NO NO 153.211 NO 36.111 NO
Trade ItemsCeramics. Caddoan 0.013 0.023Upper Republican 1 0.066SouthwestemTurquoise 0.017Obsidian 0.318 0.541 0.071Shell. Olivella Bead 0.086 0.074Disc Bead 4.611GorgetsOrnaments 0.022 0.013ConuS TinklerPipes 0.023 0.013
Density (excludes flake deb) 1.115 0.504 0.842 4.205 1.057 0.320 J.dOo 2.153 2.074 0.522 1.159
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1 Complex
Mibates Alibates Alibates 28-1 28-11 30 1516. 4110. 225.
AC-22
1135.
AC-24 Arrowhead Peak 200.* 140.
Chimney Rock 51 465.
Huntino #mePoints. Sidenotched 0.102 0.538 0.161 0.120 0.044 0.143 0.225 0.021 NOUnnotched 0.04S 0.270 0.080 0.080 0.031 0.070 0.020 0.100 NOComer notch. 0.010 0.035 0.005 0.016 0.004 0.005 NOUnclassified 0.478 0.027 NO
Faunal ProcessinqKnives. Beveled 0.047 0.165 0.059 0.044 0.049 0.031 0.135 0.064 HOOther 0.029 0.826 0.113 0.055 0.027 0.082 0.120 0.500 NOScrapers. End 0.192 0.113 0.555 0.267 0.098 0.152 0.620 0.157 NO"Guitar- 0.073 0.539 0.233 0.132 0.058 0.083 0.070 0.150 NOOther 0.126 0.435 0.130 0.165 0.169 0.018 0.045 0.621 NOBone Awls 0.024 0.348 0.136 0.065 0.067 0.054 0.285 0.071 noBone Pins 0.013 NO 0.016 0.015 NO 0.004 NO NO HOShell Scraper 0.002 0.209 0.003 0.006 0.004 0.005 0.040 NOScored Rib "Rasps" 0.017 0.022 0.009 0.007 0.065 0.029 NO
Horticultural AssemblaoeTibia Digging Sticks 0.009 0.016 0.014 0.013 0.010 0.090 0.007 NOScapulae Hoe 0.005 0.052 0.024 0.009 0.017 0.011 0.016 0.007 NO
Floral Processinq Assemblaoebrill - ' 0.034 0.061 0.051 0.033 0.013 0.019 0.045 0.007 NOHa nos 0.008 0.304 0.020 0.016 0.004 0.001 0.010 0.014 NOMetate 0.026 0.002 0.001 0.002 0.015 NOCorn Cobs X X N»3 X NO
Ceramic AssemblaoeIndigenous Sherds NO 2.443 NO NO NO 0.565 NO 0.979 noUnclassified Sherds 0.035 0.002 0.001 0.004 0.003 0.005 0.014 NOWhorls/Discs 0.001 0.000 0.002 0.010 NO
Knaooina AssemblaoeCore Biface 0.013 0.096 0.194 0.053 0.009 0.006 0.065 0.014 NOHamnerstones 0.018 0.017 0.018 0.045 0.001 0.015 NOAntler Billets 0.008 0.043 0.011 0.012 0.004 0.017 0.110 0.007 NOFlake Debris NO 534.783 XD NO NO NO NO 120.714 NO
Trade ItemsCeramics. Caddoan 0.005upper RepublicanSouthwestern 0.042 0.007 0.043 0.022 0.007 0.065 0.007 0.092Turouoise 0.003 0.005 0.002Obsidian 0.336 0.252 0.009 1.005 NO NO 0.215 0.166 0.039Shell. Olivella Beads 0.113 0.007 0.000 0.005 0.155Disc Beads 0.565 0.008 0.001Gorget 0.061 0.001Ornaments 0.005 0.003 0.003 0.002Conus Tinkler 0.043 0.000 0.002Pipes 0.035 0.009 0.006 0.004 0.004 0.010 0.014 0.073
Density (excludes flake deb] 0.793 5.478 1.873 1.221 0.644 0.766 2.240 1.314 NO
!4o. of Artifacts 302. 630 2839 5019 145 869 448 254 NO
tool density 3.136 1.428
X of tool types 24.5 25.5
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were reclassified into general types based on material form and apparent 
function. In order to facilitate direct comparison, the density of mate­
rials per square meter of excavation area was calculated. The material 
differences among sites assigned to each site type are discussed prior to 
generalized comparisons.
The five subhomestead sites share some similarities but are generally 
characterized by considerable material diversity. All share the presence 
of projectile points, knives, awls, and cereunics, but the quantities of 
materials and other varieties of artifacts differ considerably. The sub­
homestead sites have an average of 13.2 artifact types represented in their 
assemblages, and a mean tool density of 1.545 tools per square meter.
The two simple subhomestead sites (Pickett and Conner) generally meet 
the criteria of subservient sites since they have very low quantities of 
remains and a limited variety of artifact types. The absence of trade 
goods and the scarcity of knapping remains suggests that both sites were 
fairly specialized, subsistence oriented outlying stations. The paucity of 
ceramics further suggests that little storage or rendering was conducted 
at these sites. The horticultural assemblage of scapula hoes and tibia 
digging sticks constitutes nearly a quarter of the assemblage at the Pickett 
Site. Coupled with the presence of corn cobs and grinding implements, the 
primary activities relate to the production and processing of crops and 
are consistent with Duffield's (1970) fieldhouse interpretation. The 
knives, points and drills indicate that some hunting originated from the 
site and limited quantities of faunal remains were processed afterwards.
The Conner Site assemblage is more limited, and lacks both horticultural 
digging implenients and knapping equipment. The dominant items include
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scrapers, projectile points and grinding implements. Again, limited hunt­
ing and the processing of animals and plants are suggested. Overall, both 
simple subhomestead sites reflect fairly short term occupations by both 
males and females, during which time a limited range of activities were done 
using fairly specialized tool assemblages.
The three architecturally complex subhomestead sites show considerably 
more diversity and complexity as reflected by a greater range and quantity 
of tool types. Such patterns reflect either more intensive activities, or 
more sustained period of occupation than those at the simple subhomestead 
sites. The presence of nonindigenous ceramics, obsidian flakes, marine 
shell jewelry, and perhaps pipes, suggests that the nature of activities is 
more encompassing. These kinds of items are not apt to occur at special­
ized, economically oriented stations which are subservient homesteads or 
hamlets. More likely the inhabitants were engaged in some form of direct 
or indirect exchange while residing at these sites. Other differences in 
the utilitarian assemblage also suggest that the complex subhomesteads are 
indeed quite different from the simple subhomesteads. More emphasis seems 
to have been placed on butchering, hide preparation and perhaps the render­
ing of bone grease and fat, as suggested by the higher densities of knives, 
scrapers and ceramics. The presence of horticultural digging implements at 
Roper and Turkey Creek sites and grinding implements at Roper and Zollars 
sites reflects the multiplicity of activities. The exceptionally high 
density of flake debitage, core bifaces and hammerstones at the Turkey 
Creek Site is in part because of its proximity to the Alibates Quarries. 
However, the large quantities of knapping residue supports the contention 
that flake blanks and core bifaces were being produced for trade (Green 
1967:92; Bandy 1976:81).
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Overall, artifacts from the subhomestead sites seem to reflect a wide 
range of fairly diverse activities. In some instances, the sites may have 
served as subordinate outstations to other localities, but the complex sub­
homesteads seem to reflect quite a separate site types which could have been 
occupied for fairly extensive periods of time. In many regards, the exten­
sive tool assemblage for the Roper Site resembled assemblages for home­
steads more than it does other subhomestead sites.
The material from the homestead sites is marked by a slightly wider 
range of artifact varieties per site (x=16.0), but a somewhat lower mean 
tool density (S=1.179 tools per square meter). Considerable quantities of 
materials were recovered from all homestead sites except Antelope Creek 
Ruin 23, which contained the lowest density of material remains (0.32 arti­
facts per square meter). The paucity of recovered remains from this site 
may be due to the excavation procedures (which sampled few of the deposits 
near the structure) and perhaps a brief occupation interval. Common among 
the artifact assemblages from the other homestead sites are points, knives, 
scrapers, awls, horticultural digging implements, manos, metates, drills, 
pottery, and hammerstones. Not surprisingly, the assemblages reflect a 
wide range of economically oriented activities. The homesteads are the base 
for hunting and horticultural procurement, and as a locus for a wide range 
of floral and faunal processing activities. Several material discrepan­
cies are readily apparent between the assemblages from the simple and com­
plex homestead sites. These include the paucity or complete absence of 
bone rasping sticks, core bifaces, antler billets, and trade goods for the 
complex homestead sites. The occurrence of trade jewelry and pipes at 
Antelope Creek Ruin 22A reflects associated and scattered burial goods
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from the later cemetery area superimposed over the site. Furthermore, the 
paucity of flint-knapping materials possibly reflects the greater distance 
that all three complex homestead sites are from good quality Alibates flint 
exposures. Site 4lMo-7, the homestead closest to the Alibates Monument, 
has the greatest quantities of knapping tools and debitage.
A few anomalies are also apparent in the individual homestead assem­
blages. An abundance of ceramic whorls and discs at the Medford Ranch site 
suggests that spinning and perhaps weaving were major activities. The 
paucity of whorls in other site assemblages may indicate that the Medford 
Ranch inhabitants were supplying adjacent or distant communities with tex­
tiles.
The hamlet site assemblages are characterised by a considerably wider 
range of artifact varieties (x=25.25) than either the homestead or subhome­
stead sites, cind a relatively high density of tools (x=1.854 tools per 
square meter). The diversity of the assemblage undoubtedly reflects the 
increased complexity of the community structures involving multiple house­
holds. The vast quantities of remains but lack of precise material pro­
venience hinders any attempt to discern inter-community variability. Most 
of the hamlet site assemblages appear to have similar quantities and densi­
ties of economically oriented materials representing all stages of floral 
and fauna procurement and processing. However, those sites nearest good 
flint exposures (Footprint and the Alibates Ruins) have higher densities of 
)cnapping tools, biface cores and flake debris.
The greatest difference between the hamlets and the other sites is in 
the abundance of trade goods— ceramics, obsidian, shell and turquoise 
jewelry and pipes. At the Footprint Site, most nonlocal materials may
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represent burial inclusions. However, the trade pieces from most of the 
other hamlets are from midden deposits, and in fact the 11 superimposed 
burials at Alibates Ruin 28-1 rarely contained tradewares. Overall trade 
materials are concentrated at the hamlet sites. The temporal and spatial 
trends will be considered in greater detail in the next chapters.
A contrast of the sources of trade goods at the three site types shows
a preponderance of Central Plains (collared-rimmed) and Caddoan (incised
and burnished) ceramics at the complex subhomestead sites, but an over­
whelming association of Southwestern (Painted) materials with the hamlet 
sites. The occurrence of collared rimmed cordmar)ced ceramics with a gener­
alized Plains as^semblage at the Roper Site might be indicative of short­
term occupation by nonlocal Plains groups, since such distinctive Antelope 
Creek items as "guitar-pick scrapers" and the short stubby bone pins are 
not reported. Even though the presence of outside Plains groups cannot be 
ruled out, the presence of stone slab structures at the subhomestead sites 
suggests that they are affiliated with the Upper Canark regional variant.
Alternatively, the trade ceramic differences may merely reflect analytical
biases of the various investigators. Materials for half the homesteads 
and hamlets were analyzed under the supervision of WPA archaeologists who . 
were poorly versed in Plains and Southeastern ceramics types. The subtle 
distinctions between the various Plains cordmarked wares may have been 
overlooked, or designated as "unclassified ceramics" by these early inves­
tigators. Clearly, the factors underlying these differences cannot lae elu­
cidated until the assemblages are reanalyzed in detail.
In summary, the comparison of total site assemblages suggests that a 
wide range of different activities was conducted at subhomesteads, home-
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steads and hamlet sites. Based on limited assemblage composition, thin 
scatters of midden, seasonality indications based on faunal remains, and 
possible evidence of food sharing, the two simple subhomestead sites are 
thought to be short-term fieldhouse sites subservient to other homesteads 
or hamlets. The assemblages for most of the other con^lex subhomesteads, 
homesteads and hamlets reflect a wide range of fairly diverse activities. 
With the possible exception of abundant ceramic discs and whorls at Medford 
Ranch, and the high density of flint-knapping tools and debitage at Turkey 
Creek, 41Mo-7, Footprint and Alibates Ruin 28, there is little evidence for 
technological specialization. Most of the sites seem to be fairly self- 
sufficient in terms of hunting, gathering and horticultural endeavors and 
in processing the various products. As might be expected, the greatest 
density of trade goods and religious paraphernalia (pipes) occurred at the 
hamlet sites, or are associated with cemetery areas. Rigorous reanalysis 
of the original assemblages would considerably clarify these findings.
Summary
This chapter has attempted to discern the functions of specific archi­
tectural unit and site types by examining the range of associated arti­
facts. The success of this approach based on the existing Antelope Creek 
phase information has been mixed. Considerable difficulty was encountered 
in discerning the functions of individual unit types because the sample of 
rooms with reported artifacts was small, and the context of materials 
associated with rooms was uncertain. In some cases, the presence of large 
artifacts (manos- metate sets, restorable pots etc.) or the occurrence of 
multiple core biface caches with a unit type were thought to reflect de 
facto or abandonment materials, but there is little assurance that smaller
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artifacts inside structures do not reflect trash deposition. The frequency 
of artifact associations within a particular unit type may strengthen the 
argument for a unit's function; however, considering the limitation of the 
sample, the kinds of activities attributed to the unit types must be re­
garded as tentative at this time.
The comparison of tool densities and tool varieties for entire site 
assemblages was more successful in delineating site functions. The proven­
ience and context of specific artifacts were less critical when an entire 
site assemblage was employed. The analysis showed that there was consider­
able variation in tool density and variety between site types, which gener­
ally correspond to the size and complexity of the sites. But also, some 
differences were evident among sites assigned to the same type. Marked 
differences in weaving tools, horticultural tools, flint knapping equipment 
and trade goods may reflect different emphasis of activities conducted at 
different communities. Clearly, artifacts and debitage must be utilized 
when the functional assessments of architectural room types and settlement 
patterns are being delineated. The present analysis merely serves as a 
trial formulation. Rigorous reexamination of tool and debitage assemblages 
would immensely add to the understanding of Antelope Creek phase site and 
room functions.
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CHAPTER 7
SOCIO-POLITICAL DIFFERENTIATION AS REFLECTED 
BY ANTELOPE CREEK MORTUARY PRACTICES 
Introduction
The previous examination of Antelope Creek architecture patterns and 
community layouts found considerable repetition in structural configura­
tion and associated artifact inventory. The sites are generally not marked 
by extensive structural differentiation indicative of complex socio­
political groups. No formally defined plazas, barrier walls, fortifica­
tion embankments or elaborate public structures were recognized and the 
hamlets reflect considerable opportunistic aggregational development rather 
than planned layout and defined plaza areas. Such patterns may reflect a 
multilineage kinship form of organization (Chang 1958:306). In contrast, 
the prospects of culturally constructed mounds at Alibates Ruin 28-1 and 
possibly Spring Canyon may imply considerably different and more complex 
forms of organization. In this chapter, the Antelope Creek mortuary prac­
tices are examined in an attempt to infer, insofar as possible, the nature 
of the social organization, since burial information is regarded as a more 
sensitive indicator of social differentiation than mere architectural 
remains. Specifically, the Antelope Creek patterns of body disposal and 
the symbolic expressions of respect are described and interpreted. The 
social complexity as reflected by the burial data provides an appropriate 
context for evaluating the occurrence of culturally constructed mounds and
270
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differential structure sizes within the Antelope Creek phase.
Nature of Mortuary Variation 
Variations within the form and structure of roortuciry practices are con­
ditioned by the form emd complexity of the organization characteristic of 
the larger society (Binford 1973. ;23). Burial practices consist of a tech­
nical aspect of disposing of the body, and a ritual or symbolic aspect con­
sisting of expressing appropriate respect to the deceased. In many soci­
eties, different mortuary treatment is accorded the social persona most 
often along lines of age, sex, relative rank or social status, or social 
affiliations within the broader social units, although peculiar circum­
stances surrounding the death may alter the obligations of the survivors.
In this section, the Antelope Creek phase patterns of body disposal is dis­
cussed prior to examining the significance of the symbolic expressions in 
terms of social organization.
Patterns of Body Disposal 
Clear delineation of variations within Antelope Creek mortuary prac­
tices is hampered by limited and inconsistently collected qualitative obser­
vations and small sample sizes. The poor documentation is surprising con- . 
sidering the fascination many archaeologists have with burials. However, 
most burials have been accidentally encountered during excavation of archi­
tectural features. The early claims of locating vast cemetery areas adja­
cent to villages on Cottonwood, Tarbox, and Alibates Creeks may be accurate 
(Moorehead 1931:87, 111, 113). Unfortunately, specific information about 
these remains has been lost. Undoubtedly distinct cemetery areas away 
from hamlets were utilzed, but detailed burial information from a portion
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of only one isolated cemetery on Big Blue Creek is available.
The present sample consists of 47 burials involving perhaps 66 individ­
uals from nine sites within the study area (Appendix D). Fifteen burials 
were found at Alibates Ruin 28, 16 at Antelope Creek Ruin 22A, five at Big 
Blue Cemetery, two each at Sanford Ruin, Tarbox Ruin and Coetas Ruin, and 
one each at Antelope Creek Ruins 22 and 23. The three multiple interments 
at the Footprint Site differ markedly and are examined in greater detail 
separately. With the exception of Antelope Creek Ruin 22A and the Footprint 
Site interments, the number of burials is far too low to account for the 
extensive architectural remains. The samples are too small to determine 
mortality patterns at any specific site. The small burial samples are 
probably due to the cultural practice of utilizing separate cemetery areas 
coupled with excavation biases focusing on architectural remains. Although 
numerous other isolated burials have been found in the Canadian River Breaks, 
they are generally not included in the sample since most do not have cul­
turally diagnostic grave accompaniments and cannot be confidently assigned 
to the Antelope Creek phase.
The common Antelope Creek phase burial practice consists of single, 
flexed and semiflexed primary interments in shallow graves. Exceptions to 
this pattern are a child, accompanied by a disarticulated juvenile skull at 
Tarbox Ruin (Holden 1929:29) and an extended supine child near a possible 
double burial at Antelope Creek Ruin 22A (Baker and Baker 1941a:88). None 
of the single interments are burned, and no cremations have been reported. 
This pattern reflects individual interments shortly after death, rather 
than the curation of remains in charnel areas. The rare multiple burials 
probably reflect interment of individuals who died at or near the same time.
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The graves for single interments are often shallow (x=0.75 m deep) and are 
covered with rocks. The rock covering, which jointly serves to mark grave 
locations and to deter scavenging predators, is present over 28 and possi­
bly 38 (64-87%) of the burials.
Within the admittedly biased study sample, the burials occur "inside" 
architectural units (n=24), in exterior midden areas (n=12) or at cemetery 
plots located 50 to 100 m away from architectural features (n=8). Most of 
the burials seem to occur nonrandomly. For exan^le, nine separate burials 
were found inside the largest architectural unit at the contiguous room 
block of Alibates Ruin 28 (five other burials were recovered from separate 
isolated units and midden areas). Similar associations of burials within 
the largest room have been documented at Tcirbox, Antelope Creek Ruin 22A, 
Alibates Ruin 28 (Excavation Unit II), and the Footprint Site, within the 
High Plains-Canadian River locality, and at the Stamper Site in the Okla­
homa panhandle (Lintz 1978a). Although this pattern seems strong, burials 
are not exclusively associated with the large rooms (Table 32). While 18 
burials have been found in four Type 1 architectural units, four burials 
have been found at three isolated and contiguous Type 8 units, and two bur­
ials were found at two Type 5 units. Further, of the 24 burials "inside" . 
rooms, five occur on or near the floor surface, two occur slightly beneath 
the floor, and 15 occur in matrix above the floor. The stratigraphie posi­
tions of the two other burials are uncertain. Even burials at isolated 
structures and smaller architectural units are found stratigraphically 
above the floor surfaces. This pattern clearly reflects the encroachment 
of cemetery areas over cibandoned structures and sites. In addition to rock 
piles over graves, the wall remnants of abandoned buildings may have served
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Table 32.
Antilope Creek Phase Burial Provenience
Provenience Total
Inside Units Hidden Distant
Cemetery
Unit
Site Unit No. Type
Above Floors/ On Below 
In Walls Floors Floors NO
Simple Homesteads
Antelope Creek 22A 
Unit lA (1) 



















Footprint s ite *
Unit 1 (1)
3 mult..
Skull p ile  burials (3)*
Complex Hamlets
Alibates 28, Unit I 
Unit n  ( n  
Unit 21 (8) 
Unit 55 (5) 









Alibates 28, Unit I I  
Unit 41 (5) 
Unit 47 (1) 







Antelope Creek 22 
Unit 10 (8) 1̂ 1











Total 15 5 2 2 12 8 44
a Burial count uncertain; omitted from to ta l,
b Deposited In p it  beneath flo o r a fte r room burned.
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to mnemonically mark grave locations. Thus burial clusters do not usually 
represent the indigenous inhabitants, but more likely they are deceased 
individuals from adjacent sites. The occurrence of such cemetery concentra­
tions at Alibates 28, Excavation Unit I, and Antelope Creek Ruin 22A indi­
cate that bci'h sites were abandoned somewhat earlier than the adjacent 
sites in the same vicinity. Quite likely the disproportionate number of 
burials versus rooms at Antelope Creek 22A reflect former inhabitants for 
the larger, adjacent inner valley wall ruin— Antelope Creek 22. Finally, 
the pattern demonstrates that discrete cemetery areas may occur on low 
floodplain terraces as well as higher ridge settings.
In all instances, the single interments occur at or adjacent to home­
steads (Antelope Creek Ruins 22A, 23 and Sanford Ruin), émd hamlets (Ali­
bates Ruin 28, Antelope Creek Ruin 22, Tarbox, Coetas Creek Ruin, and possi­
bly the hamlets along Big Blue Creek). The absence of reported interments 
from the subhomestead sites possible reflects their less permanent and sub­
servient relationship to the larger homestead and hamlet sites.
The cemetery populations are generally too small to discern patterns 
of age and sex composition (Appendix D). The isolated burials contain a 
total of 11 adult males: nine adult females, 20 children, one adult of un­
specified sex, and three burials of unspecified age and sex (Baker and 
Baker 1941; Patterson 1974; Holden 1929). Only the cemeteries at Alibates 
28 and Antelope Creek Ruin 22A approach a large enough sample to examine 
internal patterns of interment, but no significant burial patterns involv­
ing body orientations, age/sex segregation, or placement relative to 
structure/midden was discerned. If the samples are representative, then 
these criteria were unimportant in placing the deceased within the
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cemeteries.
Finally, none of the reports indicate clear evidence of violent deaths 
among any of the 44 isolated interments. Two projectile points were asso­
ciated with Burial 4 at the Big Blue Creek cemetery, but their context is 
uncertain. This does not imply that Antelope Creek phase burials placed 
in isolated graves died of natural causes. Eyerly (1912:2) excavated a 
burial with arrowpoints embedded in bone at Handley Ruins, northeast of the 
study locality.
In stark contrast to common Antelope Creek phase burial patterns are 
the skeletal remains from the Footprint Site, a simple heimlet locality 
(Green 1967; D. K. Patterson 1974). Within the largest of three free-stand­
ing rooms, portions of an estimated 32 individuals were found in three sub­
floor pits and scattered throughout the room fill (Figure 25). The context 
and stratigraphy reflects a complex series of pre- and post-abandonment 
activities. Unfortunately, some critical field observations were missed, 
and the subsequent commingling of skeletal elements has hindered detailed 
analysis cind interpretation of materials from this unique site (D. K. Pat­
terson 1974:154).
The excavations uncovered three bell-shaped pits (average 1.33 m 
orifice dicimeter, 1.88 m base diameter and 0.80 m depth) located along the 
bench areas of a burned. Unit Type 1 structure. Each pit contained at 
least seven individuals for a total of 11 adults, six juveniles and four 
infcuits. The pit burials were mostly semiflexed in various positions and 
were directly associated with diagnostic Antelope Creek phase grave goods.
In all three cases, some skeletons in the pits were truncated by subse­
quent interments or pit enlargements. The pit fill contained scattered
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Figure 25. Multiple Interments inside Structure 1 at the Footprint Site.
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amd partially aurticulated human remains. Clearly the pits underwent long 
term re-use as Antelope Creek phase ossuaries inside of a structure. The 
presence of charred femurs and skull fragments near a mass of unidentified 
charred organic material indicated that a small, but intense fire occurred 
inside Burial Pit C. The ambiguous context could reflect either a crema­
tion within a portion of the pit, or a pit left partially open during the 
burning of the structure. A layer of relatively clean sand and gravel fill 
was found between the floor surface and the burned roof fall. This layer 
also contained other scattered isolated «ind partially articulated human 
skeletal remains. The most notable elements include three mandibles, two 
articulated tibae and fibulae (one of which was charred), an articulated 
foot, a femur, and various other long bone fragments (Patterson 1974;47; 
Green 1967:137). The sand layer was capped by burned roof fall debris and 
evidence of several intrusive pits was found. One pit near the northeast 
corner of the room contained a cluster of ten adult skulls. None of the 
elements displayed butchering marks, but one skull somewhat apart from the 
others had an articulating cervical vertebra and was found directly over- 
lying an Alibates flint knife (Green 1967:138; Patterson 1974:56). The 
articulation of elements in the sandy fill and the intrusive pits suggest 
dismemberment and deposition prior to disintegration of connective tissues 
and ligaments. However, the quantity of skeletal materials within the sand 
lens is far less than the bulk of skeletal elements expected for the indi­
viduals represented by the skull cluster. The paucity of post-cranial 
remains in the room fill suggests that dismemberment occurred outside the 
room. Earlier violence is suggested by a possible healed arrow wound on the 
left frontal bone of an elderly male (Patterson 1974:175). Green (1967;
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128) has proposed the following sequence of events which he feels occurred 
within a relatively short span of a few years:
1. Original room constructed after partial excavation and level­
ing ground, and with trough extending entire length of room.
2. Room improved by some replastering and construction of rear 
platform.
3. Burial pits A, B, and C dug and room abandoned.
4. Layer of fairly clean sand and gravel spread over floor, 
and room re-occupied for brief interval.
5. Occupation ended by possible violence emd slaughter with 
human bones scattered éibout room. Burial pits A and B 
may have been re-opened at this time.
6. Roof burned and collapsed.
7. Partial filling over roof debris, after which oblong pits 
("empty graves") were dug. Burial pits A and B probably
re-opened, and a shallow pit dug for burial of the ten
slculls. . . .
Two studies employing non metric cranial observations to derive a mea­
sure of population divergence have utilized the Footprint Site burials as 
part of the Antelope Creek phase Scunple for both intra- and intercultural 
comparisons. One study concluded that the Alibates and Antelope Creek 
skeletal samples are not significantly different from each other, while 
both diverge significantly from the Footprint skeletal sample (D. K. Pat- .
terson 1974:235-238, 289). Furthermore, intercultural comparisons between
the Antelope Creek phase cemeteries with Pecos Pueblo skeletons and a hodge­
podge of burials from eight Plains Village sites in Nebraska concluded 
that the Antelope Creek skeletal populations as a whole showed a closer 
biological relationship with the skeletal populations of the Central Plains 
than with the Pecos Pueblo skeletal populations; but the Footprint Site 
skeletons were closer to the Pecos population and further from the Central
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Plains skeletal population than the burials for Antelope Creek or Alibates 
Ruin (D. K. Patterson 1974:290).
The second study involving Antelope Creek phase skeletal materials from 
Footprint, Alibates, Antelope Creek «md Matthews Ranch Sites concluded that 
the most marked divergence was between Matthews Ramch and Alibates (0.455) 
followed by the separation of Footprint from Matthews Ranch (0.357),
Antelope Creek (0.291) and Alibates (0.273). The closest similarity was 
between Antelope Creek and Matthews Ranch (0.096) followed by Antelope 
Creek and Alibates (0.150) (McWilliams and Johnson 1979:251). The intercul­
tural comparisons contrasted population divergence among the four Antelope 
Creek phase cemeteries with the Moore (34Lf-31) and Sheffield Shelter(34Sq- 
22) cemeteries in eastern Oklahoma as representing the Fulton Aspect (Fort 
Coffee phase) Caddo, the McLemore Cemetery (34Wa-5) of west-central Okla­
homa as representing the Washita River phase, and the Majors Cemetery 
(25Nh-2) of southeast Nebraska as representing Upper Republican samples.
The study concludes that none of the Antelope Creek phase cemeteries show 
sufficient similarities to indicate genetic deviation with the meager Up­
per Republican sample. The Antelope Creek and Matthews Ranch samples are 
somewhat similar to the Fulton sauries, but the Antelope Creek, Matthews 
Ranch and particularly the Footprint samples show some similarity with the 
adjacent Washita River sample. Indeed, the Footprint sample shows less 
divergence from the Washita River sample (0.217) than it does with the 
other three Antelope Creek phase samples. Although the studies are not 
directly comparable, both conclude that the Footprint crania are fairly dis­
tinct from other Antelope Creek phase burials.
Both studies have assumed that the skeletal remains from each site 
constitute a representative sample of a homogeneous population. However,
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the diverse stratigraphie context and the results of the nonmetrical cra­
nial analyses indicate that such an assumption may be unwarranted for the 
Footprint Site sample. Instead, the aberrant results may be due to mixing 
Antelope Creek phase individuals for the three subfloor pits with non- 
Antelope Creek phase crania from the intrusive skull pile. Unfortunately 
the commingling of skeletal elements prevents reanalysis of the Footprint 
materials by each contextual unit. Both studies utilized 17 isolated adult 
crania from the Footprint Site, but only 10 of which were from the skull 
pile.
In contrast to Green's proposed sequence, an alternative reconstruc­
tion which incorporates new information from the physical anthropological 
studies is as follows:
(1) The original semisubterranean room was constructed with a solid 
adobe platform against the west wall.
(2) The room was occupied and subfloor pits served as an ossuary for 
interring the Antelope Creek phase dead, accompanied by occa­
sional mortuary offerings.
(3) The occupation ended in violence and the local Antelope Creek 
people were slaughtered and partially dismembered during a raid ■ 
by an external group.
(4) A sand and gravelly matrix was added over the floor surface
and portions of the dismembered Antelope Creek phase individuals 
were interred in the fill shortly before the structure burned. 
The difference in interment practices may reflect the peculiar 
circumstances surrounding the deaths or the rank or status of 
the individuals killed during the massacre.
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(5) Trophy skulls obtained from people killed or captured during 
retaliatory raids were buried in the ruins of the structure.
Although this scenario is somewhat speculative, ethnology and his­
torical documents on Southern Plains villages support the practices of retal­
iatory raids, and the taking of captives and trophy skulls (Newcomb and 
Field 1967:326; Newcomb 1961:268; Hughes 1968:355).
In order to make sense of the Footprint Site skeletal patterns, the 
different contexts must be maintained. The intrusive pits possibly con­
taining nonindigenous individuals killed under unusual circumstances must 
be segregated from the pattern of subfloor interments.
Thus, the Antelope Creek phase has two basic patterns of body dis­
posal involving either separate cemetery areas or subfloor pits at desig­
nated (ossuary?) structures, possibly at specialized sites. In both in­
stances, the common burial pattern involves the primary interment of indi­
viduals of both sexes and all ages shortly after death. The individuals 
were placed in semiflexed positions but oriented in a wide range of direc­
tions, and occasionally were accompanied by grave goods. The main differ­
ences are that the ossuary structure pattern involves repetitive use of 
designated pits, the lack of rock in the upper grave fill, and possibly 
the use of cremations. Clearly the rock covering to mark graves and deter 
predators is not necessary inside the specialized structures. Furthermore, 
the evidence for cremation inside subfloor Pit C is not clear, since the 
structure also burned, and the remains have become commingled. David Pat­
terson (1974:55) indicates that 14 of the 66 "analytical body units" show 
some evidence of burning, and that an estimated 20 to 30% of the entire 
skeletal collection from the site has been burned to some extent. The
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cremation issue must await additional evidence from other site contexts.
Patterns of Symbolic Expressions of Respect
The pattern of grave accoutrements indicates that not everyone was 
accorded the same mortuary treatment (Table 33). Overall, grave goods are 
not common. Only 15 (34%) of the individual burials contain grave goods, 
but small quantities were associated with some individuals in all three 
subfloor ossuary pits. Items from the subfloor ossuary generally mirror 
the kinds of grave goods from isolated interments. Nevertheless, among 
isolated burials the association of grave goods crosscuts all age and sex 
categories.
The grave accoutrements are not very extensive or eledx>rate. The 
quantity of distinct items in isolated graves ranges from one to six,ex­
cept for individual components of the shell bead necklaces (Table 34). 
Those burials with four or more items show a redundancy in locally manu­
factured utilitarian artifact classes (multiple projectile points, knives 
or bone antler tools) rather than extensive diversity of materials. In­
digenous manufactured items are exclusively found in 53% of the burials 
with grave goods and are found in all age and sex groups. These items in­
clude projectile points, knives, side scrapers, awls, antler tools, tibia 
digging sticks, shell scrapers, cordmarked jcirs and basketry. Thirteen 
percent of burials with grave goods contain a mixture of indigenously and 
nonlocally manufactured goods, whereas 33% have exclusively foreign manu­
factured items. Nonindigenouslymanufactured items include turquoise beads 
and pendants, conch shell gorgets, whole conch shell pendants with tur­
quoise inlays, disc shell and olivella shell beads, rounded and smoothed 
pieces of "coal", emd possibly an elbow pipe. All except perhaps the pipe
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Table 33.
Distribution of Single Interment Sex/Age Groupings and 
the Association of Grave Goods
Sex Age Group GraveGoods No Grave Goods
No Data Total SexTotal
Children 0 - 1 2 6 8 2 16
12 - 20 0 3 3 19
Males 20 - 30 1 1 2
30 - 50 3 6 9
50 + 0 1 1 12
Females 20 - 30 0 2 2
3 0 - 5 0 3 2 5
50 + 0 0 0
Unspecified 1 0 1 8
Uniden. Adult 1 0 1
Uni den. 0 0 4 4 5
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are probably from the Southwest. It is noteworthy that the elaborately 
painted and/or glazed Southwestern ceramics are found in midden deposits, 
instead of burial contexts, even though locally made containers (cordmarked 
jars and baskets) are a recurring burial association. A single Southwestern 
sherd was found beneath an adult male burial at Antelope Creek Ruin 22, but 
the item was regarded as an accidental intrusion (Baker and Baker 1941a:82).
Most burial items are found near the skeletal remains, but the indi­
genously made digging stick tips and some shell scrapers are often recovered 
among the rocks in the upper grave fill. Both items may have served to dig 
the grave and were left with the interment so that these implements of 
death would not Ise used in subsequent gardening activities (J. Hughes per­
sonal communications, 1981).
The presence, quantities and classes of grave goods are often regarded 
as an indication of the symbolic expression of respect for the deceased and 
serve as a fair index for judging a person's rank or status. While accou­
trements placed with a burial may express societal bereavement, at the same 
time the act removes items from circulation and further usage. Small 
quantities of utilitarian items which can be easily replaced may reflect 
personal possessions, but large caches of items or exotic materials involved 
in down-the-line exchange networks, which constitute a loss of labor expen­
diture and reflect a real drain of wealth, probably reflect contributed 
offerings. The probability of items representing contributed offerings is 
increased when the objects are associated with young children who had 
neither the skill nor means to manufacture or acquire the items by them­
selves. Thus, the association of grave goods with individuals of various 
age and sex categories provides considercJsle information about the com­
plexity of Antelope Creek society.
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Grave goods accompanying adults are somewhat more common (n=B, 40%) 
than goods with children (n=7, 29%), but overall the differences are not 
significant. Similarly there is no appreciable difference in the ratios 
of adult males (3:1) and adult females (2:1) with grave associations. How­
ever, specific associations of grave goods by age and gender are noteworthy 
(Table 34). Whereas indigenously made utilitarian implements are equally 
common among children, men and women, the vast majority of trade goods 
(consisting mostly of jewelry) are found only with children and women. In­
deed, half the isolated child burials with grave goods have only indigen­
ously made utilitarian associations, while the others have only trade 
jewelry. The jewelry buried with children cam be quite lavish. One two-to- 
four year old child at Antelope Creek Ruin 22A had a necklace consisting of 
116 disc beads, 13 olivella shell beads, 1 turquoise bead, and a complete 
small conch shell pendant with a turquoise inlay. None of the children 
have goods of mixed cultural origins. Among adults, women have items 
either of local manufacture or mixed local and nonlocal manufacture. The 
local utilitarian items associated with women include scrapers, antler 
tools, and tibia digging stick tips. In addition, women tend to have 
jewelry, pipes and polished pieces of "coal.” In contrast, men often are 
interred with locally made points and knives, ceramic vessels', or per­
haps digging stick tips, but rarely with nonlocal items.
Interpretations
Most utilitarian grave goods seem to represent portions of tool kits 
segregated by and reflecting sexual divisions of labor. The tools asso­
ciated with women reflect hide working (end scrapers, antler tools) and 
perhaps horticultural activities (digging stick tips), whereas those
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associated with men represent hunting or butchering assemblages {points, 
knives, perhaps ceramic vessels). In addition, the elbow pipe and rounded 
pieces of smoothed "coal" found with a middle-aged woman at Antelope Creek 
Ruin 22A may be regarded as ritual paraphernalia— perhaps representing part 
of a bundle.
The Antelope Creek phase patterns of mortuary offerings show consider­
able parallels with the patterns recorded ethnographically for the Wichita 
Indians of western Oklahoma. Among the Wichita, the body was washed and 
dresjed in the deceased's best clothes and occasionally interred with his 
own personal possessions (Schmidt 1952:202).
Artifacts accompanying burials should vary widely, with few or none 
being found in many interments. Graves of poorer individuals would 
not be expected to have very many artifacts. But also, due to 
extensive "give-aways" and the rights of nephews and friends, graves 
of well-to-do people could be relatively barren of materials. Grave 
goods to be expected occasionally would be: stone and metal arrow­
heads, knives, whetstones, flint strike-a-light, and guns with male 
burials; very occasionally pottery or metal containers, and various 
bone or metal gardening and skin-working tools with female burials; 
bone or glass beads and metal trade ornaments remaining from cos­
tumes with burials of both sexes, and deer or eagle-bone whistles, 
bone or horn sucking tubes, and a wide range of miscellaneous ob­
jects from medicine bundles accompanying both male and female "doc­
tors." Generally speaking, grave goods would be expected to be 
scarce. (Sclimidt 1952:206).
Aside from the historically introduced items, the similarities are 
clear and obvious. Mortuary goods are rarely recovered, but when present, 
they primarily reflect small quantities of utilitarian objects which mir­
ror prescribed sexual division of labor. Although small quantities of 
grave goods are equally associated with individuals of all sex and age 
groupings, the preponderance of trade goods and jewelry with women and 
particularly children reflect ascribed or inherited positions. The occur­
rence of trade goods exclusively with women and their offspring tenuously
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indicates a matricentered rule of descent. Furthermore, the pipe and 
polished coal with a middle-aged woman indicates that she may have con­
trolled certain kinds of ritual paraphernalia. That such vital items were 
removed from the larger social context indicates that they had personal 
significance, such as a shciman's personal bundle rather than the communal 
significance of a village bundle.
Although some mortuary differences are evident, the information upon 
which social organization could be inferred is enigmatic emd based on nega­
tive rather than positive data. None of the burials are marked by large 
caches of tools, or excessively lavish quantities of exotic materials; nor 
are the differences in the quantities of grave goods clearcut along age or 
sex divisions, as might be expected from high status positions. While the 
different methods of body disposal could reflect special lineage treatment 
of the dead, the absence of exotic grave associations indicates that lit­
tle to no rank or status differentiation is reflected in the mortuary com­
plex.
Summary
This chapter has focused on Antelope Creek phase mortuary practices 
in order to discern the nature and complexity of social relationships. 
Although social complexity undoubtedly is reflected in the architectural 
remains, the burial practices are regarded as a more sensitive measure of 
social differentiation. If the burial patterns exhibit marked differences 
in the means of body disposal and the symbolic expressions of respect, 
then a higher social complexity reasonably can be inferred. Differences 
between ascribed and achieved status also should be reflected in the kinds, 
quantities and sources of grave goods associated with burials of different
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age and sex groupings. If major variations in Antelope Creek burial prac­
tices are encountered, then the implications of differential room size and 
the occurrence of artificial mounds at such sites as Alibates Ruin 28 and 
Spring Canyon might have to be reevaluated in terms of social complexity.
Two basic patterns of body disposal were discerned from the limited 
sample of reported burials. The most prevalent method involves single semi­
flexed primary interments in shallow rock-covered graves which are placed 
either in midden areas, or in discrete cemeteries commonly located 50 to 
150 m from the habitation sites. No significant differences were observed 
in the orientation of bodies, and the placement of graves relative to 
structures or middens for the various sex and age groups. All of the buri­
als occur at homestead and hamlets, but none have been reported from the 
subhomesteads.
The second pattern of interment involves the use of ossuary pits in­
side a structure. Each of three pits inside a single room at the Foot­
print site contained multiple interments which were buried at different 
times, as indicated by the truncation of some skeletons by subsequent inter­
ments or pit enlargement activities. Most of the burials were semiflexed 
primary interments. Once again, no significant differences were noted 
in body orientation, grave accoutrements, and age or sex differences.
Thus the basic differences between the two patterns merely reflects burial 
placement (single vs multiple pit useage), and perhaps the amount of 
grave site maintenance. But little difference is evident in the individ­
ual body orientation, or the association of grave goods. Possibly the 
two patterns reflect specialized treatment of the dead along linage lines.
The patterns of symbolic expression, as indicated by grave goods.
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do not reflect much cultural variability. Grave goods are rare, but when 
present, they occur in small quantities and tend to crosscut all sex and 
age categories. Most items reflect locally manufactured utilitarian arti­
facts and are thought to reflect mainly personal tool kits. Since nearly 
all of the nonlocal items consist of jewelry associated with women and 
small children, a matri-centered society with ascribed or inherited posi­
tions is tenuously inferred. These ascribed positions eire ephemoral and 
the available mortuary evidence suggests that little to no major rank or 
status differentiation existed. The presence of a possible medicine bun­
dle with one burial suggests that some positions within the community or 
sodality could be acquired or attained.
Since the mortuary data suggest that the Antelope Creek society was 
egalitarian, social complexity is thought to have little impact on archi­
tectural patterns. The contiguous arrangements of residential units 
within Aggregation Type I room blocks possibly reflect separate families 
within the same lineage. But other factors, such as differential family 
size or functionally discrete activity areas, may be responsible for vari­
ations in individual room sizes. Furthermore, the occurrence of an arti­
ficial mound at Alibates Ruin 28-1 may reflect accumlative patterns of 
trash, rather than an intentionally planned and deliberately constructed 
mound.
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CHAPTER 8
CHRONOLOGY AND TEMPORAL DIVERSITY IN ARCHITECTURE 
AND COMMUNITY PATTERNS 
Introduction
This chapter is concerned with examining the temporal trends in 
Antelope Creek phase— architecture and community patterns. Most previous 
attempts to elucidate the developmental sequence of Antelope Creek archi­
tecture relied on models extrapolated from adjacent cultures and supported 
either by carefully selected dates (Campbell 1969:483; 1976:95-97; Crabb 
1968:88; Hughes 1968:188-190) or by a few instances of superimposed struc­
tures (Veloz, Jr. n.d.). A more comprehensive examination of the available 
chronological information has questioned the validity of these limited 
approaches, but has only considered one facet of the developmental trend 
(Lintz 1978b). The present chapter summarizes the available relative and 
absolute Antelope Creek dating methods, temporally orders the sites under 
consideration, and delineates temporal trends evident in the architecture 
and community patterns outlined in Chapter 5.
A number of different kinds of temporal information is availcdile to 
help establish the chronological sequence of the sites. The absolute chron­
ological methods used for Antelope Creek sites include radiocarbon dating, 
archaeomagnetic dating and trade-ceramic cross-dating (Tables 3-5). Sub­
stantial indirect information is also potentially available from changing 
stylistic frequencies within select material classes and differential den­
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intrasite temporal sequencing is also possible from identifying construc­
tion episodes (based on wall abutment, room alignments and differential 
construction methods), emd the stratigraphie superimposition of other archi­
tectural features and cemetery areas.
Not all sites are amenable to the dating methods within the study 
sample. Furthermore, some methods can only be applied under limited cir­
cumstances. The absolute chronological indications are examined first to 
establish an initial sequencing of sites. Next, the relative dating 
methods are examined both in terms of internal trends, and in the context 
of the initial site sequencing in order to expamd the number of usable 
sites within the temporal framework. The temporal ordering of site com­
ponents will form the basis for discerning changes in the architecture and 
community patterns.
Absolute Dating and Initial Site Ordering
Ceramic cross dating and radiocarbon dating are the only methods 
using absolute dates successfully applied to sites in the study area (Ta­
bles 4-6). All of the valid Antelope Creek phase archaeomagnetic dates 
are from sites in Oklahoma. Southwestern trade ceramics for Antelope 
Creek phase sites have long been used to cross date the manifestation 
(Studer 1931:b; Lowrey 1932; Haynes 1932; Krieger 1946; Watson 1950; 
Baerreis and Bryson 1966; Crabb 1968; Lintz 1976; Snow n.d.). Identified 
trade sherds have been reported for only two sites within the study area. 
The four ceramic types present at Alibates Ruin 28 and Antelope Creek Ruin 
22 date from A.D. 1300-1425 (Table 5). The interpretive use of these 
dates is heunpered by the lack of specific provenience of the identified 
specimens in these complex hamlet sites and the unknown quantity of sherds
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represented by each type (South 1977:207-226). While cross-dated sherds 
are useful in bracketing the age of the cultural complex, unprovenienced 
specimens are not much use in discerning temporal changes in architecture 
and community patterns at these sites, since both communities experienced 
multiple constxruction episodes.
Fortunately a considerable number of radiocarbon dates is available 
to use in temporal ordering. Thirty-four radiocarbon dates from Antelope 
Creek architectural sites are from ten communities included in this study. 
All but two of the dates were obtained from charcoal (Table 4). Since 
bone is susceptible to factors that may cause problems in dating, two 
radiocarbon dates from Feature 17 at Black Dog Village were deleted from 
further consideration (Michaels 1973; Taylor and Slota 1979).
Fluctuations in the prehistoric amount of atmospheric can cause 
considerable differences between the radiocarbon age and true sample age. 
For the interval of the Antelope Creek phase, a major discrepancy has been 
documented between A.D. 1400-1600 during which the radiocarbon age can vary 
as much as 100 years from the true age (Ralph et al., 1974). To compen­
sate for these variations, several tree-ring calibration tables have been 
developed. The three most commonly used are the Arizona calibration 
(Damon et al., 1974), the MASCA calibration (Ralph et al., 1974) and the 
"Consensus Data" calibration (Klein et al., 1982). Comparisons using these 
various tables indicate that for the time interval under consideration, the 
MASCA and Consensus Data tables consistently provide tighter clustering of 
dates for individual features on sites than does the Arizona table. The 
Consensus Data tables have been touted as a revised standard to replace all 
other methods. However, this table, which calibrates dates grouped into
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50-year intervals on the basis of rounding off the standard deviation, gen­
erally provides excessively narrow dates for those deviations between ± 50 
to ± 75 years, but too broad dates for those with deviations between ± 76 
to ± 100 years. To avoid these rounding biases, the MASCA table was selec­
ted as the most appropriate.
The provenience of the radiocarbon dates is generally the same as the 
original excavation unit numbers used in this study (Table 3). Three excep­
tions are the samples from the Roper, Arrowhead Peak and Coetas Sites. The 
Roper Site samples are from composite contexts obtained during the 1957 
excavations. Even though the context is unknown, the scarcity of debitage 
and architectural features at this complex subhomestead site, coupled with
the consistency of the two dates, suggests that the dates for Roper probably
reflect accurately the period of occupation. The Arrowhead Peak sample is 
also a composite collected in 1965 by Harrison and Corbyn (Bender and 
others 1967:532). The sample comes from a midden area along the northeast 
slope between the two excavation areas examined and reported by Green (Har­
rison, personal communication 1982). As such, the date cannot be tied to 
any one of the multiple construction episodes evident at the site (Appen­
dix A). The Coetas Site dates were also collected some years after Stu­
der 's fieldwork. Hughes' unpublished fieldnotes for 5/2/65 indicate that:
We were able to find 3 spots where an adequate amount of char­
coal could be collected: The first was E of one of the rooms near
the middle of the dug series; the next was just at the N foot of
a huge boulder at the N end of the series where we screened some 
bits from a midden. . . , and the last was from what appears to be 
roof fall in a seemingly undug room between the 1st two spots.
The dates from Coetas Ruin cannot be directly linked to any of the 
features used to this study. However the extensive size of Coetas Ruin sug­
gests that multiple construction episodes and perhaps occupations are repre­
sented.
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At several sites, multiple radiocarbon dates are available from a 
single archaeological context. In those instances, a weighted averaging pro­
cedure was employed to obtain a mean date of each feature, as well as for 
the entire site (Long and Rippiteau 1974). Ihe results of radiocarbon 
averaging are listed in Table 35.
The abundance of radiocarbon dates from different features at Alibates 
Ruin 28, Black Dog Village, Footprint Site and Coetas Ruin allows further 
analysis of the dated contexts in order to ascertain feature contemporaneity. 
At most of these sites, the mean age of one or more features would appear 
to differ significantly from other dated features (Figure 26). In order to 
test contemporaneity, a series of two-tailed t-tests was run to compare the 
ages of features from the sites (Lapin 1975). Initially, comparisons were 
made between features with the least differences in mean ages. If the null 
hypothesis (Ĥ ; No significant difference in the ages of features)could not 
be rejected, then the age of both features were averaged and contrasted 
with the age of the next closest feature from the same site (Table 36). The 
results indicate:
1. At Alibates Ruin 28, Features 1 and 19 in Unit I are con­
temporaneous, but are significantly earlier than Feature 24 
in Unit II.
2. At Black Dog Village three possible components are reported. 
Structure 5 was the earliest, followed by the contemporaneous 
use of Structures 3 and 4, followed by Structure 2.
3. At Coetas Ruin, the dates of Feature 1 and the midden are 
contemporaneous but are significantly earlier than Feature 2.
4. At the Footprint Site, all three structures could have been 
contemporaneous.
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Table 35 .
Mean Feature and Site Age Based on 
MASCA Calibrated Radiocarbon Dates
Site/Provenience Mean Feature Age N Mean Site Age N
Alibates Ruin 28*1 1286 ♦ 42®** 3
Room 1 1340 t  85 1 f
Room 19 1267 * 61'^ 2
Alibates Ruin 28-11 1401 1  53® 2
Room 24 1401 *  53® 2
Arrowhead Peak Site 1320 ♦ 80 1
Composite Saeple 1320 t  80 1
Black Doq Villaqe 1406 ♦ 24®***̂ 11
Room 2 (Feature 13} 1565 + 205** 1
Room 3 (Feature 17) 1448 t  66®***̂ 2
Room 4 ( Feature 6) 1425 + 34® 4
Room 5 (Various) 1353 1  41®** 4
Coetas Ruin 1337 ♦ 34® 6
Midden 1260 * 70 1
Room 1 1241 ♦ 52® 3
Room 2 1401 + 61® 2
Footprint Site 1412 ♦ 39®** 4
Room 1 1410 t 64® 2
Room 2 1390 *  80 1
Room 3 1275 + 95** 1
Pickett Site 1240 ♦ 80 1
Midden 1240 i. 30 1
Roper Site 1335 1  50® 2
Composite Sample 1335 ♦ 50® 2
Sanford Ruins 1250 2. 100 1
Hi dden 1250 *  100 1
Sorinq Canyon Site 1380 ♦ 100 1
Midden 1380 + 100 1
a averaged date following procedures of Long and Rippiteau 1974 
b used mean of MASCA span; 1/2 span range added to standard deviation 
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Figure 26. 
Averaged Feature and Site Age Based on 
MASCA Calibrated Radiocarbon Dates.
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Table 36.
A Two-tailed t-Test for Contemporaniety of Radiocarbon Dated Features.
Ho: There is no significant difference in the mean age of MASCA calibrated and weight averaged Radiocarbon dates between the features under comparison.
Decision Rule: Reject Ho when t-test statistic is greater than the Critical Value
Sites and Features No. of t-test Degrees of Critical OutcomeDates Statistic Freedom Value*
Alibates Ruin 28Area I: U-1 vs U-19 3 4.934 1 127.320 Accept HoArea I, U-1 & 19 vs 5 18.642 3 7.453 Reject HoArea II, U-24
Black Dog VillageU-3 vs Ü-4 6 4.098 4 5.598 Accept HoU-3 & 4 vs U-2 7 15.108 5 4.773 Reject HoU-3 & 4 vs U-5 10 19.757 8 3.833 Reject HoU-2 vs U-5 5 14.807 3 7.453 Reject Ho
Coetas RuinbU-1 vs Midden 4 > 1.764 2 14.089 Accept HoU-1 & Midden vs U-2 6 15.792 4 5.598 Reject Ho
Footprint SiteU-1 vs U-2 3 1.361 1 127.320 Accept HoU-1 & 2 vs U-3 4 11.139 2 14.089 Accept Ho
K>KÛVO
a Lapin 1975: Table E.b Unit designations do not correspond to architectural features used in this study,
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This procedure yields an unbiased manner of evaluating the contemporeineity 
of the features. Thus, based on available cibsolute dating methods, we can 
construct an initial tendrai sequencing for 10 sites in the study area 
(Table 37).
An examination of the sequence of sites indicates that homestead éind 
hamlet sites predating A.D. 1350 predominantly occur as major contiguous 
room block structures, whereas those postdating A.D. 1350 predominantly 
occur as isolated, free-standing structures. The early occurrence of the 
Icirge room block structures has been previously documented using different 
analytical procedures (Lintz 1978b). The reason for raising this point is 
not to assign haphazardly undated sites to the sequence on the basis of 
room clusters, since such procedures would be circular. Rather, the issue 
is raised in order to justify the choice of A.D. 1350 as a reasonable date 
for subdividing the Antelope Creek phase into early and late "subphases." 
Evidence for relative dating methods must be used to assign other sites 
to either of the two subphases.
Relative Dating and Final Site Ordering
The indirect chronological information must be es^loyed cautiously. 
Typically, stylistic changes in proportions of ceramic decorative motifs or 
the morphology of points emd other attributes of tools are usually suit­
able for sériation (Duffield 1964:76). Unfortunately, inconsistency in 
analytical methods emd the lack of adequate descriptions and quzmtified 
reporting of tools prevents the use of this method as a means of chrono­
logically ordering the sites.
Generally, quantitative differences among types of tools are more 
indicative of functional variation between sites. In some cases.
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Table 37.
Initial Temporal Ordering of Sites Based on MASCA Calibrated C-14 Dates.
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differences cunong assemblage compositions may reflect specialization or 
diversification of resource exploitation through time, but without an estab­
lished chronology, the shifts in economic exploitation are difficult to 
discern. Less subtle are changes in artifacts not directly tied to pri­
mary procurement or processing activities. One group of such implements 
indicative of temporal change is trade wares. Although rare, Caddoan and 
Upper Republican trade sherds have been recovered from some Antelope Creek 
sites; only the Southwestern materials are reported in sufficient quanti­
ties to indicate the potential for discerning change. Several researchers 
have suggested the intensification of Plains-Southwestern contacts during 
or immediately after the Antelope Creek phase; however, few have explicitly 
examined the relationship in detail prior to the sixteenth century (Hughes 
1968:189; Baugh 1982a;195-198; Spielman 1982, 1983; Wedel 1982).
The specific kinds of Southwestern trade artifacts may also be inter­
preted in discerning temporal change, since the cultural context of the 
items may vaury. Renfrew (1977:77) postulates a faster attenuation of trade 
goods in "down-the-line” exchange over those items in the "prestige-chain" 
exchange. Since Southwestern shell and turquoise jewelry commonly occur 
in burial context whereas Southwestern ceramics and obsidiem do not, the 
trade jewelry items probably belong to a separate realm of cultural context 
and different sphere of exchange. In general, the ceramics and obsidian 
are regarded as a better temporal indication, since they are more plenti­
ful, seem to have less "intrinsic value" and consequently were disposed 
more readily in trash context.
The nature of contact and exchange is also important when using trade
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items as temporal indicators. Markedly different kinds of artifact pat­
terns are reflected in a linear down-the-line (neighbor to neighbor) ex­
change as opposed to directional trade involving the development of hier­
archical systems of settlements (Renfrew 1977:85). The directional trade 
model predicts differential quantities of trade goods commensurate with the 
size or importance of the site— not just the distance from the source.
Valid comparisons must be made between similar kinds of sites. Trade goods 
are most apt to occur at the more permanent homestead and hamlet sites, 
rather than the open procurement and outlying subhomestead sites which re­
flect specialized and seasonally limited occupations. Furthermore, the 
quantity of trade goods is best understood by comparisons with quantities 
present in adjacent sites.
An excimination of the qucuititics of Southwestern materials from the 
radiocarbon dated sites offers mixed support for the notion of increased 
Southwestern contact through time (Table 31). Southwestern materials are 
rare at the early subphase homesteads and hamlets— Alibates 28-1, Arrow­
head Peak and Sanford Ruin. Furthermore, marked differences are evident 
in the density of Southwestern ceramics and obsidian between the early 
(Excavation Unit I) and late (Excavation Unit II) at Alibates Ruin 28.
Since these areas are separated by a mere 50 m, the differential material 
density is believed to be primarily temporal. However, trade ceramics and 
obsidian seem to be relatively scarce at the late subphase homestead sites—  
Black Dog Village and Spring Canyon. Since both sites are east of the 
chertified Alibates dolomite exposures, the paucity of trade goods may be 
due to spatial and site hierarchical relationships as expected for a 
directional exchange system. Despite these limitations, the quantity of
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obsidian and trade ceramics may be indicative of tendrai change, if 
quantitative comparisons are maintained within discrete site clusters or 
nodes. Although small quantities of trade goods may not be indicative of 
early sites, an abundance of goods (relative to quantities at adjacent 
sites) may be indicative of later sites.
A review of the quantity of trade goods at the undated sites shows 
abundant ceramics and obsidian at Alibates Ruin 28A and 30, Antelope Creek 
24, and Chimney Rock Ruin 51. In addition, considerable trade jewelry was 
recovered as mortuary items from Antelope Creek Ruin 22A and the Footprint 
Site (Table 31). These items suggest that within the Alibates drainage. 
Ruins 28A and 30 postdate the contiguous room structure at Ruin 28, and 
may be partially contemporaneous with some of the components at Alibates 
28-11. Additional support for the late date of Ruin 28A is evident from 
the westward orientation of the structure, which was situated so that it 
faced the mound at Ruin 28-1. Overall, the density of materials and the 
superimposed structures at Ruin 28,Excavation Unit II suggests hamlet 
growth upslope towards Ruin 30 (Appendix A). The trade debitage indicates 
zm intensification of occupation at the Alibates locality during the later 
subphase.
Although a small quantity of trade goods occurs at most sites in 
the Antelope Creek drainage, direct comparisons with quantities from the 
Alibates site cluster are difficult to interpret. Some decrease in quan­
tities may be expected from both the greater distance from the Southwest 
source area, and the absence of point locality exposures of tradeable flint 
resources along Alibates Creek. Nevertheless, an abundance of Southwestern 
ceramics and obsidian was found at Antelope Creek Ruin 24. The occurrence
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of sizable quantities of Southwestern trade goods at this contiguous room 
site is enigmatic. Since the pattern at other sites suggests that exten­
sive trade developed after the general abandonment of hamlet sites with 
large room blocks. Perhaps the large contiguous room block at Antelope 
Creek Ruin 24 either represents the continuation of a form which lasted 
longer than anticipated, or the trade ceramics cind obsidian are associated 
with a later component than most of the architectural remains. Considerable 
variations in the reported depths of overburden are thought to reflect dif­
ferential amount of colluvium and the proximity to the inner valley wall; 
there is no stratigraphie evidence of multicomponents at Antelope Creek 
Ruin 24 (Baker 2md Baker miscellaneous files, 1941b). In view of the con­
flicting trends, the architectural remains from Ruin 24 will be excluded 
from subsequent analyses of temporal trends. The other sites along Ante­
lope Creek are impossible to order temporally solely on the basis of trade 
goods.
The only other site with high densities of nonmortuary trade items 
is Chimney Rock Ruin along the western edge of the study area. Even though 
it is closest to the source area, the cbundance of trade materials is 
indicative of a late subphase occupation (Table 31).
Another line of evidence potentially useful in temporally ordering 
sites and directly elucidating architectural trends is stratigraphie evi­
dence of feature superimposition. Tlie occurrence of burials above the floor 
levels at Alibates 28-1 and Antelope Creek Ruin 22A indicates that they 
were abandoned prior to adjacent sites. In fact, the configuration of 
Ruin 22A is strongly reminiscent of the shape of the earliest construction 
episode at Ruin 22, immediately upslope. Both may have been occupied at
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the same time or in succession; however. Antelope Creek Ruin 22 accretion- 
ally expanded through two later building episodes while Ruin 22A was aban­
doned and used as a cemetery area.
The few examples of superimposed rooms provide specific exan^les of 
temporal change at a single locality. Seven instances of superimposed 
structures are present from four sites for the study area. At Arrowhead 
Peak these include Rooms 4, 5, and 6 built over Room 3, and Room 1 built 
over Room 7. Black Dog Village has Room 2 built over Room 4, whereas Room
9 is built over Room 2 at Alibates Ruin 28, Excavation Unit II. In another
instance at Alibates Ruin 28, Excavation Unit II, Rooms 29 and 30 were 
erected over Room 25, while Room 33 and 40 were built over 32. The most
complex instance at Alibates Ruin 28-11 involves Room 23 built over Room
27 which in turn was built over Room 25.
The use of superimposed architectural units to discern temporal 
changes should ideally entail only situations where comparable architectural 
unit types are involved, since many of the differences may merely reflect 
variations in unit function or engineering requirements imposed by the 
size, shape and roof support configuration of the different types. The 
four instances where subordinate (Type 8 or 5) units occur above dominant 
(1 or 2) units involve noncomparable unit types and are ill-suited to dis­
cern change in unit form through time. However, superimposed dominant 
units at Arrowhead Peak (Rooms 1 and 7), Alibates 30 (Rooms 2 and 9} and 
Alibates 28-11 (Rooms 23 and 25) and the subordinate units at Black Dog 
Village (Rooms 2 and 4)-involve comparable unit types and potentially can 
supply usable information. These four instances provide an opportunity to 
understand the nature of change; however, the general nature of temporal
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changes must be deduced from morphological differences evident between the 
structures at early and late subphase sites.
Temporal Variations in Architecture 
and Community Patterns 
Based on absolute and relative dating methods, nearly half the sites 
in the study can be assigned with confidence to an early or late subphase 
(Table 38). The 13 sites contain 107 units or 55% of the detailed archi­
tectural features used in this study (Appendix B)• In order to discern 
temporal trends, the association of attributes comprising the various archi­
tectural unit types for early and late subphase sites was identified from 
Tables 11 through 23. These tables were used to determine the number of 
attributes and variables of units for each subphase (Table 39). Marked 
differences in the percentage of occurrence of any observation was regarded 
as valid trends in samples of at least five units. These trends are re­
garded as mere tendencies and should not be thought of as temporal index 
markers, since considerable latitude exists for individual units and a num­
ber of architectural units could not be assigned to a subphase.
Some attribute variations previously described for individual unit 
types are not discussed since they occur in features which could not be 
temporally assigned. The trends are summarized for each architectural type 
but are discussed by general feature type.
Temporal trends evident in the dominant household room types are 
based on 34 Type 1 and seven Type 2 architectural units, or nearly 72% of 
the total sample. Even though both types are represented in early and 
late subphase sites, some temporal differences may underlie the occurrence 
of the central channel, which is the main criterion separating the two
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Table 38 
Final Temporal Ordering of Sites by Subphase
Early Subphase Late Subphase
Subhomesteads--Simple Pickett Site — w  —
Complex Roper Site — —
Komesteads -Simple Antelope Creek 22A
complex Sanford Ruin Black Dog Village 
Spring Ceinyon
Hamlets -Sinple — —— Alibates Ruin 28A 
Footprint Site
Complex Alibates Ruin 28-1 
Coetas Ruin (?) 
Arrowhead Peak
Alibates Ruin 28-11 
Alibates Ruin 30 
Chimney Rock Ruin 51
architectural types. The central channel feature is extremely common dur­
ing both subphases and occurs in all kinds of topographic and geologic set­
tings. But all of the early dominant units lacking the channel feature are 
from the Arrowhead Peak Site, and were built on bedrock exposures. Given 
the topographic and geological conditions at this site, it is not surpris­
ing to note that Arrowhead Peak has the only recorded instance of a Type 1 
unit (with a central channel) occurring superimposed over a Type 2 unit 
built on bedrock. Considerably more eivdence suggests that the popularity 
of the central channel was beginning to fade during the late subphase. In 
all instances, the late Type 2 units occur in geologic settings which 
would not normally hinder the development of the channel features. In addi­
tion, superimposition of structures at Alibates Ruin 30 places Type 2 units 
above Type 1 units, and at 41Mo-7 and Arrowhead Peak, modifications of Type 
1 units involved the filling of the channel feature and replastering the 
floor. Thus the distinction between the two dominant household unit types 
may reflect both practical considerations and the beginnings of temporal
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Early late 14 ZO
Z
Early late 3 4
3
Early late 5 3
4
Early late Z 1
5
Early late 0 4
6
Early late Z 0
7
Early Late 0 5
8
Early late Z4 14
9
Early Late 0 1
10
Early late 4 1
Size Mean Z3.S3 3Z.6S ZZ.90 39.48 13.34 11.69 7.75 lO.OZ •• 7.08 3.99 • # 1.66 3.93 6.70 - 4.47 0.71 0.93(■ »q)Sd IZ.99 9.79 8.9Z 34.08 3.66 6.10 1.79 -• - I.5Z 1.08 -- -- 0.99 1.84 Z.05 -- 0.37 -
Shape CIreular/Oval 1 0 0 0 Z 1 0 0 4 0 •- 4 II 5 0 4 1Quadrilateral 13 ZO 3 4 3 Z Z 1 0 0 •• •• 1 9 7 •• 1 0 0
Wall footingPlain Z 5 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 •• 0 0 1 0 0 0Posts 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 •• 0 0 0 0 0 0Single Slab 0 II 3 3 Z z 1 1 •• 4 z •• 5 13 9 0 4 1Double Slab 1 3 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 •• 0 II 3 •• 1 0 0
Support PostsNone 3 7 Z 4 3 1 N.A. N.A. N.A. N.A. N.A. N.A. N.A.1 central 0 0 0 0 zZ central 1 0 1 0 04 central 6 B 0 0 1 04 ♦ central 0 3 0 0 0
OocntaysAbsent Z Z z 1 3 3 Z 0 4 0 •• N.A. Zl 14 0 N.A.Gap Type 1 5 0 z Z 0 0 1 0 0 •• Z 0 1Vestibule 10 13 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 •• 0 0 0
Entry StepAbsent 8 9 3 3 N.A. N.A. N.A. N.A. N.A. N.A. N.A. N.A.Straight 1 7 0 1Bulbar 0 3 0 0
Sill featureAbsent II 13 N.A. N.A. N.A. N.A. N.A. N.A. N.A. N.A. N.A.Present 0 5
Threshold CollarAbsent 6 ZO N.A. N.A. N.A. N.A. N.A. N.A. N.A. N.A. N.A.Present 4 0
Central HearthAbsent 6 5 1 4 4 z N.A. N.A. 0 N.A. N.A. N.A. N.A.Basin 3 9 1 0 1 1 1Collared 3 4 0 0 0 0 1Concentric 1.5 0 0 0 0 0 0Paired 0.5 z 1 0 0 0 0
PlatformAbsent IZ 17 3 3, N.A. 1 1 N.A. N.A. N.A. N.A. N.A. N.A.Protruding Z Z 0 1* 1 0Recessed 0 1 0 0 0 0
Bins Absent 13 19 z 4 N.A. Z 1 N.A. N.A. N.A. N.A. N.A. N.A.Present 1 1 1 0 0 0
PIts/ClstsAbsent IZ 19 z 4 4 3 N.A. 0 N.A. N.A. N.A. N.A. N.A.Present Z 1 1 0 1 0 0
woVO
N.A.a Not Applicable comer platform.
Table 39. Temporal Trends in Antelope Creek Phase Architecture.
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transitions in architecture. The channel feature is certainly an early 
attribute (cf. Sanford Ruin) vrtiich persisted throughout the duration of 
the phase.
Other basic differences between early and late dominant units in­
volved the shift from large contiguous unit homesteads cind hamlets to iso­
lated room structures. Accompanying the reduction in the total structure 
size is a marked increase in the size of the dominant household rooms from 
23.53 ± 12.99 to 32.65 ± 9.79 for Type 1 units and from 22.90 ± 8.92 to 
39.48 ± 34.08 for Type 2 units. In addition, the methods of wall footings 
construction show a tendency to change from double row of upright slabs for 
the large contiguous structures to an increased use of single row vertical 
slabs and posts for the smaller structures. However, as the size of the 
main rooms increased, more interior roof support posts were added.
There is no significant change apparent in the occurrence of extended 
vestibules, but some temporal differences are evident in the constellation 
of associated doorway attributes. The threshold collar is exclusively an 
early attribute, whereas the bulbar or fan-shaped step and the sill ridge 
are late subphase features.
The interior features also show some changes between early and late 
subphases. In general, central hearths tend to be more common in the 
later architectural units. The full range of hearth morphology (basin, col­
lared, concentric or mammiform, and paired) is present during the early sub­
phase but the basin and paired forms become more common later, and the con­
centric form disappears altogether. There is no significant difference in 
the occurrence of interior bins, but interior pits or cists tend to be 
more common during the early subphase. Similarly, the frequency of
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reported interior platforms (altars) does not change significantly through­
out the duration of the phase, although the only recessed platform was 
noted in a late subphase structure.
Some temporal trends are also evident among the smaller subordinate 
rooms (Unit Types 3, 4, 5, 6, 8 and 9). Fifty-six units representing only 
47% of all subordinate rooms were assignable to any subphase. Most unit 
types are poorly represented. Only Types 3 and 8 have more than four units 
assigned to any temporal phase. Most of the following temporal trends must 
be regarded as tenuous, since these smaller rooms are so poorly represented. 
The most noticeable changes among the Type 3 (antechamber) units is a 
slight reduction in size (13.34 ± 3.66 m to 11.69 ± 6.10 m) through time 
and a shift from contiguous to isolated structures. Other differences in 
unit shape, nature of wall footings, and such features as support posts, 
doorways and hearths do not show any distinctive or significant changes 
between early and late subphases.
The differences between early and late Type 4 units may be noncompar­
able. The two early subphase units occur at Alibates Ruin 28, as part of 
an Aggregate Type IV configuration. Functional analysis of these units 
suggests that they may be comparable to Type 8 units. In contrast, the 
single late subphase unit at Black Dog Village is part of an Aggregate 
Type V which is paired with Unit Type 9. The differences in contiguous 
arrangements diminishes the confidence in the comparison validity, even 
though these units share many of the morphological attributes. Despite 
theee cautions, and keeping in mind the small sample size, the following 
trends are tenuously defined. Foremost is the shift to smaller structures 
coupled with the tendency to increase the individual room size through
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time. There is no major difference in unit shape, wall footing construc­
tion, or the occurrence of interior bins between early and late rooms. The 
presence of a "platform" in one early subphase room has been regarded as 
an elevated floor area to facilitate access to an upper wall opening. As 
such, this platform is not comparable to those associated with Types 1 and 
2 rooms. Finally, the single clearest difference is the shift from no 
doorways (early) to gap-type doorways (late). But in view of the small 
sample size and the changes in contiguous room arrangements, the signifi­
cance of this change is not clear.
Small sample sizes coupled with the assignment of all unit types to 
a single subphase prevents the discernment of change for subordinate rooms 
Type 5, 6, and 9. The restriction of all identifiable room types to a 
single subphase may in itself represent a temporal trend. A large sample 
of dated features may be necessary to verify this observation. All tem­
porally assignable small rooms with interior hearths (Type 6 units) are 
affiliated with the early subphase, whereas the isolated medium-sized 
rooms with interior pits (Type 5 units) and the Type 9 units are restricted 
to the late subphase.
The featureless sulsordinate (Type 8) rooms arc also characterized by 
an increase in size and a shift from predominantly circular/oval to quadri­
lateral form. Although this room type occurs during the early and late 
subphases either as isolated one-room buildings, pairs of subordinate units 
separate from the main household rooms, or as subordinate rooms attached 
to the household cluster, noticeable changes in frequency occur through 
time. The isolated room form shows a 200% increase and the paired struc­
tures 120%, a increase but the contiguous subordinate rooms show a
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pronounced decrease to 40% from the early to late subphases. This tendency 
is another reflection of the breakdown of the large room blocks through 
time. The methods of constructing Type 8 rooms also show some change. The 
wall footings of early subphase structures were predominantly single rows 
of vertical slabs (54%) and double rows of vertical slabs (46%). During 
the late subphase, single row slab footings became more common (69%) and 
some rooms were made without building stones (8%). Also, the early use of 
ground level gap doorways for access from the extended vestibule were prob­
ably replaced in later times by upper wall openings, as the large contigu­
ous room blocks were abandoned.
Few temporal changes are evident in the morphology of slab cists 
with or without stone floors (Unit Types 7 and 10). In general, early sub­
phase slab cists tend to have earth floors, whereas later subphase slab 
cists more commonly used stone.
Summary
The temporal changes evident during the Antelope Creek phase include:
1. A shift from a few large contiguous room block structures to 
many smaller structures consisting of single rooms at homestead 
and hcimlet sites.
2. An overall reduction in the number of subordinate rooms associ­
ated with a site. Early subphase sites have an average of 2.13 
subordinate rooms for each dominant unit whereas late subphase 
sites have only 0.83 subordinate units per main room.
3. Although late household clusters tend to have fewer rooms at a 
site, the size of most rooms is larger. This trend does not 
seem to reflect the consolidation of activities from separate
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rooms into the main household units, since the frequency of 
interior cists and bins does not show a corresponding increase 
through time.
4. The construction methods of building the large main rooms under­
went marked changes in conjunction with the abandonment of the 
large room blocks. Through time, the method of constructing 
wall footings became less substantial and shifted from predom­
inantly double slab wall bases to single slab or adobe and post 
wall bases. Similarly, engineering constraints required more 
interior posts in order to support the larger roofs.
5. Although the extended vestibule remains the dominant entryway 
for the main household units, the threshold collars (thought to 
have been used to support an interior flexible partition) are 
replaced by a more elaborate series of sill and bulbar step fea­
tures.
6. Interior features within the dominant household structures tend 
to become simpler as indicated by the loss of the concentric 
or mammiform hearth.
The implications of some of these changes will be discussed in the 
concluding chapter.
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SPATIAL DIVERSITY IN ARCHITECTURE 
AND COMMUNITY PATTERNING 
Introduction
The last factor potentially underlying Antelope Creek phase architec­
ture and community variability is a spatial consideration. Most of the 
recent theoretical works on spatial analysis in archaeology have been con­
cerned with either people-people rationship (centered place theory, size 
rule, or gravity models, to mention a few), or people-land relationships 
(site catchment models). The former approaches are concerned primarily 
with site spacing and population density (Whallon 1974; Hodder and Orton 
1976; Clarke 1977; Stark and Young 1981), whereas the latter approach 
focuses on the determinemts of site location— the availability, abundance, 
spacing and scheduling of resources in the determination of site location 
(Roper 1979; Grady 1980).
Many of the sophisticated methods of spatial analysis— particularly . 
those concerning intersite relationships— cannot be used to examine Ante­
lope Creek spatial patterning, since the number, density, distribution 
and kinds of sites within the High Plains-Canadian Valley locality are 
largely unknown. Few intensive systematic surveys have been conducted on 
sizeable tracts within the study area (Bousman 1974a; Etchieson 1981). At 
this time, insufficient information is available to examine the population 
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study consists solely of sites, usually in isolation, which have received 
some form of intensive excavation. Despite this severe restriction, this 
chapter examines how the natural variation within the study area affected 
the construction of buildings and the selection of site placement.
The present approach seeks correlations of architectural variability 
and site types with a series of environmental variables of the study area. 
Trends in spatial diversity are delineated on a macro- and microspatial 
level. Since the boundaries of the study area were established specifi­
cally to crosscut multiple geologic, topographic, hydrologie and biotic 
settings, the different kinds of architectural and community site types can 
readily be contrasted. Comparative methods are used to examine site diver­
sity in relation to geological exposure, soil association, topographic 
setting and hydrological features on a macrolevel.
The microlevel of spatial analysis employs site catchment methods 
in order to distinguish between different site type localities. Specifi­
cally, site catchment is used to examine biotic diversity in the relation­
ship to site placement. Since the distribution and density, seasonal 
scheduling and macrochanges in the prehistoric resources are unknown, the 
catchment study focuses primarily on proximity of general biotic resources 
to the various site types.
Finally, where feasible, the spatial and environmental patterns are 
examined diachronically so that general changes through time can be dis­
cerned. Overall, there appear to be marked differences in the spatial dis­
tribution of the 14 sites assigned to the early and late subphases (Figure 
27). The seven early subphase sites include all major architectural site 
types (subhomesteads, homesteads and hamlets). Five of seven early sites
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/ circles are 5 ka radius
Figure 27. Distribution of Early and Late Sites in the Study Area.
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occur within a five kilometer radius, while the other two are 20 and 32 km 
from the farthest early phase site. If the various site types reflect a 
hierarchy of complimentary activities, then roost of the early sites might 
reflect the remains from but a few Antelope Creek phase social unit^.. At 
the very least, the site clusters reflect intense and continuous inter­
action of separate social units from a few communities. In contrast to the 
tight node of early sites, the late subphase sites are widely scattered, 
and include only homesteads and hamlets, which tend to be spatially segre­
gated. The three late homestead sites are 13 and 22 km apart and are con­
fined to the eastern portion of the study area. The four late hcimlet sites 
are to the west and overlap the distribution of late homestead sites only 
at the Alibates quarry. The distance between adjacent late hamlet sites 
is 10 and 30 kilometers. Altogether, the late sites are spaced over a 70 
km section of the valley. With the exception of the three late sites near 
the Alibates quëirry, there was probably far less frequent direct inter­
action of the occupants of the various late site types. These marked spa­
tial differences between sites assigned to the two subphases should be 
kept in mind when examining temporal trends underlying the environmental 
factors of the study area.
Macrospatial Diversity 
The initial approach is directed at discerning spatial patterning 
among the various site types as they relate to geological deposits, knapp- 
able resources, elevation/topographic settings, and distances to the Cana­
dian River and local tributaries within the general study area. In addi­
tion, wherever feasible, the relationship of these environmental variables 
to residential architectural variations will also be examined. Most of
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the basic information is derived from geological maps (Bames 1969), or 
7.5 minute series USGS topographic maps (Table 54 in Appendix A). The dis­
tribution of Alibates chertified dolomite is extrapolated from Bowers 
(1976). Significant correlates of site types with specific environmental 
variables are regarded as valid spatial trends.
GEOLOGV, SOILS AND TOPOGRAPHY
Within the study locality strong correlations exist between the geo­
logical exposures and both the soil association and topographic setting. 
Such correlations are to be expected, since soils develop over the weather­
ing of parent (geological) material and topography results from differen­
tial erosion of the geological deposits. Consequently, all three factors 
are interrelated facets of the spatial variability of the study locality. 
The geomorphology and soil conditions are regarded as constant parameters, 
which have changed very little during the last millenium. Modern condi­
tions closely approximate the geologic and topographic conditions during 
the Antelope Creek occupations, with the possible exception of increased 
colluviation at the base of select inner valley wall locations, as indi­
cated by the extensively buried deposits over Antelope Creek Ruin 24. Ihe 
association of geology, soil texture and types, and topographic setting by 
general site type are indicated in Table 40.
The geological deposits are not simply stratified beds within the 
study area. Instead, the pre-Tertiary deposits are clinally segregated 
(Figure 5). The Permian deposits are primarily located at lower topo­
graphic settings in the eastern two-thirds of the study area and the 
Triassic deposits are restricted to the lower topographic settings of the 
western third of the area. Both are overlain by Tertiary (Ogallala
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Table 40. 
Relationship of Site Types to Geology, 
Soil Texture and Topographic Setting.
Geology
Slnple Subhomesteads
Conner Site PenmianPickett Site (E) Permian
Complex Subhomesteads
Roper Site (E) PermianTurkey Creek PermianZollars Site Permian
Simple Homesteads
Antelope Creek 22A (E) PermianAntelope Creek 23 Permian41MO-7 PermianJack Allen Site TertiaryMarsh Site Triassic
Complex Homesteads
Black Dog (L) PermianLookout Ruin PermianMedford Ranch Site PermianSanford Ruin (E) TertiarySpring Canyon Site (I) Tertiary
Simple Hamlets
Chimney Rock 51A TriassicAlibates 2BA (1) TertiaryFootprint Site (l ) Permian
Complex Hamlets
Alibates 2B-I (E) TertiaryAlibates 2B-11 (L) TertiaryAlibates 30 (L) TertiaryAntelope Creek 22 PermianAntelope Creek 24 PermianArrowhead Peak (E) PermianChimney Rock 51 (L) TriassicCoetas Creek Ruin (E) TertiaryCottOfMOOd Creek Ruin PermianTarbox Site Permian
Cemeteries
Big Blue Cemetery Permian
Soli Texture Series Topographic Setting
LoamLoam
LoamLoamLoam
LoamLoamunidentified Gravelly Loam Clay Loam/Sandy Loam






(Obaro)(Obaro-Qulnlan) (Burson) (Dallam) (Dallam)
Clay (Vemon-Owens)Sandy Loam/Gravelly Loam (Hobcetle*Tascosas) Silty Clay Loam/Loam (Aspermont-Oilnlan)
Sandy Loan/GravellySandy Loam/GravellySandy LoamLoamLoamloam
ClayGravelly LoamLoanLoam
unidentified
Loam (Hobeetle-Tascosas) Loan (MoOeetle-Tascosas) (Hobeetie)(Burton)(Obaro* Quinlan) (Burton) (vemon.Owens) (Tascosas)(Burton)(Obaro*Quln1an)
(K.B.C.)
Inner Valley Floor Terrace Inner Valley Floor Terrace
Inner Valley Wall Bench Inner Valley wall Bench Inner Valley Floor Terrace
Inner Valley Floor Terrace Inner Valley Floor Terrace Inner Valley Floor Terrace Inner Valley Floor Terrace Inner Valley Rim
Inner Valley Floor Terrace Inner Valley Mesa Top Inner Valley Wall Rer.ch !~sr Valley Rim Inner Valley Rim
Inner Valley Rim Inner Valley Rim inner Valley Mesa Top
Inner Valley Rim Inner Valley Rim Outer Valley Floor Inner Valley Wall Bench 
Inner Valley Floor Terrace Inner Valley Meta lop Inner Valley Wall Bench Inner Valley Wall Bench inner Valley Rim Inner Valley Mesa Top
Outer Valley Floor
(E) * Early tubphate (L) - Late tubohat* R.B.G. - Rough Broken Ground
Information derived from Bames 1969; Jacquot 1962; Geiger 1975; Stringer 1976; Pringle 19B0 and various U.S.G.S. topographic maps. 7.5 minute series.
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Formation) and Quaternary eolian deposits. In the eastern most edge of 
the study area these recent deposits comprise all of the exposed formations.
Most sites are associated with Permian (n=17, 63%) or Tertiary {n=7, 
26%) deposits, while few are found with Triassic (n=3, 11%) deposits 
(Table 40). Aside from the apparent association of simple and complex sub­
homesteads with the Permian deposits, there is no significant correlation 
of site types by geological deposit, nor is there any apparent major shift 
in settlement selection between the early and late subphase sites. The 
correlation of the subhomestead sites with Permian deposits is regarded as 
an incidental association of these sites with low topographic settings.
While the geological setting may seem to have little impact on site 
types, the setting apparently is a major factor affecting architectural 
construction methods. The Triassic and Permian deposits are the main 
sources of building stone used in foundations and wall cores. Since the 
Tertiary deposit cobbles are generally too small for construction purposes, 
it follows that structures built at sites on Tertiary deposits (especially 
those far from Triassic or Permian deposits) may be expected to employ dif­
ferent or supplemental methods of wall construction than the methods used 
at structures built on Triassic or Permian deposits. To test this notion,. 
the homestead and hamlet sites were grouped by geological setting, then the 
nature of wall construction methods used in the larger main and anteroom 
units (Types 1, 2 and 3) were tabulated (Table 41). In addition, the dis­
tance of sites on Tertiary deposits from the nearest Triassic or Permian 
exposure was obtained in order to separate sites within 500 m of a geolog­
ical boundary from those further away. Even though seven sites cure on Ter­
tiary deposits, the five inner valley rim and wall bench sites occur within
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Table 41. Correlation of Wall Construction Methods of Main Residential Units with Geological Deposits,
Geological Deposits
Permian Exposure Triassic Exposure Tertiary Exposure (near boundary) Tertiary Exposure (far from boundary) Total
stone and Adobe Walls Ant. Ck 22 - 10 Ant. Ck 22A- 1 Ant. Ck 23 - 1 Ant. Ck 24 - 1 Arrowhead - 4 Black Dog - 2 Cottonwood - 1 Footprint - 2 Medford Ranch- 1 Tarbox - 1 Sum N
Chimney Rock - 3 Chimney Rock A- 1 Marsh Site - 1
Sum ~5
Alibates 28 - 13 Alibates 28A - 1 Alibates 3 0 - 3  Sanford - 1 Spring Canyon- Î
Sum T9 Sum 0 48
Stone, Posts and Adobe Walls Footprint - 1 Sum “T Sum 0
Alibates 28 - 2 Sanford - Sum 3 Sum 0 4
Posts and Adobe Walls Sum 0 Sum 0 Sum 0 Jack Allen Sum 11 1
Plain (Adobe?) Walls 41MO-7 - 1Black Dog - _1 Sum 2 Sum 0
Alibates 28 - 6 Alibates 30 - 1 Sum 7 Sum 0 9
No Information Ant. Ck 22A- 1 Arrowhead - _1_ Sum 2 Sum 0
Coetas Ruin 2 
Sum T Sum 0 4
Total 29 5 31 1 66
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200 m (650 ft) of Permian dolomite exposures, and the single outer valley 
floor site is 500 m (1650 ft) away. Only the Jack Allen Site at the eastern 
edge of the study area is considerably further from non-Tertiary resources. 
Ihe closest Permian exposure is located approximately five km (3 miles) away 
over the adjacent drainage divide (Barnes 1969).
An examination of Table 41 shows considerable support for the 
hypothesis that geological deposits affected the nature of wall construction. 
In those instances where wall construction methods were noted, stone slabs 
and mortar were used in 90.6% (29 of 32 units) of the Typa 1, 2 or 3 struc­
tures built on Permian or Triassic deposits, but only 63.3% (19 of 30 units) 
on Tertiary ej^sures. As expected, stone slabs occur only at sites on 
Tertiary deposits which are near pre-Tertiary geological deposits. The only 
stockade post and adobe walled structure was at the Jack Allen Site at a 
much greater distance from rock exposures. Also, over one-third of the 
structures built near the edge of Tertiary deposits had either stones with 
supplemental stockade post reinforcements or walls built without stone.
Such deviations have rarely been recorded at sites built directly on Per­
mian or Triassic deposits. These findings indicate that the geological set­
ting is a major influence on the nature of wall construction methods, even • 
though the general geological setting is not a factor affecting decisions 
for site selection.
The presence of knappable Alibates agitized dolomite may have also 
been a contributing consideration in site selection. Extensive sampling 
and stratigraphie descriptions of 27 Permian exposures within the study area 
and pétrographie analyses of 83 samples from 18 of these geological locali­
ties indicated that the most thorough chertification of the dolomite deposits
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has occurred along Alibates Creek and the McDowell and Big (Devil’s) Canyon 
region within Potter County (Bowers 1975). Elsewhere, the dolomite is less 
completely chertified or occurs as smaller chert nodules. The impact of 
Alibates chert cannot adequately be evaluated since the density of sites is 
uncertain. Bousman (1974a:24) lists 11 Antelope Creek sites and 34 distinct 
quarry clusters within approximately 3640 acres (1470 ha) of the existing 
and proposed expanded boundaries of the Alibates National Monument, but con­
trol areas away from the monument await survey. Furthermore, the kinds of 
sites near the quarries are unspecified. Even though the present study has 
demonstrated that extensive hamlets and cultural mounds occur near the quar­
ries, similar sizes and kinds of sites occur along Spring Canyon, Antelope 
and Cottonwood Creeks, where the dolomite has not agatized. While the 
sites near the Alibates exposures may not be unique, the available chron­
ological evidence suggests a shift in settlement intensification between the 
early and late subphases (Figure 16). During the early subphase, the major 
cluster of dated homestead and hamlet sites (Arrowhead Peak, Sanford Ruin, 
Antelope Creek 24) are east of the agatized deposits, but by the later sub­
phase, most dated homestead and hamlet sites (Footprint, Alibates Ruin 28, 
28A, and 30) shift near the exposures. This shift in intensification of 
settlement is yet another indication of the importance of Alibates chert in 
maintaining and strengthening contacts with adjacent groups, which developed 
during the Antelope Creek phase and culminated in extensive protohistoric 
macro-economy or mutualistic exchange systems (Baugh 1982; Spielman 1982, 
1983).
The soil texture and associations within the study area are strongly 
influenced by the geological parent material. As a general trend, soils
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developed from Triassic deposits have a finer texture than the Permian- 
derived soils while the later Tertiary-derived soils tend to be coarser.
The distribution of site types by soil texture class shows that most sites 
are associated with loam (59.6%) or sandy/gravelly loam (28.9%) soil tex­
ture classes (Tcible 42). All of the subhomesteads and most of the hamlet 
sites are on Permian loam, but a few of the homesteads and hamlets also occur 
on both fine silty clay/clay soils, or coarser sandy/gravelly loams. Al­
though sites tend to be located on medium to well-drained soils, some home­
steads and hamlets in the western part of the study area are located on more 
poorly drained clayey soils. Furthermore, little change in site setting 
and soil association is discernible between the early and late subphases.
All subhomestead sites assignable to a subphase are early. There is no 
apparent change in soil texture settings for the homestead sites. They 
occur in loam and sandy loam settings during both subphases. The hamlet 
sites, however, commonly are associated with loam, sandy loam and gravelly 
loam soils during the early subphase. These same soil types, along with 
clayey settings, seem to be used during the later subphase. The uncertain 
age of several sites diminishes any significance placed on these trends.
Quite likely, the broad range of texture at the hamlet site settings sug­
gests that soil type was only a minor contributing consideration in the over­
all decision of site selection and placement. Although east-west clinal 
variation is evident in site association with soil texture, this trend re­
flects only the geological deposits of the study area. Within the available 
sample, soil texture seems to have no major impact on architecture or con­
struction method used in building the structures.
The correlation of site types by topographic setting is indicated in 
Table 43. Clear relationships between settings and site types are evident.
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Table 42. Correlation of Site Types by Soil Association and Texture.
Geology Texture Attoclatlon Subhometteadi Homesleads HamletsSimple Compl.'x Simple Complex Simple Complex
Trinsic
Clay (Vemom Ouema) Chimney RkA Chlmey Rk !
Clay loaat/ (Veal-Paloduro} Sanây loa# Karsh Site
PenilM
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Table 43. Correlation of Site Types by Topographic Setting.
Inner Valley Outer Valley
Floor Terrace Wall Bench Mesa Top Rim Floor
Subhomesteads
Simple Conner _ Pickett-
Complex Zollars Roper- Turkey Creek
Sum 3 (6o%) 2 (40%)
Homesteads
Simple Ant.Ck 22A^ Ant.Ck 23 41MO-7 Jack Allen
Marsh
Complex Black Dog- Medford Ranch Lookout Sanford- , Spring Canyon-
Sun 5 (50%) 1 (10%) 1 (10%) 3 (30%)
Hamlets
Simple Footprint- Chimney RkA , Alibates 28A-!-
Complex Ant.Ck 24 Ant. Ck 22, Chimney Rk- Coetas
Arrowhead-Tarbox Alibates 28-1^, Alibates 28-11- Cottonwood
Alibates 30
Sum 1 (8%) 3 (23%) 3 (23%) 5 (38%) 1 (8%)
Wro•o
Total
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Subhomestead sites are all located on inner valley floor terraces or wall 
benches, but do not occur at higher settings. The simple subhomestead sites 
occur more often at the lower topographic settings than do the complex forms. 
In contrast, the homestead sites show a bimodal distribution associated with 
inner valley floor terraces and rim settings. Once again, the complex home­
stead forms tend to cluster at the higher topographic setting. All of the 
homesteads in the sample are within the inner valley basin. Finally, the 
hamlets are widely dispersed across the inner and outer valley settings, but 
most are clustered at the higher wall bench, mesa top and particularly the 
inner valley rim settings. The single hamlets are restricted to promontor­
ies and edges of the inner valley while the complex hamlets occupy a wider 
range of settings but are concentrated on the rim and wall bench settings 
of the inner valley.
An inverse relationship exists between the low subhomestead settings 
and the high hamlet settings. Since these site types are systematically 
linked together into complimentary functional conponents at least during the 
early subphase, then they are potentially placed at different settings to 
maximize differential environmental exploitation. In the late subphase no 
major shifts are apparent in homestead and hamlet site settings, but there 
is no evidence for late subhomestead sites. Thus one potential change in 
settlement patterns involves the loss or absence of subhomestead sites on 
low terrace settings during the late subphase. The significance of this 
shift is discussed in the next Chapter. A larger sample of dated subhome­
stead sites will be required to substantiate this observation, however.
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HYDROLOGICAL SETTINGS
■Hie availability of water for human consumption or cultigen produc­
tion is often regarded as a major environmental variable influencing settle­
ment location among horticultural groups. The presence of extensive Ante­
lope Creek sites on mesa tops or valley rim settings far from the Canadiem 
River has been cited as primary evidence that defensive considerations must 
have overridden the Antelope Creek people's inclination to settle closer to 
the river. This view has been most eloquently expressed by Krieger (1946: 
42):
Villages: Primarily situated in comparatively good defensive posi­
tions; on ridges and promontories overlooking Canadian or its 
short tributaries, on mesa tops, and small terraces with steep 
banks. Usually within mile or two of small stream or spring, but 
convenience to fields and water plainly sacrificed for wide view 
and defensible features.
In order to examine this proposition certain variables measuring the rela­
tionship of site types to the hydrological setting were collected (Table 
44).
Although the stream rank setting has provided useful information in 
other study areas, the trellis drainage pattern within the Canadian River 
Valley has left an overly simplified ranking system. Most architectural 
sites in this study are located either adjacent to the river or along 
first-order tributaries. The few second and third order tributaries tend 
to be short, minor streams, except along Big Blue Creek. Zollars is the 
only site located next to a second order tributary. As a practical con­
sideration, the distance of a site from the Canadian River is regarded as 
a jaetter measure of hydrological setting than mere stream ranking.
A tabulation of excavated site distance from the Canadian River 
shows a trimodal distribution. Twelve sites are close (less than 1.2 km);
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Table 44. Relationship of Antelope Creek Phase Sites to Canadian River and Nearest Tributary.
Olstince to 
C4n«iUn River (m)
Elevation above Closest Canadian River («) local tributary Distance to Elevation AboveClosest Tributary local Tributary (m)
Simple Subhomesteads
Conner Site 900 6 South Canyon SO 2Pickett Site 500 3 Canadian River 50
Complex Subhomesteads
Roper 790 18 South Canyon 100 10Turkey Creek Site 9'» 15 Turkey Creek/Canadian ISO 12Zoiiars 4500 55 Unnamed 50 9 ,
Simple Homestead '
*Antelope Creek Ruin Z2A 7600 52 Antelope Creek 250 9Antelope Creek Ruin 73 7200 42 Antelope Creek 125 6«TH».; 1200 10 Canadian River 50 mm#Jack Allen Site 8700 67 Spring Creek 350 12Marsh Site 300 30 Tecovas Creek 150 30
Coaptex Homesteads
Black Dog Village 1000 15 Cottonwood Creek 300 15lookout Ruin 8600 64 Antelope Creek 75 21Medford Ranch Site 1000 36 Spring Canyon Creek 200 33'Sanford Ruin 500 55 South Canyon/Canadian 200 55Spring Canyon Site 400 52 Spring Canyon 300 52
Simple Hamlets
Chianey Rock Ruin 51A 3000 67 Corral Creek 450 42Alibates Ruin 28A 3900 70 Alibates Creek 50 49•Footprint Site 600 18 Big Canyon/Canadian 150 18
Coapiex Hamlets
•Alibates Ruin 28-1 4000 73 Alibates Creel 100 52•Alibates Ruin 28-11 4200 76 Alibates Creek 100 55Alibates Ruin 30 4400 85 Alibates Creek 200 64Antelope Creek Ruin 22 7600 67 Antelope Creek 300 24Antelope Creek Ruin 24 8000 49 Antelope Creel 50 6Arrowhead Peak Ruin 200 46 Canadian River 50 •  •  •Chianey Rock Ruin SI 3200 52 Corral Creek 300 27•Coetas Ruin 2900 58 Coetas Creek too 24Cottonwood Ruin 4400 64 Cottonwood Creek 200 33•Tarbox Ruin 3600 55 Tarbox Creek 100 15
Cemeteries
Big Blue Cemetery 4300 58 Big Blue Creek 200 35
uiwo
* Architectural Sites with Burial Remains.
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ten sites are midrange (2.9 to 4.5 km); and six sites are far (7.2 to 8.7 
km) from the Canadian River. In order to determine whether this pattern is 
fortuitous or reflects a spatial patterning, a chi-square test compared 
site types to distance from the Canadian River (Table 45).
Table 45. Chi-square test of Site Type by Distance from Canadian River
H^: The site types are independent of the distance to the Canadian River; 
and that the distance from the river was not an influencing consider­
ation for site type placement.








Close to River 
(0 to 1.2 km)
4 2.14 6 4.29 2 5.57 12
Mid-range 
(2.9 to 4.5 )cm)
1 1.79 0 3.57 9 4.64 10
Far from River 
(7.2 to 8.7 km)
0 1.07 4 2,14 2 2.279 6
Total 5 10 13 28
df = 4; “ 24.748; Significance *= less than .001
Reject H
The test demonstrates a dependent relationship between site types 
and distance from the Canadian River. Subhomestead sites occur primarily 
near the river (80%) or at midrange distamce (20%); homesteads are either 
near (60%) or far (40%) from the river; while hamlets are predominantly 
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This pattern may reflect a maximizing locational strategy. The large 
villages are placed predominantly at intermediate positions to surrounding 
homesteads near the Canadian River and up lateral tributaries. In addition, 
the seasonally utilized and subservient subhome stead sites are located 
closer to the river. In order to examine this pattern in greater depth, 
we also need to consider the relative elevation of the various site types.
Site elevations are related to some extent to topographic setting. 
However, the elevations provide greater insight into placement relative to 
hydrological setting. In order to compensate for the southeast slope of 
the entire Southern High Plains topography and the gradient of the lateral 
tributaries, elevations above the Canadian River and the adjacent tributary 
were tabulated for each site (Table 44, Figure 28). Note that the eleva­
tions of some sites seem to be incongruent with the assigned topographic 
setting (Figure 28a). The inordinately high elevation of the Zollars Site 
is due to its valley floor setting along a secondary ranked tributary. 
Similarly, Footprint, Tarbox, Marsh and Lookout Ruins are at relatively low 
elevations for sites on mesa top and valley rim topographic settings. Un­
doubtedly these topographic features are remnants of the same formations 
producing the bench settings along the inner valley wall; however, consider­
ing the surrounding topography of these sites, the mesa top and valley rim 
settings identifications are valid.
Even where the site elevations are adjusted to the local tributary 
setting, we find a clustering of sites above 42 m separate and distinct 
from a cluster of sites below 33 m (Figure 28b). Two (Sanford and Spring 
Canyon) of the eight sites above 42 m are homesteads; the other six are 
hamlets. This clearly supports Krieger's (1946:42) observation that the
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extensive sites primarily occur on mesa top and valley rim settings away 
from the river. But does it confirm his contention that "convenience to 
water was sacrificed for wide view and defensible features"?
Although the largest river generally contains the most abundant water 
source in a region, such conditions are not valid in regard to dependable, 
potable water supply in the High Plains section of the Canadian River Val­
ley. As indicated in Chapter 3, the Canadian River floor is unpredictable. 
Historically, surface water in the river was available during the growing 
season, but flooding was a common problem which diminished the utility of 
river bed and banks as a sole source for horticultural production- At slack 
periods during other seasons, the river is dry or the water is nearly unpot- 
able because of the high concentrations of dissolved salts and sediments.
In contrast, the freshest and most reliable source of potable water is from 
the Ogallala aquifer. Springs and seeps were abundant at the base of the 
Tertiary deposits just above the rim of the inner valley, and as surface 
water some distance from the head of the lateral tributaries. The inner val­
ley rim settings are precisely where most of the hamlet sites are situated, 
while the smaller subhomestead sites tend to be closer to the main river.
Thus the site type settings seem to be segregated according to marked dif­
ferences in topographic setting, elevation and distance from the Ccinadian 
River. But water quality diversity is regarded as one of the critical fac­
tors in site placement. Except for a few sites atop isolated mesas (Arrow­
head Peak, Lookout Ruin), the high positions for most hamlet sites are in 
settings closest to the fresh and dependable spring water and seeps. In 
this instance, high site settings are insufficient evidence to presume the 
need for defensive measures without direct supportive information indicative
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of sustained hostilities. (I shall pursue this point further in the next 
chapter.)
Microspatial Diversity
Unlike the relatively stable geologic, topographic and hydrologie fea­
tures of the study area, the biotic conditions have been influenced and 
modified by land use practices and climatic changes. Limited paleoenviron- 
mental studies in and adjacent to the area under consideration suggest that 
mesic conditions existed prior to A.D. 1000, but then began to shift to 
xeric conditions. Based on changing frequencies of bison remains through 
time at architectural sites Duffield (1970:265) noted an intensification of 
xeric conditions within the duration of the Antelope Creek phase. At this 
time, the impact of climatic change and the response of the prehistoric 
biotic communities cannot be directly quantified since the density, distri­
bution and coRm>osition of the prehistoric biotic communities is unknown. 
Insufficient palynologie, microbiotic and faunal studies have been conducted 
on Antelope Creek phase sites. Similarly, subsistence scheduling activities 
cannot be inferred since the distribution of economically useful plants is 
uncertain.
Nevertheless, crude approximations of the biotic settings may be ob­
tained by comparisons of microspatial diversity within the limited catchment 
areas surrounding the various site types. The purpose of conducting such 
comparisons is not to delineate the size or shape of zm area surrounding a 
site from which its inhabitants derived their resources, but rather to com­
pare quantitatively specific site settings to the general study area and to 
contrast the settings of the various site types. To accomplish this, mea­
sures of soil diversity and productivity and landform types are employed as
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a standard against which individual site catchments are subsequently com­
pared .
Direct quantifications of tlie study area are hampered by inconsistent 
soil taxonomies used for the four counties encompassing the study area, and 
in some instances soil fertility information is not available. However, 
since all architectural sites in this study occur in Hutchinson and Potter 
Counties, and both counties span the width of the Canadian River Valley and 
its tributaries, the percent soil occurrence within these two counties was 
regarded as representative of the study universe (Pringle 1980:Table 3; 
Stringer 1976:Table 1). No attempts were made to resolve the soil taxonomic 
differences; however, the general soil types were grouped by topographic 
feature (Table 46).
The mean value of pasture productivity under normal rainfall condi­
tions was used as a measure of soil fertility. Pringle (1980, Table 5) pro­
vides pasture productivity in pounds per acre for 27 of the 34 soil types 
found in the two county area. The productivity for mixed soil associations 
(i.e., Veal-Paloduro, Mobeetie-Veal, etc.) was derived by adding the pro­
ductivity of each of the two dominant soil types according to the relative 
proportions of soils occurrence in the type association description. (For 
example, Veal has a normal productivity value of 1500 whereas the normal pro­
ductivity value of Paloduro is 2000. Since Veal and half of the unidentified 
residual soils constitute 55% of the association, while Paloduro and the 
remaining residuals typically make up 45%, the productivity value of the 
association is 1500 x .44 + 2000 x .45, or 1725). Estimates of pasture pro­
ductivity for Dallas, Obaro, Obaro-Quinlan, Humbarger and Berda soil types 
were derived by multiplying the dry farming grain sorghum pound production
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Table 46. Rangeland Productivity of Soil Types 
in Hutchinson and Potter Counties, Texas.






Ploodplain/Terraee (Inner Valley Floor)
Bippus 9.2 1.06 2200 2.332
Clairemont 14.2 1.64 2600 4,264
Hunbarger 2.9 0.34 2450* 5,574
Lincoln 32.1 3.71 2280 8,459
Sweetwater 4.8 0.56 unknown
Yahola 1.5 0.17 unknown
Yomont 1.8 0.21 2700 12,582
(Lake Areas) 40.3 4.66 • • • •
mean productivity 12.35 2446
Footslooes
Aspemont-Enterprise 5.5 0.64 1500 960
Aspermont-Quinlan 6.3 0.73 1700 1.241
Likes 98.7 11.41 2100 23,961
Mobeetie 48. £ 5.64 2250 12,690
Mobeetie-Tascosas 29.9 3.46 1950 6.747
Weymouth 13.4 1.55 1600 3.904
Weymouth-Vemon 21.1 2.44 1450 247
mean productivity 25.87 ))9 i
Steeo Slopes (Inner Valley Wall)
Burs on 22.7 2.62 500 1.310
Burson-Quinlan 30.7 3.55 950 3,373
Knoco Badlands 3.9 0.45 1000 450
mean productivity 6.62 816
Upper Slopes
Mobeetie-Veal 75.5 8.73 2000 17,460
Obaro 5.8 0.67 1875* 1,256
Obaro-Quinlan 13.3 1.54 1850* 2,849
Tascosas 60.3 6.97 1500 10,455
Veal 11.7 1.35 1500 2,025
Vernon-Owens 14.7 1.70 1300 2.210
mean productivity a . §6 t67)
Upland Soils (Outer Valley Floor/Wall)
Acuff 58.7 6.79 1600 10,864
Amarillo 2.7 0.31 1600 496
Berda 49.3 5.70 2000* 11,400
Dallam 29.7 3.43 1625* 5,574
Ector 5.0 0.58 700 406
01 ton 24.6 2.84 1600 4,544
Paloduro 11.4 1.32 2000 2,640
Potter 7.2 0.83 700 581
Potter-Hobeetie 10.5 1.21 1215 1,470
T ivo li 40.1 4.64 1400 6,496
Veal-Paloduro 56.5 6.53 1725 11,264
mean productivity i4.18 )470
Total 864.8 175,343
a a fte r Pringle 1980, Table 3 
b a fte r Stringer 1976, Table 1
Rangeland productiv ity lbs/acre 
based on grain sorghun productivity 
times 1.62 as lis te d  in Stringer 1976.
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(Stringer 1976, Table 2) by an adjustment factor of 1.62 in order to derive 
values comparable to those used as indicated for other soil types by Pringle 
(1980, Table 5). Still, soil productivity values are missing for Sweetwater 
and Yahola soil series, but these two types constitute approximately 0.77% 
of the two county area. Ignoring these types, a mean rangeland productivity 
index of 175,343 per unit area for the two counties provides a comparative 
base for the individual site catchments. This figure may be somewhat low 
since the soil surveys were condücted after the construction of Lake Mere­
dith, and information for about five percent of the study area is not taken 
into consideration. Also indicated in Table 46 is the mean productivity 
for the five topographic settings. Arranged in order of decreasing produc­
tivity, the values are: floodplains and terraces (2446), foot slopes (1793), 
upper slopes (1671), uplands (1470) and steep slopes (816). These figures 
supply productivity values for specific site catchments where information is 
missing due to borrow pit or lake inundation.
In order to quantify the specific site settings, catchment areas sur­
rounding each site were selected and the soil values quantified. Based 
initially on IKung observations by Lee (1969:61), many catchment studies 
have arbitrarily selected a 10 )un procurement radius. Yet differential 
intensity of resource exploitation has led to the notion of a concentric 
area of intensified exploitation, or zonation, surrounding the site (Flan­
nery 1976:117). Since Chrisholm (1968) indicates that the majority of any 
community's economic activities were conducted within one kilometer of the 
site, this catchment area was selected as a suitable size.
The percent of soil types present within each of the local (1 km) 
catchments was obtained by measuring the county soil aerial photographs
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with a Lasico polar planimeter, model 40. The results tabulated by topo­
graphic setting are presented in Table 47. Soil maps for 11 of 27 archi­
tectural site catchments were incomplete due to water impounded by Sanford 
Dam in bottomland settings and borrow pits in upland locations. The unmap­
ped areas were often small except at Roper, Turkey Creek, 4lMo-7, and 
Arrowhead Peak sites, where less than 60% of the catchments were mapped. 
These four sites were excluded from further consideration.
Multiplying the soil productivity by the percent soil type per catch­
ment yields a productivity index per unit area (Tcible 48). In seven in­
stances where data were incomplete due to inundation or borrow pits, the 
productivity was estimated by the following procedures. In inundated low­
land area, half of the unmapped area was considered to be floodplain/terrace 
setting and half was considered foot slopes. Thus the percent of the catch­
ment represented by each area was multiplied by the mean productivity of the 
two topographic settings. Similarly, the percent catchment area affected by 
borrow pits on the outer valley rim was divided equally between the upper 
slope and upland areas. Also indicated in Table 48 is the number of differ­
ent soil types found in each site catchment. This value is considered to be 
a crude measure of setting diversity.
An examination of Table 48 reveals that only six of the 24 architec­
tural sites are located in catchment areas with higher soil productivity 
than the mean productivity of the study area as represented by soils from 
Hutchinson and Potter Counties. Two are homesteads, and four are hamlets 
located near the extreme edges of the study area. Jack Allen is the only 
site with high productivity at the easternmost edge of the study area, 
whereas Chimney Rock Ruins 51, 51A, Marsh, Coetas Creek Ruin, and Footprint
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Table 48. Productivity of Site Catchment Areas.
Terrace Foot Steep Upper Uplands Total DiversityFloodplain Slopes Slopes Slopes Product. Index**
Subhomesteads
Conners 43,588 35,815 16,225 20,468 27,885 143,981 5Pi ckett 89,608 23,792 12,660 21,866 16,250 164,176 6Zollars 3,557 20,580 21,525 63,883 12,168 121.713 8
mean productivity 143,290 6.3
Homesteads
Antelope Ck.22A 10,693 7,358 12,300 81,840 31,840 143,992 7Antelope Ck.23 18,967 3,915 13,820 83,225 20,231 140,138 7Jack Allen 58,938 54,640 0 75,455 0 189,033* 6Marsh Site 82,939 30,955 13,994 6,885 52,468 187,241* 10Black Dog 38,623 17,556 34,628 71,030 0 161,837 6Lookout 935 21,430 13,540 93,915 20.638 150,458 8Medford Ranch 26,186 53,367 12,285 29,435 32,675 153,948 7Sanford Ruin 87,222 36,013 12,190 15,836 15,616 166,877 6Spring Canyon 58,540 28,089 11,105 35,090 26,030 158,854 8
mean productivity 161,375 7.2
Haml ets
Chimney Rock 51A 49.780 115,311 0 29,848 0 194,939* 5Alibates 28A 21,654 62,447 10,650 33,690 36,759 165,200 8Footprint 148,254 53,457 10,716 0 0 212,427* 4Alibates 28 21.465 59,405 9,994 39,300 34,553 164,717 8Alibates 30 13,986 72,885 10,222 36,240 33,124 166,457 8Antelope Ck.22 11,947 7,560 12,190 83,687 29,055 144,439 7Antelope Ck.24 9,052 8,235 11,870 82,147 34,986 146,290 7Chimney Rock 51 48,900 115,752 0 29,926 0 194,578* 5Coetas Ruin 10,351 101.931 9.775 29,895 26,384 178,336* 6Cottonwood Ruin 15,299 10,980 17,115 64,512 24,552 132,458 9Tarbox Ruin 18,080 34,116 16,405 71,439 9,269 149.309 9
mean productivity 168,105 6.9
* total productivity value exceedes productivity of study area.** number of soil associations per catchment.
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are all west of other sites. These high productivity areas are generally 
characterized by fairly low inner valley walls (constituting less than 15% 
of the catchments) coupled with broad expanses of floodplain/terrace and 
foot slopes with limited areas of upper slope and upland settings.
A comparison of the soil productivity for the three site types reveals 
that the catchments surrounding hamlets have the highest mean productivity 
(168,105) whereas the subhomestead catchments have the lowest overall pro­
ductivity (143,290). This finding is somewhat surprising since, as a gen­
eral rule, subhomestead sites tend to occur much closer to expanses of fer­
tile soil of the Canadian River than do the other site types. However, in 
all three instances, the subhomestead sites occur along short lateral tribu­
taries where much of the catchment area consists of steep slopes of the 
inner valley wall. Even though the overall productivity is low, Conners and 
Pickett are still adjacent to sizeable tracts of highly productive bottom­
land soil suitable for horticulture. Furthermore, the mean diversity of 
soil types is lowest for the subhomestead sites (6.3) and highest for the 
homestead locations (7.2). This suggests that subsistence activities at the 
subhomestead locations focused on a limited number of (horticultural?) re­
source areas. Possibly there was less concern with the overall diversity 
of resources near the subhomesteads than the range of resource areas near 
the other site types. In contrast, foraging activities would benefit from 
the more diversified settings at the homesteads and hamlets. From a produc­
tivity perspective, there is no significant change evident between the 
early and late site settings.
To some extent, the soil productivity values are separate and dis­
tinct from the biotic setting since they fail to consider the range of
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diversity within the biotic communities. The biotic conditions of the 
study area, as outlined in Chapter 3, are extremely diversified, but the 
bottomland (riparian) association is drastically different from biotic asso­
ciations along steep slopes, mesa tops, gravelly slopes, and sand hills.
The boundaries of the riparian plant associations are rather sharply demar­
cated, whereas the other associations show overlap in species distribution. 
From a foraging perspective, the edge of the riparian zone provides ready 
access to the greatest diversity of plant resources for the least amount of 
travel. But from an architectural perspective, the soft cottonwoods of the 
river bottoms are far less durable for the construction of permanent dwell­
ings than the juniper and mesquite in the upland settings. Thus the non- 
random distribution of the three site types across the terrain represent an 
extremely efficient means of exploiting the diverse biotic communities in 
the study area.
Similarly, the faunal resources are not uniformly distributed. Duf­
field (1970) defines three preferred faunal habitats for the study area. 
These habitats are the Aquatic (roughly corresponding to the floodplain and 
terrace area), the Edge Breaks (foot slopes and steep slope areas), and the 
Grasslands (upper slopes and uplands). Through the analysis of archaeologi^ 
cally recovered faunal remains from eight sites included in the present 
study, Duffield was able to suggest the percent contribution to the faunal 
assemblages of large (bison, antelope, and deer) and other small mammals 
from the diverse environmental settings. Direct comparison among the values 
were, not attempted because of obvious differences in the site topographic 
settings. However, the percent topographic setting within each site catch­
ment provides standardized values against which the faunal products for the 
various sites can be compared (Table 49).
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Table 49. Comparison of Percent Preferred Faunal Habitat 
and Percent Topographic Features within Site Catchments.
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Roper Site 25.0 - - - - .... 53.2 40.6 0.76 21.8 59.4 2.73 205
Homesteads
Spring Canyon 25.2 15.5 0.62 36.4 72.0 1.98 38.5 12.7 0.33 175Medford Ranch 11.3 -- .... 49.6 .... .... 39.2 100.07 2.55 168
Hamlets
Alibates 28 8.0 6.0 0.75 40.6 57.0 1.41 51.6 37.0 0.72 119Antelope Ck 22 5.2 -- .... 27.7 .... .... 67.1 98.0 1.46 137
Mean 0.885 1.383 1.558
LARGE MAMMALS (b son, deer, antelope)
Subhomesteads
Roper Site 25.0 .... .... 53.2 .... .... 21.8 99.6 4.57 202
Homestead Sites
Sanford Ruin 36.9 .... .... 44.3 .... .... 18.8 100.0? 5.31 215Spring Canyon 25.2 .... .... 36.4 18.0 0.49 30.5 82.0 2.13 175Antelope Ck 22A 4.7 .... .... 27.8 .... 67.4 98.0 1.45 144
Hamlets
Alibates 28 8.0 .... .... 40.6 31.0 0.76 51.6 m mm m 119Antelope Ck 22 5.2 .... .... 27.7 .... .... 67.1 94.0 1.40 137Antelope Ck 24 4.0 .... 27.4 3.5 0.12 68.6 96.5 1.41 153
Mean 0.0 0.456 2.712
* after Duffield 1970
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The sites were grouped by subhomestead, homestead and hamlet types, 
and a catchment ratio (percent exploitation area as reflected by faunal re­
mains divided by percent topographic setting for site catchment) was calcu­
lated. The catchment ratio indicates the disparity between faunal assem­
blage and the catchment size; values less than 1.0 indicate that the 
resource area was under-exploited, whereas values of more than 1.0 indicate 
the over-representation of mammals from that setting in the faunal assemblage.
An examination of Table 49 shows that for small mammals, the Aquatic 
resources are under-represented while the Edge Breaks and Grassland resources 
are somewhat over-represented for the catchment size. However, for larger 
mammals, the Aquatic and Edge Breaks are under-represented, whereas the 
Grasslands are over-represented in the faunal collection relative to catch­
ment size. One could argue that the one kilometer size catchment might 
account for these differences. In most instances, with an increase in 
catchment area, the percent aquatic catchment area will become smaller 
whereas the percent grassland areas will become larger. However, if catch­
ment scale is the only factor operating, we should expect that the three 
areas show similar mean catchment ratio patterns for the two sizes of ani­
mals. The fact that the Edge Breaks area is over-represented for the small • 
mammals, but markedly under-represented for the larger mammals suggests 
that differential procurement patterns are operating. Clearly, the high 
mean catchment ratio for the larger mammals relative to smaller mammals 
indicates that they were taken from a larger catchment area. The conclusion 
that-Antelope Creek hunters had to travel further to obtain bison, deer and 
antelope is not unexpected since these animals are more mobile and have 
larger territorial ranges.
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An examination of catchment ratio by site types is further limited by 
the small number of sites reporting faunal remains from the aquatic zone.
Only preliminary trends are available. In general, people at the subhome­
steads traveled farthest, whereas those at hamlets traveled least to obtain 
larger and smaller grassland animals. But given the pattern of site set­
tings, this merely mirrors the spatial distribution of settlements relative 
to topographic settings as delineated from the macrospatial analysis. Simi­
larly, on the average, people at the homestead sites procured large and 
small Edge Break resources from the greatest distance, while those at sub­
homestead sites traveled least. The low catchment ratios of aquatic ani­
mals hinders delineation of specific trends by the various site types. The 
relative scarcity of aquatic small mammal resources at the subhomestead 
(Roper) site closest to the Canadian River and the relative abundance of 
those resources at the hamlet (Alibates Ruin 28) site farthest from the 
river is somewhat surprising. To some extent, differences in collection 
methods used by the WPA and Norpan groups may account for these discrep­
ancies.
Summary
The spatial patterning of sites within the Canadian River Valley is 
undoubtedly influenced by a combination of social and environmental condi­
tions. Systematically collected information about site size, type, and 
spacing is insufficient to infer population size or density for the Cana­
dian River Breaks area. Consequently, the societal influences on the total 
settlement patterns remain unclear.
The present chapter has focused on delineating spatial patterns of 
the three morphological site types with architectural remains (subhomesteads.
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homesteads, and hamlets) as they relate to a series of environmental vari­
ables. Wherever feasible, temporal changes were also considered. Fairly 
sharp spatial distinctions were found in the placement of the morphological 
site types within the environmental setting of the Canadian River Breaks.
Most large hamlet sites occur 2.9 to 4.5 km from the Canadian River 
on the higher elevations (many are over 42 m above the adjacent tributaries) 
on high bench settings, mesa tops, and along the rims of the inner valley, 
as well as on the outer valley floor. These settings are in close proximity 
to Ogallala aquifer seeps and springs, which provide the freshest and most 
dependable water supply in the region. The rangeland productivity near 
these sites is typically high and soils show a medium range of diversity. 
Although the biotic setting is not especially diversified in comparison to 
that surrounding other site types, the hamlets are near hardwood (mesquite 
and juniper) resources useful in construction, and are closest to grassland 
settings. These habitats were often exploited for bison and antelope, 
which constituted the vast bulk of meat in the Antelope Creek people's diet.
The smaller homesteads are apt to be situated on either the low inner 
valley floor terraces or on the high rim settings, and tend to be close 
(less than 1.2 km) to the Canadian River or along the middle portions of the 
lateral tributaries at considerable distance (7.2 to 8.7 km) from the Cana­
dian River. Although no perfect correlation exists between topographic set­
tings and distance from the Canadian River, those homesteads near the river 
tend to occur at higher settings whereas those far from the Canadian are 
generally at lower settings. This spatial diversity again suggests that 
fresh water from either high seeps/springs and flowing spring water near the 
heads of tributaries was preferred over the waters in the Canadian River
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channel. The rangeland productivity surrounding the homesteads is somewhat 
lower than at the hamlet settings, but the soils are more diversified. 
Overall, the homestead sites are situated with fairly even access to aquatic, 
edge breaks and grassland biotic communities, but most of the large and 
small faunal remains reflect predominant exploitation of the grassland habi­
tats.
The subhomesteads are typically on the lower setting (inner valley 
floor terraces and wall benches) close to the Canadian River. Water would 
be seasonally available in the Canadian River channel, particularly during 
spring and summer following the thunderstorms and snow melt in headwater 
areas. But at other times, it would be sluggishly brackish. The high per­
centage of steep slope areas within the catchments reduces the overall pro­
ductivity value of the subhomestead settings, even though the river channel 
soils are the most productive in the entire study area. Furthermore, the 
low soil diversity is offset by the unique and bountiful riparian resources. 
Although wood is fairly abundant near the river, most species are soft and 
ill suited for the construction of long term structures.
These three site types reflect only localities with substantial 
architectural remains. Numerous other kinds of complementary procurement 
and processing activity areas and base camps are also part of the complex 
Antelope Creek phase settlement-subsistence pattern (cf. Etchieson 1979).
Temporal changes in the settlement-subsistence pattern are difficult 
to document. The two possible changes involve an intensification of settle­
ments near the Alibates quarries, and the reduction or total deletion of the 
subhomestead site types during the late subphase. Some implications of 
these changes will be examined in the next chapter.
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CHAPTER 10
SYSTEMIC CHANGE AND INTERREGIONAL RELATIONSHIPS 
Introduction
Previous chapters have been concerned with explicitly defining the 
morphological range of architectural and community variability, and with 
discerning how functional, social, temporal and spatial differences affect 
these morphological variations within a single locality of the Antelope 
Creek phase. Nearly all the emphasis has focused on the environmental con­
fines of the High Plains-Canadian Valley locality. Although specific trends 
have been discerned, there has been little attempt to integrate these pat­
terns, or to elucidate the fundamental relationships among them. It is dif­
ficult to discern these fundamental relationships strictly from examining 
the local conditions, since the Antelope Creek people were historically tied 
to earlier groups, and responded to changes in the social and natural envir­
onment which occurred across the Southern Plains and adjacent areas.
In this chapter I shall examine two facets of the Antelope Creek 
phase within broader contexts than just the locality. These facets are:
1) the potential origins of the Antelope Creek phase, and 2) the ecological 
systemics underlying the cultural dynamics of the phase. The origins of the 
Antelope Creek phase have been addressed a number of times before (cf. Chap­
ter 2). However, instead of merely reiterating the culture-historical con­
tinuity, I shall evaluate the evidence for group migration and trait diffu­
sion. In conducting such an evaluation, the general nature of cultural
349
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transmission is discerned, both the specific kinds of architectural attri­
butes and their potential sources are identified, and finally, two specific 
mechanisms of cultural transmission are examined. Thus the first facet 
focuses on how the distinctive Antelope Creek assemblage coalesced, but at 
this time, information about the environmental conditions, and cultural 
developments in the Southern Plains and adjacent areas around A.D. 800-1200 
is insufficient to indicate why the traits came together.
Next, the cultural dynamics of the Antelope Creek phase shall be sys- 
temically examined from an ecological perspective to show that the people 
were experiencing signs of population stress long before the termination of 
the phase. It is my contention that some of the seemingly unrelated trends 
in trade, settlement and community pattern variability reflect "buffering 
mechanisms" employed by the Antelope Creek people in an effort to cope with 
population stress. By buffering mechanisms, I mean any cultural mechanism 
or practice that lowers the risk of starvation by artificially dampening 
fluctuations in the availability of food resources relative to the human pop­
ulation size within an area (Nelson 1980:15). Several of the trends in 
trade, settlement and community patterns have been discerned in earlier 
chapters, and will only be mentioned. However, much of the discussion will 
focus on one buffering option frequently cited in the Antelope Creek liter­
ature, but not previously examined in this study— the evidence for intercul- 
tural raiding behavior. The relationships of these buffering options are 
further discussed in the summary chapter of this study.
The format and structure used to examine these two issues differ from 
that employed in other chapters, since both topics encompass considerably 
greater spatial and temporal parameters. The hypothetico-deductive approach
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is employed to formally examine Antelope Creek origins and cultural dynamics. 
Basic to this approach is the formal development of hypotheses and the deduc­
tion of suitable test implications, which are checked against empirical tests 
(Hempel 1965, 1966). The soundness of the hypothesis stems from the way the 
test implications stand up when confronted with relevant observational data. 
Typically, the test implications are conditional (if/then) statements that 
predict under what circumstances one would expect the empirical information 
to occur if the hypothesis is correct. However, the easiest way to test a 
hypothesis is to develop implications and marshall information that refutes, 
rather than confirms the implication, since an affirmative of a proposition 
does not necessarily ensure that the hypothesis is a valid explanation (Hill 
1970b:22). Only through the elimination of less tenable explanations can 
the range of viable alternatives be discerned.
The Origins of Antelope Creek 
The origins of the distinctive Antelope Creek phase have been attri­
buted to either intrusions of immigrants or the adoption by indigenous group 
of new ideas from a number of different sources. These two positions entail 
fundamentally opposing perspectives. Each position is examined separately.
IMMIGRATION
Most of the proposed migrations have been briefly mentioned in Chapter 
2, and summarized by Lintz (1976:101-105). Although the immigration hypothe­
sis is popular, there is little consensus as to the source of the immigrants. 
Their derivation has been variously attributed to unspecified Eastern groups 
(Holden 1932, 1933; Studer 1934:81; 1955:94; Kenner 1969:5), unspecified 
Plains groups (Moorehead 1921:21; Wendorf 1960), unspecified Plains and
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Southwestern groups (Krieger 1946:74), and unspecified Southwestern groups 
(Sayles n.d.; Studer 1931b). In addition, others have derived Antelope Creek 
frcK a westward progression of cultural expressions which are ultimately de­
rived from the late Gibson aspect Caddoans to the east (Holabs 1941:128;
Bell 1961; Keller 1975), Upper Republican groups from the northeast (Watson 
1950; Baerreis and Bryson 1966b; Baerreis, Bryson and Wendland 1970), the 
Apishapa to the northwest (Campbell 1969, 1976; Thoms 1976), a combination 
of Upper Republican and Apishapa groups (Bousman 1974a, 1974b), and a combi­
nation of Upper Republican and Southwestern groups (Spencer and Jennings 
1965:80).
Prehistoric migrations are indicated as "site-unit" intrusions of one 
cultural unit into an area which may or may not lae occupied by a second cul­
tural group (Willey et al., 1956:7). However, the nature of the culture con­
tact and its reflection in the archaeological recozd can vary considerably. 
Accordingly, four kinds of site-unit intrusions were identified and described 
(ibid:8). The kinds range from intrusions where the immigrants retain un­
changed their cultural identity, to intrusions, which are absorbed into the 
resident cultural pattern.
Since this early study, a nunber of other works have attempted to 
delineate the empirical evidence necessary to infer migrations (Rouse 1958; 
Meggars 1971; Ludwickson 1975:47). To adequately demonstrate that a migra­
tion has occurred, one must: 1) identify specific locations in the study 
region which are sufficiently distinct from the local tradition as to sug­
gest that the region has )3een penetrated; 2) identify the source or original 
homeland; 3) establish the contemporaneity of the culture units; and 4) estab­
lish the existence of favorable conditions for migration (Rouse 1958:64).
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The evidence for the penetration of a distinctively different cultural 
tradition into the Texas panhandle has not been demonstrated, in part, be­
cause the proported intrusions coincide with the general widespread shift 
from Woodland to Village horizons throughout the Plains region. Since the 
indigenous cultures are undergoing radical change, it is difficult to recog­
nize intrusions of new people. What is apparent, however, is that when the 
Village pattern finally develops on the Southern High Plains, the sites are 
more prominent, possibly more abundant, and show a strong infusion of South­
western and Plains traits. It is precisely this ambiguity in the local 
development between A.D. 800 and 1150 which permits the continual resurrec­
tion as migration as a ready explanation. The multitude of immigrant sources 
demonstrates that no clear consensus exists regarding who was involved, why 
they migrated, or how they contributed to the distinctive Antelope Creek 
phase architecture.
In order to examine the migration theories in greater detail, specific 
test implications were formulated based on suggestions by Meggars (1971) and 
Ludwickson (1975). The widespread range of postulated homelands dictates 
that the implications remain generalized.
Test Implications :
If the distinct architecture and community variability of the Antelope 
Creek phase is due to migration, then:
1) the "donor culture" (Rouse’s "homeland") must be temporally ear­
lier than the "recipient culture."
2) a complex of traits, rather than a single trait or few traits 
should be involved. Furthermore, the migration argument is 
strengthened if the character of the trait is not determined by
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function.
3) The specific traits should reveal a long period of development in 
the homeland region and appear fully developed with little indica­
tion of experimentation in the Texas panhandle region.
The information used to examine these implications will vary depending 
upon the available data and the immigrating group involved. For practical 
reasons, I will only consider those groups whose specific cultural affilia­
tions have been identified. These groups include the Late Gibson aspect 
Caddoans, Upper Republicans, Apishapa, and "Southwestern" groups. Aspects 
of some of the postulated migrations have been addressed in other studies. 
Consequently their results will only be summarized.
Test 1; The donor culture must be temporally earlier than the recipient 
culture.
Assuming the available chronometric methods reliably reflect the ini­
tial appearance of the Antelope Creek phase (around A.D. 1200), then the age 
of the donor cultures must be earlier in order to remain a viable source for 
immigrai:ts. Present summaries indicate that the Upper Republican manifesta­
tions florished between A.D. 1050-1350 (Baerreis and Bryson 1965a; Roper 
1976; Ludwickson 1975); The Apishapa phase reflects a culmination of cultural 
development in southeast Colorado which started around A.D. 500 as a Woodland 
complex, and transcended the Plains Village pattern by A.D. 1000-1350 (Camp­
bell 1969, 1976).
Finally, during late Pueblo II period (A.D. 1000-1200) sedentary South­
west groups were residing east of the Rocky/Sacramento Mountains in the 
Sierra Blanca, Middle Pecos, and Park Plateau Districts (Kelley 1966; Jelinek
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1967; Kirkpatrick 1976; Ireland 1971). By Pueblo III period (A.D. 1200-1300) 
a major Puebloan intrusion into the Rio Grande Valley had occurred (Stubbs 
and Stallings 1953; Cordell 1979:144). Thus any of these groups satisfies 
the condition and could be the potential source of immigrants. In contrast, 
radiocarbon dates from the Caddoan and Southern Plains-Prairie areas do not 
support the progressive westwcird expansion of Village complexes onto the High 
Plains (Bell 1968:48; 1973). The available evidence suggests that the Custer 
phase in western Oklahoma are somewhat earlier than the Washita River phase 
in central Oklahoma; consequently the linear development of culture com­
plexes originating from the Caddoan area must be rejected. On the basis of 
Test 1, Caddoan groups eire thus eliminated as viable candidates for immigrants 
to the High Plains.
Test 2: The migration should be evident from a complex of traits, rather
than a single or few traits. As a corollary, similarities in artis­
tic and stylistic traits are stronger evidence than functional traits 
in discerning the occurrence of migrations.
The Upper Republican migration hypothesis has been examined in detail 
elsewhere; consequently only the major points are summarized (Lintz 1978a: 
48-49). The complex of traits common to Upper Republican =md Antelope Creek 
include a subsistence based on hunting and horticulture, isolated one room 
houses, square room form with four interior roof support posts set in a 
quadrilateral pattern around a central hearth, and eastward extended 
entrances, globular-shaped cordmarked pots, diamond-shaped beveled Icnives, 
side notched points, drills, scapula hoes, bone beads, and stone elbow pipes. 
These traits are not unique to the two cultures, but occur in culture
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complexes from North Dakota to north central Texas and western Oklahoma.
Since this trait assemblage has been regarded as the type characteristics of 
the Plains Village pattern (Lehmer 1954), they can not be used to demonstrate 
any specific migration.
More importantly, a number of stylistic differences exist in specific 
patterns of architecture, bone tools and ceramics. Architecturally, Ante­
lope Creek differs from Upper Republican in the use of masonry and mortar 
walls, contiguous room arrangements, and in the frequent use of depressed 
central floor chcinnels, raised platforms, and interior wall bins inside the 
main structures. The bone tool assemblage also shows marked differences. The 
Antelope Creek assemblage frequently has bison tibia digging stick tips, and 
notched rib rasps, whereas the Upper Republican assemblage includes bone 
beamers, bone gorgets, antler bow guard bracelets and bone fish hooks. More 
significantly are the stylistic differences evident in the ceramic assem­
blage. Upper Republican jars frequently have a distinctive thickened col­
lared rim and are decorated near the rim with incised "herringbone" and "X" 
motifs. In contrast, the Antelope Creek phase vessels rarely have thickened 
rims and the decorative motifs consist primarily of dot punctuations along 
the lip or rim, diagonal punctuations along the lip, or finger-gouged dots 
along the rim. Although a few collared-rims sherds have been reported in 
the Texas panhandle, they occur at Antelope Creek phase sites less frequently 
than Southwestern trade ceramics (Table 31). Although other unexcavated 
sites in the Texas panhandle reportedly have "significant" quantities of 
collared-rim sherds (Crabb 1968:84; Hughes 1968:189), the cross-dating of 
four Southwest ceramic types from one such site suggests an A.D. 1300-1350 
date (Crabb 1968:84). This age span is considerably later than expected if
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such sites reflect immigrant colonies which precede Antelope Creek phase 
development. Thus, on the basis of test implications, the proposition in­
volving an Upper Republican migration must be rejected.
An Apishapa migration from southeast Colorado has been postulated to 
account for the origins of Antelope Creek. Campbell (1969, 1976) suggests 
that Apishapa people moved on to the Southern High Plains, where they came 
into contact with, or were influenced by such Plains Village groups as 
Custer-Washita River from western Oklahoma, or Upper Republicans from Nebraska. 
The Antelope Creek traits presumably derived from Apishapa sources include 
a hunting/horticultural subsistence pattern, semisubterranian structures, 
contiguous room house arrangements, vertical slcib masonry architecture, small 
circular room forms, above-ground entryways, single, flexed primary inter­
ments, non collar rimmed cordmarked jars, side notched point forms, ovate 
knives, flange drills, basketry and slab metates. Indeed, neeirly all 
Apishapa traits can be found in the Antelope Creek phase assemblages (Camp­
bell 1969;Table 19).
However, a wide range of Antelope Creek phase traits have not been 
found to southeastern Colorado. The differences in architecture alone is 
extensive. Traits commonly found at Antelope Creek homestead and hamlet 
sites but not reported for the Apishapa area include large room sizes, rec­
tangular room shapes, four central roof support posts, central hearths, ex­
tended entrances, multiple floor surfaces, interior storage bins and pits, 
central channels, raised platforms, and double row vertical slab wall 
foundations along with adobe plaster veneer. Despite the similarity in body 
orientations, the burials from southeast (k>lorado are not capped with stone 
piles. Considerable differences are also evident in the tool assemblages.
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The Apishapa chipped stone tool assemblage consists primarily of general 
biface forms, whereas the Antelope Creek tools are more morphologically 
diversified and specific. Consequently, the diamond shaped beveled knife, 
"guitar-pick" scrapers, pin drills, and other specialized chipped stone tools 
have not been reported from southeast Colorado. The bone horticultural tools, 
and stove elbow pipes, so common in Antelope Creek phase sites are missing in 
Apishapa assemblages. Finally, decorated ceramics rarely occur at Apishapa 
sites, yet they constitute between one-fifth and one-tenth of the rims 
from Antelope Creek sites (Lintz 1978aiFigure 6).
Some traits, such as the raised platforms, central channels, storage 
bins, stone-covered burials, and ceramic decorative styles do not exist in 
Custer, Washita River or Upper Republican complexes. Thus their occurrence 
in Antelope Creek can not be attributed to the adoption of Plains traits by 
the immigrating Apishapa people. The long list of cultural differences sug­
gests that an Apishapa migration is an unlikely source of the Antelope Creek 
phase.
The postulation of Southwestern group migrations has not been seriously 
advanced since 1932. The Antelope Creek trait complex attributed to unspe­
cified Southwestern groups are primarily architectural. The presence at 
eastern Puebloan sites of snub nose and end scrapers, beveled knives, drills, 
metapodial fleshers, awls, bison rib shaft wrenches, antler tapping tools 
and cordmarked pottery occur in such small quantities that they clearly 
represent introduced items from the Plains (Kidder 1932; Krieger 1946:62; 
Spielman 1983). The architectural similarity between Antelope Creek and 
various Southwestern groups is extremely generalized. It consists of semi- 
subterranezm structures, interior storage bins, discrete storage rooms.
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perhaps platforms, the contiguous arrangement of certain rooms, and the use 
of unshaped stone slabs and adobe in wall construction.
Unfortunately, the traits do not occur as an associated complex among 
any single Southwestern group. The specific Antelope Creek details involv­
ing contiguous room aggregate patterns, and the practice of upright stone 
foundations as a base for horizontal masonry walls also differ significantly 
from patterns evident among Southwestern groups (Bullard 1962; Kelley 2966; 
Jelinek 1967; Peckheun 1976). The absence of the distinctive Southwestern 
ceramic and lithic technological traditions at Antelope Creek sites is note­
worthy. Finally, metric and nonmetric comparisons of skeletal remains indi­
cate the Antelope Creek phase burials are phenotypically closer to Central 
Plains (Upper Republican) populations than to Pecos Pueblo populations 
(D. K. Patterson 1974). Thus, the proposition that the predecessors of Ante­
lope Creek are immigrating Southwestern groups can be rejected. Specific 
architectural traits will be discussed in greater detail while examining evi­
dence for trait-unit intrusions (Proposition 2).
Test 3: Specific traits should reveal a long period of development in the 
homeland region, and appear fully developed with little indication 
of experimentation in the Texas panhandle area.
This test already has been discussed indirectly during the examination 
of Tests 1 and 2. The Caddoan and Southwestern groups will not be discussed 
further since their architectural and material assemblages differ signifi- 
Ccintly from the Antelope Creek assemblages. Furthermore, while some early 
cultural development is evident in southeast Colorado and the Central Plains, 
the differences noted in Apishapa and Upper Republican assemblages have been 
shown to be extensive.
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In view of the lack of affirmative information for Proposition 2, the 
various explanations involving cultural migrations must be rejected.
ACCULTURATION
Mason (1919) was the first to suggest that the distinctive Antelope 
Creek traits reflect cultural hybridization or blending of cultural traits. 
Since then, similar stances have been advocated by Krieger (1946:73), Hughes 
(1968:210), Duffield (1970), and Lintz (1976, 1979b:177). Krieger attributes 
the distinctive Antelope Creek phase to selective borrowing and accultura­
tion between unspecified Plains and Southwestern people.
Hughes (1968:208-210) sees considerable cultural continuity in the 
southern High Plains area. Recognizing the presence of numerous, but unpub­
lished, Plains Woodlemd sites in the Texas panhsuidle, he suggests that a sub­
stantial indigenous population was residing in the region. The strong simi­
larities Isetween Upper Republican and Antelope Creek material assemblages 
reflects parallel evolution from separate, but related Plains Woodland com­
plexes. The differences are attributed to slightly different adaptive 
responses to their respective areas and adjacent cultural mzmifestations.
Thus Antelope Creek:
. . . may have developed gradually out of Woodland under Basket- 
maker influences to the west and Hopewellian and Gibson influ­
ences to the east, and endured long enough to experience Puebloan 
influences from the west and Mississippian and Fulton influences 
from the east (Hughes 1968:210).
Such a persuasive argument based on extensive familiarity with the Texas 
pctnhandle archaeology has compelled others to take a similar position (Duf­
field 1970; Lintz 1979). However, details of the argument have not been 
formally examined.
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Since the 1930s, all of the hypotheses advocating acculturative pro­
cesses have maintained that the Antelope Creek phase represents a Plain Vil­
lage group, which has adopted a few superficial Southwestern traits. The spe­
cific architectural traits attributed to Southwestern origins include con­
tiguous room arrangements, masonry architecture, semisubterranian structures, 
discrete storage areas (rooms or bins), and perhaps, platforms.
The archaeological fascination with trait distribution is rooted in the 
diffusionist approach common during the 1920s-1930s (Harris 1968). Consider­
able effort was expended by early archaeologists in discerning the distribu­
tion of cultural traits. By the 1950s, research emphasis shifted from the 
objects as entities in themselves to the context of the object within the 
cultural setting. The recognition of "trait unit intrusions" into a cultural 
setting obviously indicated some kind of relationships between cultures in a 
contact situation (Willey et al., 1956). Four kinds of contact situations 
as reflected by trait-unit intrusions were identified and described from 
archaeological examples (Willey et al., 1956). These range from the movement 
of "trade objects" into an area without fusion of the trait into the receiv­
ing culture to the fusion of the introduced trait which apparently accom­
panies or stimulates innovations in the receiving culture.
Subsequently, Schroeder (1966) refined the typology and recognized 
two types of trait-unit intrusion (unregulated and regulated diffusion), and 
site-unit intrusion (patterned diffusion). The latter type is not appli­
cable to the proposition under consideration. Unregulated diffusion involves 
periodic brief trade contact between cultures wherein vaurying amounts of a 
trait assemblage are accepted by and/or are adapted to the culture of the 
recipient group resulting in trait unit intrusions (Schroeder 1966:683). In
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contrast, regulated diffusion involves the exchange, adoption or adaption of 
an entire trait complex through direction or instruction of the donor group, 
with the added implication of lengthy periodic visits of formalized trading 
expeditions from the donor culture.
Recently, diffusion has been branded a "nonprinciple" with no explana­
tory valve (Harris 1968:377). Some archaeologists have regeurded the concept 
with consideredile disdain as an ulC, stale, overworked concept:
. . .  as a concept or a model for studying sociocultural changes, 
or for searching for regularities, for questions concerning 
causality and origins, or for applying the principle of techno- 
environmental determinism, it (diffusion) is inadequate precisely 
because one cannot test its implications for explanations and 
predictions" (Martin êuid Plog 1973:339-340).
Although diffusion might not be useful to the discovery of cultural 
laws, it nevertheless is an historical occurrence and can not be dismissed or 
ignored. The utility of excunining diffusion is to seek potential source 
areas of contact, and to note the kinds of traits involved at various times. 
It is a necessary prerequisite for the development of more sophisticated 
explanations (Troike 1955:116).
The following series of test implications examines the diffusion and 
acculturation of the Southwestern traits into the early Plains Village set­
ting. Most implications are developed from Schroeder*s diffusion dicotomy, 
as well as from logical extension alternatives of the migration inplication.
Test Implications:
If the distinct architectural and community variability of the Antelope 
Creek phase is due to diffusion of Southwestern traits onto the Plains, then:
1) an identifiable indigenous group participating in an appropriate 
Plains adaptation should be residing in the area prior to the
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development of the Antelope Creek phase;
2) an appropriate trait constellations (possibly involving upright 
masonry wall foundations, contiguous room block layout, semisubter- 
ranecui rooms, threshold collars, central channel/platforms, etc.) 
should be evident among identifiable Southwestern groups slightly 
prior to and overlapping the development of the Antelope Creek 
phase. However, the source areas for the diffused traits should be 
recognizable if regulated diffusion is involved, but may be more 
difficult to isolate if unregulated diffusion occurred.
3) some degree of experimentation cind/or local innovations may be ex­
pected as the diffused traits become incorporated into the recipi­
ent culture's adaptative strategy. However, the degree of experi­
mentation and innovation is directly dependent upon the kind of 
diffusion involved.
In order to test these implications, we must examine the cultural situ­
ation in the Texas panhandle preceeding the Antelope Creek phase development, 
survey the Pueblo II (A.D. 900-1200) architectural trends east of the Rio 
Grande River in New Mexico, and examine the vêiriations evident in the early 
Antelope Creek subphase.
Test 1; An identifiable indigenous group participating in an appropriate
Plains adaptation should be residing in the area prior to the devel­
opment of the Antelope Creek phase.
Recent archaeological fieldwork in the Southern High Plains has led to 
the identification of two culture complexes in the Texas panhandle during 
the first millenium A.D. These are the Palo Duro complex, and the Lake 
Creek complex.
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The Palo Duro complex is based on distinctive artifactual remains from 
the Deadman's Shelter Site (Hughes and Willey 1978:190). Other Palo Duro 
components have been reported from Canyon Country Club Cave (Hughes 1969), 
the upper midden at Chalk Hollow (Wedel 1975), the South Ridge Site (Etchie­
son 1979), the County Line and Blue Clay Sites (Hughes and Willey 1978), and 
perhaps the Double Burial Site (Witte 1955). Nearly all these sites are 
located along the eastern escarpment of the Llano Estacado drained by tribu­
taries of the Red River, and along the Canadian River Breaks. Multiple 
radiocarbon dates from Chalk Hollow, Canyon Country Club Cave, and Deadman's 
Shelter indicate that the Palo Duro con^lex florished between A.D. 120 and 
870.
Many facets of the Palo Duro complex are still unclear. The sites 
occur in a wide range of settings. Although stone lined and unlined pits 
have been found, no structural remains have been reported. The burials are 
typically semiflexed beneath rock piles, and are accompanied by few personal 
belongings. The individuals from the Double Burial Site may not represent 
members of the complex, as much as victims of their hostilities (Witte 1955).
I have no intention of dwelling on all aspects of the Palo Duro mate­
rial assemblage. However, the distinctive traits include a small, delicately 
corner-notched point with long barbs (Deadman Type) associated with small and 
large corner-notch (Scallom and Ellis Type) points, and occasionally a few 
sherds of plain brownware pottery. Temper analysis of potsherds from the 
Blue Clay and Deadman's Shelter Sites reveals that the crushed rock temper is 
either andésite or aplite from the Sierra Blanca-Sacramento Mountain area of 
southern New Mexico (Hughes and Willey 1978:147-148, 185). The Palo Duro re­
mains are thought to represent nomadic foragers in the upper Red River drainage,
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who served as intermediaries between the Mogollon groups of the Southwest 
and other groups on the Plains and eastern prairies (Hughes n.d.:61). How­
ever, their affiliation with Plains Woodland, Southwestern, or some other 
early Neo-Indian manifestation in Central Texas remains unclear.
The Lake Creek complex takes its name from the type site (Hughes 1962). 
Other excavated components include the Maintenance B a m  Site (Couzzourt 1982), 
and perhaps 4lMo-5 and 41Pt-29 within the Lake Meredith Area (Green 1967). 
Undescribed components are thought to be present at the Middle Cheyenne 
Site, Tascosas Creek Site, and the Border Bridge Site (Couzzourt 1982:70).
The distribution of Lake Creek complex sites is concentrated along the Cana­
dian River Valley, and is thought to occur generally north of the Palo Duro 
complex distribution. None of the Lake Creek components have been dated. 
However, similarities in ceramics and projectile point styles with items 
from adjacent manifestations in Oklahoma and southeastern Colorado suggests 
that it may span much of the first millenium A.D. and is contemporemeous 
with the Palo Duro complex.
Few of the Lake Creek sites have been extensively tested. Consequently, 
many attributes of the Lake Creek complex are unclear. A possible structure 
has been located at the Borger Bridge Site, but details of its configuration 
are unknown. Other features include rock hearths and isolated flexed burials 
(Hughes n.d.). The most distinctive cultural remains of the Lake Creek com­
plex include small corner notched (Scallorn Type) points in association with 
larger dart forms, and thick, conoidally-shaped, cordmarked ceramics. The 
prédominent ceramic tempering material is crushed bone and scoria. Small 
quantities of plain brown ware ceramics occur at some Lake Creek sites.
These items may be trade wares directly from the Southwest, or through a Palo
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Duro complex intermediary. On the basis of the trait assemblage, the Lake 
Creek complex represents a local manifestation of the Plains Woodland pattern 
(Wedel 1961). The participation of the Lake Creek complex in a cordmarking 
ceramic tradition makes it a likely candidate for the indigenous antece­
dents to the Antelope Creek phase group. This suggested continuity indicates 
that the first test implication should not be rejected.
Test 2: An appropriate trait constellation (involving upright masonry wall
foundations, contiguous room block layout, semisubterranean rooms, 
threshold collars, central channels, storage bins, platforms etc.) 
should be evident among identifiable Southwestern groups slightly 
prior to and overlapping the development of the Antelope Creek 
phase.
A survey of specific architectural trait complexes from Pueblo II (A.D. 
900-1200) cultural manifestations located between the Llano Estacado and 
the Rio Grande/Southern Rocky Mountains is used in this test (Figure 29). 
Considerable difficulty was encountered in compiling the architectural traits, 
since many of the culture complexes are poorly dated, and the ages of some 
sites are mere guesses.
The occurrence of common Antelope Creek phase architectural traits in 
adjacent culture complexes with structures is presented in Tcdile 50. Unfor­
tunately, no Pueblo II period free standing structures with masonry have been 
reported from Ute Reservoir (Hammack 1965), Conchas Dam area (Lange 1978),
Los Esteros Reservoir (Levine and Mobley 1976; Mobley 1978), Brantley Reser­
voir (Henderson 1976; Gallagher and Bearden 1980), or from the Eastern Jor­
nada Extension (Corley 1965; Leslie 1979). Furthermore, none of the eight
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Figure 29. Southwestern Districts Adjacent to the Antelope Creek Phase.
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Table 50. Distribution of Select Architectural Traits 
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areas with Pueblo II masonry architectural remains has all of the attributes 
present in the Antelope Creek phase sites.
Specific archaeological similarities between the Antelope Creek phase 
and the early Apishapa and Sopris-Pontil phases to the northeast of the Ante­
lope Creek phase are weak. During the early Apishapa phase in southeastern 
Colorado, upright slabs were in use at sites La-977, La-259 and La-875 (Uni­
versity of Colorado sites, Campbell 1969). At the latter site, some of the 
circular structures were contiguous. However, the floor area of these rooms 
is typically less than 6 sq m, which makes them comparable in size to the 
Antelope Creek phase storage units (Unit Type 8). Although a number of rock- 
shelters and caves were occupied at this time, no substantial residential 
dwellings have been reported and the specific interior features commonly asso­
ciated with Antelope Creek phase Type 1 units (floor channels, central hearths, 
four roof support posts, interior bins, eastward extended entryways, threshold 
collars, etc.) are quite alien to the early Apishapa architectural repertoire.
Two spatially distinct Pueblo II period manifestations have been defined 
for the Park Plateau physiographic subsection (Baker 1964). These are the 
Sopris phase in Colorado (Baker 1964; Ireland 1971), and the Pontil Phase in 
New Mexico (Baker 1964; Lutz 1959; Glassow 1980). The similarity in céraun­
ies (predominantly Taos plain and incised), architectural construction meth­
ods and room layout is so strong, that the division along state lines seems 
artificial and unwarranted. Consequently, the two areas are considered here 
to be separate localities of a single cultural manifestation. Architectural 
remains on the Park Plateau typically have a large (24-37 sq m) semisubter­
ranean residential unit with a complex series of smaller storage (?) rooms 
contiguously built against the main room. In this regard, the pattern
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resembles the Antelope Creek Aggregate Tÿpe II; however, the common Antelope 
Creek room layout of smaller units flanking an east vestibule is not apparent 
on the Park Plateau. Furthermore, upright stone slabs are only used as a sup­
plemental construction method to the common jacal and adobe walls at such 
sites as TC;C9;4, TC;C9:9 and NP-1 (Ireland 1971; Lutz 1956, 1957). Interior 
features associated with residential units on the Park Plateau include a cen- 
tr-1 dearth, and occasionally four support posts and storage pits. But none 
of the units has the prominent extended entryway, the central channel, raised 
clay platforms or the threshold collar features found in the Antelope Creek 
phase units.
Virtually nothing is known about the Pueblo II period architectural 
remains in the Galisteo Basin, and only slightly more information is avail­
able from the area around Albuquerque. A summary of primarily unpublished 
manuscripts for this period indicates that the structures are predominantly 
semisubterranean circular pit houses, many with four roof support posts 
around a central hearth (Cordell 1978). Occasionally separate storage pits 
are present at the same site. The use of stone slab masonry is not men­
tioned. Thus, only general architectural similarities exist between the 
early Antelope Creek structures and the Pueblo II pit houses in the Galisteo 
District.
Somewhat stronger Antelope Creek phase architectural similarities are 
evident in the cultural manifestations to the southeast— particularly in the 
Chupadera Mesa, Sierra Blanca and Middle Pecos districts. Brief surveys and 
excavations on the Chupadera Mesa have located a number of sites, which 
en^loy vertical slab masonry. Peckham (1976) reports on one such site at 
Taylor Draw, which has been tree-ring dated to A.D. 950-1000. Here, most of
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residential units are large (X=15.6 sq m), isolated semisubterranean, circu­
lar pit houses with central hearths and four roof support posts. Most have 
definable extended entryways, but there is little consistency in room ori­
entations. One of the deep pit houses (no. 22) has a banquette completely 
encircling the center of the structure. Although few rocks are used in the 
construction of these pit houses, separate linear arrangements of small 
(x=3.7 m sq) rectangular contiguous "granaries” were made with vertical slab 
masonry as footings for jacal walls. The wall footing for storage rooms 4,
5, 8, 10, 25 and 26 are reminiscent of the Antelope Creek structures in their 
use of double rows of vertical slabs. Despite the general similarities in 
wall type and differential room sizes, the structures at Taylor Draw differ 
from the Antelope Creek phase sites in the spatial patterning of the con­
tiguous rooms, and the absence of interior platforms, longitudinal floor 
channels, and threshold collar features. Elsewhere on Chupadera Mesa, a num­
ber of sites (Laljoratory of Anthropology numbers La9005, La9013, La9014) have 
been located with jacal structures, which utilize vertical stone masonry 
(Caperton 1981). The interior details of rooms at these unexcavated sites 
are tm)cnown; consequently, it is difficult to make specific comparisons.
In the Sierra Blanca district, Kelley (1966:66, 94) recorded the fre­
quent use of vertical slab masonry as wall footings for shallow, semisubter­
ranean, jacal structures during the Corona Phase (A.D. 1100-1200). Many of 
the rooms at the Phillips andBonnell sites are rectangular and contiguous, 
but the spatial relationships of dominant to subordinant rooms are unclear 
from.the limited excavation areas. Apparently, none of the structures in 
the Sierra Blanca region have the consolidated building arrangement, exten­
ded entryways flanked by storage rooms, or antechcunber units, as are
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commonly found in the early subphase of the Antelope Creek phase (Kelley 1966; 
98). Also alien to the Sierra Blanca region is the notion of depressed 
floor channels and clay platforms opposite entryways. During the earlier 
Glencoe phase (A.D. 900-1100), many of the large pit houses have central 
hearths, interior pits, and four roof support posts similar to the Antelope 
Creek phase structures, but the room shapes are not standardized (Kelly 1966: 
82, 92). These Glencoe traits occur less often in the structures assigned to 
the Corona phase.
Closer to the study area, Jelinek (1967:121, 126) found evidence of 
vertical slab architecture at Sites P-24 amd P4A-B in the Middle Pecos dis­
trict. At Site P-24 a series of upright sandstone slabs delineated several 
rectangular surface rooms, which were assigned to the early Mesilla Negra 
phase (A.D. 1000-1100). Unfortunately, the number, size and spatial arrange­
ment of these structures are not specified; consequently it is difficult to 
draw firm conclusions. However, the structures at Site P4A-B are more 
clearly delineated, even though they are assigned to the 18 Mile phase (A.D. 
800-900). Structure 2 consists of a large (10.5 sq m) oval semisubterranean 
room with vertical slab wall footings, a central hearth, four roof support 
posts, and a possible entryway towards the west (Jelinek 1967:121). More 
importantly, vertical slab partitions formed two bins or interior storage 
rooms in the northwest and southwest quadrants, immediately flanking the 
putative entryway of this residential unit. Two columnar pieces of red sand­
stone and a symmetrically trimmed slctb of white sandstone inside the main 
room area but adjacent to the partition wall has been interpreted as a pos­
sible "altar" feature. Structure 3 at the same site consisted of at least 
three small contiguous rectangular storage rooms made with occasional
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upright sandstone slabs (Jelinek 1967:123). These rooms are reminiscent of 
those found at Taylor Draw (Peckham 1976). Overall, the residential unit 
(Structure 2) at Site P4A-B is similar to the Antelope Creek phase architec­
tural remains. Altliough the room faces west and lacks both the central 
channel feature and a clay platform, the compact clustering of storage bins 
and bilateral room layout are vaguely familiar. Moreover, the shape of 
Structure 2 resembles the circular-shaped main unit at Sanford Ruin, which 
is one of the earliest dated Antelope Creek phase structures in the study 
area. Nevertheless, the differences in particular details are sufficient to 
reject the Middle Pecos district as the sole source for the origin of South­
western-like architectural details observed in Antelope Creek phase sites.
Finally, the architectural remains of the Mesilla and Dona Ana phases 
(A.D. 900-1200) of the Southern Jornada District consist predominantly of 
separate, fairly deep pit houses and contiguous adobe walled surface struc­
tures (Lehmer 1948:76, 19; Whalen 1979). The interior features at Los Tules 
Site display a wide range of variation in the occurrence and placement of 
roof support posts. Interior hearths tend to be located near the extended 
entryways, which often face to the east or southeast. The presence of 
masonry architecture in the Mesilla and Dona Ana phases is exceedingly rare. 
Overall, the Southern Jornada district prior to A.D. 1200 shows little 
architectural resemblance to the Antelope Creek phase patterns.
In summary', no single Southwestern district appears to be the sole 
source of inspiration for all of the Antelope Creek architectural remains. 
The wide spread occurrence of vertical slab masonry along the walls of both 
pits and semisubterranean structures is regarded as an Anasazi trait rooted 
in the sled) lined cists inside Basketmaker III caves (Bullard 1962:149-150;
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Kelly 1966:96). But the use of two parallel upright rows of stone as founda­
tions for masonry walls of the large residential units in the Antelope Creek 
phase is not evident elsewhere in the Southwest. The contiguous placement 
of small storage rooms against each residential unit shows some analogies 
with patterns on the Park Plateau where vertical slab masonry was rarely 
employed. However, similar room configurations are present in the Middle 
Pecos Valley, and somewhat further to the southeast in the Sierra Blanca dis­
trict, the notions of rectangular rooms, vertical slab wall foundations, 
central heeurths, and four roof support posts are common. These patterns 
suggest that the unique Antelope Creek architectural developments represent 
the unregulated diffusion and local adaptation of generalized Southwestern 
traits from several sources.
Test 3: Some degree of experimentation and/or local innovations may be
expected as the diffused traits become incorporated into the reci­
pients culture's adaptive strategy.
The Antelope Creek architectural traits not found in adjacent cultural 
manifestations are considered to reflect architectural experimentation or 
local innovation. Many of these traits have been identified amd briefly dis­
cussed as part of Test 2. These items include parallel rows of upright slab 
wall footings, the contiguous placement of smaller rooms adjacent to the 
entrance of the main residential unit, variations in certain room forms, 
the central flour channel, raised platforms, and threshold collar features.
The local experimentation and adaption of diffused traits include the 
use of upright slab footings, the structural layout of room blocks, and the 
change in dominant room shapes from circular (at Sanford Ruin) to rectan­
gular. In all instances, practical considerations underlie most of these
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changes. As indicated in Chapter 5, the double row of vertical slab wall 
footings is commonly employed to provide additional stability to both major 
exterior walls, and along downslope sides of large rooms. The placement of 
subordinate rooms along the east side of the main residential unit reflects 
a tendency to cluster rooms as the front of the structure and near external 
activity areas. Finally, the shift from circular to rectangular dominant 
room form may accompany changes dictated by shifts in the number and kind of 
interior activities, and changes in the volumetric requirements of the inter­
ior facilities (Hunter-Anderson 1977). This change is associated with the 
increased spatial efficiency of quadrilateral room forms, once multiple resi­
dential units became amalgamated into the large contiguous room blocks, as 
at Alibates Ruin 28, and Antelope Creek Ruin 22.
The presence of central channels, the raised platform, and perhaps the 
specialized threshold collar feature may be local innovations. The central 
channel feature has been suggested (in Chapter 5) to be an efficient means of 
segregating interior personal sleeping and storage facilities from access 
and familial cooking and processing areas within the main residential unit.
The function of the raised platform against the west wall is uncertain, 
although it has been regarded as an "altar." Kelley (1966:211), suggests that 
the Antelope Creek phase altars closely resemble similar features in the con­
temporaneous La Junta phase of the Trans Pecos region near Presidio, Texas. 
However, the La Junta phase platforms are much smaller (0.30 by 0.60 by
0.40 m), and are located along the south wall of the deep semisubterranean 
rectangular structures (Kelley 1949). These features are more reminiscent 
in size and placement of the entry steps associated with the El Paso Phase 
houses of the Southern Jornada (Brook 1965, 1971, 1980; Davis 1968). In
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contrast, Krieger (1946:72) and Hughes (1968) suspect that the Antelope Creek 
phase platforms were the forerunner of altars in the Pawnee earthlodges. 
Whatever the functions of these features, it is difficult to identify anal­
ogous examples in complexes contemporaneous or proceeding the Antelope Creek 
phase.
Finally, the threshold collar (adobe columns flanking the vestibule on 
the inside of the main room) is also difficult to identify in cultural mani­
festations proceeding A.D. 1200. The feature is thought to serve as a 
frame used to drape a flexible (skin or woven) cover over the vestibule in 
order to regulate air flow inside the room. Comparable kinds of architec­
tural features have not been identified in adjacent areas.
Given the unique occurrence and practical functions attributed to these 
features, local innovation seems likely. These unique traits coupled with 
the select occurrence of other Antelope Creek traits from adjacent Southwestern 
manifestations at an earlier date are clear evidence of unregulated diffusion.
The source areas for the Southwestern traits appear to be diversified. 
However, the architectural similarities to the southwest— particularly the 
Sierra Blanca District— sure somewhat stronger. This Csmadian River Valley- 
Sacramento Mountain connection around A.D. 1200 is interesting in light of 
the apparent contacts maintained during the first millenium by the Palo Duro 
groups between the indigenous Plains Woodland (Lake Creek) groups along the 
Canadian River, and unspecified groups (or at least ceramic ten^r sources) 
in the Sierra Blanca District. Quite likely, during the local transition 
from, a Plains Woodland adaptation to a Plains Village adaptation, some archi­
tectural influences from southeast New Mexico and elsewhere were incorporated 
into the adaptative strategy. As Troike (1955:133) has observed: "It is the
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Puebloan ideas, and not the Puebloan techniques, that are adopted by the 
Antelope Creek groups.” The sweeping changes which occurred throughout the 
Southwest during Pueblo III period (A.D. 1200-1350) altered these ties to 
such an extent that by A.D. 1300-1350 the main source of Southwestern cera­
mic tradewares evident at Antelope Creek phase sites is from the Middle Rio 
Grande-Pecos River region (Crabb 1968; Spielman 1983). Although the mechan­
ism for introducing Southwestern architectural traits into the incipient 
Antelope Creek complex are uncertain, one explanation— the practice of cul­
tural exogamy— has been proposed several times (Krieger 1946; Reed 194 , Duf- 
field 1970; Marmaduke and Whitsett 1975). Since two opposing positions have 
emerged, this suggestion will be examined in greater detail.
Krieger (1947:74) attributed the exogenous marriage idea to J. Charles 
Kelly, who postulated that the occurrence of stone masonry architecture in 
association with Plains tool assemblage to a patrilineal/patrilocal social 
organization. Noting that Pueblo women are ordinarily in control and author­
ity of the house, he reasoned that as little as a half dozen women residing 
among the Plains tribes in the panhandle could have introduced the idea of 
masonry construction techniques. The patrilocal residence pattern would 
also account for the absence of Puebloan ceremonial artifacts (which are 
generally male oriented) among the Antelope Creek people, as well as the 
occurrence of Plains (male oriented) hunting assemblages at Pecos and other 
Pueblo sites.
In reviewing Krieger's information, Reed (1947:158) rejects the ascer- 
tion.of exogamous patrilocal residence patterns for Antelope Creek people. 
The male hunting assemblages at Pecos merely indicates that parties of men 
from the Panhandle visited Pecos to trade. He reasoned that the hunting/
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trading parties did not return with Puebloan wives, but they were impressed 
by the Pueblo architecture which they started incorporating into their houses. 
The women kept on making the same kinds of cordmarked "Plains" pottery as 
before, since the men were not especially interested in the ceramic technol­
ogy. Reed merely refutes Krieger's hypothesis without advocating any altern­
atives .
Subsequently, Ouffield (1970:12-13) proposes a matrilineal/matrilocal 
exogamous pattern. The homogeneity of the cordmaurked pottery tradition (pre­
sumed to be a female craft) is indicative of close female groups eind con­
siderable continuity. Yet he argues that the wide range of artifactual forms 
would arise from a matrilocal exogamous pattern (assuming house-building to 
be a male task), since the continual introduction of men into the community 
would constantly bring new and different ideas «md construction techniques.
Marmaduke and Whitsett (1975:81) however, find problems with both ex­
treme positions. In regard to Krieger’s patrilocal residence pattern hypoth­
esis, they question why the newly arrived Puebloan women could so radically 
alter the Antelope Creek construction standards, yet not influence the cord- 
marked ceramic-making tradition. Duffield's matrilocal hypothesis they find 
similarly untenable:
The bonding effect of a matrilineage operates only within the 
lineage. What holds the ceramic tradition in such a tight grasp 
on an extra-lineage basis? Why do not such strictures operate for 
construction practices? Ostensibly, the male products of a matri- 
lineage are imbued with the same sense of lineal conformity as well 
as the females [sic]. (Marmaduke cind Whitsett 1975:81).
Their rationale for rejecting Duffield's position is unclear. If they are
suggesting that children (of either sex) of lineage members are encultur-
ated to such an extent that ceramic and architectural technologies are
equally integrated according to lineage practices, then Marmaduke and
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Whitsell have misunderstood either the circulatory nature of males in a matri­
lineage situation, or the level of cultural exogamy implied by Duffield's 
hypothesis.
Most attempts to delineate and formally test prehistoric residence 
patterns in the Southwest have relied on coniparing stylistic patterns on 
artifacts from male and female tasks at a single site. Hill (1970b: Table 1) 
suggests that uxorilocal, and matrilocal residence patterns show nonremdom 
stylistic patterns for female-related items, but random patterns 
for the male-related items; the opposite patterns are expected for virilocal, 
patrilocal or avunculocal residence patterns. Neolocal and bilocal resi­
dence patterns show randomized stylistic patterns in male and female-related 
artifacts, whereas such items are nonrandomized in a duolocal residence pat­
tern. Three factors influence the eibility to delineate the residence pat­
terns:
1) the patterns are clearest when exogêuny involves groups with radi­
cally different cultural heritages, but are more difficult to discern when 
two groups with similar heritages are involved, or when exogamy is practiced 
on the village level. Clearly both Krieger and Ouffield postulate cultural 
exogamous relationships involving groups familiar with masonry architecture. 
But exogamy involving Apishapa or other Upper Canark groups with a Plains 
tool assemblage would be more difficult to recognize than exogamy practiced 
with Anasazi or Mogollon groups with Southwestern assemblages.
2) in all instances, the studies assume that activity assemblages for 
both sexes can be correctly inferred, and that the remains occur with suffi­
cient frequency and stylistic embellishment to permit such analysis. At 
present, the range of artifact assemblages at most Antelope Creek sites are
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inadequately described and quantified to permit an examination of stylistic 
patterns. A cursory examination of tool assemblages from several sites 
suggests that few tool classes are artistically or stylistically modified.
3) the stylistic pattern distribution as outlined by Hill (1970b) is 
based on a whole series of assumptions regarding the nature of cultural 
transmission and enculturation. Other studies have shown that technology is 
not always rigidly transmitted along lineage lines (Stanislawski 1969) or 
that other factors may yield artifact distribution patterns similar to those 
expected for kin groups (Dumond 1977). Consequently, artifactual remains 
may be difficult to use.
Nevertheless, Hill's basic tenet may be valid if applied to the pat­
terns of skeletal morphology of the population. The use of skeletal remains 
eliminates problems inherent with correctly inferring artifacts to sex re­
lated tasks, the mechanism of cultural transmission, and the degree of styl­
istic embellishment as required to operationalize the traditional approach 
to this problem.
If the Antelope Creek people practiced cultural exogamy, then the adult 
skeletons of one sex should show more morphological diversity than those of 
the other sex, or of the immature skeletal remains.
Note that the expectation does not directly contre male to female skel­
etal remains, since any difference may merely reflect sexual dimorphism of 
the population. Instead, significant morphological differences for each 
sex are sought between the burials at different Antelope Creek cemeteries. 
This comparison assumes that given cultural exogamy, members of Antelope 
Creek lineages at separate villages will tend to obtain their mates from
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different non-Antelope Creek sources, and that the newly arrived mates will 
be more biological heterogenous than the indigenous residents.
Metric and nonmetric traits have been used to examine prehistoric pop­
ulation affiliations (Berry and Berry 1967; Brothwell 1959; Jantz 1974; Right- 
mire 1970; Jantz and Ubelaker 1981). Both methods have been used to compare 
biological distance of Antelope Creek skeletal populations with those from 
adjacent select Pueblo and Plains populations (D. K. Patterson 1974; D. E. 
Patterson 1974; McWilliams and Johnson 1979), but none of the studies con­
siders the possibility of examining cultural exogamy. Nevertheless, usable 
information is readily available in two lengthy studies (Patterson 1974; 
Patterson 1974).
A major part of both studies involves the metric comparison of skele­
tal remains from Antelope Creek Ruins 22 and 22A, Alibates Ruin 28 and the 
Footprint site in order to discern the homogenity of the population. Using 
the skeletal remains from two cemeteries at a time, a series of t-tests was 
used to determine significant differences in cranial and post cranial vari- 
êüales and indicates, stature estimates, and mandibular and maxillary tooth 
sizes for males and females (D. K. Patterson 1974; Tables 74-87; D. E. 
Patterson:Tables 2-15). Differential preservation limited the number of 
observations possible on each sex for any single cemetery. A maximum of 
154 different traits/indicates were used for males, but only 81, 121, and 
123 observations were available from the three cemeteries. Similarly, 
poorer preservation of female skeletal remains permitted only 98 different 
trait/index determinations, and only 16, 43, and 86 specific observations 
were available from the three cemetery samples. Thus, depending upon the 
available observations, the t-tests could involve; 1) a "single" compari­
son of a trait of two cemeteries: 2) a "double" comparison of a trait from
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one cemetery against each of the two other cemeteries; or 3) a "triple" 
comparison of a trait among the three cemetery samples.
Altogether, 325 t-tests were conducted for the male samples and 145 
t-tests were run on the female samples (D. K. Patterson 1974; D. E. Patter­
son 1974). The results specified by level of significance are summarized 
in Table 51. Only a single trait was found to be significant at the .01 
level in each sex group. Furthermore, only 4.0 percent of the t-tests con­
ducted on the male samples, and 4.8 percent of the t-tests run on the 
female samples were significant at the .05 level. The similarity of these 
values suggests that cultural exogamy involving biologically distant groups 
was not occurring among the Antelope Creek populations. Since the skeletal 
sample sizes are small, these findings must be regarded as tentative. How­
ever, the available biological evidence suggests that cultural exogamy must 
be rejected as an explanation for architectural and community variability.
SUMMARY OF TRAIT ORIGINS.
Formal testing procedures were used to determine whether the origins 
of the distinctive Antelope Creek phase architectural and community varia­
tions were due to site unit (immigration), or culture unit (trait diffusion) 
intrusion on to the Southern High Plains. The evidence presented showed 
that adjacent cultural manifestations are not of the proper age, or do not 
display the appropriate architectural and artifactual trait complex to be 
the potential source of groups immigrating on to the Plains. Instead, the 
Lake Creek complex, an indigenous Plains Woodland adaptation in the Texas 
panhandle is regarded as a likely antecedent of the Antelope Creek phase. 
This conclusion is based primarily on the continuity of a cordmarking
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Table 51.
Summary of Metric Observation t-Tests of Male and Female 
Skeletal Remains from Alibates Ruin, 













Corner i  son 62 61 1 0 62 19.1
Double
Comparisons 13 23 2 1 26 8.0
Triple
Comparisons 79 228 9 0 237 72.9
Total 154 312 12 1 325 100.0
Percent 96.0 3.7 0.3 100.0











t  tests Percent
Single
Com^rlson 61 57 4 0 61 42.1
Double
Comparisons 27 54 0 0 54 37.2
Triple
Comparisons 10 27 2 1 30 20.7
Total 98 138 6 1 145 100.0
Percent 95.2 4.1 0.7 100.0
Percent S ignificant 4.8
information compiled from O.K. Patterson 1974: Tables 74-87;
D.E. Patterson 1974: Tables 2-15.
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ceramic tradition, and presumed parallel developments in Plains Village 
transformations which occurred elsewhere along the eastern margin of the 
Plains. Antelope Creek thus reflects the introduction of new architectural 
ideas around the same time that the local Woodland group was being trans­
formed into a Plains Village complex.
A survey of Southwestern architectural remains in eastern New Mexico 
found no strong architectural parallels in any single Pueblo II period com­
plex which could have been the source for these new ideas. Some general 
similarities were found among cultural manifestations in the Chupadera Mesa, 
Sierra Blanca and Middle Pecos districts of southeastern New Mexico. But 
many architectural attributes seem to be unique to the Antelope Creek phase. 
This lack of congruency in architectural form suggests that the Antelope 
Creek architectural development represents the unregulated diffusion and 
local adaptation of generalized Southwestern traits from perhaps several 
sources.
Although several archaeologists have suggested that cultural exogamy 
may have been the mechanism responsible for the introduction of Southwestern 
traits, an analysis of Antelope Creek skeletal remains found no support for 
this contention. Reed (1947:158) and Troike (1955:134) have presented com­
pelling arguments that male hunting and gathering groups came in contact 
with southwest Puebloan villages and were impressed by the architectural 
remains, which they attempted to copy using locally innovative building 
techniques. These arguments may address how the influences became incorpo­
rated into a Plains Village culture, but they do not indicate why tliey were 
adopted. At this time, considerably more details about the systemic rela­
tionships of the local environmental setting, the indigenous Woodland
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manifestations in Texas, and the late prehistoric adaptations in eastern New 
Mexico are required to answer this intriguing problem.
Ecological Systemics and Cultural Dynamics 
The ramifications of natural or social environmental change on Ante­
lope Creek phase adaptations have not been systematically advanced, or rigor­
ously examined. Nevertheless, such causal factors have been implied when 
archaeologists advocate 1) that burned structures, and the occurrence of 
sites in defensible mesa top settings may reflect raiding (Krieger 1946:42; 
Marmaduke and Whitsett 1975:98; Lintz 1979:44, 1984:33); or 2) the demise of 
the Antelope Creek phase may be due to the arrival of allegedly "hostile" 
nomadic groups, and/or environmental deterioration due to climatic changes 
(Studer 1931b:13; Lowrey 1932:43; Holden 1932a:293; Baerreis and Bryson 
1966:114; Ouffield 1970; Marmaduke and Whitsett 1975:82, 97; Campbell 1976: 
107-108; Hughes 1979:45; Lintz 1984:340). A major factor for all of these 
explanations is population pressure. An examination of this concept and 
underlying assumptions is in order before we can consider changes in the 
Antelope Creek phase architecture and community patterns.
THE ECOLOGICAL SYSTEMICS OF POPULATION PRESSURE
Population pressure is simply the ratio of population size to the 
"carrying capacity," (a hypothetical upper limit of population growth which 
does not damage the ecological network of a region (Hassan 1981:166)). 
Implicit to the notion of population pressure is an assumption that human 
populations have a natural propensity to increase until a point is reached 
at which further growth creates or poses threats of major shortages to the 
important resource base. Many archaeologists have argued that the resultant
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environmental stress on human populations promotes technological expansions, 
economic growth, and increased socio-political complexity (Boserup 1965; 
Flannery 1969; Spooner 1972; Sanders and Price 1968; Martin and Plog 1973; 
Cohen 1977).
The level of population stress is extremely difficult to measure, since 
the variables determining the goodness of fit between population size and 
carrying capacity are complex, and the human responses to stress can be 
quite varied. Both of these points need to be examined in more detail.
The complexity of variables involved in measuring population stress 
stems from the systemic nature of carrying capacity. The systemic relation­
ship not only involves the dynamic interaction of human and natural environ­
mental components within certain technologically limited processes, but it 
must also consider dynamic interaction of various human components within 
the social processes, and the dynamic interaction of other nonhuman environ­
mental components within ecological processes. Consequently, population 
stress may arise from an actual increase in human population size (due to 
natural growth or immigration) during periods of stable resource availabil­
ity, or from a perceived decrease in the resource base (due to changes in 
the natural environment caused by such factors as stochastic fluctuations 
in climate, soil nutrients, insects, parasites, diseases and competition 
from other animal consumers) during a period of population stability 
(Street 1969). Note that in the latter case, population stress is attributed 
to human perceptions, rather than actual availability of resources. This is 
because political organization, land tenure rules, and social symbolism 
involving sacred or haunted areas may severely restrict the use of produc­
tive lands and alter the size and variety of the potential resource base
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(Hardesty 1977). In addition, diet, culinary preferences and taboos may 
place priorities and inherent limitations on the utilization of all avail­
able economically useful resources (Hassan 1981:166; Brush 1975). Thus, 
even with a simple level of technology, human societies far exceed the 
basic subsistence requirement.
Nevertheless, the maximum population size depends not so much on the 
presence of unexploited economically useful resources or even on the abun­
dance of preferred resources during short periods, but rather on the quantity 
of essential foodstuff present in minimum amounts over moderate or long term 
periods. Hassan (1981:166) has cogently argued that even when caloric re­
quirements are satisfied, amino acids, vitamins and certain trace elements 
are necessary for the continued welfeure of the population. Thus he sug­
gests that it is the quantity of nutritionally critical foodstuff, which is 
present in minimum amounts,that determines the critical carrying capacity 
and in turn, the maximum population size. However, he argues that popula­
tions do not live at the brink of disaster, but rather tend to stabilize at 
an optimum carrying capacity level below the critical carrying capacity as 
a cushion against stochastic fluctuations in resource availability. At the 
optimum level the groups usually can monitor population and resource fluc­
tuation and initiate proper alternative strategies to diminish the effects 
of stress.
The population responses to stress can be quite varied (Brookfield 
1976; Hardesty 1977; Street 1969; Hassan 1981; Blakeslee 1975). Most 
actions are essentially buffering mechanisms which are employed until the 
stressful conditions ameliorate or the group becomes extinct. The range of 
buffering mechanisms may include:
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1. redistribution of the population within an area to maximize exploita­
tion of marginal zones;
2. lower the standard of living by changing the diet and intensifying pro­
curement practices to emphasize secondary resources;
3. increase procurement and expand stored reserves obtained during periods 
of resource availability;.
4. expand trade networks to tap complimentary resources in adjacent regions.
5. lower population density through group fission gmd emigration to other 
areas, which in effect, physically expands the territory size; .
6. modify religious and political beliefs to permit the exploitation of 
lands and resources which were formerly forbidden;
7. intensifying production through increases in either labor input, or 
technological development;
8. increase resource accumulations and perhaps reduce population size 
through raiding;
9. limit the population growth by lowering the birth rate through birth 
control or increased spacing of offspring;
10. reduce the population size by raising the mortality rate through the 
culturally approved genocide of select age or sex groups;
11. face reduction in population from such naturally induced causes as 
diseases, famines or nutritional deficiencies, once the population ex­
ceeds the carrying capacity level.
Minnis (1981) has suggested that when facing stress, populations will
first select the option that has the fewest permanent effects on the biolog­
ical or cultural systems. More drastic options as measured by more severe
consequences to the social and biological systems will be employed after
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the initial buffering mechanisms have been exhausted. However, the conse­
quences of adopting any one or combinations of several buffering mechanisms 
can vary considerably.
Some low level options may be adequate strategies for a population to 
endure short term periods of population stress with little lasting impact on 
the existing cultural system, but more drastic measures will undoubtedly 
affect major changes of the entire cultural system.
For example, the intensification of production through increased labor 
input coupled with technological development can ultimately raise the opti­
mum carrying capacity level and accommodate continual population growth, 
which in turn may necessitate restructuring of the social systems and the 
settlement patterns (Boserup 1965). However, it is important to realize 
that intensified production is not the only available option. Most of the 
buffering mechanisms aimed at controlling population size relative to resource 
availcibility do not alter the optimum carrying capacity level, and thus do 
not automatically initiate the causal chain of events as postulated by the 
Boserupian model (cf. Cowgill 1975; Hassan 1981).
Although the carrying capacity concept is an excellent heuristic de­
vice, it is difficult to operationalize in prehistoric situations. To 
derive a carrying capacity (threshold) value, the archaeologist must recon­
struct and discern changes in the size and configuration of the catchment 
areas, the variety, density, distribution and scheduling of available and 
perceived prehistoric resources, the density, distribution and scheduling 
)3ehavior of the human population, and the technological level used in ex­
tracting the resources. Thus Iselievctble calculations of specific threshold 
values are impossible to derive in prehistoric situations.
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On a more general level, the carrying capacity concept provides a 
framework for interpreting manifestations of cultural buffering options with­
in the systemic relationship of population size and natural environmental 
contexts. Thus, such seemingly diverse trends as trade intensification 
(Chapter 6), occasional evidence for hostilities (Chapter 7) and shifts in 
the spatial patterning of site locations (Chapter 9) may all reflect differ­
ent low level buffering options used by Antelope Creek phase groups in order 
to cope with population pressure within the short 400 year span.
The mere advocacy that the population increased, or that the region 
was susceptible to climatic fluctuations and/or was marginally suited for 
certain exploitation endeavors is insufficient to invoke population pressure 
as a causal explanation. Instead, a conçarison of the changes in population 
size relative to the environmental conditions are required to document the 
existence of stress. Once stress has been demonstrated, then the effect of 
specific buffering mechanisms on Antelope Creek phase architecture and 
settlement patterns can be examined.
EVIDENCE FOR POPULATION STRESS DURING THE ANTELOPE CREEK PHASE
An assessment of the existing information from Antelope Creek phase 
sites quickly reveals that considerable information crucial to thoroughly 
examine the issue of population stress is not available. Sorely needed is 
additional information regarding the size, distribution, density and the 
various type of sites within the study area, the subsistence and technolog­
ical aspects of resource scheduling and procurement, and refinements in 
paleoenvironmental reconstructions for the period A.D. 1100-1500. Neverthe­
less, some information can be gleaned from the existing records. And
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although the analyses will not conclusively demonstrate the existence of 
population stress, it will provide new insights into the complexity of fac­
tors affecting Antelope Creek phase architectural and community patterns, as 
well as indicate the specific kinds of information needed.
Since the size of prehistoric population can not be directly measured,
it must be inferred from other kinds of archaeological remains. Estimates 
of population size can be based on the quantity of faunal remains, select 
artifact types, architectural remains, or total site area (Hassan 1981:63-94). 
In this instance, the architectural remains offer the most complete set of 
available information for the Antelope Creek phase.
An estimate of the Antelope Creek population is based on the number of
residential sites in the study area, the number of household units at the
residential sites, and the size of the families occupying the household 
units. Since projections of the number of Antelope Creek phase residential 
sites can not be ascertained from the existing data base, absolute population 
increase can not be conclusively demonstrated. Nevertheless, specific site 
information can be used to detect changes in the number and size of house­
hold units from the early and late subphases. Major changes in these vari­
ables may be indicative of the Antelope Creek population dynamics; however, 
a systemic survey of several Canadian River tributaries will be necessary to 
assure that the trends are valid.
Population estimates based on site specific information from early and 
late subphases must still be grounded on a number of assumptions regarding 
the function of sites, length of household occupation, the contemporaneity 
of household clusters at a single site, and the number and size of indoor 
activity areas. The present analysis has further assumed that the various
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excavations exposed a representative number and proportion of different fea­
ture types at each of the sites. For purposes of this analysis, it was 
assumed that only homesteads and hamlets reflected residential sites; that 
all household clusters were utilized for approximately the same duration; 
and that barring evidence of room superimposition, all rooms at a site were 
contetporaneously in use. Alibates Ruin 28 was regarded as an exception, 
since radiocarbon dates, superimposed rooms and differential artifact densi­
ties indicated either multiple occupations, or sequential growth of the 
hamlet (Chapter 8, Appendix A). In this instance, Excavation Unit I, and 
the north and south portions of Excavation Unit II were considered to be 
three separate components. Only the architectural remains from Excavation 
Unit I were considered to be affiliated with the early subphase.
Differences in the number and size of rooms at early and late subphase 
sites were regarded as crude indications of the population size during each 
of the two subphases. Table 52 conpares the nunber of household clusters, 
the mean size of the main rooms within a household cluster, and the mean 
size of all rooms with the household cluster at sites assigned to the two 
subphases. Note that the mean number of household clusters, as indicated 
by the main architectural 1 and 2 unit types, is larger during the early 
subphase (x=3.75 rooms), than during the late subphase (x=3.16 rooms). At 
face value the decrease in the mean number of main rooms may reflect a de­
cline in the number of family units and hence, the size of the population.
However, a drastic increase is evident in both the mean main room size, and
- 2  2 the mean total indoor space size from early (x=24.00 m , 43.24 m ) to late
—  2 2(x=33.18 m , 55.58 m ). Thus the data may be reflecting a pattern of larger, 
but more dispersed family units during the late subphase, than during the
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Table 52. Number of Household Clusters and Size of Structures 
at Early and Late Subphase Sites.
S i t e N u m b e r  o f  R o o m s  M a i n  S u b o r d i n a t e  1 , 2  3 , 4 , 5 , 6 . 8 , 9
M e a n  F l o o r  A r e a  o f  M a i n  R o o m s  i n  H o u s e  C l u s t e r
M e a n  F l o o r  A r e a  
o f  A l l  R o o m s  i n  H o u s e  C l u s t e r
E A R L Y  S U B P H A S E
A n t e l o p e  C r e e k  2 2 A 2 4 4 4 . 0 2 5 1 . 8 9
A r r o w h e a d  P e a k 5 4 2 0 . 7 4 6 2 4 . 6 7 6
C o e t a s 2 8 . 4 0 0
S a n f o r d  R u i n 1 5 2 1 . 5 7 0 6 4 . 2 7
A l i b a t e s  2 8 - 1 7 1 4 1 9 . 6 9 6 3 2 . 1 1 9
M e a n 3 . 7 5 6 . 7 5 2 4 . 0 0 1 4 3 . 2 3 7  m ^
L A T E  S U B P H A S E
B l a c k  D o g  V i l l a g e 1 4 4 3 . 4 8 0 8 4 . 1 8
S p r i n g  C a n y o n 1 2 + 8 7 . 6 0 0 9 0 . 8 7
F o o t p r i n t 3 0 2 8 . 2 5 6 2 8 . 2 5 6
A l i b a t e s  2 8 - I I n 6 5 2 8 . 4 3 5 3 2 . 8 9 0
A l i b a t e s  2 8 - 1 I s 7 9 3 2 . 2 1 0 4 3 . 5 6 5
A l i b a t e s  2 8 A 2 1 . 1 0 0
A l i b a t e s  3 0 2 9 . 8 5 8
C h i m n e y  R o c k  5 1 3 4 3 8 . 6 6 0 5 3 * 7 4 0
M e a n 3 . 1 6 5 . 0 0 3 3 . 1 8 4 5 5 . 5 8 3  m ^
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early subphase. To further quantify these differences, two overall inside 
area indices for early and late subphase sites were obtained by multiplying 
the mean number of households by the Main Room Size (MRS), and the Ttotal 
Indoor Space (TIS) for each of the two subphases. The results show that the
overall inside area is larger for the late subphase sites (MRS=104.86 m^,
2 ?TIS=175.64 m ), than for the early subphase sites (MRS=90.00 m , TIS=162.14
2m ). Although these indices suggest that the population may have been in­
creasing through time, this trend by itself does not automatically indicate 
population stress unless it can be shown that the environmental situation 
remained stable, or was deteriorating.
The effects of deteriorating environmental conditions during the Ante­
lope Creek phase occupation requires an examination of the interrelation­
ships of a whole series of variables. These include the identification of 
the primary subsistence resources used by Antelope Creek people, an examina­
tion of the environmental factors potentially affecting these resources, the 
paleoenvironmental situation in the study area during the Antelope Creek 
occupation, and a discussion of the probable responses of the major subsis­
tence resources to the paleonenvironmental conditions.
Little information is available for the reconstruction of the Antelope 
Creek scheduling and food resource procurement practices. To date, no sys­
tematically collected micro- or macrobotanical studies have been completed 
and faunal analysis has only been reported from 11 sites within the study 
area (Ouffield 1970; Keller 1975). The remains from these archaeological 
contexts indicate a mixed hunting-gathering-horticultural subsistence base. 
But the relative importance of these resources are unknown. The abundence 
of bone horticultural tools (Table 31) and the chance recovery of charred
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corn, squash, and beans indicates that some local horticulture was practiced. 
However, the domesticated products are believed to be far less important to 
the Antelope Creek people than to the Puebloans, who derived over 80% of 
their caloric intake from cultivated crops during the historic period (Ford 
1968, as cited in Nelson 1980:9). Only limited sampling for wild food re­
mains has revealed the presence of acorns, hackberry, mesquite, wild buck­
wheat, cattail stems, plums, persimmons, prickly pear and Indian mallow 
(Green 1967; Keller 1975). Considerably more information is available from 
the faunal studies. Ouffield (1970) identified skeletal remains from 19 
species of mammals, 13 species of birds, six species of amphibians, plus 
reptiles, fish and mollusks from Antelope Creek phase sites in the study 
area. However, bison contributed from 78.9% to 98.4% to the potential usable 
meat weight, whereas deer and antelope contributed 20.1% and 1.5% meat weight 
from these same sites (Ouffield 1970:163, 189). Thus bison is identified as 
the most important animal resource, cind com is assumed to be at least one 
of the important plant resources used by the Antelope Creek people.
The environmental variable most likely to affect the availability of 
food resources in the study area is the semiarid character of the climate 
(cf. Chapter 3). Despite a lengthy growing season of almost 200 frost-free 
days, the region receives on an average of only 20 inches of precipitation 
annually. However, the intensity and occurrence of precipitation is erratic. 
Most precipitation normally comes during the spring thunderstorms but norm­
ally, the study area receives only slightly more than the critical eight 
inch- summer precipitation necessary for maize production. Droughts are com­
mon. Significant ones lasting longer than one year occurred on an average 
of once a decade during the last century.
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The one advantage that the study area has to partially offset the 
unpredictable occurrence of rainfall is the flow of fossil water reserves 
from the Ogallala aquifer. Springs and seeps were once common along the rim 
of the inner valley, but surface water flow was most dependable for short 
distances near the heads of the Canadian River tributaries. Even during mild 
droughts, these lateral tributaries continued to provide limited quantities 
of potable water long after water in the main Canadian River channel and 
lower tributary portions was absorbed into the sandy floodplains. Even 
though precipitation (which is the crucial limiting variable for food re­
source availability) is extremely erratic and unpredictable, the presence 
of fossil water reserves are a potential environmental buffer, which could 
be used to offset the extreme precipitation fluctuations during all but 
perhaps the severest droughts.
Evidence for paleoenvironmental conditions in the study area are lim­
ited. Most studies concede that no radical climatic change has occurred 
during the last 4000 years; however, numerous minor climatic fluctuations 
of varying magnitudes and durations have occurred since then (Bryant and 
Shaeffer 1977; Hall 1982). Considerable paleoenvironmental evidence from 
east of the High Plains has documented mesic conditions throughout much of 
the first millenium A.D., followed by an onset of xeric conditions (Ferring 
1982; Lintz and Hall 1983; Hall 1982). Little information is available for 
specific conditions during the first half of the second millenium A.D.
Only one attempt has been made to reconstruct the environmental condi­
tions of the study area for the duration of the Antelope Creek phase. Not­
ing that deer and antelope feed on drought resistant forbs «md browse, 
whereas bison primarily consume lush grass, Duffield (1970:241, 255) suggested
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that the relative frequency of bison remains could be used as a measure of 
relative aridity. Using the relative frequency of bison to deer and antelope 
remains from five radiocarbon dated sites, Duffield found a marked decrease 
in the frequency of bison remains after A.D. 1300. Thus he suggested that 
the study area was gradually drying out from A.D. 1250 to 1400, but after 
A.D. 1300, dessication became even more severe.
Duffield's findings are based on an assumption that the faunal remains 
from archaeological collections are representative of the actual frequency of 
animals in the area. This assumption may be unwarranted for three reasons:
1) differential procurement techniques may have been used to obtain bison vs. 
deer and antelope, since these species frequent different habitats, have dif­
ferent seasonal movements, and congregate in different kinds of social group­
ings. Thus, the faunal remains at sites may only reflect the hunting strate­
gies, or seasons, and not necessarily the proportional availability of the 
animals. 2) The sites used in the analysis include subhomesteads, homesteads 
and hamlets. Since some food sharing of bison was evident from one of the 
dated sites and the general range of activities differ among the site types, 
the occurrence of faunal remains may be biased. 3) Differential recovery and 
curation methods weie employed to obtain the sangles. Overall, the WPA 
crews did not systematically screen the fill and only saved the larger "iden­
tifiable” elements, whereas the later projects used more thorough recovery 
techniques and thus obtained a more representative sample. Of more concern, 
however, is the fact that the methods Duffield used to determine bison, deer 
and antelope frequencies are not specified, and the results used to infer 
climatic change differ from that reported throughout other portions of his 
study based on the number of bone elements, minimum number of individuals.
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and estimated meat weight from the separate sites (Duffield 1970: compare 
Table 35 against Tables 3, 20, 23, 25 and 28).
In sum, a number of nonclimatically related factors were not considered 
in the reconstruction of environmental conditions on the basis of large mam­
malian remains. Additional paleoenvironmental studies are required to vali­
date Duffield*s findings. Nevertheless, a number of other studies have 
documented drought conditions on the Southern Plains during the fifteenth and 
sixteenth centuries (Hall 1982; Speth 1983:131-141; Spielman 1982:287-293). 
The issue does not concern whether drought conditions ever occurred during 
the Antelope Cree)c phase, but rather the timing of the drought. Presently, 
it is impossible to determine if xeric conditions started during the middle 
(A.D. 1350) or near the end (A.D. 1450) of the Antelope Creelc phase occupa­
tions. Additional evidence is required to resolve this critical issue.
The impact of drought conditions on maize production and bison re­
sources would depend upon the character, intensity and duration of the 
drought conditions. Since the scheduling of rainfall is critical for corn 
production, maize growth could occur even during climatic regimes with low 
annual precipitation, provided that sufficient amount of water was available 
during critical portions of the growing season. Under more severe condi­
tions or during situations when precipitation fell at the wrong times, we 
might expect crop failure in marginal garden plots, and a decrease in both 
the size of successfully cultivated acreage and the productivity of corn. 
Given the diverse sources of water within the study area, crop failure would 
probcüaly occur earlier in fields along the Canadian River and its lower trib­
utaries, than in fields near the tributary heads, which are watered by re­
serves from the Ogallala aquifer. However, the topography of the tributary
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heads limits the amount of arable lands suitable for cultivation, and hence, 
the size of the fields. Variation in productivity from these small garden 
plots may have made reliance on horticulture too precarious and unpredict­
able to sustain large populations residing within the study eurea without em­
ploying other buffering options.
The bison resources may have been equally susceptible to prolonged or 
severe drought conditions. Recent research has begun to unravel the complex­
ity of the bison ecosystem (Reher 1978; Speth 1983). Bison are the most social 
big game animals in North America, but their availability is dependent upon 
seasonal breeding patterns and long term climatic patterns. Bison aggrega­
tion and dispersal are seasonally conditioned. During the nonbreeding sea­
son, these gregarious animals form small groups of around 20 or more; but 
during the summer rut, the ranks may swell to several thousand (McHugh 1972). 
This tendency to congregate in groups, coupled with their aimless mobility 
across vast territories,meikes bison an unpredictcible food resource.
Bison populations are also fairly sensitive to long term climatic fluc­
tuations. Recently, Speth (1983:119-131) has noted that the quality of 
forage (as expressed by fiber content and available protein) is more criti­
cal for weight maintenance than the abundance of forage, since the quemtity 
of consumable grass is limited by the mastication rate. Furthermore, he has 
found that the principle grass species of southeastern New Mexico presently 
contain insufficient protein and phosphorus for the continued maintenance of 
bison body weight during six and eight consecutive months a year. This 
accounts for the considerable fluctuations in bison weight during the yearly 
cycle. With the onset of drought conditions, selective changes in the biotic 
communities tend to favor xeric plant, which are characterized by a high
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fiber and low protein content. Over the long run, these plants may be inade­
quate for bison survival, since they require considerable time to digest, and 
provide a low protein return. The bison population may respond by initially 
moving to better pastures near more permanent water sources, either around 
the upland playas, or along the headwaters of the Canadian River tributaries, 
in close proximity to human groups. Thus during short term periods of 
drought, bison may actually be more susceptible for human predation. But 
droughts of longer duration or higher magnitude, the bison population may 
abandon the region in favor of tall grass prairies or perhaps experience a 
higher mortality rate (Reher 1978:35). In either case, less bison would be 
available for human consumption.
To sum up, the available, albeit incomplete, information suggests that 
even within the short duration of the Antelope Creek phase, the human popu­
lation was increasing (as indicated by larger indoor floor areas) at the 
same time that climatic conditions were changing towards more xeric condi­
tions. Even though the precise timing of these events is uncertain, both 
conditions would have detrimentally affected the Antelope Creek people's pri­
mary food resources by increasing the resource demand at a time of decreasing 
resource availability. The resultant population stress may have been felt 
long before the demise of the Antelope Creek phase. In fact, some of the 
changes evident between the early and late subphases are believed to reflect 
several buffering mechanisms employed in am attempt to alleviate the stress.
EARLY BUFFERING OPTIONS USED BY THE ANTELOPE CREEK PEOPLE
None of the excavations at Antelope Creek phase sites has been specific­
ally designed to systematically gather information about potential buffering 
options implemented to reduce population stress. Consequently, critical
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information necessary to document the range of options implemented is lack­
ing. Nevertheless, three of the trends previously discerned in this study 
are thought to reflect buffering behavior. These include:
1) the possible brecdcdown in social cohesion, as reflected by the 
shift from hamlets consisting of a single large contiguous room structure in­
volving multiple household clusters (Alibates 28, Unit I, Antelope Creek 
Ruins 22 and 24, Tarbox, and Coetas Creek Ruin), to hamlets consisting of 
many individual households (Alibates 28, Unit II, Chimney Rock Ruin 51,
and possibly parts of the Cottonwood Creek Ruin). The spatially discrete 
placement of households during the later subphase suggests a decrease in 
cooperation among the separate household units, since multiple isolated room 
structures require more time, energy and material to build, than a single 
contiguous room unit.
2) the possible shift in settlement patterns away from the Canadian 
River and towards the lateral tributaries. Manifestations of this change is 
reflected in the cibandonment of the subhomestead sites, which were in use 
along the Canadian River terrace during the early subphase. This trend pos­
sibly reflects a redistribution of the population, or at least a deemphasis 
on the utilization of the main Canadian River valley in favor of spring fed 
locales along the lateral tributaries.
3) an expansion of trade networks to tap complimentary resources in 
adjacent regions. Although cross dated Southwestern ceramics indicate that 
contacts with the Middle Rio Grande Valley may have started as early as A.D. 
1200, all of the same Southwestern ceramic types would have been present at 
the Antelope Creek phase sites if trade was initiated between A.D. 1300 to 
1325 (Table 5). Furthermore, the occurrence of Southwestern materials in the
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panhandle shows a marked increase during the late subphase, after A.D. 1350 
(Table 31), More than likely, obsidian, painted pottery, turquoise and shell 
jewelry were included as gifts to enhance exchange offers primarily involving 
food (Spielman 1983:258). However, the density of late subphase settlements 
neeir the Alibates quarries suggests that the mining of flint for exchange 
(possibly along with or in lieu of bison products) was intensified towards 
the latter portion of the Antelope Creek phase (Figure 27). Spielman (1982, 
1983) has argued that Plains bison was crucial in the mutualistic exchange 
system developed with Southwestern groups, and she noted that comparatively 
few tools made of Alibates have been reported from Southwestern sites dating 
prior to A.D. 1450. However, Alibates was an increasingly important commo­
dity among other Plains Village sites prior to that time. At Antelope Creek 
phase sites in the Oklahoma panhandle (located approximately 130 km from the 
quarry source), Alibates constitutes approximately 61% of the stone tools and 
debitage at the thirteenth century coi%onent at the Roy Smith Site, whereas 
the toolstone represents almost 80% of lithic materials at the fourteenth 
century component at the McGrath Site (Lintz 1976:90). This increase in Ali­
bates consumption at distant Plains Village sites is yet another sign of the 
intensification of quarrying activities and long distant transport of mate- . 
rials during the late subphase.
In addition to these buffering options, intertribal raiding may have 
served as a mechanism employed to alleviate population stress. Raiding could 
function as a buffering mechanism if it were conducted for the purpose of
1) driving other groups out of an adjacent productive area, 2) discouraging 
other groups from expanding into the existing resource area, or 3) obtaining 
booty in the form of either actual food reserves, or technological supplies
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(equipment, domesticated animals or slaves) which would simplify the pro­
curement or processing of food resources. Thus, the issue of raiding, its 
impact on Antelope Creek phase community and settleisent patterns, and its 
role as a buffering mechanism are excimined in greater detail.
The existence of raiding, warfare or massacres among Antelope Creek 
people has been variously cited ever since the earliest excavations at Hemd- 
ley's Ruin, when Eyerly (1907:222) found burned structures, scattered human 
bones, and a broken arrowhead imbedded in human remains. Since then, raid­
ing or warfare has been cited as a contributing factor affecting Antelope 
Creek site locations (Studer 1931c:13; Krieger 1946:42; Marmaduke and Whit- 
sett 1975:98; Lintz 1983:40), accounting for the abundance of burned struc­
tures at certain sites (Studer 1934a:81), or underlying the termination of 
the phase (Anonymous n.d.:7; Haynes 1932:43-44; Sayles 1935:121; Holden 1933: 
51; Hughes 1979:45, 1968:194). Other workers refuting suggestions of con­
tinuous warfare cite the scarcity of whole or restorable jars inside burned 
structures as indicative of a leisurely abandonment (Studer 1934a:81; 1934: 
84; Baker and Baker 1941b:2, 175), and the nondefendable positions of some 
sites (Green 1967:56, 181; Duffield 1964). The reconciliation of these op­
posing positions is difficult without first examining the practice of raid- . 
ing on a tribal level, and without reexamining the evidence on which these 
positions are based.
A certain amount of external "warfare" is common in cultures with a 
tribal organization, especially if they are experiencing some forms of popu­
lation stress. Service (1971:104) maintains that continuous long term cam­
paigns aimed at true conquest are economically impossible to sustain and are 
self defeating for tribal societies, since the spoils are usually not great
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enough to sustain the conquerors. Instead of decisive battles, most engage­
ments among tribal groups occur as ambush or hit-and-run raids, which are 
designed primarily to harass the enemy. Destruction of property, fields and 
food reserves, theft of goods, continual threat, sniping, and terrorization, 
often accompanied by such atrocities as head hunting, cannibalism, torture 
of prisoners, rape and massacre are effective forms of harassment, which 
usually involve less risk and psychologically inflict more damage than con­
tinual long term sieges.
If advanced warning of a raid was obtained, some members of the target 
group may organize resistance, or retreat tençorarily to sites in défendable 
settings in order to minimize the loss of life. With recurring raids, the 
population may abandon outlying or marginal settlements zmd aggregate into 
Ictrger settlements located at easily defended positions. Thus barring other 
factors, the size of the community and the number of "défendable sites" can 
be used as a crude measure of the frequency and importance of raids.
In order to discern the occurrence of raiding behavior among Antelope 
Creek people, a series of test implications was deduced for critical exam­
ination .
Test Implications:
If raiding behavior was present during the Antelope Creek phase, then:
1) clear evidence for the systematic/selective destruction of 
property should be expected.
2) evidence for refuges in défendable settings should be evident.
3) evidence for violence, and particularly atrocities, should be 
present among Antelope Creek skeletal remains.
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Selected information from the study area and adjacent sites assigned to the 
Antelope Creek phase are used in examining these tests.
Test 1: Clear evidence for the systematic and selective destruction of
property should be found.
Even though the focus of raiding may have been the destruction of 
fields, food reserves or lodging, the records from excavated sites provide 
only partial information on the destruction of buildings. Studer (1934a;81; 
1934b:83, 84) and Krieger (1946:43) maintain that the numerous burned struc­
tures at nearly every excavated site provides a clear indication of raiding. 
But this observation from early fieldwork is contrary to findings from some 
of the more recent excavations further east (Duffield 1964:72).
The mere presence of burned structures at a site does not constitute 
sufficient justification to proclaim that a site was subjected to raiding. 
Any number of the other natural and cultural incidents may cause the acci­
dental or intentional destruction of a building by fire. Accidental burn­
ings may arise from lightning strikes, prairie fires, sloppy hearth tending 
or vermin control (see Weltfish 1977:252, 281 for the use of fires to con­
trol fleas inside Pawnee earth lodges). On the other hand, structures may 
be intentionally burned in order to consecrate the possessions of the de­
ceased, or perhaps to demolish a run down structure. In most cases, acci­
dental burnings should involve few structures at a site, and the destruc­
tion is likely to be confined primarily to the main household dwelling. 
Prairie fires may be an exception, but the destruction would probably be 
widespread and nonselcctive to specific room types. Presumably the targets 
of raids would be restricted to the main dwellings (Unit Types 1 and 2), 
and/or the store rooms (Unit Type 8). Furthermore, one may expect to find
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an extensive artifact assemblage consisting of intact or restorable tools, 
and/or stored foods inside the rooms, if the raid occurred while the site 
was occupied and food was being stored.
In order to formally excimine these ideas, a review of the Antelope 
Creek site literature was undertaken in an attempt to qucintify the frequency 
and kinds of burned structures present in the study area as a possible mea­
sure of raiding behavior (Table 53). Considerable difficulty was encountered, 
since few reports specify the condition of the excavated rooms. Consequently, 
the number of burned structures may be underrepresented in the analysis. An 
examination of Table 53 shows that recorded burned structures are primarily 
confined to the main household rooms (Unit Types 1 and 2). The solitary 
burned structure at the Jack Allen Site may have been an accidental or inten­
tional event at this"simple homestead site. Multiple burned structures are 
present at Alibates Ruin 28, Units I and II, Alibates Ruin 30, Coetas Creek 
Ruin, and the Footprint Site. Although the information may be incomplete, 
interesting spatial and temporal patterns may underlie the restricted occur­
rence of extensively burned sites. First, sites with multiple burned house­
holds are all located close to choice Alibates chert deposits (compare 
Figures 4 and 5). Second, the sites with selectively burned structures are 
somewhat more common in the late subphase (post-dating A.D. 1350) than in 
the early subphase. These patterns alone are tantalizing, but are insuffi­
cient to demonstrate that raiding occurred, since a multitude of other fac­
tors could have been responsible for the burning of the structures. Unfor­
tunately, the available records concerning the quantities and conditions of 
artifacts associated with these burned rooms are not clear enough to show 
that these structures were abandoned in haste. Thus the evidence of
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Table 53. Distribution of Burned Structures at Antelope Creek Phase Sites.
Architectural Unit Type 1 Î 3 4 5 6 7 B 9 10 II
Condition of the Unit A 8 C A B C A 8 C A B C A B C A 8 c A B c A 8 c A 8 C A 8 C A 8 C
Early Subphase
AMIwtes 28* Unit 1 * 2 1 4 - - - 2 2 0 1 1 0 0 1 0 - - - 0 2 0 1 2 4 - - - 0 3 0 - - -
Coetas Ruin * 2 0 0 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 0 0 1 - - - - - - - - -
Arrowhead Peak 0 2 0 0 3 0 0 4 0 0 1 0
Sanford Ruin 0 0 1 - - - 0 0 1 0 0 4
Antelope Creek 22A 0 2 0 0 4 0 - - - 0 1 0 - - -
Roper Site 1 0 0 - - - 1 3 0
Pickett Site 0 1 0
Total Early Subphase 4 S 5 0 3 0 2 2 1 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 0 0 2 0 2 13 9 - - - 0 4 0 0 1 0
late Subphase
Alibates 28- Unit II * 9 2 1 1 0 0 1 0 0 - - - 1 2 0 - - - 0 3 0 0 6 2
Alibates 28A 0 1 0
Alibates 30 * 2 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 0
Black Dog Village 0 1 0 - - - 1 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 0
Chlmeny Rock Ruin 51 0 3 0 0 3 0 - - - - - - - - -
Footprint * 2 0 1 0 1 0 0 2 0
Spring Canyon Site - - - 0 1 0 0 2 0 - - - - - - - - -
Total late Subphase 13 7 2 2 2 0 2 1 0 0 1 0 1 2 0 - - - 0 3 0 0 12 2 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 2 0
A Burned Structure 8 »  Unbumed Structure C -  No Data
* Probable Raided Site
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selective property destruction generally supports the notion of raiding, but 
confirmation from other tests is required to strengthen this observation.
Test 2: Evidence for refuges in défendable settings should be evident.
Several early archaeologists working in the Antelope Creek region re­
garded any homestead or hamlet situated far from the Canadian River eind on 
the rim of a steep escarpment as being a defensive site (Studer 1931c:13; 
Krieger 1946:42). Thus the locations of such sites as Alibates Ruin 28, 28A 
and 30. Antelope Creek Ruin 22, Sanford, Medford Ranch, Coetas Ruin, Tarbox, 
and Cottonwood Ruin on the rims and benches of the inner valley wall were 
considered to be defensive, since the locations provided a commanding view 
of both the surrounding valleys and neighboring sites, and the settings 
provided difficult access from the valley floors. However, the sole cri­
terion of topographic setting is a poor basis for invoking a "defensive site" 
argument, since these same locales are close to fresh spring water seeping 
from the Ogallala aquifers. In addition, these inner valley bench and 
rims site settings are vulnerable from an upland approach. None of the 
sites included in this study contain defensively constructed features, such 
as the barrier walls found in southeastern Colorado (Can^bell 1976), or par­
apets associated with sixteenth century sites along the eastern edge of the 
Llano Bstacado (Baugh 1982; Parker 1982). Moorehead (1931:106) may have 
located a parapet east of the Antelope Creek Ruins, but the embanlonent is 
not adjacent to the ruins, and its cultural affiliation remains unltnown.
Many other Antelope Creek phase sites in the study cirea are at set­
tings poorly suited for defense. These include subhomesteads (Roper, Pick­
ett, Conner, Turkey Creek, Zollars), homesteads (Jack Allen, 41MO-7, Ante­
lope Creek Ruin 22A, Black Dog Village), and a few hamlet sites (Antelope
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Creek Ruin 24, Chimney Rock Ruin 51). The unprotected nature of these sites 
is evident from their placement at lower settings with limited visibility 
and easy access to the bottomlcinds. In at least one instance, at 41Mo-7, the 
eastwctrd extended vestibule of a single family dwelling opened blindly onto 
the side of a hill (Green 1967:56).
While most site settings in the study area reflect little apparent 
concern for defense, the mesa top sites, Arrownead Peak, Lookout Ruin, and 
perhaps Chimney Rock Ruin 51A, may be possible exceptions. Since Arrowhead 
Peak and Lookout Ruin are on mesas protruding out of the valley floor, the 
occurrence of seeps near the mesa rims is unlikely. Presumably all provi­
sions, including water, had to be hauled up steep slopes to these mesa top 
sites. Even though these sites can not be dismissed as refuge localities, 
no special architectural features which enhance their defensive quality have 
been reported. On the basis of the available evidence, a few defensive 
refuges are thought to be present within the study area, but their occur­
rence is believed to be rare. Most settlement locations seem to have been 
chosen with little concern of the consequences from possible outside raiding.
Test 3: Evidence for violence, and particulcurly atrocities, should be pres­
ent among the Antelope Creek skeletal remains.
Few of the burials reported from the study area show evidence of vio­
lent death (Chapter 7, Appendix D). Only three Antelope Creek phase inter­
ments have been reported with arrow points embedded in bone or near the 
body area (Eyerly 1907:222, 1912:2; Patterson 1974:231-232; Texas Archaeo­
logical Society, n.d.). In each instance, it is impossible to determine if 
these individuals succumbed to external or internecine hostilities.
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Other evidence strongly suggests the presence of intertribal violence. 
An extra skull was found interred with a child burial at the Tarbox site 
(Holden 1929:29). Clearer evidence comes from the Footprint Site where par­
tially articulated human limbs were found scattered near the floor of Struc­
ture 1, and a pile of 11 skulls was placed in a pit after the structure was 
burned (Green 1967:137-138). On the basis of morphological variability of 
skeletal remains and contextual differences, I have interpreted the scattered 
remains near the floor as the butchered remnants of Antelope Creek residents, 
whereas the skull pile reflects spoils from a retalitory head hunting raid 
against a non-Antelope Creek group (refer to Chapter 7 for details of this 
argument). Clearly the scattered remains and trophy skulls reflect atroci­
ties committed by separate hostile groups.
The evidence cited in tests 1-3 clearly indicates that some hostili­
ties conducted by and against Antelope Creek groups have occurred. Further­
more, the taurget of those raids seems to have focused on major sites located 
near the choice Alibates chert deposits. However, the impact, timing and 
specific external groups involved with these hostilities are unclear.
The lack of constructed defensive features at sites on the inner val­
ley bench and rim settings suggests that the threat of hostilities was a 
less important consideration than access to potable water from the Ogallala 
aquifers. This lack of precautions may indicate that raids were infrequent 
and had little impact on the Antelope Creek societies, or that security was 
derived from maintaining a perimeter of defensive sites along the east and 
west margins of the Canadian River trench. Lookout Ruin and Arrowhead Peak 
are two mesa top sites within this study locale that might have served as 
defensive refuges from outside groups approaching from the east, whereas
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Saddleback Ruin (Studer 1931a;134-136; Holden 1933; Haynes 1932; Bslisle 
1971), Landergin Mesa (Moorehead 1931:114; Mascn 1929:333; Marmaduke and 
Whitsett 1975:93-94), Little Landergin or Mesa Alcunosa (Marmaduke and Whit- 
sett 1975:94) and perhaps Congdon Butte Sites (Moorehead 1931:116, 139) may 
have served similar purposes for groups approaching from the west. The dis­
proportionate number of r. esa top sites west of the Alibates exposure may indi­
cate the direction of greatest concern from hostile groups.
It is impossible at this time to identify the specific group(s) en­
gaged in raids against the Antelope Creek people. However, several likely 
candidates can be deduced, and other groups can be eliminated. The Middle 
Rio Grande Puebloans can probably lae eliminated, since their territory seems 
to be the source area of ceramics, and probably turquoise and shell jewelry 
and obsidian found in Antelope Creek sites. Uie nature of these goods (par­
ticularly the obsidian) is thought to reflect trade materials, rather than 
coveted spoils from raiding expeditions. Furthermore, fortifications among 
Middle Rio Grande sites have not been reported. In contrast, sites with bar­
rier walls are fairly common in the Apishapa phase of southeastern Colorado 
between A.D. 1000 and 1500 (Campbell 1969:336-339; 1976). Unfortunately, 
insufficient field work has been conducted in this region to determine if 
burned structures or mass murders occur at these sites. Considerably more 
evidence is available from the eastern extension of the Mogollon in the 
Sierra Blanca region of southeastern New Mexico, and the lower Texas pan­
handle. A number of mountain top fortified sites have been found which are 
assigned to the Lincoln Phase (A.D. 1200-1300). Excavations revealed that 
many of the rooms were burned, and at Bloom Mound, at least 15 badly charred 
skeletons, some lacking select limbs, were found scattered beneath burned
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roof fall debris (Kelley ,1966:590). Skeletal remains from Block lookout 
(Smokey the Bear Site), and the Salt Cedar Site also display evidence of 
multiple violent deaths during the thirteenth through fifteenth centuries 
(Stuart and Gauthier 1981:214). Thus, raiding seems to be a fairly wide­
spread pattern on the western border of the Southern Plains. Unfortunately, 
it is still unclear if the Apishapa, Antelope Creek and eastern Mogollon 
groups were feuding among each other, or all were beino harrassed by yet some 
other group. The suggestion that the eastern Mogollon near the Sierra Blanca 
region may have been one of the groups involved in fourteenth century feud- • 
ing with Antelope Creek people does not conflict with the idea tha ma«y of 
the architectural concepts adopted bv the Ante)ope Creek groups during the 
twelfth century came from this same area. Quite likely, the thirteenth cen­
tury intrusion from the Chaccan area into the Middle Rio Grande Valley dis­
rupted existing relationships among groups east of the Rocky Mountains by 
increasing the competition for Plains resources. The conditions of inter­
tribal raiding as described by and against the Antelope Creek people meets 
the criterion of a buffering mechanism, since it involved the maintenance 
of strict control over both the valuable Alibates chert resources used in 
trading, and the lush spring fed areas around the Llano Estacado.
In sum, this examination of the Antelope Creek phase cultural dynamics 
has revealed a number of buffering mechanisms which were implemented in an 
attempt to aleviate population stress. Although controversy may surround 
the timing and sequence of implementation, these mechanisms started long 
before the termination of the phase. Many of the changes evident within the 
Antelope Creek phase reflect attempts to cope with the increasing population 
stress which occurred during much of the late subphase. The bitter arguments
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surrounding the historical identity of the Antelope Creek people only under­
score the extent to which these people were forced to radically change their 
settlement and subsistence patterns and perhaps abandon the Southern High 
Plains after these early buffering options failed to maintain the existing 
cultural system (Hughes 1968:193; Campbell 1976:98; Lintz 1979:178).
Summary
This chapter has examined two facets of the Antelope Creek phase which 
extend beyond the strict confines of the High Plains-Canadian River Locality. 
These two topics concern 1) the potential origins of the Antelope Creek 
phase, and 2) the ecological systemics underlying the cultural dynamics of 
the phase. Formal testing procedures were used to examine both problems.
The examination of Antelope Creek phase origins considered both immi­
gration and acculturative processes of cultural transmission. Although the 
phase has been variously attributed to immigrating groups from a number of 
different sources, these suggestions are rejected since the timing of events 
are wrong, and/or the constellation of traits from the proported source areas 
does not closely match the Antelope Creek traits. The distinctive Antelope 
Creek architectural and material assemblage has been attributed to the adop­
tion of Southwestern ideas by an indigenous group at the time of its trans­
formation from the Plains Woodland to the Plains Village stage. More spe­
cifically, the Lake Creek coc^lex is thought to be the direct progenitor of 
the Antelope Creek phase, which employed innovative building techniques to 
copy Southwestern architectural ideas. Although no single Southwestern dis­
trict was the sole source of inspiration, somewhat stronger influences seem 
to be derived from Pueblo II Period sites in southeastern New Mexico.
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Although intertribal marriages have been postulated as the mechanism 
responsible for the introduction of Southwestern ideas, an examination of 
the diversity in adult male and female skeletal morphology found that one 
sex was not significantly more phenotypically heterogenous than the other. 
Thus, cultural exogamy as a mechcunism of diffusion is regarded as unlikely. 
Considerably more research into the environment and social conditions 
throughout the Southern Plains around the end of the first millenium is re­
quired before we can begin to understand why these local innovations occur­
red. Some clues, however, may be present in the timing of the transition to 
a Village pattern. The available chronological information suggests that 
the Antelope Creek phase may have developed nearly a century behind other 
Plains Village complexes in adjacent areas. Perhaps the High Plains were 
regarded as less suited than the eastern prairie for intensive horticultural 
production solely on the basis of precipitation; however, the presence of 
spring water from fossil reserves held by the Ogallala formation made the 
area more attractive as precipitation became less predictable.
The cultural dynamics of the Antelope Creek phase are closely linked 
to population pressure caused by an increase in the size of the group during 
a time when primary food resources became less predictable due to deteriorat­
ing climatic conditions. In response, four buffering mechanism were imple­
mented in an attempt to alleviate the population stress. These buffering 
mechanisms include 1) a breakdown in social cohesion and cooperation, as 
reflected by a reduction in the number of families occupying the single 
dwelling; 2) a shift in settlement patterns away from the Canadian River in 
order to capitalize on resources surrounding springs at the heads of the 
lateral tributaries; 3) an expansion of trade networks with the Middle Pecos
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region in order to expand the resource base; and 4) the development of inter­
tribal raiding to prevent outside groups from utilizing the spring fed tribu­
taries and the Alibates chert reserves. Ultimately these measures proved to 
be insufficient in coping with the deteriorating environmental conditions.
By the late fifteenth and early sixteenth century, the culture was forced to 
make other major adaptive readjustments which altered the Antelope Creek 
cultural system to such an extent that their historical affiliations remain 
unclear.
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CHAPTER 11 
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 
Introduction
This study has examined both the nature and causes underlying some of 
the cultural variability within the Antelope Creek phase, a late prehistoric 
cultural manifestation on tlie Southern High Plains. The analysis has focused 
primarily on architectural and community differences, since these aspects of 
cultural variability are regarded as fairly sensitive indicators of adaptive 
measures taken in response to natural and social conditions affecting the 
prehistoric society. In addition, burial practices and artifactual remains 
were employed to help delineate fundamental differences within the Antelope 
Creek phase cultural system.
The purpose of this concluding chapter is two fold. First, the essen­
tial points of this study are summarized in order to present briefly the 
in^rtant findings of this research. Second, several avenues of research 
are enumerated in order to indicate possible directions for future study 
necessary to correct weaknesses in the existing Antelope Creek phase infor­
mation base.
Study Synopsis
As a prelude to delineating the nature of architecture and community 
variation within the Antelope Creek phase, a review of early fieldwork among 
late prehistoric Southern High Plains complexes showed that considerable
417
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architectural and community variability was encountered. However, the inte­
gration and interpretation of the diversity was hampered by the limited 
extent of excavation and/or delays in reporting excavation results in detail 
on the one hand, and the general kinds of problems examined on the other. 
Although many of the earliest fieldworkers promptly reported their excavation 
results, the architectural information was extrapolated primarily from sur­
face indications and limited trench excavations. Subsequent excavations were 
more extensive, but the findings were obscured by delays or failure to publish 
the results. Furthermore, most of the problem orientations were concerned 
with culture historical or intercultural relationships. The Midwestern 
Taxonomic System, which defined cultures on the basis of artifact content, was 
well suited to examining these issues, but the system conceptually hindered 
the examination of cultural variation within the Antelope Creek manifestation. 
Consequently, it was necessary to redefine the culture using time and space 
parëuneters as dependent variables.
The Upper Canark regional variant was thus defined to include the semi- 
sedentary cultural groups residing in the western portion of the Southern 
Plains during the first half of the second millenium A.D. These groups share 
a generalized Plains Village tool assemblage (cordmarked ceramics, small side 
notched points, oval knives, and an extensive array of bone tools) but employ 
masonry and adobe in the construction of dwellings and storage structures.
Two contemporaneous but spatially distinct groups affiliated with the Upper 
Canark regional variant are the Apishapa phase of southeastern Colorado, and 
the Antelope Creek phase of the Southern High Plains of Texas and Oklahoma. 
The present study focused on natural and cultural diversity within the High 
Plains-Canadian River locality near the geographical center of the Antelope 
Creek phase.
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From a local perspective, the study area shows considerable diversity 
in the kinds and distributions of naturadL resources. Erosion of the Canadian 
River and its short lateral tributaries through the dolomitic caprock deposits 
has created a fundamental dicotomy between a narrow deeply entrenched inner 
valley and the broad rolling topography of the outer valley. Most differences 
in topography, elevation, soil characteristics, geological deposits, tempera­
ture, wind speed, solar radiation, water quality and plant and animal communi­
ties correspond to these two fundamentcil settings. However, the distribution 
of high quality chert and other usable tool stone is practically restricted to 
single e3qx>sure localities, whereas critical climatic conditions such as pre­
cipitation are more ubiquitous.
The erratic and unpredictable climatic conditions of the semiarid Southeim 
High Plains is one of the most critical factors affecting late prehistoric 
village groups. The climate of the study area is considered to be horttcul- 
turally marginal, since it presently receives only slightly more precipitation 
than the critical eight inch spring and summer rainfall necessary for maize 
cultivation. Snowmelt from the Rocky Mountains is more predictable in occurr­
ence but unsuited because the water often comes as floods down the Canadian 
River, At other times during the growing season, the river bed is dry, or 
contains stagnant brackish pools of water. The most dependable source of fresh 
water is derived from groundwater discharge of fossil water reserves from the 
immense Ogallala aquifer. Springs cuid seeps commonly occur along the rim of the 
inner valley settings. Surface water is concentrated at the heads of lateral 
tributaries, but after flowing short distances, much of the water sinks into the 
sand filled bottoms.
Paleoenvironmental studies have suggested some fluctuations in temperature 
and precipitation during the last two millenia. Baerreis and Bryson (1965a, 1966}
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have postulated that the Antelope Creek culture in the Texas-Oklahoma panhandles 
developed at a time when the Central Plains region was experiencing droughts and 
becoming depopulated. Thus, they argue that around A.D. 1200 dry Pacific air 
pushed into the Central Plains from the west and forced the storm track pattern 
to the south over the Southern Plains where increased precipitation made the 
area more conducive for settlement. Unfortunately, paleoenvironment studies 
adjacent to the Southern High Plains suggest that xeric conditions were common 
on the Southern Plains at the same time that environmental conditions were de­
teriorating in the Central Plains (Hall 1982). In contrast to the Baerreis- 
Bryson model, I maintain that the fossil water reserves of the Ogallala aquifer, 
and not precipitation, was instrumental in the development of the Antelope Creek 
phase. Furthermore, many of the basic changes in Antelope Creek architecture 
and community patterns reflect cultural responses inplemented to buffer against 
effects of drought conditions which generally intensified throughout the dura­
tion of the phase. Much of this study has focused on documenting the range of 
architectural and community variability and seeking functional, social, temporal 
and spatial/environmental correlates before returning to the issue of High Plains 
adaptations.
Traditionally, the Antelope Creek phase gurchitecture and community patterns 
have been characterized as displaying considerable heterogenity (Green 1967; 
Duffield 1964; Krieger 1946; Lintz 1978b). However, much of the complexity stems 
from a piecemeal approach to examining structural differences, and from over em­
phasizing subtle differences in room form. To circumvent these problems, an 
attribute analysis Isased on a sample of 223 excavated discrete gurchitoctural 
units from 28 sites in the study area served as the foundation for defining vari­
ability on three levels—  architectural, community and settlement. The following
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synopsis discusses functional (engineering and behavioral), social, temporal 
and spatial factors underlying variability at each of these levels.
The architectural level of variability refers to differences evident at 
the single room/pit feature level. The repetitious clustering of 62 attributes 
and variables was used to define 11 polymorphic aurchitectural types. Subtle 
differences among architectural units assigned to the same type were regarded 
as unit varieties. Thus the unit varieties represent examples of actual vari­
ation upon which the ideal unit types are based. Major differences in unit 
type size «md complexity of feature attributes permitted the delineation of 
dominant (Unit Types 1 and 2), emd subordinate (Unit Types 3-6, 8 and 9) rooms 
of a household cluster quite separate «uid distinct from cist and pit features 
(Unit Types 7, 10 and 11).
The dominant rooms (Unit Type 1 and 2) are regarded as residential units, 
since they are fairly common and are the largest rooms. They typically have a 
complex constellation of interior features and often show extensive maintenance 
and remodelling. At least one room at the Footprint Site, however, may have 
been an ossuary structure rather than a residential unit.
A number of factors have influenced the configuration of these rooms.
Some of the differences in the central channel, bench features, storage pits 
and cists, platforms and hearths are regularly patterned and reflect discrete 
interior activity areas. Raised clay or earthen rims around the channel edge, 
central hearths, wall bins, and the entry steps and entry sills are all thought 
to have served to segregate the interior activity areas by keeping materials 
inside definable areas within the structure. The bench areas north and south 
of the central channel are regarded as familial sleeping and storage areas, 
whereas the channel area served as an interior cooking, manufacturing/processing
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and thoroughfare area. The platform against the west wall may have been a 
household altar or shrine. Most of these formally patterned areas reflect 
social and behavioral aspects of the Antelope Creek society.
In contrast, the strict relationships among room size, wall foundation
type and the number of interior roof support posts (two additional posts re-
2quired for every 14.32 hh 0.82 m floor area) are thought to reflect solutions 
to engineering problems arising from the size of these large units. In some 
cases, extra posts or double slab wall foundations were employed to alleviate 
stress and to reinforce exterior and/or down slope walls. Furthermore, the 
complex configuration of the extended vestibules, which consists of eastward 
oriented extended crawlways with sills and threshold collars, may have served 
to regulate air tenperature and control drafts within the room.
Spatial and environmental constraints had a limited intact on the develop­
ment of these main household units. At the Arrowhead Peak Site, the construc­
tion of the main rooms directly on bedrock deposits may account for the absence 
of central channels. In addition, the distance of the site to bedrock exposures 
with suitable building stone clearly accounts for much of the variation in the 
wall form of these units. Finally, some units built on poorly consolidated 
sandy soil occasionally used stone slabs along the edge of the floor channel 
and platforms features to help retain the definition of these room attributes.
Some general changes in these main residential units are also evident 
between the early (A.D. 1200-1350) and late (A.D. 1350-1500) subphases. These 
changes include an increase in room size (x=24+13 m^ to 32+10 m^) with an con- 
cominant increase in the number of roof supports, the use of less substantial 
wall footings (shift from predominantly double slab to mainly single slab foun­
dations) , a simplification of interior feature form, and an increased complexity
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of the entryways. The increase in the room size may signal an increase in the 
number of occupants using the structure, whereas the simplification of the wall 
foundations relates to changes in room aggregation, which is discussed in a 
moment.
The subordinate rooms {Unit Types 3,4,5,6,8 and 9) served a variety of 
different functions, but all are regarded as either directly or indirectly 
subservient to the dominant room types. Fewer engineering problems were in­
volved in the construction of these smaller rooms, since the weight of the 
roof could jje carried entirely by the walls. The presence of interior heaurths, 
storage pits, corner platforms and raised floor surfaces inside some units 
suggests that the subordinate rooms served a wide variety of storage, cooking 
and/or processing functions. Access to many of the units was gained through 
upper wall openings or gaps in the east or northeast walls. The interior plat­
forms and raised floor levels in these small rooms are associated with con­
tiguous room block structures and reflect a series of specialized features 
developed to navigate around obstacles imposed by the aggregate form. Quite 
clearly, the artificially raised floor levels at Alibates Ruin 28-1 were used 
to provide split level access to storage areas. Furthermore, the spatial mor­
phology of the complex room blocks may have radically altered the size, shape 
and placement of functionally equivalent rooms. Thus, Unit Types 4 and 8 axe 
regarded as functionally equivalent when they are incorporated into the large 
contiguous room structures. Most of the morphological variability among Unit 
Types 3,5,6 and 8 are thought primarily to reflect functional differences; 
however, attempts to use associated artifacts to verify these functional differ­
ences was hindered by poor contextual records. Although Unit Type 3's (ante­
chambers) were once regarded as "kiva-like" ceremonial rooms, available
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information indicates thay they are common and redundant at contiguous room 
block sites. Furthermore, associated artifacts reflect secular activities.
The morphology and content of the various room types fails to discern 
any communal or strictly ceremonial structures at any of the Antelope Creek 
sites. Quite likely, the platforms which redundantly occur inside main 
household residential rooms reflect a familiar sacred orientation.
No clear spatial trends are discernable from the subordinate room forms. 
Although the sample of dated features is too small to place much confidence 
in temporal differences, it is interesting to note that Unit Type 6, with 
central hearths, is affiliated with the early subphase, whereas Unit Type 5, 
with interior pits, is assigned to the late subphase.
The pit and cist features (Unit Types 7, 10 and 11) are exceptionally 
2small (less than 1.6 m ) and are regarded as exterior storage features. Their 
small size presented little engineering or construction problems. No clear 
social, temporal or spatial differences were discerned among these feature 
types.
The community level of variability refers to the differences in the 
spatial relationship of contiguous and isolated room structures at a site.
The repetitious occurrence of room forms at contiguous room block structures 
was used to identify six patterns of room aggregation. The aggregate patterns 
involve the placement of multiple household clusters together along a north- 
south axis (Aggregate Type I), the spatial arrangement of subordinant rooms 
around an individual residential room (Aggregate Types II, III and IV), or the 
contiguous pairing of two subordinant units as a structure separate from the 
residential room (Aggregate Types V and VI).
The analysis showed that contiguous arrangement of several household
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units (Aggregate Type I) takes priority over the placement of subordinant rooms 
within each household (Aggregate Types II, III, IV) when both patterns occur at 
the same room block. Furthermore, the subservient storage rooms (Unit Type 8) 
tend to be located along the eastern or front half of the structure. The few 
subordinemt rooms located behind the residential room are significemtly larger 
than their counterparts located towards the front.
No clear spatial factors seem to have influenced the morphology of the 
aggregate room block. The single exception is perhaps the spatial constraints 
imposed at mesa top locations such as the Arrowhead Peak Site. Significantly, 
all of the dated sites with room aggregates involving main residential units 
are assigned to the early subphase (A.D. 1200-1350). The shift from large 
contiguous room structures involves both the separation of discrete household 
clusters (Aggregate Type I) and the marked reduction in the number of sub­
ordinate rooms (x=2.13 to 0.83) associated with «my single residential unit.
The placement of subordinate rooms relative to main residential units at 
sites with isolated structures seems to adhere to fairly strict spatial and 
directional patterns. Most subordinate rooms occur east, northeast or north 
of the main unit. Pit features (Unit Typo 10) occur within 3.6 m of the resi­
dential unit, whereas storage rooms (Unit Types 4,8 zmd 9) range from 3.6 to 
18.0 m away. Isolated Unit Type 3 rooms occur 15 to 22 m away, and slab cists 
(Unit Type 7) occur 25 to 29 m from the main residential units. Burials may 
occur inside isolated subordinate rooms (Unit Types 5,6 or 8) or rarely inside 
ossuary pits within Type 1 residential rooms, but most are located in discrete 
cemetery areas 50 to 100 m from sites with one or more residential units.
None of the sites examined in this study were arranged around a plaza or 
common use area, «md no definable public structures were evident from morphology
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or artifactual contents. A 1.9 m tall mound developed over the contiguous 
room block at Alibates Ruin 28-1, and another 1.0 m tall mound may be present 
at the Spring Canyon Site. Although these features are undoubtedly cultural, 
there is no indication that these mounds were the result of planned construc­
tion. This issue could be clarified by additional excavations at the Spring 
Canyon Site mound. Evidence derived from mortuary practices suggests no sig­
nificant rank or status differentiation among the Antelope Creek individuals. 
Consequently, the society is regarded as politically egalitarian.
The settlement level of variability refers to the kinds and distribution 
of architectxiral sites across the landscape. The number and association of 
various unit types were used to define three types of sites: subhomesteads,
homesteads amd hamlets.
Subhomesteads are sites consisting of subordinate room forms (Unit Types 
5,6 or 8) with or without pit/cist features (Unit Types 7,10 or 11) but lacking 
evidence of an associated dominant household rooms (Unit Tj'pes 1 or 2).
Simple subhomesteads have less than three subordinate rooms, whereas complex 
subhomesteads have four or more. These sites are thought to have been used 
intermittently or continuously over a fairly short time period as outlying or 
subsidiary sites to the other more permanent site types. Typically, the sub­
homesteads occur on low topographic settings within the inner valley and are 
placed close to rich bottomland soils along the Canadian River. These sites 
generally have a low tool density and limited tool variety marked by a scarcity 
of trade wares. Furthermore, the artifacts reflect a specialized tool assem­
blage oriented towards horticultural production and processing activities.
Thus, the simple subhomesteads seem to have served as summer field huts situated 
close to crops. The dependent relationship of these sites is reflected in the
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faunal remains, as indicated by food sharing, or more likely, food brought from 
the residential sites. Burials have yet to be reported from the subhomesteads. 
All of the dated sites are assigned to the early subphase.
Homestead sites have a single dominant room (Unit Types 1 or 2) with pit 
and cist features (Unit Types 7,10 and 11) occasionally in association with 
subordinate rooms (Unit Types 3,4,5,6,8 and 9). Simple homesteads lack the 
subordinate rooms, while complex homesteads have them. These sites are be­
lieved to be occupied by a single family. Homesteads tend to be located either 
close to (less than 1.2 km) or far from (7.2 to 8.7 )cm) the Canadian River and 
commonly occur on the low inner valley floor or the higher inner valley rim 
settings. These sites typically have a greater density and variety of tools 
than the subhomestead sites and are occasionally marked by the occurrence of 
Southwestern trade goods. Burials are occasionally found at homestead sites.
The hamlet sites have multiple dominemt rooms (Unit Types 1 or 2). Simple 
hamlets lack associated subordinate rooms but may be associated with pits or 
cists. In contrast, the complex hamlets may have the full range of subordinate 
rooms along with pits and cists. The hamlets are thought to reflect the simul­
taneous occupation of a locality by multiple family groups. The maximum size 
of Antelope Creek phase hamlets is uncertain. Early reports mention sites with 
nearly a hundred rooms; however, the validity of these reports is uncertain 
since the rooms reflect a mixture of dominant and subordinate forms, and the 
contemporaneity of the structures is undemonstrated. Extensive excavations at 
Alibates Ruin 28-1 exposed over 65 circhitectural units; however, radiocarbon 
dates and differences in the quantity of trade goods and artifact densities 
across the site suggest the presence of three separate components each involving 
perhaps less than eight different families (Appendix A).
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Hamlet sites tend to be located 3 to 4.5 km from the Canadian River on 
inner valley wall bench and rim settings. Although far from the Canadian 
River and its tributaries, these locations are in close proximity to springs 
at the base of the Ogallala formation. As might be expected, hamlet sites 
typically have the greatest range and density of artifact types. In addition, 
large quantities of Southwestern trade wares are present, as cure human burials.
Two fundamental trends in settlement seem to transcend the site types.
These cire the apparent breakdown in social cohesion and cooperation as re­
flected by the shift from large contiguous room blocks to isolated household 
units and perhaps a basic shift in settlement patterns. This shift may involve 
the abandonment of subhomesteads placed nezir the Canadian River coupled with 
more intensive settlements along the lateral tributaries in order to take 
advantage of water flow from spring and seeps (Etchieson 1981:88; Hughes et al. 
1977).
Another aspect of the Antelope Creek cultural system briefly examined in 
this study involves intra and intercultural exchange. Three lines of evidence 
suggest that a certain amount of intracultural exchange occurred among Antelope 
Creek phase occupations at different sites. Specifically, these are the evidence 
for food sharing based on a disproportionate kinds of bone elements at the veur- 
ious site types (Duffield 1970), the presence of abundant quantities of Alibates 
chert at Antelope Creek phase sites in the Oklahoma panhandle (Lintz 1976), and 
the possible excessive production of woven goods as inferred from a dispropor­
tionately high number of spindle whorls recovered from the Medford Ranch Site 
(Duffield 1964). The patterns of food sharing probably reflect the subservient 
position of the subhomesteads in the Antelope Creek phase site hierarchy. But 
the other two patterns of exchange may reflect reciprocal trading of locally
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manufactured goods. A detailed reanalysis of site assemblages may reveal 
other evidence of intracultural trade.
Antelope Creek phase intercultural exchange involves contacts with 
Caddoans to the southeast. Plains Villagers (specifically Upper Republicans) 
to the northeast, and Puebloans to the west. However, trade materials from 
the former two groups are not as easily discerned as items from the Puebloans. 
Consequently, most of our knowledge about intercultural exchange in confined 
to this latter group.
Nearly all of the Southwestern trade goods seem to originate in or filter 
through the Middle Rio Grande district of New Mexico. Trade goods recovered 
at Antelope Creek phase sites include painted and glazed pottery, obsidian, 
and jewelry made of shell «md turquoise, but these items are only thought to 
represent trinkets added as trade incentives in order to enhance the exchange 
of food resources (Spielman 1983). In exchange for these items, the Antelope 
Creek people were providing Alibates chert, bone tools, and bison products 
(Baugh 1982).
Although some contacts between Plains and Southwestern groups occurred 
prior to the development of the Antelope Creek phase, present evidence suggests 
that the exchange intensified considerably during the late subphase (after A.D. 
1350). The distribution of Southwestern goods at Antelope Creek phase sites • 
does not strictly reflect material attenuation as expected in neighbor to 
neighbor or down the line trade. However, some decrease in Southwestern trade 
wares at sites east of the Alibates quarry is evident (Table 31). Instead, the 
trade goods are concentrated at select hamlets and homesteads as might occur 
with directional exchange. The few trade items present at the subhomestead 
sites undoubtedly reflects another indication of the subservient and temporary 
nature of these sites in the Antelope Creek hierarchy.
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Finally, the archaeological context of Southwestern trade items suggests 
that some kinds of these nonindigenous goods were regarded differently from 
others. The obsidian and painted pottery cure often recovered from the midden 
deposits, while the shell and turquoise jewelry êure frequently used as 
mortuary offerings. The differential depositional contexts suggests that 
trade ceramics and obsidian were regarded as utilitarian objects of less 
importcuice than the trade jewelry.
A final facet of this study transcended the tenporal and spatial limits 
of the phase and study locality in order to examine the origins and adaptive 
dynamics of the Antelope creek cultural system. The Antelope Creek phase 
appears to have developed primarily from an indigenuous Woodland group (Lake 
Creek complex) as a result of acculturative processes. Formal hypothesis 
testing procedures were used to reject the often proposed propositions involving 
culture unit migrations or that exogamous marriage patterns were responsible for 
the development of the distinctive Antelope Creek phase cultural system. The 
distinctive architecture represents the adoption of Puebloan ideas and forms, 
but not the Puebloan construction technology. Further research into the 
cultural and environmental conditions of the Southern High Plains and the South­
west between A.D. 800 êmd 1200 is necessary to delineate why Southwestern archi­
tectural forms were incorporated into the emerging Plains Village pattern on the 
Llano Estacado.
The single factor underlying cultural dynamics of the Antelope Creek phase 
is population pressure due to increasing size of human populations at a time 
when the climate was changing towards xeric conditions. These climatic changes 
of the fourteenth century, in turn, adversely affected two of the most important 
economic resources utilized by the Antelope Creek people—  maize and bison. In
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an attempt to alleviate the resulting stress, the Antelope Creek people tried 
a number of buffering mechanisms in a futile attempt to maintain their sedentary 
lifestyle. Four of these buffering mechanisms implemented during the Antelope 
Creek phase include: 1) the breakdown in social cohesion possibly reflecting
increased competition for resources; 2) a shift in settlement patterns away from 
the Canadian River to the spring fed lateral tributaries in order to maximize 
utilization of dependable water resources for human consumption and crop pro­
duction; 3) expansion of the trade network systems in order to tap congilementary 
resources from adjacent cireas; and 4) development of raiding behavior in order 
to maintain control over resource availzdaility. Ultimately, these measures 
proved to be inadequate to continue the Antelope Creek phase cultural system.
By the mid-sixteenth century, the Plains Villagers were forced to radically 
alter their settlement and subsistence patterns to such an extent that their 
historical affiliations remain unclear.
Future Directions
This study has relied primarily on architectural, community and mortuary 
patterns in order to discern possible buffering mechanisms employed to alleviate 
population pressure. In some cases, ancillary studies critically needed to 
support or strengthen certain facets of this study were lacking or incompletely 
developed. At this point, it behooves me to address some of these areas so that 
other studies may continue to make substantial contributions in clarifying 
Antelope Creek phase adaptations. Although recommendations in numerous areas 
could be offered, I shall limit my observations to but a few areas.
The first area involves the reconstruction of environmental conditions and 
examining the impact of the physical environment on the Antelope Creek phase.
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Although studies by Ferring (1982), Hall (1982), Lintz and Hall (1983), Speth 
(1983), and Duffield (1970) document shifts towards xeric conditions during 
the late prehistoric period, considerably more information is required to de­
lineate the timing, intensity, duration and periodicity of paleoenvironmental 
fluctuations. Most of these studies have been conducted adjacent to the Llano 
Estacado, and the extent that these findings are applicable to the study area 
is uncertain. Only Duffield*s worJc has been conducted in the High Plains area, 
but as indicated in Chapter 10, certain problems plague the usefulness of this 
study. Consequently, additional wor)c is needed. Several independent lines of 
evidence from geomorphological, palynological, phylolithological, macrobotcinical, 
molluskan and faunal studies should be employed. Ideally, some of these remains 
should be from non-culturally derived contexts in order to eliminate biases 
introduced from human behavior. In addition, the timing of climatic fluctuations 
is critical to understanding the cultural responses; consequently, considerable 
care should be spent in selecting samples from datable contexts, cuid in contin­
uing the chronometric program started in determining the age of Antelope Creek 
phase sites. Refinements in paleoenvironmental studies should improve our under­
standing of the conditions confronting the Antelope Creek people.
A second area of needed research involves clarification of the Antelope Creek 
subsistence-settlement patterns. Intensive surveys of large tracts which cross 
cut environmental differences and ideally contrast two or more lateral tributary 
drainage basins should provide considerable information about the density ctnd 
distribution of sites within the study area. Marmaduke and Whitsett (1975) have 
made a partial survey of Aleunosa Creek, just west of the study area, but their 
results are difficult to use, since their methodology and the size and locations 
of the survey areas are not specified. Of particular concern is the abundance
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and distribution of nonarchitectural sites and the nature of activities 
conducted at these locations. To date, Etchieson (1979) has provided the only 
excavation information about the range of activities at one of these non­
architectural sites. This is an excellent start, but the range of different 
open site types associated with vaurious procurement and processing activities 
still needs to be delineated for the study area.
Considerable progress could be made by examining the systemic relation­
ships among the various kinds of sites involved in the procurement, use and 
distribution of select resources. For exainple Alibates chert was mined at 
specific areas within the Canadian River Valley. Initial reduction may have 
been conducted near the quarries, but subsequent stages of tool production 
and the manufacturing of core bifaces, flake blanks and preforms for long 
distance treuisport/trade occurred at complex subhomesteads and hamlets near 
the quarries (Bandy 1976; Baker «md Baker 1941b). The terminal manufacture, 
use, rejuvination and discard of tools made from the trade pieces presumably 
occurred at more distant sites. To date, the only lithic technological 
studies have been conducted on a sample of debitage from the Turkey Creek Site 
near the quarries (Bandy 1976), and on a cache of trade flake blanks from a 
site in western Oklahoma (Lintz 1978c). Similar studies of sanples from the 
quarries and an examination of other technological stages from more distant 
sites would provide a clearer understanding of the role lithic resources played 
in the Antelope Creek economy. However, finer recovery technioues will be re­
quired to obtain the necessary debitage, and inferences regarding specific 
activities conducted at a site should be based on a combination of replication 
and tool use-wear studies, rather than on general artifact morphology. Similar 
research designs could be developed to examine the procurement, utilization.
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consumption and discard practices of other kinds of plant and animal resources 
exploited by Antelope Creek phase groups.
Further research into the function of specific rooms and site types is 
urgently needed. Attempts in Chapter 6 to delineate room functions were 
hindered by imprecise stratigraphie contexts reported for tools and debitage 
from the WPA and Norpan projects. Although better control may exist for some 
of the more recent excavations, materials from memy of these projects have yet 
to be formally analyzed and published. In addition, future excavations should 
attempt to maintain tighter control over material provenience and devote greater 
attention to recording the nature of soil matrices associated with the various 
architectural features.
Considerable information amenable for addressing many of these functional 
issues can be gleaned from existing collections on file at the various insti­
tutions. The analysis of curated collections is a far more efficient way (in 
terms of time and money) to obtain insights into the Antelope Creek cultural 
system than conducting additional excavations. A rigorous examination of the 
tool assemblages may ultimately modify or refine some of the interpretations 
and conclusions I have reached from synthesizing the available literature.
The effort spent in analyzing old collections will undoubtedly yield considerable 
information about the nature of activities conducted at Antelope Creek phase 
sites. For example, one recent investigation has sought to examine outside 
activity areas surrounding structural remains by expanding the excavation beyond 
the limits of the features (Smith and Smith 1982). However, materials from the 
extensive WPA projects could have been utilized to address this problem without 
digging into new sites. Antelope Creek phase sites have been and are being lost 
at an alarming rate. Consequently, it behooves us to make the best use of the
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remaining sites. I am not arguing for a moratorium on future excavations. 
Clearly, some research problems require special collection techniques at 
specific localities. However, whenever possible, endangered sites that have 
to be salvaged should be approached with a cogently developed research design 
and with proper techniques to recover relevent information. Consequently, we 
should make more judicial use of the existing collections whenever possible 
and preserve the sites for future problems.
Another area ripe for future research involves the precise timing «md
mechanisms of cultural tremsmission of the Plains Village pattern on the 
Southern High Plains. Evidence mustered in Chapter 10 suggests that the 
Antelope Creek phase developed at least a century behind other Plains Village 
complexes in adjacent areas. The advantages of groundwater reserves held by 
Ogallala aquifer over the unpredictability of precipitation during drought 
periods may have been a contributing factor to the development of the distinc­
tive Antelope Creek phase adaptation from primarily an indigenous Woodland 
group. No evidence exists for a mass migration or culture unit intrusion 
from an adjacent region. Nevertheless, if historic patterns of trading
partners and the fluidity of residence patterns can be validly applied to pre­
historic situations (Weltfish 1977), then there is no reason to doubt that 
family units from distant allied cultures migrated to the Canadian River valley 
and resided at or near Antelope Creek hamlets. Such situations should lead to 
the transmission of some ideas and perhaps manufacturing techniques, hut 
whether or not the Antelope Creek phase represents a full blown cultural coa­
lescence remains to be shown.
The demonstration of cultural coalescence may be exceedingly difficult 
from extant archaeological remains. The absence of distinctive Antelope Creek
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phase tool types (guitar pick scrapers, stubby bone pins, etc.) from the Roper 
Site assemblage may be interpreted as either a functionally specialized site, 
or as a locality potentially occupied by non-Antelope Creek people. One 
possible solution for resolving this issue involves undertaking a detailed 
study of Antelope Creek tool manufacturing techniques in order to see if the 
methods and stages of stone tool production of the Roper Site assemblage 
differs from the techniques evident in assemblage from more "traditional"
Antelope Creek phase sites. Although it is uncertain if differences in 
kanpping strategies could be discerned, the subtle "stylistic" variations and 
intuitive differences in the "quality" of worlonanship evident among Southern 
Plains Village complexes suggests that such an approach may be feasible.
The present approach has based the characterization of Antelope Creek on 
an analysis of sites from a limited portion of the Canadian River valley near 
the Alibates quarry. Other differences may be expected for sites further 
removed from this region because of the inherent diversity in the distribu­
tion of natural resources and the proximity to adjacent cultural groups.
Although some trends discerned in this study may reflect culture wide responses 
to regional environmental changes, others undoubtedly reflect local conditions. 
Ideally, cultural variation should be examined from a number of other locali­
ties within the Antelope Creek phase. Site clusters along the North Canadian 
River in the Oklahoma panhandle, as well as along the eastern and western escarp­
ments of the Llano Estacado may provide different situations for study. Ulti­
mately, information from these other localities could be contrasted to the 
patterns identified for the High Plains-Canadian Valley locality in order to 
élucidé adaptative differences across the boundaries of the phase.
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The point of suggesting "areas for further work" is not to exhaust all 
areas of explanation or to force other archaeologists into con^iling infor­
mation for my research interests. Rather, the point is to generate interest 
in issues beyond mere culture historical problems. The identification of a 
site's cultural affiliation should not be the ultimate goal of archaeology 
but rather represents an initial prerequisite for studying cultural adapta­
tions. This present study has hopefully served to provide a solid foundation 
for understanding late prehistoric adaptations on the Southern High Plains and 
to stimulate investigations into other facets of the cultural system.
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APPENDIX A 
THE SITES
The previous analysis of Antelope Creek variation has been based on 
observations of architecture, community patterns, burial patterns and trade 
good information from 28 sites excavated by various archaeologists using 
different strategies and techniques. This appendix summarizes the location 
and setting of each site and discusses the nature, methods, extent and sig­
nificance of the excavations. Since similar excavation strategies and tech­
niques were employed by members of an institution during the same general 
period, the sites can be grouped by major sponsoring institution and field 
supervisor. In instances where a site has been investigated by more than 
one party, the site is grouped with the institution conducting the most ex­
tensive fieldwork. However, the nature of other work is summarized and 
used as a cross check whenever possible.
Table 54 lists the sites constituting the sample by the eight institu­
tional groups. Since different expeditions often referred to a single site 
by a number of designations, the corresponding site numbers used by the 
Panhandle-Plains Historical Museum (PPHM), Canyon, Texas; the National Park 
Service (NPS), Fritch, Texas; and the Texas Archaeological Research Labora­
tory (TARL), Austin, Texas; and designations used by other groups are pro­
vided with the 7.5 minute U.S.G.S. Topographic map reference as an aid to 
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GSOUP AK3 SITr NAME PPHM KPS‘ OTHEP uses QUAD 7.5"
McMURRY COLLEGE/TEXAS TECH SITES (1929-33) U.C. Holdtn and E.J. lo-rey, field supervljors
Tarbox Ruin A587 — —  AlHcZ — Stinnett
lookout Ruin A776 ----- — ----- Sanford
PANHANOLE-PLAIfiS HISTORICAL SOCIETY SITES (1930-35) Floyd V. Studer. field tupervisor
Coetat Ruin A6I1 IMRA 46 41Pt2 Ruin 55 Francit Ruin Studer Berry Sand Draw
UORKS PROGRESS ACMKIISTRATION SITES (1938-1941) Ele and Jewel Baker, field tupervitort




Alibatet 2BA A45 LMRA 55 — — - Alibatet
Alibatet 30 A4S ----- 41Pt31 Ruin 30 Tex 8:9:2 StuderSaylet Alibatet




Antelope Creek 22A A18 ----- ----- Sanford
Antelope Creek 23 A820 41HC25 Ruin 23/13 Studer Sanford
Antelope Creek 24 A19 — --- Ruin 24/12 Studer Sanford
Chimney Rock Ruin 51 A393 Ruin 51 Studer Boden
Chimney Rock Ruin 5lA— — * • • “ • Bedes
FAMHAMDIE-PIAIMS HISTORICAL MUSEIM (1951-1980) Jack HuqHeS. tpontor or field tuperwitor
Pickett Ruin A116 LMRA 74
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TEXAS TECH UNIVERSITY SITES (1965-67) Earl Green, field tuperwitor
Arrowhead Peak A647 LKRA 17 41Hcl9 . . .
(Unnamed) ----- ----- 41Mo7 -----
Turkey Creek Ruin - IMRA 61 41Pt8
Footprint A249 IMRA 24 41Pt25 . . .
TEXAS ARCHAEOLOGICAL SOCIETY SITES (1969). Cecil Calhoun, field tuperwitor
Big Blue Burial Site A679 LMRA 242 . . . . . . . . .
TEXAS HIGHWAY DEPARTMENT SITE (1973) John Keller, field tuperwitor

















1. Panhandle-Plaint Historical Huteum files
2. National Park Service (LMRA—  Lake Meredith Recreation Area: SARE—  Sanford Reservoir)
3. Texas Archaeological Research Laboratory
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The following site descriptions are presented in rough chronological 
order arranged according to the institution sponsoring the fieldwork. The 
goals and basic field methods used by members of an institution within a 
given period introduce the nature of the fieldwork. Subsequent discussions 
of the site settings and the nature and significance of the excavations at 
each site are provided.
T h e  M c M u r r y  C o l l e g e / T e x a s  T e c h n i c a l  
C o l l e g e  S i t e s  ( 1 9 2 9 - 1 9 3 3 )
Between 1929 and 1933, Dr. William C. Holden conducted or sponsored 
extensive testing at five sites in the Texas panhandle and one in New 
Mexico. He was attempting to determine systematically the relationship 
between the Plains and Southwestern cultures. The sites in Texas include 
Tarbox Ruin, the A-C Ruin (Antelope Creek Ruin 22), Lookout Pueblo, Saddle­
back Mesa, and Tierra Blanca Ruin. The Tarbox site was examined while 
Dr. Holden taught at McMurray College in 1929; the others were excavated 
while he was affiliated with Texas Technical College.
Original fieldnotes are not available; however, Holden and his stu­
dents published their results in considerable detail (W. C. Holden, 1929, 
1930, 1931, 1932a, 1932b, 1933; Lowrey 1932; Haynes 1932; T. Holden, 1934). 
These reports indicate that the excavations were intended to be limited in 
scope. With the exception of Saddleback Mesa, most projects examined only 
a small portion of the site area. Excavations were largely confined to the 
interiors of stone lined structures and cists. Holden's fieldwork was con­
ducted without the benefit of knowing what architectural details to expect. 
Consequently, his excavation techniques were largely exploratory and varied 
from one season to the next. Holden's early work involved complete
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excavation of small cists, the sampling of rooms by quadrants, and trench­
ing along walls to define room shape, size, and orientation. Later strate­
gies at larger contiguous room sites involved an initial trench across the 
longitudinal axis of a structure to define room boundaries, followed by com­
pletely clearing the structure's interior. At Saddleback Ruin, Holden used 
seven converging trenches, each subdivided into five foot sections, to main­
tain some horizontal control while defining room locations. Once the rooms 
were located, the intervening spaces between the trenches were removed. When 
faced with large, isolated circular structures at the Tierra Blanca Site, 
Holden dug each structure using pie-shaped wedges for horizontal control. 
Vertical control was occasionally maintained using six inch "layers." Most 
of the fill was loosened with spades and small hand tools and screened. 
Judging from the small quantities of materials recovered, only near-complete 
and recognizcible tools were saved.
Only three of the five sites examined by Holden and his students are 
within the study area. Tierra Blanca and Saddleback Ruin are outside the 
defined area. His work at the A-C Site will be discussed in conjunction 
with the WPA fieldwork at Antelope Creek Ruin 22. Only the Tarbox Site and 
Lookout Ruin were exclusively under Holden's jurisdiction. Excavations at 
both sites were fairly limited. However, available maps and room dimensions 
based primarily on surface indications contribute to the overall range of 
Antelope Creek phase community patterning.
T h e  T a r b o x  S i t e
The Tarbox Creek area was initially surveyed by Warren Moorehead 
(1921:3). He found the stone slab buildings and graves to be so abundant
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that they almost extended to the ruins along Cottonwood Creek, 2.7 km to 
the east. Limited excavations were conducted in the area. But it was Moore­
head *s observations on the abundance of ruins that prompted Holden to visit 
the area.
Holden's investigations along Tarbox Creek were confined to mapping 
and testing a series of stone slab features at one site (Holden 1929). Addi­
tional limited testing was conducted at the same location by Jack Hughes on 
July 30, 1964.
The site is atop a prominent 15 m high mesa at the confluence of Tar­
box Creek and an unnamed tributary located some 3.6 km north of the Canadian 
River. Local exposures of dolomite provided an abundant supply of building 
materials, and potable water was presumably available at the base of the 
mesa.
Tarbox site was Holden's first excavation experience in the Texas pan­
handle. He located and mapped five spatially distinct structures within a 
relatively level mesa top encompassing approximately one-third acre (0.13 ha) 
Structure A was a large isolated rectangular building. Structures C and E 
were isolated circular buildings; D was a pair of contiguous circular struc­
tures; and B was a fairly large contiguous multiunit building (Figure 30).
The latter structure consisted of three household units with a series of 
smaller circular, rectangular and D-shaped rooms located along the east, 
north and west sides. Two exterior slab-lined cists were found immediately 
east of Structure B.
2Only limited excavations involving perhaps 56.5 m were conducted at 
Tarbox Ruin. The interior of Structure A was cleared. At Structure B, 
nearly all of the interior of the Southern dominant room, a portion along
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the west wall of the middle dominant unit, the northwest corner of the 
northern main room, and a trench along the wall separating the middle and 
northern main units were excavated (Figure 31). A burial was recovered 
from a slab lined cist along the west wall of the middle room inside Struc­
ture B. At Structure D, the northern half of the north contiguous circular 
room was excavated. Finally, limited testing of exterior areas east of 
Structure B located a second rock covered burial. Hughes' excavations were 
confined to around the eastern edge of the north room at Structure D.
Apparently most of the small room configurations at Structure B were
based on surficial alignments of rocks. In regard to the reliability of
Holden's map, Hughes (fieldnotes 7/30/64) comments that:
The plan of the rooms seems to have been quite accurate; however, 
the Big Main series of rooms (Structure B) illustrated by Holden 
probably have eastward extended tunnels flanked by semi-circular 
storage rooms. . . . Some digging around his Room 2 makes it pretty 
clear that it actually consists of two semi-circular storage rooms 
on the north and south sides of an eastward entry tunnel of Room 1.
Hughes also notes the possible presence of an additional structure at the
base of the north mesa slope and a couple of extra round ones near the
south end of the summit.
The configuration of rooms cind structures at Tarbox Ruins displays a 
range of architectural types. Unfortunately, the limited excavations in 
the few rooms failed to record most interior feature details. The recog­
nition of two occupation zones beneath the burial cist along the west wall 
of the middle main room of Structure B indicates multiple construction 
episodes (Holden 1929:29). The upper zone consisted of a 5 cm layer of 
charcoal dust and soot at a depth of 60 cm whereas the lower zone was a 15 
cm layer of decomposed ashes and charcoal which extended beyond the west
wall of the room. This suggests that the lower occupation zone predates
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the construction of the room; the upper zone may correspond to the room's 
floor level, and the burial cist postdates the use of the room. The 
sequence of room and building construction at the site, as well as the con­
temporaneity of structure associations, are uncertain. However, the orienta­
tion of the rooms within Structure B suggests that at some time the three 
main household units were used contemporaneously. No mention is made of 
trade items at the site.
L o o k o u t  R u i n
Lookout Ruin is located atop a 22 m tall mesa in the middle of the 
Antelope Creek floodplain, some 8.6 km south of its confluence with the 
Canadian River and 1 km south of Antelope Creek Ruin 22. The site was 
briefly tested during May, 1931, by one of Holden's students in conjunction 
with the work conducted at Ruin 22 (Lowrey 1932:35-38).
Four structural features were located. These include a large three- 
room household unit, two isolated circular structures located 7 m to the 
northeast and 11 m to the southeast, and a small rectangular structure 
located approximately 37 m to the south (Figure 32). Although size dis­
crepancies exist between the map and the report, the residential structure 
consisted of an exceptionally large room (ca. 66 sq m), with two smaller 
D-shaped rooms located to the north and northeast. Gaps in the middle of 
the double-slab south and west walls suggests the presence of entrances; 
however, no excavations were conducted to confirm these interpretations.
A single 10 by 6 ft (ca. 5.6 sq m) test unit was excavated near the 
western end of the south wall in the main room. No interior features were 
recognized; however, three floor levels were encountered. While these 
levels might reflect multiple construction episodes at a single locality.
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the distance between the floor levels (25 and 30 cm) is con^>arable to the 
distance between a platform, the floor level, and the central channel level. 
Since Lowrey mistook the depressed channel features at Ruin 22 for multiple 
floor layers, the multiple floor surfaces at Lookout Ruin may merely reflect 
anrchitectural features of a single con^nent. Additional excavations will 
be required to clarify these interpretations.
Although little mention was made of the artifact inventory, all items 
seem to reflect indigenous materials.
The Panhandle-Plains Historical Society 
(1 9 3 0 -1 9 3 5 )
The early archaeological work sponsored by the Panhandle-Plains His­
torical Society was conducted under the direction of Floyd V. Studer. As 
an owner and broker of a local insurance agency, Studer's devotion to archae­
ology was largely relegated to weekends. Although he was concerned with 
locating and recording prehistoric sites throughout the panhandle, he also 
maintéiined casual excavations at several large village sites and often 
directed visiting archaeologists to these choice localities. Three such 
large sites include Antelope Creek 22, Alibates 28, emd Coetas Creek Ruin 55.
Studer's weekend crews leurgely consisted of friends emd colleagues 
who voluntarily sheared in the thrills of discovery and reaped most of the 
findings. From the extent of excavations emd the paucity of available 
records, it is appeorent that people were assigned individual excavation 
temks and were responsible for keeping their own records. Most of Studer's 
personal records merely consist of dates, crew rosters, emd occasionally 
assigned work areas; seldom were the sites or features mapped, emdy of 
the units profiled, or a listing of the artifacts obtained from em area
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noted. Excavation units either coincided with architectural features 
or consisted of trenches randomly oriented on topographic rises. Screens 
were occasionally used to aid in artifact recovery, but usually only 
recognizable artifacts were saved. Since Antelope Creek Ruin 22 and 
Alibates Ruin 28 were extensively tested by WPA crews, only the results 
of Studer*s work at Coetas Creek Ruin will be considered.
Coetas Creek Ruin, No. 55
Ruin 55 is located on a secluded bench along the west inner valley 
wall of Coetas Creek, some 2.9 km south of its confluence with the 
Canadian River. This fairly extensive village site was hidden by the 
rough broken terrain of the inner valley wall. The site is approximately 
24 m above Coetas Creek floodplain, and some 15 m below the rim of the 
inner valley. Except for one eroded gully, the site was in pristine 
condition when discovered.
Studer, assisted by at least eleven friends, conducted weekend 
excavations at Coetas Ruin between October 1932 and July 1934. Unfortun­
ately, little information is available regarding these extensive excavations. 
Although Studer (1934) mentions that eight rooms were completely excavated, 
unpublished maps indicate that at least fifteen of the estimated twenty-
three rooms were dug. The total excavation area is estimated to be nearly 
2225 m . The site consists of one main room block involving eleven large 
rectanguler household units, and at least six other isolated rectangular 
and seven isolated circular structures (Figure 33). Published descrip­
tions are available from only three rooms (A, B, H) from the site and 
two burials from across Coetas Creek (Studer 1934). Quite likely.
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Studer personally excavated these features. The reported dimensions of 
Rooms A and B (redesignated 1 and 2 respectively) vary somewhat from detailed 
unpublished room maps on file at the NPS offices (Studer*s files #652-655).
The initial excavations involved a three foot wide stratigraphie 
trench across a trash mound, possibly at the north end of the site. Subse­
quent worJc concentrated on the interior portions of rooms. Rooms 1 and 2 
are contiguous rectangular structures with central channels and extended 
passages towards the east with threshold collars (Figure 34). I interpret 
the attenuated size of the floor channel in Room 1 as an indication of an 
interior platform against the west wall. The channel in Room 2 is bulbous—  
that is, it is widest in the center and contracts at the ends. Room 2 also 
contained a bin and pit in the northeast comer, and a slab lined pit in 
the southeast corner. A central hearth was only located in Room 1. Room 3 
(H) is an isolated semisubterranian circular structure which apparently 
lacked interior features. The two burials were children found 1 to 1.5 m 
apart interred beneath stone slabs. The younger child had a necklace of 
56 olivella shell beads, one bone bead, and two mussel shell pendants; the 
older child lacked mortuary offerings.
The availcible records provide no information on construction episodes 
or developmental sequences at the villages. The configuration of the main 
room block as determined from surficial evidence differs considerably from 
that of other Icurge contiguous room structures by having the main household 
units on the east edge of the room block. Since the site map was not drawn 
to scale and descrepancies exist between the field records and the published 
descriptions, the overall site configuration may be exaggerated. The sig­
nificance of the site is dependent solely on the architectural details of
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Figure 34. Details of Architectural Remains at Coetas Ruin.
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Details of the extensive material assemblage indicates that non- 
indigenous artifacts are represented only by olivella shell beads found as 
grave goods, turquoise pendants, and perhaps an incised tubular clay pipe 
(Studer 1934). No trade ware ceramics were reportedly recovered.
Six radiocarbon dates were collected from the site by Jack Hughes 
some thirty years after Studer's field work (Hughes field notes 5/2/65). 
None were from the rooms excavated by Studer. Two samples were probably 
from the fill or a room east of amd near the middle of Studer's dug series. 
They yielded a MASCA calibrated date of A.D. 1410 ± 80 (WIS-94A) and A.D. 
1390 ± 95 (WIS-94B) (Bender, Bryson and Baerreis 1966:529). One sample 
from the midden beneath a boulder north of the ruins provided a MASCA cali­
brated date of A.D. 1260 i 70 (ibid.); the remaining three dates, A.D. 1190 
± 85 (WIS-95), 1390 ± 80 (WIS-89) and 1430 ± 90 (Tx-258), were from roof 
fall materials obtained from a previously unexcavated room located near the 
north end of the room block (ibid., Pearson Davis, Tamer 1966). Quite 
clearly the 1190 date is incongruous with the other two dates for the same 
feature. Four of the six dates overlap between A.D. 1340 and 1460 and pro­
vide a reasonable estimate for the age of this ruin. However, one of the 
early dates from the midden may indicate an earlier component at this large 
and complex site.
The Works Progress Administration Sites 
(1 9 3 8 -1 9 4 1 )
Between 1938 and 1941 six archaeological research gramts were awarded 
to West Texas State College to conduct archaeological and paleontological 
fieldwork, build storage facilities at the Panhandle-Plains Historical
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Museum, and to prepare exhibits. Only three grants supported field excava­
tions at nine Antelope Creek phase sites. Floyd Studer served as director 
of the projects; however, nearly all the planning, daily supervision and 
reporting of the WPA projects was conducted by Ele emd Jewel Baker.
The sources of information about the three archaeological field pro­
jects are quite varied. Work Project 9249 was conducted between February 15, 
1938 and January 10, 1939 at Studer*s favorite localities along Antelope 
Creek (Ruins 22, 22A, 23 and 24), and near the Alibates Quarry (Ruin 28,
Rooms 1 through 13). Through some misunderstanding, the required quarterly 
reports were never prepared. However, the Bakers submitted biweekly letter 
reports to Studer, and compiled an extensive final report in fulfillment of 
the gremt (Baker and Baker 1941a). The second grant (Work Project 13202) 
financed further extensive excavations at Alibates Ruin 28 along with sup­
plemental excavations at Alibates Ruins 28A and 30 between April 25, 1939 
and February 15, 1941. Seven quarterly reports were faithfully submitted, 
and a final report was also prepared (Bzdter 1940a, b; Baker and Baker 1939 
a-c, 1940a, b, 1941b). In addition, Studer (1942) compiled an excellent 
lengthy manuscript concerning all WPA work at the Alibates Ruins and hired 
a ghost writer to prepare a comparable report on the Antelope Creek sites 
(Anonymous n.d.a.). The latter report contains some erroneous and possibly 
some fabricated provenience information. The final grant (Work Project 
17589) funded field work at Chimney Rock Ruins 51 and 51A along Corral Creek 
between February 16 and July 5, 1941. The field work was abruptly termin­
ated with the close of the WPA program and only two quarterly reports were 
prepared (Baker and Baker 1941c, d). Neither contained the artifact quan­
tification or distribution information that was usually presented in the
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other final reports. Studer (n.d.a.) prepared a short summary of the Chim­
ney Rock Ruin field work, but never published it.
Despite the continuity in field supervisors, the excavation proce­
dures varied depending upon the anticipated extent of involvement at the 
site, and the length of time left within the field period. At Alibates 28 
and Chimney Rock Ruin 51, one of the first jobs was to construct a field 
laboratory/tool shed modeled after the Antelope Creek Prehistoric struc­
tures .
Excavations were initiated by a narrow trench to define stratigraphy 
and artifact density, but more importantly to keep the excavation area dry 
by either directing slope runoff or creating drainage ditches. The stan­
dard excavation procedure for maintaining horizontal control involved the 
division of the site into areas, usually of arbitrary size and shape, 
which were further subdivided into 10 ft by 10 ft sections. The excava­
tion area concept was modified throughout the duration of the WPA program.
At Antelope Creek Ruin 22A and 24, an Area referred to general localities 
relative to the major room blocks; no standardized sections were used to 
subdivide the areas. At Alibates 28 and 28A, the areas corresponded to 
topographic mounds at the site, each of which was excavated by using the 
10 ft section sub-units. At Chimney Rock Ruin 51, the areas became a 
standardized unit measuring 50 ft by 50 ft and encompassing 25 sections.
At Antelope Creek 22, the entire site was excavated using 10 x 10 ft sec­
tions designated numerically north to south and alpheibetically east to west. 
Finally, at Antelope Creek 23, Alibates 30, the last four structures at 
Alibates 28, and Chimney Rock Ruin 51A, the excavations were confined only 
to room interiors. At all sites excavations were continued to culturally
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sterile soil without the benefit of vertical control, unless a feature was 
recognized. In such instances, the artifacts from the fill above the floor 
level were separated from those below the floor level.
Feature numbers were assigned to burials, stone slab cists and rooms.
In some instances, packed floors to rooms lacking stone slabs were con­
ferred a feature status. Several pages of systematically collected records 
and scale drawings were prepared for most features. However, innumerable 
"pits" lacking stone walls were not treated as features. No notes were 
taken, nor were the artifacts within tliese "pits" segregated from the over-
lying matrix. Maps for Alibates 28, Unit I show 124 of these pit features 
2 2within a 13,000 ft (1210 m ) area. Similar pit densities are suspected to 
occur at other large sites.
The excavations were conducted using small hand tools and shovels.
Loose fill was removed by wheelbarrow to the downslope edges of the excava­
tion areas where it was sifted through 1/4 inch mesh screen. All tools and 
identifiable bones were saved, but other bone scrap, flake debitage and 
indigenous sherds were often discarded. Few stratigraphie profiles or 
general site maps showing the spatial relationship between rooms were drafted. 
Upon completion of the project, the excavated features were left open.
The recovered artifacts were washed, catalogued and restored. Each 
has a "card" listing the artifact's provenience and dimensions. The two 
final reports quantify the kinds of select artifacts recovered from each 
room and section of the sites; however, there are some inconsistencies in 
reporting practices during the course of the project.
Despite these shortcomings, the WPA excavations were extensive. At 
eight sites, they cleared 121 rooms, 10 "cists," located 32 burials and
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excavated to sterile soil nearly 7,250 square meters of extensive midden 
areas.
Antelope Creek 22
This large continuous room ruin is located on a relatively high, 
prominent bench on the west side of Antelope Creek, some 7 km south of its 
confluence with the Canadian River. At this spot the protruding bench 
offers excellent visibility of the valley for several kilometers. The site 
is some 27 m above the valley floor but some 45 m below the relatively 
level outer valley floor.
The major portion of the site consists of a contiguous series of
rooms measuring some 50 m (North to South) by 15.8 m (East to West). The
site has been variously designated by Studer as the A-C Site, Antelope 
Creek Ruin 10, and Antelope Creek Ruin 22. It was one of Studer's favor­
ite sites, and he encouraged numerous groups to excavate parts of it 
(Figure 35). Krieger (1946) regarded it as one of the two type localities 
for his Antelope Creek focus.
During 1920, Moorehead (1931:106) visited and placed a "few pits" 
into the ruins. However, the location and extent of the work is uncertain. 
By 1930 the north central part of the ruin was further damaged by a wagon 
road "blasted" into the bench by pipeline workers (Holden 1930:22).
The first extensive excavations were conducted by William Holden 
(1930). His work focused on a six ft wide trench oriented north-south 
along the interior west wall of the room block. Two other trenches tra­
versed the south wall of Room 6 and the north wall of Room 3. Four cists
east of the contiguous room block were also excavated. Holden's fieldwork 
provides details on platforms and interior bin walls adjacent to platforms
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in Rooms 7 and 8, and indicated the use of paired vertical stone slabs 
with inset vertical slabs on upper tiers as a means of wall construction. 
Midden deposits under the house floor indicated that the south rooms were 
built after the north rooms. A map of the site based primarily on surface 
evidence shows the presence of a large storage room (No. 28) at the east 
end of the passage to Room 7 (Figure 36).
Four other Texas Tech expeditions to the site were conducted between 
November 1930 «md July 1932 under the direction of E. J. Lowrey (1932). A 
second north-south trench through the center of the western rooms was exca­
vated, the entire interiors of east Rooms 1, 20, 21, 22, 23, 24, 25, 26, and 
the vestibule entrances of Rooms 2, 6, 7, and 8 were cleared. Two trenches 
to the east and southeast tested the outside midden and searched for other 
storage features. Lowrey's field work excavated and removed the central 
hearths for Rooms 2, 6, 7, 8, and 15. A major contribution was the success­
fully delineated series of small rooms along the east edge of the room 
block. Several other hearths and cists were excavated inside the rooms; 
however, it is impossible to determine whether they are associated with the 
rooms or are merely earlier features beneath the structure. Both Holden and 
Lowrey had considerable difficulty in interpreting the depressed channel fea­
tures, and some of the "multiple floors" clearly represent the differences 
between the two contemporaneous surfaces. Nevertheless, Lowrey's report 
also notes the presence of a large circulcu: room (No. 29) at the east end 
of the passageway to Room 2 and supports Holden's observation of a simi­
larly placed rectangular room (No. 28) east of the passage to Room 7. He 
also records the threshold collars inside Rooms 2 and 6.
During August 1932, E. B. Sayles tested Circular Room 27, excavated
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the passageway of Room 3, and re-excavated Room 21. Some testing of Room 
27 may have been conducted by Moorehead; however, Sayles provides the only 
records of the interior room features. Excavations east of Room 27 also 
encountered a small stone cist near the edge of the bench.
The last excavations were conducted by WPA field crews in 1938. Ini­
tial excavations focused on two narrow stratigraphie trenches located north­
west of the room block. Next, a reference point was established northwest 
of the ruin, and a series of 10 x 10 ft squares was imposed over the ruin 
and midden areas. Squares were designated numerically north-south and 
alphabetically east-west (Figure 37). Excavations were conducted inside 
Rooms 1 through 17, and in at least 72 outside squares. The combined WPA 
and previous projects excavated approximately a 1,130 square meter area. 
Inside the ruin, platforms were encountered in main Rooms 3, 6, zmd 11, 
central hearths were found in Rooms 3 and 11, threshold collars were found 
near the passage of Rooms 7, 8, and perhaps 11, and a single burial was 
found inside Room 10. The clearing of exterior units located an isolated 
rectangular structure northwest of the room block and clarified the shape 
of Holden’s "cyst 2," east of the structure.
Based on evidence of subfloor midden, wall types, and abutments, room 
size, orientation and the presence of certain interior features, it is 
apparent that at least four construction episodes were involved in the 
development of the contiguous room block at A-C 22 (Figure 38). The earli­
est episode involved the construction of a single large household (Room 11) 
along with appended smaller Rooms 12 and 14, and perhaps 9 and 13. At some 
later date four large household Rooms, 2, 6, 7, 8, and their smaller con­
tiguous Rooms 1, 20, 21, 22, 23, 24, 25, and 26 were constructed some 10.5m
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Figure 38. Composite Map of Antelope Creek Ruin 22.
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to the south. Strong evidence for the construction of these rooms during 
a single episode is provided by the double vertical slab outer wall, yet 
single slab walls between Rooms 2, 6, 7, and 8; and the similarity in size, 
shape, orientation, and the distinctive use of threshold collars in all 
four passages. At or about the same time, circular Room 27 may have been 
added east of the original room block, as well as 28 and 29 to the east of 
Rooms 2 and 7 of the south room block. The third construction episode 
involves the erection of main Rooms 3 and 15, and contiguous Rooms 4, 5, 18, 
and 19. The main household rooms are considerably smaller than their 
counterparts and lack the threshold collars. The smaller size of these 
rooms undoubtedly reflects spatial limitations imposed by connecting the 
two existing room blocks. That these rooms were built as a single unit is 
reflected in the common double slab west wall, yet a single slab wall 
separating the two main rooms. The final building episode involves the 
accretional addition of Room 10, which partially incorporates the exist­
ing exterior walls of Rooms 15 and 2. Other modifications are reflected 
by the construction of isolated Rooms 16, 17, 30, several small exterior 
cists, and the closing of the vestibule to Room 7.
Clearly the development of the room block is accretional. However, 
the evidence indicates that several repetitious room aggregate units were 
added during a single construction episode. Quite likely all seven house­
hold units were occupied simultaneously near the end of site utilization, 
since there is little evidence of later features built over these rooms.
. Despite the size of the ruin and extensive area excavated, very few 
trade items were found. Recovered materials include Pueblo sherds and 
perhaps two pieces of obsidian. No turquoise or olivella shell/conch
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items were reported. As might be expected, considerable quantities of 
artifacts and debris were reported east of the structure, in front of the 
vestibule passageways. The construction patterns probably reflect a com­
bination of exterior activities in front of the structure, emd disposal of 
trash down the steep slope to the east.
Antelope Creek 22A
Ruin 22A is a series of small rooms located about 45 m east of Ante­
lope Creek 22, at the base of the bluff. Rocks on the surface indicated 
the approximate outline of a contiguous room structure (Baker and Baker 
1941a).
Limited excavations were initiated in February, 1939, to supplement 
information from Ruin 22 on the bluff rim. Excavations focused on clear­
ing the interior area of five contiguous rooms of one structure and opening 
midden deposits between the structure and the bank of Antelope Creek 
located some 7.5 ro to the south and east. Three "areas" of varying size 
and shape were used for crude horizontal control of materials, but no stan­
dardized "sections" were employed (Figure 39), nor was vertical control 
maintained. Presumably the areas were dug to culturally sterile deposits. 
Area 1 is as wide as the contiguous room structure and extends from the 
room block eastward to the bank of Antelope Creek. It encompasses approxi­
mately 81.5 sq m. Area 2 is approximately 103.5 sq m located south of 
Area 1 and the structure. It is bounded on the east and south by the creek 
bank. Area 3 is an irregular strip approximately 13 m wide, located north 
of the structure and extending nearly the entire length of the building.
It includes about 44 sq m. No excavations were conducted to the west of 
the main building.
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Other architectural features excavated during clearing of the three 
areas include a slab-lined cist (7) and portions of a second structure 
(Unit 6). Unit 6 was dug considerably deeper than the other rooms. These 
differences prompted Baker to suggest that the two structures were not con­
temporaneous. Most of the room was eroded into the creek, and only the por­
tion from the channel curbing to the north wall was discerned. In addition, 
16 burials were scattered throughout the excavated area. Many inside the 
contiguous structure were interred above the floor surface or excavated 
into the walls, indicating that the interments postdated the site occupa­
tion. The burials possibly represent individuals from the adjacent Antelope 
Creek 22 site interred at the base of the bluff after Ruin 22A was abandoned. 
Excluding mortuary goods, fewer than 200 artifacts were recovered from the 
site. Southwestern materials were recovered only as mortuary items.
Antelope Creek 23
Ruin 23 is located on the east bank of Antelope Creek, and some 350 m 
northeast of Ruin 22. The site is on a lower terrace some 6 m above the 
stream at a point some 7.2 km south of the confluence of Antelope Creek with 
the Canadian River. Stone slabs on the surface called attention to the 
presence of structures. Several rooms may have been present; however, most 
were destroyed by erosion.
Limited excavations were undertaken by WPA crews during the first 
quarter of 1939. The site was tested to ascertain the nature of struc­
tures, since the bottomland setting contrasted with that of Antelope Creek 
22. Excavations were restricted to the interior of one room, and to a 45 m 
long trench extending northwest of the structure to sample midden deposits 
and to search for exterior features (Figure 40). Total excavations involved
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2approximately 45 m . Apparently a hearth, a burial, and stick-impressed 
burnt daub were encountered during trenching; the daub suggested the pres­
ence of some sort of "brush structure," but excavations were not extended 
to discern the nature of this second feature.
Little can be discerned about this site from the few remaining notes. 
No site map exists showing the relationship of the excavated rooms to other 
features and possible rooms. Nor were records located for the burial and 
the distribution and kinds of artifacts recovered. Fieldwork was abandoned 
because of the scarcity of artifactual materials (Baker 1939a). The remain­
ing notes record no trade materials from the site.
Antelope Creek Ruin 24
Ruin 24 consists of a series of structures at the base of a steep 
bluff immediately east of Antelope Creek and about 400 m due south of Ruin 
22. The site is some 6 m above the floodplain at a point 8 km from the 
Antelope Creek/Canadian River confluence. No architectural remains were 
apparent on the surface, but walls and flooring were exposed in the creek 
bank. Colluviation had buried the ruin by 0.5 to 1.5 m of fill, emd had 
preserved walls over 1.0 m high. Excavations revealed the presence of 
both contiguous and isolated room structures.
Excavations were conducted during March-May, 1939. At least eleven 
of seventeen "areas" and twelve rooms were cleared; two other rooms were 
merely tested. Unfortunately no site map was prepared showing the rela­
tionship of the structures or the size of the exterior areas. Notes accom­
panying photographs euid on individual rooms provide limited information 
about the site. Initially a diversion ditch was excavated around the 
upslope (east) edge of the site to channel runoff away from the excavated
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areas. Excavation proceeded from south to north and extended to the creek 
bank or gully on the west. In some instances, the room over-burden may 
have been removed as a single unit without screening. As usual no verti­
cal excavation control was mentioned; however, a stratigraphie block was 
isolated and left standing in the middle of the site.
Most rooms were located in a north-south line along the western edge 
of the site. They typically were small rectangular structures without 
internal features, measuring some 2.25 by 1.50 m. Baker (personal commun­
ication 1981) feels that they represent the "storage rooms" flanking vesti­
bule passageways to a series of contiguous larger main rooms which had 
eroded away (Figure 41). Rooms 5-6 and 12-14 occur as contiguous pairs, 
whereas Rooms 4-9 contain ein offset in the wall and are twice the size of 
the other rectangular rooms. Although no site map exists, these rooms 
probably reflect three pairs of smaller rooms flanking passageways to four 
contiguous main residential units within a single room block. Assuming 
that rooms were assigned as encountered, and that small rectangular struc­
tures of an appropriate size and shape represent these flanking storage 
rooms, then the arrangement of rooms from north to south may represent Room 
3, passage. Rooms 4-9, passage. Rooms 5-6, passage. Rooms 12-14, passage, 
and Room 7.
Separate from this contiguous room block was a large rectangular 
room with a central channel and eastward extended passageway (Room 12), 
and to the southeast, a large isolated circular room (15). Two other 
smaller circular or irregularly shaped rooms (2, 8) may have also been iso­
lated; however, their location is uncertain. No burials or other exterior 
features are mentioned in the existing records. The excavations recovered
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nearly 300 artifacts including 12 Pueblo glazed sherds, one "Caddoan" sherd, 
and one olivella shell bead.
Alibates 28
Hie Alibates Creek area has attracted considerable attention because 
of the occurrence of numerous large sites close to deposits of nearly pure 
chertified dolomite. Approximately 1.2 km southwest of the main quarry 
area is Ruin 28. The site occurs on rolling terrain just above the rim of 
the inner valley (Figure 42). The site is bounded on the north, northeast 
and northwest by an escarpment which drops 21 m to rough broken land of the 
Alibates drainage system and 52 m to the creek bed. An unnamed draw of 
Alibates Creek is immediately east of the site, whereas the main channel 
of Alibates Creek is approximately 1 km to the west. The Canadian River 
floodplain is 4 km to the north. No potable water is currently present in 
Alibates Creek, and a cistern in the unnamed draw near Allen Bate's his­
toric dugout indicates that specialized collective devices were necessary 
to obtain and store water during recent times. Nevertheless, the presence 
of seep springs along the base of the escarpment may have produced more 
water than currently available.
Ruin 28 is one of the largest sites near the chert quarries. It was 
selected as one of two type sites for.Krieger's (1946) Antelope Creek 
focus. The site consists of a major contiguous room structure located at 
the north promontory rim of the escarpment (WPA Excavation Unit I), and a 
series of isolated rooms scattered through a 275 by 160 m area to the south 
(WPA Excavation Unit II, Mason n.d.a.:7). The side has had a complex his­
tory of excavation. It was visited and tested by nearly every archaeolog­
ical expedition to the region prior to the close of the WPA projects.
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Figure 42. Plan of Alibates Ruin 28.
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Because of the importance ascribed to this locality, the nature and sig­
nificance of each archaeological investigation will be summarized. All 
structural references will be keyed to the WPA designations, wherever pos­
sible, since they were the most extensive and systematic exploration of 
the site.
The earliest expedition to Alibates 28 was by Warren K. Moorehead in 
1921. Moorehead merely inspected the site, located "some 50 or more 'graves* 
and several well defined slab houses." However, he conducted no excavations 
at the site (Moorehead 1931:113).
Floyd Studer's involvement with the site began in 1926 when he 
initiated excavations around the main contiguous room block (WPA Excava­
tion Unit I). As usual, Studer brought several friends and other volunteers 
to the site every Saturday and assigned them specific tasks. The excava­
tions were very sporadic and variations in the crew roster indicate little 
continuity in the excavations. The sparsity of records on certain parts of 
the site suggests that each excavator was probably responsible for keeping 
his own records. In an unpublished summary of the work Studer (1942:35) 
indicates:
(the work) consisted of roughly surveying the area and picking up 
surface artifacts, and trenching through the kitchen midden fol­
lowed by room excavations.
The trench was started from the lower talus, being three feet 
wide and extending to varying depths to undisturbed soil below.
This trench was to serve a double purpose; first to drain water from 
the rains, second to expose refuse stratigraphy.
A map prepared in 1932 shows six trenches leading away from the con­
tiguous room structure, cUid the excavations in three rooms correspond to 
WPA Rooms 6, 7, and 8 or 13 (Figure 43). In all likelihood, WPA Room 20 
was also excavated by Studer during this early period. Studer also located
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and excavated a series of small circular rooms located within 9 m southeast 
of the main contiguous room unit which were missed during the WPA excavations 
(herein designated Rooms 54, 55, and 60; Studer 1934:95; 1942:35; Sayles 
1932). With the exception of a burial found in one of the latter circular 
rooms, Studer’s records indicate nothing about the nature of features or 
artifacts excavated at the site. The crudeness of his excavation methods 
prompted Mason (n.d.b.:ll) to remark: "Studer’s pit is dug inside of (the)
mound without reference to (grid) lines or areas of stone."
The next professional excavations at Ruin 28 (Bivins Ranch, Site A) 
were conducted by Ronald Olson for the American Museum of Natural History 
during the last week of July, 1929. Field work consisted of opening two 
test pits in two rooms near the contiguous rooms structure (WPA Unit I). 
Olson's excavations concentrated on a 1.90 m deep test pit along the west 
wall of "house 1" (WPA Room 19) to ascertain the stratigraphy of the main 
mound and a 1.5 m deep test pit in the southeast comer of a 4.5 by 6.4 m 
structure east of the main room block (Room 57— not recognized by the WPA 
excavations). Little was gained from the limited excavations, except that 
Room 57 was superimposed over a pit. Although Olson's notes are cibysmal, 
members of a subsequent expedition had the foresight to record the loca­
tions of Olson's work and make stratigraphie descriptions of his pits 
(Mason n.d.a.:7; n.d.b.:3, 4).
J. Alden Mason and two colleagues for the University of Pennsylvania 
Museum conducted excavations of Ruin 28 (Deal-Bivins site) between August 
9-19, 1929 (Mason n.d.a.:6). Mason accurately mapped the configuration of 
the contiguous room block (Unit 1) and expanded the excavations in WPA 
Room 19 (Figure 44). Although his work was limited to the west half of the
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room, he was the first to recognize and accurately report the presence of 
curbing ("sigmoid plaster") along the edges of floor channels. Additional 
testing was conducted at two rooms farther south (WPA Unit II). The "Deal 
1" or "Operation 1" may correspond to the circular WPA Room 22 since it is 
cimilcir in shape and location. However, later excavations by the WPA in 
this "disturbed room" located a flagstone floor not mentioned by the Penn­
sylvania Museum party. Testing was also conducted on "Deal 2," am isolated 
rectangular structure corresponding in size and location to WPA Room 36. 
Despite the extensive wor)t along the tops of walls, in diagonal trenches 
connecting the room corners, and in the southwest quadrant of the structure, 
no interior architectural details are reported.
E. B. Sayles, representing Gila Pueblo, visited Ruin 28 (Tex:B;9:l) 
in July, 1932, during Floyd Studer's excavations of the circular burial 
room (No. 55) southeast of the main roomblock (Unit I). There is no indi­
cation that Sayles was involved with any excavations at the site; however, 
his notes include a description and photograph of the burial excavated by 
Studer.
The Works Progress Administration field work at Ruin 28 was during 
two granting periods. The initial work concentrated on the northern room 
block (Unit I) where 12 rooms and 36 ten foot sections of Area 1 were exca­
vated during the latter five months of 1938. The second granting period 
lasted twenty-two months (February 1939-February 1941), during which time 
seven additional rooms and 109 sections of Areas 2-4 were excavated for 
Unit I and 31 rooms and 439 sections from Areas 5-8 were excavated for Unit 
II, 50 ro to the south. Because of the wealth of information obtained by 
the WPA each Excavation Unit is discussed separately.
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Excavations in Unit I (involving approximately 1515 m ) uncovered a 
series of 19 rooms within a single room block and three other isolated 
structures (Rooms 2, 18, and 20). Despite the extensive exterior excava­
tions, neither the series of small contiguous circular structures mapped by 
Mason and cleared by Studer, nor the isolated rooms excavated by Olson and 
Mason to the east, were recorded by the WPA archaeologists. The main room 
block consists of four contiguous main household units characterized by cen­
tral channels, low eastward extended vestibule passages, and other features, 
with at least 13 auxiliary contiguous units to the east (Figure 45). This 
room block was somewhat unusual in that the filled rooms preserved some 
walls standing to a height of 1.9 m (Figure 46). The exceptional height of 
preserved walls, and the prominent mounding of earth at the edge of the 
escarpment, tenuously suggest that the fill may have been culturally de­
posited over the rooms. This suggestion is supported by multiple floor 
levels or filling episodes within the mound, and the subsequent construc­
tion of walls approximately 1.2 m above the original floor surface inside 
Room 19 (Figure 47).
The presence of subfloor pits, wall abutments and different con­
struction methods indicates that the main room block developed during 
several accretional construction episodes. The duration between episodes 
is uncertain, and it is possible that several phases could have been com­
pleted at the same time. The earliest rooms, possibly built during a 
single construction episode, were main household Rooms 7, 11, emd 15, fol­
lowed shortly thereafter by household Unit 19. All involved double stone 
slab foundations built directly on sterile ground. None of these rooms 
superimpose earlier pits or cists. The next episode likely involved the
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Based on Mosaics fvom WPA Featicfes 
and J. Aïden Mason's field map.
I Are* 3 I
0 10
Area 2
. 5 2 »
Ü ---
Excavation Unit II, 150 feet south.
Figure 45. Alibates Ruin 28, Unit I, Composite Map.
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25 cm. contour interval
Area 2
Excavation Limits
Baaed on WPA 
Room Deaanptiona.
Figure 46.
Mound at Alibates 28, Unit I as Indicated by Wall Heights.
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addition of circular ctnterooms. Room 20 east of the passage for Room 19, 
and possibly the wall segment between Rooms 21 and 4. The length of the lat­
ter wall is unknown; however, given the excavation uncertainty involved with 
Rooms 3 and 5, as well as Olson's excavations, several other unrecorded 
rooms may have been contiguously located to the east (cf. Baker and Baker 
1941b:28). The next building episode probably involved the construction of 
a large anteroom east of Room 7 emd southeast of Room 11. This unit was 
subsequently divided to form Rooms 4 and 6, with the intervening space be­
tween the structures divided into Rooms 9 and 10. All were built over 
earlier pits possibly used at the source for obtaining construction adobe 
and mortar (Baker and Baker 1941b:131, Duffield 1970:93). The last con­
struction episode involving several phases is a departure marked by the use 
of single stone slab foundations. It involved the addition of Room 17 to 
the north of Room 15; the addition of Rooms 8 and 13^ to the east of 11; 
and the addition of transverse walls forming Rooms 12 and 21. At the same 
time, the passageways to Rooms 11 and 19 may have been sealed off. An 
interesting aspect of the construction episodes involved the intentional 
deposition of 0.8 m of trash inside Rooms 9, 10, 12, and 21 in order to 
raise the floor level to heights comparable to the top of the extended pas­
sages from main Rooms 7, 11, and 19 (Figure 48). The split floor levels 
created superimposed passageways, and in some instances openings to certain
The dimensions of Room 13 as originally indicated in the WPA 
records (Baker and Baker 1941a:123) may be in error since it would block 
the passageway to Room 15. General site maps and exterior trash disposal 
patterns clearly indicate that the passageway was open. Either the size 
of Room 13 was smaller, or else the construction episode was exceptionally 
late and the general site maps are in error. Observations on Room 13 indi­
cate the former situation and the room dimensions have been adjusted 
accordingly (Appendix B).
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rooms were placed 0.81 m above the floor. Such openings would not be appar­
ent from the foundation plans of the room if the structure had undergone ex­
tensive deterioration.
The room block growth as reflected by the construction episodes sup­
port the contention that Rooms 6 and 13 on the north side of the rectangular 
"antechambers" 4 and 8 are indeed part of a basic room aggregate (Lintz 
1979b). However the plan of room growth is not always symmetrical or pre­
dictable. The smaller rooms fl«mking the extended passageways were not 
built in pairs, or even during the same construction episode. Rooms 10 
and 12 flanking the passage to Room 7, and 9 and 14 flanking the passage to 
Room 11 were clearly built during different phases. The incidental develop­
ment of Room 15 (south of the passageway to main Room 15) apparently re­
sulted from construction activities involving Rooms 8 and 13, east of main 
Room 11. This strongly implies pooled labor involvement and some planning 
beyond the individual household unit.
The density of artifacts from the exterior sections reflects a com­
bination of exterior use areas and basic trash disposal practices (Figure 
49). The distribution patterns clearly show high debris concentrations 
east and northeast of the extended passage of Room 15, and east and south 
of the opening in circular Room 20. This pattern reveals that only two 
openings were utilized. The artifact distribution does not support the 
notion of entrance to main Units 7 and 11 through Rooms 4 and 8 as previ­
ously postulated (Lintz 1979b). The paucity of artifacts between these 
rooms and Room 18 may be either another indication of additional rooms, or 
the presence of an exterior plaza area kept clear of debris. The linear 
extension of tools to the south supports Mason's map showing a series of
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small contiguous room structures to the south.
A total of 12 single individual interments were recovered from Unit 
I. Nine were found inside the largest room (No. 11). Only two came from 
near the floor level and the others were found overlying the floor surface. 
The burials were spaced near comers or mid-wall areas as if distinct areas 
were allocated for burial interment. Probeibly all nine burials represent 
later interments by individuals from adjacent sites— either Unit II, Ali­
bates 28A, or Alibates 30. The other three burials occurred in exterior mid­
den areas or small circular rooms to the east or south of the main room 
block.
Unit II, located some 50 m to the south, involved an extensive area
2encompassing approximately 4,110 m . Thirteen of the 31 structural features 
encountered in Unit II are large rectangular household units marked by cen­
tral floor channels, and extended passages towards the east (Figure 50). 
Nearly all units were isolated; however, two contiguous pairs of rooms (33- 
40 and 29-30) were encountered. While it is impossible to infer building 
episodes from the scattered room layout, superimposed series of rooms were 
encountered in two areas. Contiguous Rooms 33 emd 40 were built over iso­
lated Room 32 near the northeast corner of Area 6 and three superimposed 
structures were excavated in the southeast corner of Area 7. The earliest 
structure was a large household unit (Room 25/28) followed by contiguous 
room structures (29 and 30) and isolated Room 27, which in turn was beneath 
another relatively small household unit (Room 33).
Further evidence for multiple occupations is provided by the density 
and distribution of tools from the exterior areas. High densities of mate­
rials were encountered east of the structures in the north end of the unit
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Compiled from sketches in Studer's filesi NFS; 
Interviews with Ele and Jewel Baker; Photost
Figure 5 a  Alibates Ruin 28, Unit II.
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(Areas 5 and 7); however, few items were found near the structures in Area 
8 to the south (Figure 51). This suggests that the northern structures may 
have been occupied for a longer duration and that the village was expanding 
upridge or to the south. Perhaps only a half dozen household units were 
initially occupied. Nearly all structures were burned; however, there is 
little other evidence for raiding. Three burials were encountered during 
the excavation of Unit II. Single individual interments were found in Rooms 
41 and 47, and another burial was encountered east of Room 46. No signifi­
cant grave goods were found in association.
Besides the obvious difference in community layout between Units I and 
II, considerable differences are reflected in the quantities of Pueblo trade 
materials. In Unit I, nonlocal materials were exceptionally scarce: ten 
olivella shell beads occurred as mortuary items with Burial 8, but only ten
glaze sherds, one unidentified sherd and 13 pieces of obsidian were reported
2 2 for the 1,515 m area. In contrast, nonlocal materials from the 4,110 m of
Unit II include 178 glaze sherds and 12 turquoise/malachite pendants or
ornaments, and at least one olivella shell bead. Obsidian flakes were not
systematically tabulated; however, notes indicate that 4,132 flakes were
recovered from 322 of the 439 sections in Excavation Unit II (Baker and Baker
1940a:20; Baker 1940a:51; 1940b:44). These differences indicate that Unit II
was established during a period of more intense southwestern trade.
A total of five radiocarbon dates is available from Rooms 1 «md 19 in 
Unit I, and Room 24 in Unit II. The MASCA calibrated date for Room 1, an 
isolated structure, is 1340 ± 85 (WIS-114) whereas the dates for Room 19 
within the contiguous room block are 1310 ± 80 (WIS-116) and 1200-1220 ± 85 
(WIS-129) (Bender, Bryson and Baerreis 1967). All three are considerably
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Area 8 Area 6
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I i n o i t d  o n  W P A  A n a l y o i e  a n d  R o f i o r t e ,
Excavation Unit 1 
50 meters north.
Figure 51. Density of Artifacts in Excavation Unit II, Alibates Ruin 28.
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earlier than the dates of 1340 ± 80 (WIS-101) and 1410 ± 90 (Tx-259) from 
Room 24 in Unit II (Ibid., Pearson, Davis and Tamers 1966). These dates 
are consistent with the postulated trends based on intensified Southwestern 
contacts and support the idea that the site represents multiple occupations.
Alibates 28A
Alibates 28A is a small site located along the west slope of gently
rolling terrain above the caprock escarpment. It is 180 m east of Alibates
28, across an unnamed draw of Alibates Creek. As far as can be determined,
the WPA was the only expedition to conduct excavations at the site. The
presence of scattered stone slabs suggests perhaps six or seven structures
were present, as well as the remains of Allen Bate's historic dugout and
cistern (Baker 1940a;37).
During the first quarter of 1940, an 80 by 90 ft area north of the
structural remains was staked off into 72 ten foot square sections. How-
2ever, only 41 sections (318 m ) were cleared. Those sections encompassing 
a north-south gully through the work area were avoided (Figure 52). The 
excavation procedures mirrored those used at Alibates 28. The field work 
was terminated during the second quarter of 1940 because of a quota reduc­
tion in the crew size. Only one structure was exposed.
The structure was a semisubterranean rectangular single room build­
ing. The interior features included the typical depressed central floor 
channel, four interior roof support posts, a central hearth and walls of 
vertically set stone slab foundations and mortar. One unusual aspect was 
that the extended entrance was in the west wall, towards Alibates 28, 
across the unnamed draw (Baker and Baker 1941b:145). The originally re­
ported size was considerably smaller than other rooms with similar features.
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other Rooms in this area.
Based on reported refuse areas (Baker t940a:4Z-47)^ and 
interviews with Ele Baker
Figure 52. Site Map and Tool Density at Alibates Ruin 28A.
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Consequently the room dimensions were checked during a visit to the site 
in 1983. T e room dimensions etre approximately 1.5 times those indicated 
in the WPA map (i.e., 3/8 inch=l foot instead of 1/4 inch=l foot).
The density of reported materials shows a slight concentration 
immediately west of the structure, at the front of the passage, and two 
higher material concentrations 15.2 m west and 10.7 m north of the structure. 
The available records do not record features or anomalies over these latter 
artifact concentrations. The dominant material remains at both loci 
include scrapers, projectile points and knives. They may represent outside 
activity areas. Although the site is undated, at least 16 glaze sherds and 
128 obsidian flakes were found (Baker 1940a:51). This is considerably more 
than that reported for Alibates 28, Unit I, but is compcirable to the quan­
tities of trade ware materials from Unit II.
Alibates 30
Ruin 30 is located on the high flatlands some 800 m south of Ruin 28
and 4.4 Ion south of the Canadian River. The site has numerous isolated
structures. Previous field work may have been conducted by Moorehead and
perhaps Studer, but there is no map or clear record concerning the location
or extent of the early work.
Limited WPA-funded field work was conducted only during the last
quarter of 1940. Crews were shifted to the site when artifactual remains
at Ruin 28 became meager. The excavations were limited exclusively to the
interior portions of eight structures. Total excavation area is estimated
2to be approximately 225 m . Three structures were too severely eroded to 
discern their size and configuration. The other structures were large rec­
tangular semisubterranean rooms with walls made of a single row of vertical
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Baker and Baker I94lh
Figure 53. Architectural Remains at Alibates Ruin 30.
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slabs set in mortar (Figure 53). Many of the structures were incomplete. 
Frequent gaps in the stone walls were attributed to the reuse of building 
stones by later tipi-using Indians at the site. Most rooms mirrored the 
large rectangular household rooms found at Alibates 28; however. Structure 2 
lacked stone masonry and was superimposed by an unusual smaller room with a 
clay platform in the southeast corner. The only other structure reported 
for the Southern Plains with a corner platform is House 1 at the Goodman I 
site in Western Oklahoma (Gallaher 1951). This Washita Phase structure is 
considerably larger than the structure at Alibates 30, lacks the stone slab 
walls and has the platform in the northwest comer of the isolated rectangu­
lar building. Only five Southwestern trade sherds were recovered as trade 
items.
Chimney Rock Ruins 51
The Chimney Rock Ruins are located west of Corral Creek and 3.2 )cm 
north of the Canadian River near the west end of the study area. Surface 
indications suggest that some 27 to 30 structures are present in a saddle 
laetween a prominent mesa (chimney) formation and a steeply sloped hill some 
28 m above the Corral Creek floodplain (Studer n.d.a.:4).
The site was excavated by WPA crews during the third grant secured 
in 1941 (Baker and Baker 1941a, 1941b). A field ledxaratory/tool shed was 
constructed at the site, but excavations were suspended after only three 
months. Unlike the previous WPA field work in the Canadian River valley, 
the site was systematically gridded. Instead of conforming to topographic 
features, 12 excavation "areas,” each measuring 50 ft by 50 ft were imposed 
over the site. Each area was subdivided into 25 ten ft by ten ft "sections" 
which were nunbered north to south starting in the northwest corner. No
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vertical provenience was maintained; all units were excavated to culturally 
sterile soil.
Initial excavations consisted of a north-south trench along the west­
ern edge of the ruins and a second trench to the east in order to discern 
the edge of refuse. A total of 50 sections primarily from areas 1 and 2 
was cleared, six rooms representing portions of at least two contiguous 
household structures and paurt of an earlier isolated structure were exca­
vated (Figure 54). Several building episodes are reflected by superimposed 
structures, rooms over pits, and opportunistic joining of isolated struc­
tures by later walls.
Little is known regarding the kinds and distributions of materials 
at the site. A preliminary draft report mentions that over 2000 artifacts 
were recovered "in addition to hundreds of Panhandle culture type sherds 
and thousands of obsidian chips" (Studer n.d.a.). An apparent abundance of 
Pueblo pottery, obsidian, turquoise, the olivella shell beads at the site 
has prompted Studer (n.d.a.:4-6) to note that a greater percentage of 
Southwestern trade goods were found at the Chimney Rock Ruin than at Ante­
lope Creek or Alibates site clusters. Cross dating of unspecified Puebloan 
sherds indicated that Chimney Rock was occupied from 1300-1450 whereas the . 
other two site clusters were occupied from 1200-1350 (Studer n.d.a.:4). No 
final report was prepared showing the quantity and distribution of mater- 
rials from each section dUeto the abrupt termination of WPA funding.
Chimney Rock Ruins 51A
This site consists of three structures located on a small promontory 
approximately 180 m west of Chimney Rock Ruin 51 and approximately 42 m 
above the Corral Creek floodplain (Baker and Baker 1941b; Studer n.d.a.).
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No general site maps were prepared; consequently the spatial relationship of 
the three rooms is uncertain.
The site was visited and briefly tested during the second quarter of 
1941 in conjunction with the WPA excavations of Chimney Rock Ruin 51. Only 
the interior portion of a single large rectangular room was excavated 
(Figure 55). The interior features included a floor channel, four interior 
quadrilateral support posts and a central hearth, reminiscent of the eirchi- 
tectural details of other household structures. No artifacts were reported 
from within the 6.4 by 6.4 m structures.
Panhandle-Plains Historical Museum (1951-1980)
Seven sites in this study were excavated by, or under the auspices 
of, the Panhandle-Plains Historical Museum personnel after Floyd Studer's 
retirement. The labor force consisted of students and volunteers associated 
with local amateur groups under the direction or assistance of Dr. Jack T. 
Hughes. These sites include the Sanford Ruin, excavated by the Panhandle- 
Plains Historical Museum; the Roper, Pickett and Cottonwood Creek Ruins 
excavated by the Norpan Archaeological (Lapidary) Society; the Marsh and 
Jack Allen sites excavated by the West Texas State University Anthropology 
Society; and the Zollars Site excavated by the Panhandle Archaeological 
Society.
The earlier excavations focused on sites near the dam axis of Sanford 
Reservoir, but as the land came under the control of the National Park Ser­
vice, later work shifted to private property near the margins of the study 
area. Most excavations were for short durations with limited objectives, 
usually to expose one or more rooms. Specific excavation procedures varied 
according to the size of the crew and nature of the specific objectives.
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Although unpublished preliminary reports have been prepared for several 
sites, artifact identifications and quantities are generally not available.
Sanford Ruin
The site is on the south rim of the inner valley located some 55 m 
above and directly overlooking the Canadian River valley. South Canyon to 
the east and an unnamed tributary to the west have left a high promontory 
only a half kilometer from the center of the Canadian Valley floodplain.
This promontory, including the Sanford Ruin locality, presently serves as 
the southern end of Sanford Daun.
Sanford Ruin is part of a cluster of tested sites located near the 
dam axis. Pickett Ruin is located at the base of the bluff east of Sanford 
Ruin, whereas the Roper and Conner sites are to the southwest in South Can­
yon. Across the Canadian River to the north arc Spring Canyon and Medford 
Ranch sites.
Scattered slabs indicated the presence of one fairly large contigu­
ous room structure along the northwest rim of the promontory, and at least 
three small isolated stone slab features upslope to the east (Figure 56). 
All of the features had been vandalized to some extent.
Between August 25 and September 12, 1953, excavations were conducted 
by a small crew of 5-6 people under the direction of Jack Hughes. Most of 
the work concentrated on the interior portion of the main room block and 
on sanpling an adjacent midden to the north. Initially the loose rock on 
the surface was removed and stacked into two piles north and south of the 
room block. Excavations proceeded by "shovel peeling" the soil until stone 
walls were discerned. No formal grid system was used; however, nine num­
bers were assigned to work areas generally corresponding to architectural
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Figure 56. Plan of Sanford Ruin.
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units. Each room was excavated by natural stratigraphy using shovels and 
small hand tools. Little of the room fill was screened; however, the 
shoveled dirt was reworked on the ground or in wheelbarrows before being 
hauled to the bluff edge and dumped (Hughes, fieldnotes 8/29/53, 9/2/53).
During the excavation of a midden, 1/4 and 1/8 inch mesh screens were used.
2Approximately an 80 m area was excavated during this period. On October 10- 
11, 1953 additional excavations focused on two of the three outlying struc­
tures (designated F-1, F-2 and F-3), and on exposing a burial located along 
a gentle slope 46 m east of the ruins. The contiguous room structure con­
sisted of one large circular room with an extended passage towards the north­
east (Work Area 4), a rectangular antechamber (Work Areas 6-8), and at least 
four small circular units flanking the passage and along the south and 
southeast parts of large circular rooms (Figure 57).
The main circular room measured approximately 5.24 m in diameter. A 
plastered floor surface was only discerned in the east half of the unit. 
Apparently, after the stone walls were built, sterile fill was used to level 
the floor surface prior to adding the plaster. Erosion along the bluff edge 
had removed the fill and floor surface in the west portion of the room. The 
interior features included a depressed central floor channel, a central 
hearth with an adjacent probable ash pit, and two postholes along the remain­
ing channel ridges in the northeast portion of the room. Although an 
extended passage was present towards the northeast, no excavations were con­
ducted to discern the nature of this feature.
. A rectangular anteroom was found at the northeast end of the extended 
passage. Interior features include a central hearth flanked by two posts, 
an adjacent ash pit, and roof support posts located near the north, east.
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and south corners. Foundation stones were delineated for the northwest, 
southwest, and southeast walls, but a series of seven postholes along the 
northeast edge indicated the presence of a jacal wall.
The four smaller rooms flanking the passage and along the southeast 
wall of main Room 4 had been vandalized. No interior features were recog­
nized. A gap in the north wall of "nit 7 was thought to be an entrance. 
Previous vandalism had disturbed portions of the north wall of Room 2. 
Apparently the two units flamking the extending passage (2 and 8) did not 
directly abut the antechamber (Unit 6). Instead, the antechamber was set 
apart from the other units and was connected only by the extended passage 
from Unit 4. The two exterior cul-de-sacs on each side of the unit were 
excavated and assigned work aureas 1 and 3. Although considerable artifacts 
were recovered, no features were encountered in these areas.
Little information is available concerning the later excavations in 
the isolated units east of the room block. All three units had been dis­
turbed and human remains were noted in the back dirt piles around Unit 9. 
Each unit measured approximately 2 m in diameter. Testing was conducted in 
Units 10 and 11; however, neither unit was sufficiently delineated to per­
mit adequate descriptions; nor were the functions of features determined.
The burial located 46 m east of the ruins was found beneath a pile 
of dolomite slabs. The interment involved a single female adult in a semi­
flexed position with her head to the east and facing down. She was placed 
within a pit nearly 2 m in diameter. The only grave accompaniment was a 
bison tibia digging stick found in the upper fill of the grave.
Overall, little information concerning the sequence of room construc­
tion was offered. Wall abutments suggest that the smaller flanking rooms
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were built after the main circular unit; however, the number of construc­
tion episodes cannot be determined.
The nature and quantities of trade materials for Sanford Ruin are 
uncertain. Halfway through the excavation phase, the field notes indicate 
that no Southwest pottery or obsidian had been found, and no mention of 
trade items appears in the later notes. Presumably Southwestern contacts 
are rare at Sanford Ruins.
A single radiocarbon date for exterior midden deposits yielded a 
MASCA calibrated date of A.D. 1250 ± 100 (Tx-255) (Pearson, Davis, and 
Tamers 1966). The single date tenuously indicated an occupation during the 
early portion of the Antelope Creek phase. The paucity of Southwestern 
trade items provides some support for the early age of the site.
Roper Site
The Roper Site is located on the east central portion of a low bench 
measuring approximately 90 m by 18 m along the west wall of South Canyon 
near Sanford Dam. The site is some 18 m above the base of the tributary 
and approximately 0.7 km south of the confluence with the Canadian River. 
Several other sites have been investigated in this valley. The closest is 
the Conner Site located about 0.2 km to the south. Members of the Norpan 
Archaeological Society selected the Roper Site for excavation, and sought 
professional advice from Jack Hughes (Dumas n.d.).
Surface indications suggested the presence of at least four small 
circular structures scattered between two very large boulders spread 9 m 
apart. All four structures had been vandalized prior to the Norpan field 
work. The excavations were conducted between July 27 and October 12, 1957, 
by twelve Norpan members. Horizontal control was maintained by a five
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foot grid system. The base lines were designated NS (north-south) and EW 
(east-west). Lines parallel to these base lines were referenced by direc­
tion and sequentially numbered (E-1, east one ;N-1, north one, etc.). Stakes 
were placed at the intersections of the base lines and squares were desig­
nated according to their southwest comer stakes. A total of 125 squares 
was laid out, but excavations were conducted within only 33 units. The 
upper edge of one boulder served as a vertical datum point. Six inch levels 
were maintained in most units. Host fill was sifted through 1/4 inch mesh 
screens.
Excavations revealed five small circular structures scattered across 
the terrace (Figure 58). Structure 1 (F-1), the northernmost unit, is unus­
ual in that it is the only unit in this study which used a natural rock for­
mation zz z part of the aVv->u*»-ground architecture. The structure consists 
of a D-shaped rock wall approximately 1.5 m in diameter built west of a 
large dolomite lx>ulder. The structure had been potted. Interior features 
include a possible posthole (F-2) near the southwest edge, and a concentra­
tion of quartzite "boiling stones" (F-3) near the south wall.
Structure 2 (F-5) was located approximately 1 m south of Structure 1. 
It consisted of a circular unit measuring 1.6 m in diameter. Vandalism had 
also destroyed approximately 70% of the central portion of the unit and 
displaced so many wall stones that no doorway could be discerned.
Structure 3 (F-B) refers to a poorly defined circular concentration 
of stones located west of Structure 2 in a contiguous position. The site 
map indicated that it measured approximately 1.7 m in diameter; a soft 
area 17 cm in diameter was interpreted as a possible posthole in the center 
of the structure. The stones were smaller and more disarranged than those
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Figure 58. Plan of the Roper Site.
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used in constructing the other architectural units at the site. Wall rubble 
included three manos and three metate fragments.
Structure 4 (F-6) measured approximately 2.0 m in diameter. The 
floor surface had been leveled by being excavated 5 cm into the sterile 
red soil. The wall foundations consisted of stone slabs set slightly into 
the sterile soil and possibly leaning against the semisubterranean block.
A gap in the large foundation stones and differences in the size and orien­
tation of rocks used within the upper portion of the remaining wall was 
interpreted as a doorway which had been sealed. A small basin-shaped hearth 
measuring 30 cm in diameter was found in the center of the unit.
Structure 5 (F-9) was located approximately 7 m southwest of the 
other units. It consisted of a circular unit measuring approximately 2.0 m 
in diameter. The southeast portion of the circular wall appeared to have 
collapsed in on the unit. No entrance was discernible. The unit was also 
semisubterranean, but the floor surface was concave. Vandalism had oblit­
erated any evidence of a central hearth.
Considerable quantities of additional materials were recovered from 
the site; most of the midden seems to have been located along the gentle 
slopes of the bench. The assemblage shows considerable diversity zmd in­
cludes boiling stones, manos, metates, points, beveled knives, scrapers, 
scapula hoes, a tibia digging stick, corn cobs, shaft straighteners, drills 
and abundant ceramics. The notes mention the presence of three Upper 
Republican collared rim sherds from Unit Wl-Nl, and an "incised" sherd from 
N5-W4 as possible trade items. No southwest ceramics or obsidian flakes 
were listed in the catalogue sheets or mentioned in the field notes.
Composite samples of charcoal from unspecified provenience localities
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were submitted for dating. The two MASCA calibrated samples date to A.D. 
1300 ± 80 (WIS-134) and 1355 ± 80 (WIS-141) (Bender, Bryson, and Baerris 
1967). Both are fairly consistent 2uid are regarded as acceptable age 
determinations.
Pickett Site
Pickett Ruin is located only 3 m above the canyon floor of an unnamed 
tributary 0.5 km south of its confluence with the Canadian River. The site 
is part of a cluster of sites including the Roper, Conner, and Sanford Ruins 
located at the south end of Sanford Dam. Pickett is at the east end of the 
site cluster on the lower terrace bounded with dolomite talus boulders. 
Surface indications suggested that only a single small circular structure 
was present.
The site was found in August, 1953 by Jack Hughes and intermittently 
excavated by the Norpan Archaeological Society during April-July, 1958 
(Carter and Carter 1958). A smal] pothole was located in the center of the 
structure prior to the Norpan excavations. Initially, small test pits were 
dug southwest and northeast of the structure to avoid covering midden areas 
with backdirt. Next an 18 inch wide trench encircling the exterior of the 
stone slab structure was excavated to search for possible adjoining rooms. 
The encircling trench was excavated by shovel skimming without the benefit 
of screening th* fill. Next, the interior fill of the room was removed and 
screened using small hand tools. Finally, short trenches were excavated in 
cardinal directions from the structure in order to locate associated midden 
areas.
The north trench was later expanded to obtain a larger sample of the 
midden deposits. The circular structure measured slightly more than 2 m
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Figure 59. Plan and Profile of the Pickett Site.
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in diameter. It had a central hearth with a raised rim (Figure 59). A gap
in the northeast wall possibly represented a door. Testing north of the
site located a broad but shallow borrow pit which had been subsequently 
used as a trash dump. Midden materials were concentrated on the pit slope 
closest to the room.
Few artifacts were recovered from the estimated 26 m area excavated 
at the site. No exotic trade materials were found; however, a stone pestle 
(mano?) and portions of two bison tibia digging sticks were recovered. Few 
potsherds were found. The paucity of materials suggests that the occupa­
tion covers a short duration. Faunal analysis indicated that the site was 
occupied during late spring or summer (Duffield 1970:192). The range of 
tools and seasonality interpretation, coupled with the presence of an inter­
ior hearth, has suggested that the structure represents a field house used
as an outlier in conjunction with some other larger site.
A single charcoal sample for the middan area yielded a MASCA cor­
rected date of A.D. 1240 ± 80 (WIS-126) (Bender, Bryons and Baerreis 1967). 
No other samples can corroborate the date; however, the absence of trade 
items tentatively supports the early temporal position of the site.
Cottonwood Creek Ruin
This ruin is located atop a fairly steep bluff on the west side of 
Cottonwood Creek at its junction with an unnamed short lateral tributary.
The Canadian River is located some 4.4 km to the south. A spring-fed gully 
has eroded into the hilltop, and a series of isolated and contiguous struc­
tures is scattered near the spring and on both sides of the gully, some 34 m 
above the Cottonwood Creek floodplain.
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The site was visited and mapped in 1920. Moorehead (1931:87, 110) 
observed ten structures or room blocks, and indicated that two of them mea­
sured approximately 7.62 x 5.03 m and 6.71 x 5.79 m. He also located 29 
"graves" scattered within a 60 by 90 m cirea and excavated three or four of 
them to demonstrate the presence of bones (Figure 60).
By 1927, a Phillips Petroleum refining and pumping station was built 
southwest of the main site area, destroying at least one cemetery area. The 
development of road and gas pipeline systems has largely destroyed the site 
(Holden 1929). By 1929, Holden could only find a few walls which had not 
been destroyed. In addition to the development of the adjacent site area, 
continued maintenance of the dirt roads and vandalism by gas plant workers 
have destroyed most of the site.
In the fall of 1958 and spring of 1959 members of the Norpan Society 
developed a site map and conducted excavations in one rectangular structure 
on a low rise in the southern portion of the site (Figure 61). The south­
ern portion of the room had already been vandalized. A five foot grid sys­
tem was imposed over the single room unit. Several test pits were exca­
vated to establish the stratigraphie sequence. Subsequent work involved 
"shovel peeling" the room fill to within two or three inches of the floor 
surface. Small hand tools were used to loosen the remaining fill and ex­
pose the floor. Only this lower stratum was systematically screened 
(Carter n.d.b.:2).
The single room was built on a rocky surface which sloped towards 
the northeast. The downslope (north) edge of the structure had a double 
row of vertical slabs to reinforce the wall but only a single row of slabs 
on the east and west walls (Figure 61). Sterile soil was used to fill and
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Figure 60. Cottonwood Creek Ruins.
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level the floor surface. This fill was 0.05 m on the south side and 0.20 m 
on the north. The east, north, and west walls each had a single gap, approx­
imately 0.56 m wide in the middle of the walls which provided access to the 
room. Two large slabs had been used to seal the west wall gap entrance. 
Interior features were difficult to discern. Portions of an 0.05 m tall chan­
nel curbing were found extended from the south side of the west wall opening. 
It was traced only 2 m into the room before being lost in the fill. An 
unplastered "fire area" measuring approximately 1.20 m in diameter was found 
near the center of the room. Postholes were found near three of the four 
corners of the room emd at least two other interior posts were in line with 
the south edge of the east passageway. This unit differs from other units 
by the presence of multiple passage openings and the location of posts near 
the comers. Subsequent encroachment of an oil field road has destroyed 
this structure so that the field observations are impossible to verify.
Material remains from the Norpan excavations were meager. No South­
western trade items are listed in the report; however, at least four of the 
seven rim sherds have a collared form reminiscent of Upper Republican wares 
(Carter n.d.b.;3-4).
The Marsh Site
The Marsh Site is located on a relatively high bluff on the east 
side of Tecovas Creek. It is approximately 30 m above the creek floodplain 
and only some 0.3 km south of the Canadian River. Dolomite slabs on a nar­
row point of the inner valley wall rim called attention to the site. The 
site is believed to represent a single, isolated residential unit; however, 
at least one other structure is located across a deep gully southwest of 
House 1 (Hughes, field notes dated 5/6/67).
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Excavations at the Marsh Site were conducted during three weekends 
in April, 1967 by students of West Texas State University Anthropology 
Society under the direction of Jack Hughes. Emphasis focused on a single 
rectangular room structure which had been recently vandalized. The stone 
walls were traced out, and the room was divided into quadrctnts. The fill 
from the postholes was removed separate from that in each quadrant. Shovels 
and small hand tools were used to loosen the soil before it was passed 
through 1/4 inch mesh screen.
The room was rectangular with a central extended passage, a central 
channel and four roof support posts (Figure 62). Vandalism had destroyed 
the central amd western parts of the channel where possible hearths an'? 
platforms would likely have been placed. The channel did not extend en­
tirely to the east passageway, and a large slab was found near the eastern 
edge of the channel near the door which may have been a deflector.
Limited excavations northwest of the structure revealed that it had 
double vertical slaib walls. On May 13, 1967 and October 19, 1968, nine 
5 by 5 ft exterior squares were also excavated immediately east of the 
passageway in order to sample midden deposits. Portions of several irregu­
lar pits were encountered which probably reflect the source of adobe mortar.
No description or tabulation of artifacts was available in order to 
discern the frequencies and quantities of nonlocal materials.
The Jack Allen Site
The Jack Allen Site is the easternmost locality within the study area. 
The site is located on an old eolian covered terrace along the west edge of 
Spring Creek, some 8.7 km south of its confluence with the Canadian River 
(Harrison n.d.). The site is only some 12 m above the creek bed.
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Figure 62. Plan of the Marsh Site.
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The area is east of the Permian exposures and no dolomite slabs are 
present for suitable building material. Harrison notes that although no 
springs are near the site, several eure in the general area, and a large deep 
arroyo several hundred yards to the south may have had live water during the 
time of occupation.
Excavations were conducted at the site on six occasions between 
October, 1969 and April, 1970 by members of the West Texas State University 
Anthropology Society. The presence of daub and a floor surface exposed in 
an eroded bank indicated the general areas of excavation. In order to expose 
the structure, six 10 ft squares were established, and were excavated in six 
inch arbitrary levels. Fill was removed by shovel peeling to just above the 
floor surface and all fill was screened through 1/4 inch mesh hardware cloth.
Only a single room was exposed. A second possible structure is 
located approximately 50 m to the northeast (J. Hughes, personal communica­
tions, 1984). The excavated room was well baked from an intense fire which 
preserved numerous architectural details. This house differed in a number 
of aspects. Most noticeably, the walls consisted of daub covered posts 
spaced 0.15 to 0.20 m apart. The room had the typical rectangular shape, 
eastward extended entrance, central channel, four roof support posts, entry 
step, threshold columns, and a platform (Figure 63). The edges of the chan­
nel were slightly raised, and the platform was recessed into the west wall 
instead of extending into the room. In addition, the central portion of the 
vestibule was lower, as if it acted as a cold air trap. Approximately 2.5 m 
east of the vestibule were two large pits measuring 1.22 m in diameter and 
approximately 1.15 m in depth. Most of the artifacts from the site were 
removed from these pits.
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Details regarding the artifactual remains are presently unavailable. 
However, a report is currently in preparation and should be avail«d)le in 
the near future (Harrison, personal communication 1983).
Zollars Site
*nie Zollzurs Site consists of a series of small isolated rooms located 
on colluvial fans at the base of steep bluffs north of Little Sandy Creek 
approximately 4.5 km north of its confluence with the Canadian River.
Springs sure located at the head of the dry creek, and a draw immediately 
east of the rooms is thought to have had water.
The presence of dolomite rocks on the surface indicates that seven 
small isolated oval to rectcingular structures were present (Smith and Smith 
1982:4). Four structures were linearly arranged north-south adjacent to 
the draw; the others were scattered to the west (Figure 64). Six structures 
had been vandalized.
Excavations at two of the eastern structures were conducted by mem­
bers of the Panhandle Archaeological Society in 1980. Sepeurate grid sys­
tems were established over each structure using four 8 by 8 ft squcures.
Each squ!ure was shovel scraped and trowelled, and the fill screened through 
1/4 inch mesh. EB^hasis was placed on discovering the nature of each struc­
ture as well as testing the surrounding exterior areas.
The structures proved to be separate slab-lined semisubterrcuiean 
one-room buildings. One was oval whereas the other was square. Excava­
tions outside the oval structure encountered three holes (cavaties) and a 
"depression” spread equidistant from the four comers. Their interpreta­
tion as "posts" seems unlikely since it is unreasonable to expect the cava­
ties to remain open for several hundred years. No other features were
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encountered. The number of components or construction episodes at the site 
is uncertain. However, the linear arrangement and spacing of the four struc­
tures suggests that they may have been built during a single occupation of 
the site.
A small quantity of tools was recovered from both structures. Most 
items represent local resources, although the presence of 18 obsidian flakes 
(5% of the unidentified flakes) indicate some contact with the Southwest.
The University of Texas— Texas Archaeological 
Salvage Project (1961-1962)
During the summer of 1961, a field party under the direction of 
Lathel Duffield from the Texas Archaeological Salvage Project was set to 
excavate three architectural sites within the proposed borrow area and axis 
of Sanford Dam. The three sites were selected to represent a variety of 
topographic settings zmd architectural/site sizes. The Conner Site consisted 
of two small isolated circular structures in the lower terraces; the Medford 
Ranch Site consisted of an "extensive" site of isolated contiguous struc­
tures located on an erosional bench along the steep inner valley wall; and 
Spring Cemyon consisted of at least four structures along the rim of the 
inner valley.
General excavation procedures involved establishing a cardinally- 
oriented 5 ft grid system over the site to maintain horizontal control. 
Excavations focused on structure interiors (usually dug in a single hori­
zontal provenience unit), and a sampling of the surrounding soil matrix. 
Vertical control was occasionally maintained by 6 inch arbitraxry levels 
when time permitted. However, the remains were so scarce that the vertical 
provenience proved to be of "no interpretative value" (Duffield 1964:22).
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Photographs show that the fill was loosened by shovels and hand tools before 
being screened. Although the report provides feature euid artifact descrip­
tions, the absence of artifact provenience prevents discerning possible dif­
ferences in room functions.
The Conners Site
The site is located near a promontory 6 m above the floor of the 
inner valley in South Canyon, 0.9 km south of its confluence with the Cana­
dian River. The site is on the west side of the canyon near a major fork 
in the canyon. The Roper Site is across an arroyo approximately 200 m to 
the north. Surficial evidence of one small circular structure was evident 
from dolomite slabs, and a second adjacent circular structure was excavated 
while testing the exterior midden areas (Duffield 1964).
2The excavations at the Conner Site were limited to a 28 m area. 
Initially the outline of the stone foundations were defined prior to clear­
ing the interior of each structure as a single unit. Additional testing was 
conducted immediately outside the structures to search for midden deposits 
or associated features.
The two structures lacked interior features and were similar in size 
(Figure 65). The proximity of the two structures (about 0.5 m) suggests 
that they may have been contemporaneous. Each had a separate midden of char­
coal, shell, bone scraps, and flakes within a i m  area located to the north­
east. Only 17 artifacts were recovered, including two manos, one metate 
fragment, three projectile points, four sherds, and seven chipped stone cut­
ting and scraping tools. All materials were indigenous to the Antelope 
Creek phase. The paucity of artifacts was interpreted to indicate a brief 
occupation.
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The Medford Ranch Site
Medford Ranch is located on a high bench of the inner valley wall of
the west side of Spring Canyon, some 1 km north of its confluence with tlie
2Canadian River. The bench encompasses some 450 m amd is flanked by fairly 
steep walls ascending on the east and descending on the west. Spring Creek 
is at the base of the bluff, approximately 33 m below the site. It is one 
of the major dependable spring-fed tributaries to the Canadian.
Stone slabs on the surface indicate that the Medford Ranch Site is 
one of the most extensive of five sites near the Sanford dam. Dolomite slab 
clusters were noted in four areas of the site; however, three of the struc­
tures had been vandalized (Duffield 1964:30).
The slab clusters presented no clearly defined wall alignments. Con­
sequently initial excavations were conducted within the slab concentrations 
in an attempt to delineate wall bases. The abundance of collapsed wall 
stone frustrated this approach, so more conventional excavation methods 
(using trenches and five-foot squares dug in arbitrary levels) were employed 
around each structure. Once the foundations were defined, the interiors
2were excavated to floor level. The excavations sampled approximately 113 m
of the site and exposed two separate room blocks.
Structure A consisted of two contiguous rooms (Figure 66). The main
room (No. 1) was rectangular within a semisubterremean pit with an eastwcird
extended passageway. It differed from most "residential units" in a number
2of ways. It is typically smaller (11.3 m ) and lacks both a central trough 
and central hearth. In addition, four main roof support posts were located 
near the walls and a fifth post was placed in the center of the structure. 
Finally, the stone slabs were apparently used horizontally. A second narrow
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room (No. 2) flanked the north wall of the main room. Although architectural 
details were not clearly defined, its smaller size and contiguous arrangement 
suggest that it is a later addition built on top of trash accumulation. Room 
2 is subservient to, but functioned differently than. Room 1; however, both 
probably comprise portions of a single integrated architectural unit.
Structure B-C consisted of two contiguous intermediate-sized main 
rooms (3, 5) each with a single narrow semicircular room flanking the south 
side (Rooms 4, 6; Figure 66). Vandalism and the inability to clearly separ­
ate ^  situ from displaced stones hinder interpretations about the nature of 
this room block. The structures were apparently not built inside shallow 
pits, nor were plastered floors or regularly spaced postholes located to 
help discern the layout of the structure. Several features were found in­
side main Room 3. A single posthole was located along the center of the 
west wall, and pits were present in the northeast and southwest corners of 
the structures. Two concentrations of building stones were also noted in­
side the room (Figure 66). A misalignment in the slabs and a reduction in 
the number of stones along a portion of the east wall led Duffield to sug­
gest the presence of an entryway; however, the evidence based on his map is 
not clear or convincing.
Main Room 3 was west of Room 3. It had experienced some vandalism 
and was more difficult to define. Although Duffield mentions no interior 
features, the linear arrangement of slabs in the northwest corner tenuously 
suggests the presence of a corner bin. No doorways were apparent in either 
Room‘5 or in either of the narrow semicircular rooms to the south. These 
rooms are similar in size and layout to Rooms 1 and 3 at Black Dog Village 
(Keller 1975).
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The extensive excavations located a considerable quantity of mate­
rials. Much of it came from thick midden areas located northeast of the 
structures. Although no Puebloan pottery was recovered, seven obsidian 
flakes and one obsidian point fragment indicated some contacts with the 
Southwest. The rest of the assemblage is typical of the Antelope Creek 
phase; however, the recovery of 16 pottery sherd discs is unusual.
The Spring Canyon Site
The Spring Canyon site is located on the east rim of the inner val­
ley, 0.4 km north of the confluence of Spring Canyon and the Canadian River.
The site commands cin impressive panoramic view of the Canadian River valley-
Potable water was presumably available from either Spring Creek or the 
Canadicui River, some 55 m below the site. Evidence of at least four struc­
tures was indicated from one prominent slab mound and three other concen­
trations of slabs (Duffield 1964:48).
Excavations at Spring Canyon were initiated after a grid system was 
imposed over the site. Duffield (1964:48-51) indicates that excavations 
focused on a small isolated circular structure, and on testing portions of 
the extremely large rectangular structure with a i m  tall mound. Site maps 
indicate that limited digging was also conducted at the other two isolated 
structures (ibid.: Figure 25). The results of testing were apparently not
reported since these other structures were not clearly delineated. An esti- 
2mated 81 m of the site was excavated.
Excavations in the major slab stone mound (Room 1) were conducted 
using controlled methods. The fill from two 5 ft square test units along 
the northern edge and a center of the mound were dug in six inch levels and
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screened throu"'h half-inch mesh. These methods were abandoned after few 
artifacts were recovered. Subsequent work involved shovel-skimming trenches 
along both sides of the walls to discern the dimensions of the structure 
(Figure 67). The extensive size of this room (about 87.5 m ) precluded 
total excavation within the limited allotted time. Consequently fill from 
the northeast and most of the southwest quadrants of the room was removed 
without without being screened. Testing was also conducted to discern ex­
terior midden areas to the north and to unsuccessfully search for a possi­
ble passage toward the east. Neither a discernible floor level nor such 
interior features as central hearths or support posts were encountered. 
Excavations only revealed the dimensions of the room eind the nature of wall 
construction. Two piles of horizontal slabs approximately 60 cm apart in 
the southwest comer were thought to mark an entrance, but detailed maps of 
the room show vertical slabs in place between the piles (Duffield 1964: 
Figure 21). A possible abutting wall indicative of a contiguous room was 
encountered during limited testing outside the south wall (herein assigned 
Unit 3), but excavations failed to aefine its extent or function. The 
limited excavation of this feature and the inability to locate interior 
architectural features is regrettable since this is the largest excavated 
room in the study area.
Room 2, an oval structure located northeast of Room 1, was the only 
structure completely excavated at the site. The location, size, m d  orien­
tation of Room 2 was delineated by stone slabs on the surface. A gap in the 
southwest wall was intrepreted as a doorway. The room was generally without 
interior features. Only a flat-based pit excavated 10 cm into the floor was 
excavated. Its shallow depth indicated that the pit probably postdates the 
room's abandonment.
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After the termination of the Texas Archaeological Salvage Project 
field work, additional work was conducted briefly in September and October 
1961 by Bill Harrison of the Panhandle-Plains Historical Museum (Harrison, 
personal communication, 1982). The excavations expanded exterior units east 
of Room 1 and northeast of Room 2. Although no additional architectural de­
tails were clarified, this work succeeded in exposing an exterior pit near 
Room 2.
Despite the lack of systematic screening, a considerable quantity of 
materials was recovered. Most came from midden areas north of the four 
structures. The assemblage is extensive and varied; however, no nonlocal 
items were reported from the site.
The apparent testing of four structures at the Spring Canyon Site 
gathered little information concerning intrasite development. It is assumed 
that the smaller outlying structures were in some way contemporaneous with 
the main large structure. The data are insufficiently clear to determine 
the possible number of household units occupying the site.
A single charcoal sample from the exterior midden was submitted for 
dating. A MASCA calibrated date of 1380 ± 100 (Tx-256) was obtained (Pear­
son, Davis, and Tamers 1966). The validity of this single date is diffi­
cult to evaluate in lieu of other independent dates.
Texas Tech University Sites (1963-1967)
During the last quarter of 1963 and the second quarter of 1964,
Dr. F. E. Green of the Texas Technological College Museum undertook salvage 
excavations at six sites within the confines of proposed Lake Meredith.
Four sites contained Antelope Creek structures, whereas two were nonarchi- 
tectural localities assigned to the Woodland Period (Green 1967). The
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Antelope Creek phase sites include Arrowhead Peak (41Hc-19), Turkey Creek 
Site (41Pt-8), Footprint Site (41Pt-25), and 41Mo-7 .
At these sites, excavations focused on visible architectural features 
and on sampling a portion of the midden. A five-foot grid system was estab­
lished at each site, and initicd testing was conducted in arbitrary six- 
inch levels. Structures were excavated by natural stratigraphy insofar as 
possible. The extent of excavations varied with the size and complexity of 
the site. From one to ten rooms were cleared, and anywhere from six to 
forty-seven exterior squares were used to test the midden areas. Although 
the final report provides detailed notes and maps on the architectural fea­
tures êuîd quantities of artifactual remains, there is no artifact proveni­
ence by structure, square or level.
The Arrowhead Peak Site, 41Hc-19
This site is located atop a small but prominent isolated butte along 
the north edge of the Canadian River near the mouth of Bugbee Creek. The 
butte crest is some 45 m above the river and is capped with erosionally 
resistant dolomite. The butte has a relatively level top measuring some
25.5 by 4.5 m and steep slopes to the north, south and west.
During the fourth quarter of 1963, the Texas Tech Museum crews 
cleared eight rooms atop the butte and an isolated structure located some 
26 m east and 9 m below the other rooms (Figure 68). Most of the rooms had 
been extensively vandalized. Only six contiguous five-foot squares adja­
cent to the butte tops' rooms were used to sample midden areas (Green 1967). 
In February 1965, one additional 10 by 10 ft square was excavated between 
the butte top and the isolated structure to test the midden (Harrison, per­
sonal communication, 1982). A chipped-stone haftable axe has also been
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reported from the site (Lintz 1973). Altogether an estimated 140 m^ of the 
site has been excavated.
Although most of the rooms are clustered atop the butte, there was 
clear stratigraphie evidence indicative of several building episodes and 
possible multiple occupations (Green 1967:17). At the south end of the 
mesa. Room 1 was built on top of Room 7, which in turn had either undergone 
extensive modification or was stratigraphically above an earlier undesig­
nated room (Green;Figitra 4). At the north end, small Rooms 4, 5, and 6 
were built on top of Room 3.
Interpretation of the precise sequence of architectural development 
is han^red by vandalism inside some rooms. However, the earliest construc­
tion probcibly involved large household Room 7 as an isolated structure.
Part of this room was chipped into the bedrock dolomite. Subsequent modi­
fications may have involved filling the central channel (?), replastering 
the floor, and at one point adding the smaller Room 8 to the south. The 
presence of a common wall and compeorable orientations of main Rooms 2 and 
3 suggest that they were contemporaneously constructed along with, or more 
likely, slightly later than Room 7. Somewhat later small Rooms 4, 5, and 
6 were built on top of abandoned Room 3. Finally, Structure 1 was built on 
top of abandoned Room 7. The construction sequence of isolated Room 9 is 
impossible to determine. Quite clearly, the structures built on the butte 
top represent an accumulation of dwelling remains. Probably no more them 
two or three household units were utilized at any one time. Also, it is 
apparent that the confines of the butte influenced the room configurations. 
Smaller units, which at other sites commonly occur flanking the extended 
passageways, were either built over abandoned larger rooms (cf. Units 4, 5,
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A small amount of materials reflects contact with the Southwest and 
elsewhere. The materials include one "unidentified polychrome" sherd, six 
pieces of obsidian, emd two argillite pipes.
One unprovenienced composite charcoal sanple yielded a MASCA correc­
ted radiocarbon date of A.D. 1320 ± 80 (WIS-118) (Bender, Bryson, and Baer- 
ris 1967). In light of the apparent multiple construction episodes and 
lack of provenience of this sample, the significance of this single date is 
uncertain.
Site 41MO-7
This site is located on a low prominent terrace some 4.5 m above the 
Canadian River valley and abutting the base of the steep inner valley walls. 
The site is on the south edge of the Canadian River floodplain east of Short 
Creek at Harbor Bay. Lithic debitage and slabs from two small cists were 
the only surficial indications of the site. One of the cists had been van­
dalized .
The site was excavated during the last quarter of 1963. A total of
247 five-foot squares (about 109 m ) was excavated, and an isolated single­
room rectangulctr structure was exposed (Figure 69). The structure is some­
what enigmatic since no evidence of wall types could be discerned. Further­
more, a subsequent modification of the structure is reflected by the filling 
of the original central channel and replastering of the floor surface. The 
extended entryway faces eastward towards the steep bluffs. The two slab- 
lined cists were located on either side of the structure. Pit A was some
3.5 m to the north whereas Pit B was approximately 24.5 m to the south. The 
latter pit contained a vertically set stone slab in the middle, similar to
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a feature inside Room 47 at Alibates 28, Unit II. All of the artifacts ap­
peared to be indigenous to the Antelope Creek phase.
The Turkey Creek Site, 41Pt-8
The site is located on a bench of the steep west inner valley wall 
some 15 m above the valley floor at the mouth of Turkey Creek. The Canadian 
River is some 0.9 km to the northeast. Although the bench is not very wide, 
stone slabs indicated the presence of three small circular and oval struc­
tures.
Tlie excavations were conducted during the inclement winter weather in 
December 1963 (Green 1967). After a five-foot grid system was established 
for horizontal control, the three semisubterranean structures were each exca­
vated as single units (Figure 70). Rooms 1 and 2 at the northwest portion of 
the bench were adjacent oval structures, the long axes of which were oriented 
perpendicular to each other. Room 3 was an isolated small circular structure 
located approximately twelve meters to the southeast. Rooms 1 and 3 had 
hearths near the east walls. No doorways were evident from the remaining 
stone slab foundations.
In addition to investigating these rooms, 13 exterior test squares
were dug around the north ends of Rooms 1 and 2 to sample midden areas. The
2total area excavated is approximately 44 m . Approximately 57,000 items 
were recovered; however, most came from a concentration of Alibates chert 
debitage within a 2 m area northwest of Room 1 which was intrepreted as a 
Icnapping area. A detailed lithic study of approximately 3000 flakes (5% of 
the total site sample) from a single test unit has indicated that chert 
nodules were reduced at the site for subsequent trade (Bandy 1976). Possi­
ble trade items from the site are represented by 14 pieces of obsidian, one
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Figure 70. Plan of the Turkey Creek Site.
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sherd tentatively identified as Crockett Curvilinear Incised, and perhaps 
one stone pipe fragment (Green 1967:101).
Despite the high flake density, the few small structures at the site 
were thought to reflect a fairly short term occupation. Little information 
is available concerning intrasite structuring. The perpendicular outline 
of contiguous oval Structures 1 and 2 may indicate separate construction 
episodes, either during a single period of site occupation or subsequent 
seasons of occupation.
The Footprint Site
The Footprint Site covers a small knoll top at the eastern mouth of 
Big Canyon (McDowell Creek). The center of the Canadian River channel lies 
approximately 0.6 km to the south. The knoll is topographically isolated 
from the adjacent ridges, and the flat top stands approximately 11 m above 
the valley floor of Big Canyon and 15 m above the Canadian River channel. 
Although small eroded dolomite boulders were common on the knoll the flat 
slabs used architecturally may have been obtained from the adjacent ridges. 
Some of these slabs in turn may have been removed during historic times to 
build a homesteader's cabin at the southeast foot of the knoll (Green 1967: 
120). Rock slabs on top of the knoll suggested the presence of three iso­
lated one-room structures and a small circular cist. Most of the site had 
been randomly vandalized, and the interior of the largest room had been 
extensively potted prior to excavation.
Excavations were conducted during the latter half of June, 1964.
The initial procedures involved the establishment of grid coordinates over 
the site to provide horizontal control. However, most of the excavations 
were confined to the interior portions of the features. Twelve five-foot
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squares were also excavated southeast of Room 1 and a single square was 
dug northeast of Room 3 (Figure 71). Approximately 115 m^ of the site were 
excavated.
The three structures were large isolated rectangular rooms with 
depressed central channels emd eastward extended passages. Structures 2 
smd 3 had four roof support posts surrounding a central channel, whereas 
Structure 1 had six central posts. Two of the structures had platforms 
against the west wall. Structure 1 had a large rectangular interior plat­
form within the channel. The platform in Structure 3 was recessed into the 
west wall êuîd had a petroglyph of two stylized human footprints on the slab 
at the back of the alcove. Other architectural differences include the use 
of both stone slabs and posts along the walls of Structure 3 and the pres­
ence of a raised "cold air" sill in the passages of all three structures.
The largest room, Structure 1, contained a considerable quantity of 
human remains in burial pits A, B, and C, as well as in the room fill. The 
three burial pits each contained portions of at least seven flexed individ­
uals. Near the northeast edge of the channel was a pile of ten crania, and 
other elements were found scattered within the room fill. Green estimates 
that perhaps 32 individuals are represented. The bodies inside the burial 
pits were more articulated than those in the house fill; however, some 
burials truncated others within the pit. This suggests that the pits 
served as ossuaries used over several years. Detailed analysis of the 
remains indicates that both sexes and all age groups from infants to old 
adults are represented in the skeletal sample (D. K. Patterson 1974). Be­
tween 20 and 30 percent of the skeletal remains were burned, including 
some individuals from Burial Pit C. This suggests that either some
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individuals were cremated, or that some of the bodies were exposed in an 
open burial pit during the burning of the room. Patterson (1974:56) sug­
gests that the nature and distribution of skeletal remains outside the burial 
pit is indicative of dismemberment and/or skeletonization. One skull near 
the crania cluster had an articulated cervical vertebrae and was directly 
associated with a large flint knife. Analysis shows no cut marks on the 
bones, but the fragmentairy and weathered conditions of these elements may 
have obscured any evidence.
Extensive excavations southeast of Room 1 located a series of five 
basin shaped trash pits. Most contained rock and ash, but one was sealed 
with clay and another had a layer of rocks in the middle of the fill. Green 
suggests that the pits may have been the source for mortar in constructing 
the structures.
A considerable quantity of indigenous materials was recovered from 
the site. In addition, nonlocal items are represented by 29 obsidian 
flakes and grave offerings, including seven conch shell gorgets and pen­
dants, 13 olivella shell beads, five conus shell tinklers, and 65 disc beads. 
One tubular pipe and three elbow pipes were also recovered from Room 1. 
However, the presence of restorable cordmarked vessels in Pit B reflects 
indigenous burials within the pits.
Four radiocarbon dates are available for the site. Two MASCA cor­
rected dates from Room 1 (1390 ± 90 (WIS-90B) and 1430 ± 90 (WIS-90A)) were 
obtained (Bender, Bryson and Baerreis 1966). A date of 1390 ± 89 (WIS-102) 
from Room 2 suggests that these two rooms may have been contemporaneously 
occupied. However, the single date from Room 3 (1260-1290 ± 80 (WIS-122)) 
may reflect a somewhat earlier occupation, but is statistically congruent
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with dates from the other structures (Bender, Bryson and Baerreis 1967). In 
lieu of other samples from this structure, it is assumed that all three rooms 
are contemporaneous.
The Texas Archaeological Society 
Excavations (1969)
During mid-June, 1969, the Texas Archaeological Society sponsored 
excavations on three architectural sites and one adjacent cemetery' along 
the west inner valley rim of Big Blue Creek (Davis 1969). Despite a size­
able labor force, inclement weather prevented extensive excavations and the 
relationship and configurations of most structures were not clearly dis­
cerned. Jack Hughes served as overall project director, but each site was 
supervised by a professional archaeologist. The northernmost site, SARE- 
145 (Sanford Reservoir 145) was supervised by E. Mott Davis. Field work 
focused on two 10 by 10 ft squares within an apparent midden area and suc­
ceeded in exposing portions of two to five superimposed structures.
The most extensive excavations were conducted at SARE-146 under the 
supervision of Dessaime Lorrain. At least five rectangular and D-shaped 
semisubterranean structures were located deeply buried along the terrace 
rim of this middle site. Most of- the rooms were excavated approximately 46 
cm into the original ground surface. Unfortunately insufficient time pre­
vented the exposure of all structural configurations and clarification of 
the complex stratigraphie situation. Regrettably, some of the records have 
been lost to a house fire.
Excavations at the southwest architectural site, SARE-147, were 
supervised by Bill Harrison. Several contiguous room structures were indi­
cated by slab walls on the surface. However, excavations focused on
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delineating one room block consisting of a larger rectangular room with an 
extended passage and at least one small circular room attached to the south­
east corner (Davis 1969). Interior architectural details apparently include 
a depressed floor channel and a raised ridge sill in the passage which may 
have served as a cold air trap. Several other rooms were apparently pres­
ent at the site. A sketch map made in 1980 shows two potential main room 
structures with other contiguous rooms, and large isolated oval structures 
at the site (Etchieson 1981:Figure 26).
At this time, none of the architectural sites has been described or 
analyzed. A cursory search of the records failed to locate a generalized 
site map showing the complete detailed architectural configurations. Un­
doubtedly such information could be derived from plotting information from 
individual level forms; however, the architectural data was generally not 
in any condition for ready analysis. Because of the ambiguity of the 
architectural details, the three architectural sites were omitted from the 
site sample in this study. Nevertheless, information for the cemetery 
area, SARE-242, was sufficiently complete to warrant inclusion.
Big Blue Creek Burials
Approximately 52 m northwest of SARE-147, several stone slab concen­
trations were located. Three of the features had been vandalized and frag­
ments of human bone were associated with one of the disturbed features.
This evidence suggested the presence of a cemetery area possibly associated 
with the adjacent habitation site, or with SARE-146 located 250 m to the 
northeast.
Excavations at SARE-242 were directed by Cecil Calhoun. Initially 
a 10 ft grid system was established over a 200 by 200 ft area encompassing
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the rock features. The entire site was then surveyed twice along the north- 
south then east-west grid lines to search for indications of occupation 
debris, artifacts or additional features. Spot probing was conducted around 
each dolomite slab and large cobble on the surface to ascertain whether the 
rock could have been part of a larger stone feature (Calhoun field notes 
6/21/69). Subsequently, excavations were conducted within 10 by 10 foot 
units, 5 by 5 foot units, and 5 by 10 foot units placed over features encoun­
tered during the survey and probing activities. Vertical control was main­
tained by 6 inch levels and the fill was screened through 1/4 inch mesh.
Four separate individuals were each buried beneath stone concentra­
tions, and one other stone sléib concentration which may have lacked an inter­
ment, were uncovered (Figure 72). A sixth feature number was assigned to 
one of the vandalized stone clusters, but no further excavations were con­
ducted on it. Altogether, 37.2 m^ of the site were investigated.
The four relatively intact, primary burials consisted of single 
individuals in flexed or semiflexed positions. All occurred within indi­
vidual grave pits which were capped by rock piles. The bodies were not 
arranged in any consistent orientation. Two infants and one juvenile were 
of indeterminate sex. The other burial was a male approximately 20 years 
old. Large cordmarked potsherds were found among the overlying rock piles 
of one infant and the adult male. In addition, two side-notched arrowpoints 
and a bison tibia digging stick were also found in the fill overlying the 
adult male. The other two burials lacked funeral offerings. The five 
apparent burials and the stone slab concentration were roughly arranged in 
a north-south line and were spaced from 2.5 to 6.7 m apart. The similarity 
in interment practices suggests that they represent a single population.
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The presence of ceramics, side-notched points and the tibia digging stick 
clearly indicates that they are affiliated with the Antelope Creek phase.
The Texas Highway Department (1973) 
The Black Dog Village Site
During the early 1970*s, the Texas Highway Department in conjunction 
with the Panhandle-Plains Archaeological Society salvaged structural remains 
at the Black Dog Village Site within the right of way of Texas Highway 136 
(Keller 1975). The site is located on inner valley colluvial deposits on 
the west side of Cottonwood Creek only 1 km north of its confluence with 
the Canadian River. The site is approximately 15 m above the sand filled 
channel of Cottonwood Creek. Although both drainages are usually dry, pot­
able water may have been available prior to the construction of Sanford dam.
Highway maintenance of an embankment exposed three groups of verti­
cal slzd)S along with considerable quantities of cultural debris which 
prompted salvage work at the locality. The original extent of the site is 
uncertain, since earlier highway construction may have removed other struc­
tures. It is difficult to determine the excavation methods from the pub­
lished report. Apparently two intersecting baselines marked at 10 foot 
intervals were established for reference, yet the exterior excavation areas 
seem to be of various size, shape, and orientations. The visible structures 
were cleared of overburden as a unit to provide flexibility in the excava­
tion procedures. The fill was apparently loosened by small hand tools and 
screened. Flotation was conducted on the matrix of at least one feature 
(No. 17). Feature numbers were assigned to structures, soil anomalies and 
tool associations; however, not all features are identified in the report
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(Keller 1975). The usefulness of the report is also limited by discrepancies 
in the size and nature of feature constellations, the incomplete listing of 
radiocarbon dates, contradictions in the number of artifacts recovered and 
also in the interpretation and significance of components at the site. Be­
cause of these problems, the present analysis relied primarily on published 
maps, rather than text descriptions, since the maps were internally consis­
tent.
The excavations exposed five rooms within three areas (Figure 73).
The western area consists of a large rectangular structure with a depressed 
floor channel, six interior posts, two central hearths, an interior plat­
form and an eastward extended entrance. The presence of several floor levels 
indicated the structure had experienced some remodeling. A vertically-set 
stone wall in the southwest corner of the structure was interpreted as evi­
dence of a superimposed structure; however, since the wall coincides with 
the floor chamnel curbing and does not extend the structure, it is more 
likely the remains of a corner bin, such as those found in Antelope Creek 22 
R ooifs 1 and 8. The southern area located nearly 5.5 m away consisted of two 
contiguous rectangular rooms lacking interior features, but similar in shape 
and dimension to structures B and C found at the Medford Ranch Site (Duf- 
field 1964:35). The northern area, 14 m away, consisted of a small, rec­
tangular, single room superimposed over a circular depression with a packed 
floor and a central hearth. A series of shallow depressions on a bench 
adjacent to the stone walls of the rectangular structure was interpreted as 
evidence for a slanted or leaning wall; the stone slabs were interpreted to 
have served as an exterior base cibutment for the pole leaners (Keller 1975: 
35). Other kinds of features included irregular shaped "trash pits" (adobe
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mixing basins?), and at least five flint caches. Despite an extensive
2amount of excavations (approximately 180 m ), no trade items were reportedly 
recovered.
A total of thirteen radiocarbon dates is available for Black Dog 
Village (Valastro, Davis, Varela 1977). All of the following dates have 
been tree-ring calibrated using the MASCA formula (Ralph, Michael and Han 
1974). A single carbon sample for the hearth of Structure 2 produced a date 
of A.D. 1520-1610 ± 160 (Tx-1493). Despite the higher sigma value, the date 
is temporally and stratigraphically consistent with a cluster of four dates 
from Structure 4 located beneath Structure 2. The four dates for Struc­
ture 4 are A.D. 1400 ± 70 (Tx-1489), A.D. 1420 ± 70 (Tx-1490), A.D. 1420 ±
70 (Tx-1491) and A.D. 1450 ± 60 (Tx-1488). Four radiocarbon dates were ob­
tained from fill matrix of Feature 17, a large pit located immediately south 
of Room 3. Two of these dates (A.D. 1420 ± 80, Tx-1513; and A.D. 1470-1500 
± 100, Tx-1499) are based on charcoal samples; however, a bone apatite date 
of A.D. 1405 ± 80 (TX-1498A) and a bone collagen date of A.D. 860-880 ± 210 
(TX-149SB) wurc also obtained. Quite clearly, the latter date is inconsis­
tent with the other three determinations and should be rejected. The last 
four radiocarbon dates are all from Structure 5. Unfortunately the dates 
are not tightly clustered. Charcoal for the north central post yielded an 
unexpectedly early date of A.D. 1000 ± 180 (Tx-1512), whereas a date for the 
southeast floor fill was unexpectedly late— A.D. 1510-1600 ± 60 (Tx-1495). 
The two other samples from the floor fill (A.D. 1350 ±70, Tx-1496) and 
near the platform area (A.D. 1330 ±60, Tx-1497) are more consistent.
The wide range of dates and large sigma values make the temporal se­
quence at Black Dog Village difficult to interpret. Clusters of overlapping
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dates for each architectural unit show that all units could have been con­
temporaneously occupied around A.D. 1370 through 1390. However, the pres­
ence of stratified Rooms 2 and 4 suggests that more them one building epi­
sode is represented. The overlapping one sigma intervals grouped by room 
features suggest that Structure 5 tends to be earlier (A.D. 1280-1390) than 
structures 3 and 4 which appear to be contemporaneously occupied between 
A.D. 1350-1490, and which in turn may be earlier than Structure 2, occupied 
between A.D. 1360 and 1770.
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APPENDIX B 
ARCHITECTURAL AHRIBUTES AND VARIABLES
Ihis appendix correlates the feature designation systems used by 
different projects, and presents all the recorded data for each architec­
tural unit represented as separate rooms or external cist or pits at a 
site. Each architectural unit has been re-assigned a unit number in 
order to standardize the various alphabetic and arabic numeral room 
designations used by different investigators, and to incorporate 
architectural units overlooked by some excavators. Table correlates the 
re-assigned unit nunbers with the earlier designation systems, and indicates 
the primary source of observations on each architectural unit.
At least Ô2 observations were collected and tabulated for each unit 
(Table 55). Each column represents one of the 223 architectural units 
from the 28 sites. Both the site name and re-assigned unit number are 
provided. The rows record 42 attributes and 20 variable observations 
concerning the condition of the unit, extent of excavation, the nature 
and relationship of the unit to others, and characteristics of its size 
and form. The attributes include 7 denoting presence/absence of an 
attribute, 8 indicating the quantity of an attribute, and 27 specifying 
the state or condition of the attribute. Each of the 20 variables pro­
vides the average metric dimension of the attribute. The use of mean 
dimensions sometimes yields seemingly impossible results. For instance, 
the average east-west dimension of a non-parallel quadrilateral room may
5 8 5
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ALIBATES RUIN 28. continued.
00.-2
Baker Studer Olson Mason
3 45 45 — —— mm 8
1 46 46 -- — mm 8
NO 47 47 — mm mm 1
3 48 48 — mm mm KlSC-1
NO 49 49 «. — mm 3
4 50 50 — mm mm a
1 51 51 — — — ND (17)
3 52 52 — — — ■ W  (17)
8 53 46A — — 7
8 54 — — — undes. ND
1 55 — Burial — undes. S
8 56 — — — undes. 107
4 57 — — — undes. KO8 58 — — undes. HO
1 59 — — 2 — ND (1/27)
8 60 — — -- undes. NO
8 61 Cist 1 — mm •• 10
1 62 Cist 2 •- mm mm 10. 1 63 Cist 3 — mm mm 103 64 Cist 4 — mm mm 7
8 65 Cist 5 mm mm 7
7
1 ALIBATES RUIN 28A
5 Baker
1 1 1 1
NO
5 ALIBATES RUIN 30
Srooned Baker
8 1 1 28 2 2 1
1 3 3 1
1 4 4 ND8 5 5 ND
1 6 6 8
2 7 7 NO
1 8 8 ND
1 9 2A 2
1
8 ANTELOPE CREEK RUIN 22
8 Biker Lowrey Holden Siyles
5 1 Roob Isq. 27 20 •  • 8
1 2 2 5A.5B 5 mm 1
7 3 3 8 8 mm 1
NO 4 4 15 IS m m 8
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Baker LoMzey Holden Sayles Baker
S 5 16 16 — 8 1 1 SO
6 6 4A.4B 4 — 1 2 2 8
7 7 3A.3B 3 — 1 3 3 8
8 8 1.2 1.2 — 1 4 4 8
* 9 14 14 “ 8 5 5 8
10 10 6 6 — 8 6 6 8
11 11 9 9 •• 1 7 7 8
12 12 10 10 — 8 8 8 8
13 13 11 11 — 8 9 9 8
14 14 13 13 — 8 10 10 NO
15 15 7 7 — 1 11 11 NO
16 16 Cist 2 Cist 2 — 77 12 12 8
17 17 -- — — HISC-2 13 13 1
18 18 17 17 " 8 14 14 8
19 19 17 17 — 8 15 IS 8
30 20 18 18 — 8
21 21 19 18 C a ARROWHEAD PEAK RUIN
22 22 20 18 — 3 Cr»en
23 23 22 18 — 8 1 I 2
24 24 23 18 — 8 2 II 1
25 25 25 19 — 8 3 III 2
26 26 26 19 — 8 4 IV 8
27 lcrr. 12 20 A 3 5 V 8
28 — undes. — " 3 6 VI 8
29 — — 21 — 3 7 VII 1
30 — Cist 4 Cist 4 — 6 8 VIII 8
31 — Cist 1 Cist 1 " 10 9 IX 2
32 -- Cist 3 Cist 3 — 10 10 Cist A 11
33 " — — Cist 10
(U-é. v«»t.) 21 — — — BLACK DOS VILLAGE
CJ-7, vest.) 24 — — — Keller
(U-3, vest. 1 ** B — 1 1 4
2 2 3
ANTELOPr CREEK RUlN 22A 3 3 9
Baker 4 4 3
1 lA 1 5 5 1
2 2A 8
3 3A 8 CHIMNEY ROCK RUIN 51
4 4A 8 Baker
5 5A 8 1 1 8
6 6A 1 2 2 8
7 Cist 10 3 3 1
4 4 8
ANTELOPE CREEK RUIN 23 5 5 1
Baker 6 6 KISC-
1 1 2 7 Beneath rooei 4 1
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CHIMNEY ROCK RUIN S1A MEDFORD RANCH SITE
B«k*r Duffield
1 lA 1 1 A 3
3 undssig. north of A 8
COETAS RUIN 55 3 8 4
Stud«r 4 South of 8 9
1 A 1 S C 4




Oufflcld 1 I X
1 1 a 2 P.t A 10
2 2 8 3 Pit 8 7
COTTONWOOD CREEK RUINS PICKETT RUIN
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1 undvtijiMtcd 1 1 1 6
FOOTPRINT SITE ROPER SITE
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4 Pit A 10 4 6 6 6
5 largest basin pic 11 5 9 9 a
6 ssallcst basin pit 11
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I main room 1 8 a— a
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5 Cist to SE a 9 Bidden —
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be sli^tly smaller than the average east-west dimension of the central 
channel feature within the room.
A directory describing each attribute and variable observation pre­
cedes Table 56. Related attributes 2uid variables are grouped together. 
Observations 1-3 concern factors affecting the reliability and quality of 
information about the unit. Observations 4-8 concern the spatial and 
stratigraphie relationship of the unit to other units. (Aservations 9-12 
provide information about the unit's shape and size. Observations 13-28 
deal with the walls and features along the walls. Observations 29-59 
concern the occurrence and nature of the floor and floor features.
Finally, observations 60-62 address modifications made during subsequent 
construction activities, and whether or not the unit burned. Although 
the directory defines the coding system applicable to specific observa­
tions, the following general synbols are also used: ND—  No Data; NA—
Not Applicable; ?—  Uncertain (&servation; (-)—  Not Present; (x)—
Present. Variables followed by the code (e) denote estimated mecisurements.
Quality of Information
1. CONDITN: The preservation condition of the architectural unit
at the outset of investigation. In those instances 
involving units excavated by more than one field 
party, the coding reflects the unit condition as 
reported by the earliest party leaving adequate 
records. Code— Undist, no major natural or cultural 
disturbance; Eroded, disturbed by natural factors ;
Vandal, vandalized or disturbed by earlier excavations.
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2. EXTEXCAV: The extent of excavation. Code— Unex.not investi­
gated; Test, less than entire unit excavated; Exca, 
the interior portions of the unit completely cleared.
3. UNITSUITAB: The suitability of this unit for subsequent analy­
sis. Code— Poor, very limited observations available; 
Fair, observations limited by preservation conditions 
or extent of excavations; but information is comple­
mented by analogous units of same shape and size in 
similar spatial relationships to other units;
Good, reliability based on extensive testing or 
excavation of an undisturbed or minimally disturbed/ 
vandalized unit.
Spatial Relationships
4. AGGTYPE: Refers to spatial proximity to other units. Code:
Isolât, isolated, free standing unit; Contiq, possibly 
shares at least one (contiguous) common wall or comer 
with another unit; I-IV, contiguous rooms correspon­
ding to Aggregate Types defined in Chapter 5.
5. UNITTYPE: Refers to the type of architectural unit correspon­
ding to the types defined in Chapter 5. In addition. 
Type 8 units occurring within disparity Aggregation 
Units II through IV will also specify subordinate
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positions relative to dominant unit (e.g. 8, pos. 3). 
The position units refer to 12 potential positions 
surrounding a single dominant unit and are designated 
in a clockwise meuuier stcirting with 1 in the NNE posi­
tion; Type 8 Units occurring within parity Aggregate 
VI will sdso specify the direction relative to the 
adjacent unit (e.g. 8 N) indicates that Unit 8 is 
north of the adjacent parity unit.
6. SUPRIMPSD: Non-pareunetric observation concerning the strati­
graphie relationship or unit to cultural strata or 
other feature units. Code: X̂, the unit either super­
imposed by cultural features or midden; "O such 
relationship noted.
7. SUPOVER: Refers to the kinds of cultural material located
beneath the unit under consideration. Code: Midden,
exterior trash; Unit No, specific architectural unit 
number; Pits, small features of undetermined charac­
teristics.
8. SÜPUNDER: Refers to the kinds of other architectural units over-
lying the unit under consideration. Since most 
records do not note post-abandonment trash deposition, 
the present observation only records features. Code: 
Unit No, specific architectural unit number; Pit, 
small features of undetermined characteristics.
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Basic Unit Morphology 
Basic shape of the unit. Code: Quad, quadrilateral;
Cir, circular; Oval, oval; Pent, pentagonal; D-shape, 
D-shape; Irreg, irregular shape.
A metric variable providing the mean east-west 
dimension of the unit, or diameter measurement if the 
unit is circular.
A metric variable providing the mean north-south 
dimension of the unit.
The area of the unit listed in square meters.
Wall Attributes and Features
13. WALTYPFND: Records the nature of the basal foundation type of
the walls. If all walls have similar foundation 
construction, a single code will be entered; other­
wise, the range of foundation types will be entered 
and the specific locations of each type are denoted 
in conjunction with Observation 14 (FNDLOC). Code:
SV, single row vertical stone slabs; double row 
vertical stone salbs; H, horizontal stone slabs;
Post, picket-post construction; Plain, no evidence of 
stone or post walls; BLDR, natural boulder.
14. FNDLOC: The foundation location observation is only enployed
in circumstances where multiple construction methods 
were used in the lowest tier of different wall founda­
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immediately below the varietble WALTYPFND. Code: N, 
north wall; E_, east wall; W, west wall; south wall.
15. WALTYPUP: Records the construction type used in the upper portion
of the walls. Code: SV, single vertical stone slabs;
DV, double vertical stone slabs; horizontal stone 
slabs; single row of horizontal slabs; Post, 
picket post construction; Plain, no evidence of stone 
or post walls.
16. WALMXHI: This variable provides the maximum wall height. It
is listed to provide a cross-check on the nature of
such wall features as passage height (23) and wall 
openings (27) and extent of room disturbance. The 
variable was provided only for the units excavated 
by the WPA crews.
17. WALMNHI: This variable provides the mean wall height and is
used in conjunction with the mciximum wall height to 
provide a measure of room destruction as well as the 
presence of openings or passages in the upper portions 
of the walls.
18. ABUNDROC: Abundance of rock in the upper fill. This non-
parametric observation is used as a cross-check on
determining the nature of the upper wall configura­
tion (15 WALTYPUP). The observations are most con­
sistently derived from the WPA excavated units. Code: 
Abund, displaced rock is abundant in the unit; Mod, 
the presence of moderate amounts of displaced rock
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was noted; Rare, few rocks were encountered in the 
fill; None, no rocks were encountered in the fill.
The type of passage or entrance apparent on or near 
the floor level. Code: Vest-PN, extended vestibule
parallel side; Vest-BR, extended vestibule bulbar 
form; Vest-DSB, extended vestibule with double slab 
entrance walls; Gap, opening in the wall; — , no pas­
sage or entrance apparent.
The passage direction(s) refer to the walls containing 
the passages. Code: North, north wall; NE, north­
east comer. East, east wall; southeast corner; 
South, south wall; SW, southwest comer; West, west 
wall; NW, northwest corner.
This variable provides the length of an extended 
passage as measured from the interior wall to the 
furthest portion of the passage.
This variable lists the interior passage width. In 
bulbar shaped extended passages, the dimension repre­
sents an average width.
A variable listing the height of the passage.
The type of step occurring at the interior of the 
unit near the passage marked by a difference in depth 
between the passage and the floor. Code: (X), plain
step present coinciding with wall; Fan, fan-shaped 
step platform extending into the room; (-), no step 
indicated.
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25. SILLTYP: The sill is a ridge of clay or earth on the floor of
the passage adjacent to the interior of the room. 
Code: (X), raised sill present; (-), no sill indi­
cated.
26. TRSHCOLLR: The "threshold collar" refers to an extension of the
passage walls a slight distance into the main area 
of the architectural unit. It may have served to 
direct air veitilation; or else acted as a frame for 
hanging a skin or woven partition over the passage 
entrcuice. Code: X̂, collar present; no collar
indicated.
27. OPENSZ: Refers to wall gaps occurring a considerable distance
above the floor surface. Some may have served as 
entrances— particularly in rooms blocks having split 
floor levels. The variable OPENSZ records the width 
of the opening.
28. OPENLOC: The location of the opening refers to the wall con­
taining the opening. Code: north wall; E, east
wall; south wall; W , west wall.
Floor Attributes and Features 
29. CNTHARTYP; This attribute records the type of centrally located 
prepared hearth within the unit. Code: Plain, pre­
pared clay basin shaped; Collared, basin shape with 
rim rising above the floor; Slab, basin shaped using 
stone slabs; Concent, concentric consisting of shallow
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basin within larger basin; Double, two adjacent plain 
hecurths; hearth present but type unknown.
A metric variable recording the diameter of the cen­
tral prepared hearth.
The deflector refers to a large vertically-set slab 
near the central hearth. Code: present; -,
absent.
This records the location of the deflector feature 
relative to the central hearth position. Code: N_, 
north of central hearth; Ê, east of central hearth;
south of central hearth; W, west of central hearth. 
The number of auxiliary prepared hearths.
The location of auxiliary hearths. Codes refer to 
the location within the units: N£, north central;
NE, northeast; E£, east central; S£, southeast; SC,
south central; SW, southwest; WC, west central; NW,
northwest; Plat, platform.
Ash pits are features which show less formal prepara­
tion than hearths or their subservient location rela­
tive to plastered hearths. This observation records 
the number of ash pits within the unit.
The location of ash pits within the unit. Code: NC,
north central; NE, northeast; EC, east central; SE,
southeast; SC, south central; SW, southwest; WC, west
central; NW, northwest; Cent, center.
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37. CNTPOSTNO: The number of centrally located support posts.
Numbers in parentheses are presumed number of posts 
based on assymmetry of existing posts inside eroded 
or vandalized unit.
The number of auxilieury posts within the unit.
The locations of auxiliary posts within the unit. 
Code; Northf north wall; East, east wall; South, 
south wall; West, west wall; Ent, entrance; Cor, 
comers; NoCent, north central; So-East. southeast; 
No-East, northeast; So-West, southwest; Bin, bin 
edge; PIat, platform edge.
The channel is a depressed central section of the 
unit's floor characterized by fairly abrupt curbing 
and extending to opposite walls of the unit. The 
channel may contain hearths, ash pits, platforms 
or activity «ureas. This observation records the 
type of channel within the structure. Code: Plain,
clay curbing without raised rim along edge of top; 
Ridged, clay curbing with raised rim along upper 
edge of the adjacent floor; Slab, stone slab cur­
bing without raised rim along edge; Bulbar, a chan­
nel form which is wider in the middle of the unit 
than at either of the ends near the walls.
41, CHANLSZEW: A variable recording the average east-west dimension
of the channel.
A variable recording the average north-south dimen­
sion of the channel.
42: CHANLSZNS:
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A variable recording the depth of the channel below 
the adjacent flooring surface.
This metric variable records the average dimension 
of the floor on one side of the channel. In those 
instances where the channel is oriented East-West, 
BENCHWD is derived by 1/2-(UTSZNS-CHANLSZNS).
This records the type of platfozms within the unit. 
Code: Prot.PN, plain clay or earthern platforms
protruding into the unit located along the center of 
the west wall; ProtSB, slab-lined platforms protru­
ding into the unit located along the center of the 
west wall; Recessed, large niches recessed into the 
center of the unit's west wall; Other, raised clay 
platforms located in different areas of the unit;
(-), no platform present.
46. PLTFMSZEW: Metric variable recording the average east-west
dimension of the platform.
47. PLTFMSZNS: Metric variable recording the average north-south
dimension of the platform.
48. BINTYP: Bins refer to the floor space separated by interior
partition walls. The type of bin refers to the kind 
of wall used to construct the partition. Code: 
Plain, puddled clay or earthen walls; Slab, walls 
with stone slab foundations; Post, post-reinforced 
wall partitions; (-), no bin wall partitions.
49. BINLOC: Location of bins within the larger units. Codes:
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NE I northeast comer; SE_. southeast comer; SW, 
southwest comer; NW, northwest comer.
Metric variable recording the average east-wast 
dimension of the bin.
Metric variable recording the average north-south 
dimension of the bin.
Variable recording the floor area encompassing the 
bin.
The number of slab-lined pits or cists present with­
in the unit.
The number of nonslab-lined pits or cists present 
within the unit.
The number of burial pits within the unit; Mult, 
multiple interments.
This observation records the presence (X) or absence 
(-) of stone slabs used as the floor surface of the 
unit; BEDRK, bedrock.
The number of floor levels present within the unit. 
An observation recording whether the unit has been 
built within a semisubterranezm pit. Code: (X), 
unit built within semi-subterranean pit; (-), not 
built within a pit.
A metric variable recording the depth of the sub­
terranean pit below the occupation or original 
ground surface.
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(X) or has not (-) been modified during its use.
The type of architectural modification occurring 
within the unit. Code: Fload, floor(s) added;
Chanfil, channel filled in; Heartad, hearth added; 
Partad, partition wall added; WallRent, wall removed; 
PasBoc, passage blocked; OpenBoc, opening blocked. 
An observation recording whether the unit has (X) 
or has not (-) been burned.
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Room Attributes and Variables
ArchitecturalUnit 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
1. COKOITN Undlst Undist NO Undist ND Undist Vandl Undist Undist Undist7. EXTEXCAV Exca Exca Test Exca Test Exca Exca Exca Exca Exca3. UN1TSUITA8 Good Good Poor Good Poor Good Good Good Good Good4. AGGHPE Isolât Isolât NO IV ND IV IV IV IV IV5. UNITTYPE 3 1 ND 3 ND 4 1 3 8 pos 4 8 pos 36. SUPRIHPSO X X - X • X . - X .7. SUPOVER 2 pits - - 2 pits - 2 pits . . 1 pit .8. SUPUNDER - 3 plu - - — - . - - . .9. UTSHAPE Clr Quad Irreg Pent Irreg Quad Quad Irreg Irreg Irreg10. UTSZEU 3.81 3.21 ND 3.73e NO 3.44 4.11 2.53e 1.68e 1.99e11. UTSZNS - 4.23 3.51e 2.62 5.32 3.33e 2.29e 2.03e12. UTAREA 11.40 13.88 13.09e 9.01 21.87 3.04e 3.84e 4.52e13. UALTYPFND DV Plain NO DV NO DV DV/Posts SV/5V DV DV14. FNOIOC - - • - • SEW/N NEW/5 -IS. •WALTTPUP H NO H H H H H H16. UALKXHI 0.46 0.76 1.57 1.27 1.42 0.90 1.27 0.6417. UAUWHI 0.46 0.37 1.25 1.04 1.01 0.71 1.03 0.5518. ABUNOROC NO None Abund Abund Rare Mod ND Mod19. PASTYP - Gap Vest-PN Vest-PN Vest-PN . .20. PASOIR - East West » East West21. PASIN - - 3.71 « 3,71 2.4122. PASUO - 0.51 0.69 « 0.69 0.5123. PASHt - • 0.63 « 0.63 0.5824. STEPTYP • X25. SILLTYP • •26. TRSHCOLLR • • X27. OPENING • • X 0.51 Gap 0.5128. OPENLOC « • South East29. CNTHARTYP • Collar .30. CNTHARDIA • 0.20 _31. DEFLECTOR •32. DEFLTLOC • _33. AXHARNO •34. AXHARLOC •35. ASHPITNO • .36. ASHPITLOC •37. CNTPOSTNO • 2 1 438. AXPOSTNO • 1 12 _39. AXPOSTLOC • _ No.Cent North40. CHANLTYP • Ridged Plain _41. CHANLSZEW • 3.28 » • 4.14 _42. CHANLSZNS • 1.01 _ 1.80 _43. CHANLDEP • 0.28/10 _ • 0.2044. BENCHWD - 1.61 . 1.7645. PLTFMTYP • . Other.46. PLTFMSZEW • • 1.4947. PLTFMSZNS • • 2.5648. BINTYP • •49. BINLOC •50. BINSZEW •51. BINSZNS •52. BINAREA •53. SLBCYSTNO •54. PITNO •55. BURLNO56. STONEFLOOR57. FLOORNO 2 2 2 I 1 1 1 258 SUBTERRN NO X ND ND ND ND ND ND59. SUBTRNDEP . .5160. MODIFCTN X X X _ _ X X X61. MODTYPE Fload Fload Fload _ . PasBoc Fload OpenBoc62. BURNED X X X - - X? ND
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ArchitecturalUnit 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20
1. CONDITN Undist Undist Undist Undist Undist Undist Undist Erod Vandal Vandal2. EXTEXCAV Exca Exca Exca Test Exca Exca Exca Exca Exca Exca3. UNITSUITAS Good Good Good Good Good Good Good Good Good Fair4. AGGTVPE IV IV IV IV 11 II 11 Isolât 111 1115. UNITTYPE 1 8 pos 4 4 8 pos 3 1 8 pos 4 8 pos 1 1 1 36. SUPRIHPSO X X - • • • . X .7. SUPOVER • Midden • - - • - _ _8. SUPUNDER Burial - - • - • • Wall9. UTSHAPE Quad Quad Quad Quad Quad Quad D-Shape Quad Quad Clr10. UTSZEU 4.75 2.06 3.24 0.98 3.12 1.48 2.07 3.90* 4.57 4.57e11. UTSZNS 4.93 1.84 2.00e 1.36 4.05 1.78 1.98 3.72 4.83 •12. UTAREA 23.42 3.79 6.48e 1.33 12.64 2.63 3.69 14.51* 22.30 16.40e13. UALTYPFND DV OV/SV SV OV/SV DV OV/SV OV/SV Plain DV/DV* DV14. FNDLOC - NEW/S • SW/NE • NSW/E S/NEW - NEW/S .IS. HALTYPUP H ND NO H K H • NO H H16. UAIMXHI 0.91 0.71 0.69 1.02 0.69 0.89 0.48 0.51 1.90 ND17. UALWHI 0.80 0.50 0.64 0.81 0.58 0.62 0.29 0.T2 1.45 NDIB. ASUr.'SRSC Abund ND Abund Abund MOD MOO MOO None NO NO19. PASTYP Vest-PN _ • Vest-PN • • NO Vest-PN •20. PASDIR East - - East • • • East •21. PASLN 2.44 . 1.73 • _ « 1.71 •22. PASUO 0.71 - • O.bfi • • 0.63 •23. PASHI 0.58 . • • • • . NO •24. STEPTYP - - • « • . X25. SILLTYP . . • - • • . .26. TRSHCOLLR - • • • - X «27. OPENING • Gap 0.64 • • . • - X 0.51 •28. OPENLOC North • • • • - North •29. CNTHARTYP - - • . - • - Collar? X ?30. CNTHARDIA . . • • • • - NO ND31. DEFLECTOR - • - .32. DEFLTLOC . - » • - • . • •33. AXHARNO - - - • 1 •34. AXHARLOC • « • • • HC. . •35. ASHPITNO . • • • • - . •36. ASHPITLOC . • • . • . - •37. CNTPOSTNO . • 2(4) • • - 4 «38. AXPOSTNO - • - • • . 5 •39. AXPOSTLOC - • • - • - South -40. CHANLTYP Plain « • ' Plain • • Bulbar Ridged •41. CHANLSZEW 4.79 • • 3.14 • • 3.90» 4.53 •42. CHANLSZNS 1.22 • • 1.04 • • 0.91 1.71 •43. CHANLDEP .18 - .20 • • .20 .25 •44. BENCHWD 1.86 • • 1.505 • • 1.405 1.585 •45. PLTFMTYP - • • - • • . • •46. PLTFMSZEW - - • • • • - - •47. PLTFMSZNS - • • • • - • •48. BINTYP • • - • . • - - •49. BINLOC - • • • - - . •SO. BINSZEW • « - - - - - •51. BINSZNS - • - • • • - - •52. BINAREA - • • • • • . - •53. SLBCYSTNO - • • • • • - - •54. PITNO - • • • • • - - •55. BURLNO 9 • « • • • - - •56. STONEFLOOR - • • » . . . •57. FLOORNO 1 1 1 1 1 1 2 1 1 158. SUBTERRN ND NO NO NO ND ND NO ND NO X59. SUBTRNDEP - - • • • • • . - NO60. MODIFCTN . • • . X . • X
61. MODTYPE . • « • • • Fload . . PasBoc62. BURNED NO NO X - ND NO ND NO X •
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Table 56, Continued.
Site: Alibetes Z8-I, II 
-WEA IArchitectural A R E A I IUnit 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30
1. CONDITN UndiJt Vandal Undist Undist Undist Undist Undist Undist Undist2. EXTEXCAV Exca Exca Exca Exca Exca Test Exca Exca Exca3. UNITSUITAB Gooii Good Good Good Good Poor Good Good Good4. AGGTVPE 111 Isolât? Isolât Isolât Isolât Isolât Isolât VI VI5. UNITTYPE 8 pos 3 7 1 5 1 ND 5 8 E 8 U6. SUPRIKPSO X . X . X ND X X X7. SUPOVER Hidden . U27.25 _ • U 25 25 258. SUPUNDER - - . - 23,27.29,30 _ U 239. UTSHAPE Irreg Oval Quad Oval Quad NO Cir Quad Quad10. UTSZEU 2.03e 1.95 5.00 2.74 7.92 3.29 an 2.25 2.1811. UTSZNS 1.70e 1.52 4.98 2.65 5.61 3.46 2.7012. UTAREA 4.Ole 1 2.96 24.90 7.26 44.43 ND 8.50 7.75 5.8913. UALTYPFND OV/SV 1 SV SV SV Plain ND SV 3 SV SV14. FNXOC NS/EU 1. .15. UAITYPUP H . Plain Plain H H H16. UALMXHl 0.73 1 0.35 0.46 0.43 0.30 0.76 1 0.76 0.7117. UALMNHl 0.64 ! 0.32 0.39 0.36 0.23 0.68 i. 0.69 0.4218. ABUNDROC Mod 1ND Mod None None Rare s Hod Rare19. PASTYP i - Gap - Gap Gap2U. PASOIK - East . East Ncrth _4.1. P«UI - . .22. PASUD 0.71 _ NO g 0.6723. PASHI - .24. STEPTYP - X •25. SILLTYP _26. TRSHCOLLP . 127. OPENING - • £28. OPENLOC . .29. CNTHARTYP . « Plain30. CNTHARDIA . • .28 131. DEFLECTOR . • 132. DEFLTLOC .jj. AXHARNU .34. AXHAPLOC . • •35. ASHPITNO . • •36. ASHPITLOC - • •37. CNTPOSTNO . • «38. AXPOSTNO _ • _39. AXPOSTLOC . •40. CHANLTYP - Plain • Plain41. CHANLSZEU - 4.80 8.0242. CHANLSZNS . 1.58 _ 1.7743. CHANLDEP _ |- NO . 0.2044. BENCHUD |- 1.70 • 1.52 •45. PLTFMTYP * . •46. PLTFHSZEU . j- • •47. PLTFMSZNS - . .48. BINTYP m 11 a. a. •49. BINLOC II. • • .50. BINSZEU . - . . •51. BINSZNS — 1- . . •52. BINAREA • !. • • •53. SLBCYSTNO « • •54. PITNO 1 •55. BURLNO • « •56. STONEFLOOR m X • • .57. FLOORNO 1 1 1 i 1 158. SUBTERRN HD X X _ ND ND59. SUBTRNDEP - NO 0.20 • •60. MODIFCTN - - • • • •61. MODTYPE _ - • . • •62. BURNED - - X • • -
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ArchitecturalUnit 31 32 33 34 35 36 37 38 39 40
1. CONDITN Eroded Undist Undist Undist Undist Vandal Undist Undist Undist Undist2. EXTEXCAV Exca Exca Exca Exca Exca Exca Exca Exca Exca Exca3. UNITSUITAB Good Good Good Good Good Good Good Good Good Good4. AGGTVPE Itolat Isolât VI Isolât Isolât Isolât Isolât Isolât Isolât VI5. UNITTYPE 1 1 8N 1 2 1 1 1 8 856. SUPRIHPSO X X _ • • . X7. SUPOVER • • U32 _ . . _ _ U32a. SUPUNDER . 33 & 40 • • . _ _ • _9. UTSHAPE Quad Quad Quad Quad Quad Quad Quad Quad Clr Irreg10. UTSZEH 4.60 4.13 2.80 6.00 4.19 7.03 5.33 5.49 2.99 2.1311. UTSZNS 4.07 S.ll 2.36 5.97 4.10 5.90 4.69 4.60 3.2612. UTAREA 18.72 21.10 6.61 35.82 16.80 41.48 25.00 25.25 7.02 6.6813. UALTYPFND SV SV SV SV SV SV Plain? Plain? Plain? SV14. FNO.OC - - _ • - . .15. HALTYPUP ND ND H ND ND NO NO NO NO H16. UALMXHl 0.36 0.15 0.31 0.64 0.36 0.41 0.23 0.15 0.76 1.0417. UALMNHl 0.14 0.11 0.43 0.48 0.28 0.39 0.11 0.08 0.56 0.7918. ABUNOROC Mod Hod Hod Rare Hod Rare Mod Rare None Hod19. PASTYP Gap Vest-PN • Vest-DSBVcst-PN Vest-PN Vest-PN Vest-PN . •40. PASUIK East East • East East East East East . •21. PASLN - 0.38* • 3.18 1.07 0.91+ 0.61+ 0.38+ • •22. PASUO 0.66 0.59 • 0.66 0.70 0.53 0.53 0.6923. PASHI . • • • • • • •24. STEPTYP X Fan • X X ND Fan • •25. SILLTYP . » • X •26. TRSHCOLLR • • « « • « •27. OPENING • • • • • • • .28. OPENLOC • • • • • . • • • •29. CNTHARTYP NO * Plain • Plain Collar? X • •30. CNTHARDIA . • 0.51 0.63 NO 0.46 • •31. DEFLECTOR « • • • • - • • •32. DEFLTLOC « • . • . •33. AXHARNO • • • • • « • • •34. AXHARLOC « • _ « _ • • •35. ASHPITNO • • « • • • •36. ASHPITLOC • • . « « • •37. CNTPOSTNO • - • 4 • NO 4 • • •38. AXPOSTNO • • • _ • •39. AXPOSTLOC • • • « • » • •40. CHANLTYP Plain Ridged . Plain Ridged Ridged Plain •41. CHANLSZEW 4.62 4.15 • 5.96 7.10 5.23 5.55 • •42. CHANLSZNS 0.85 1.60 • 2.40 • 2.10 1.48 1.51 - •43. CHANLDEP 0.13 0.20 • 0.33 • 0.33 0.15 0.1544. BENCHUD 1.61 1.60 • 1.785 • 1.90 1.605 1.545 •45. PLTFMTYP • • • . • • • •46. PLTFMSZEW • • • • • • «47. PLTFMSZNS • • • • * • • • a. •48. BINTYP • . • • _ • • • •49. BINLOC • « m ' « • • • •50. BINSZEW • • • • • • •51. BINSZNS • . • • • • . • •52. BINAREA • . • • • • - • •53. SLBCYSTNO • • . • » • • •54. PITNO . • • • • • • • •55. BURLNO • • * • • • • • •56. STONEFLOOR • • • • • • • « •57. FLOORNO 1 t 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 158. SUBTERRN ND ND ND X X • • • NO NO59. SUBTRNDEP • • • NO 0.18(71 ND ND ND • _60. MODIFCTN • • • • • • . • •61. MODTYPE • • • • . • • • • •62. BURNED X ND ND X X X X X - NO
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ArcnitecturelUnit 41 42 43 44 45 46 47 48 49 50
1. CONDITN Undist Undist Undist Undist Undist Undist Undist Eroded Undist Undist2. EXTEXCAV Exca Exes Exca Test Exca Exca Exca Exca Exca Exca3. UN1TSU1TA8 Good Good Good Poor Good Good Good Good Good Good4. RELATSHIP Isolât Isolât Isolât Isolât Isolât Isolât Isolât Isolât Isolât Isolât5. RELTVLOC 5 1 7 NO 8 8 1 Mlsc-1 3 86. SUPRIHPSO X X • • X X X . .7. SUPOVER • Pit • • • 53 . Pit • •8. SUPUNDER Burial - - - . - Burial . • •9. UTSHAPE Quad Quad Quad ND Clr Oval Quad Quad Quad Cir10. UTSZEW 2.62 7.31 1.40 3.96e 2.93d 3.81 7.85 4.65 3.08 2.7711. UTSZNS 2.09 6.11 0.93 4.88e • 3.23 5.91 2.27 2.88 •12. UTAREA 5.48 44.66 1.30 19.324# 6.74 9.73 46.39 10.55 8.87 6.0413. UALTYPFND SV SV SV NO SV SV SV H SV SV14. FNDLOC . . • • . • •15. UALTYPUP ND H ND ND ND ND • ND ND16. UALKXHI 0.63 1.06 0.33 0.48 0.41 1.12 0.69 0.58 ND17. UAUWHI 0.55 0.98 O.IB 0.41 0.37 0.83 0.39 0.30 NO18. ABUNDROC NO Mod Mod Rare Rare Mod Rare Mod Rare •19. PASTYP • Vest-BR • • Vest-PN NO ND -20. PASDIR East . • East • • •<1. PaSLN • 1.U3 • - 1.07 • « •22. PASUD - 0.86 • • • 0.61 • • •23. PASHI • • • • • . • • •24. STEPTYP • no • • • X • • •25. SILLTYP • . « . . • • •26. TRSHCOLLR - . • • • . • • •27. OPENING • • • • • . • • •28. OPENLOC • • • • • . • • •29. CNTHARTYP - Plain • % • • Collared Plain Plain •30. CNTHARDIA • 0.41 • c • • 0.46 0.46 0.33 •31. DEFLECTOR . • • • • . • • •32. DEFLTLOC . • • S • • . * •33. AXHARNO • • • • • - • • •34. AXHARLOC • • ë • • . • • •35. ASHPITNO • . • • • - • • •36. ASHPITLOC • • • • • - • • •37. CNTPOSTNO • 4 • . • 6 • • •38. AXPOSTNO • • • • • - • • •39. AXPOSTLOC • • • • • • • • •40. CHANLTYP • Plain • Ridged • * Ridged Ridged • •41. CHANLSZEU • 7.28 NO • - 7.85 2.26 • •42. CHANLSZNS • 2.65 • NO • • 2.53 1.48 • •43. CHANLDEP • 0.37 • ND • • 0.30 0.17 • •44. BENCHUD • 1.73 • 1.22 • - 1.69 1.135 • •45. PLTFMTYP • . ND • - • • -46. PLTFMSZEW * . • NO • • - • • •47. PLTFMSZNS • . • ND • • • • • -48. BINTYP • • NO • • - • • •49. BINLOC • . • ND • * • • • •50. BINSZEU . • • • - - • •51. BINSZNS . • • • • • • •52. BINAREA • . • • - - - » •S3. SLBCYSTNO • . • • - 1 • • -54. PITNO • 1 • • • - • • -55. BURLNO 1 - • • • - - • -56 STONEFLOOR • . X • • - • • •57. FLOORNO 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 158. SUTERRN • X • • • X X X X59. SUBTRNDEP . 0.46 • • • 0.46 0.23 0.58 •60. MODIFCTN . . • • • - • • •61. MODTYPE . . • • • - • • •62. BURNED - X • - ■ X • X
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Table 56, Continued.
site: Allbetes 28-11, I
AREA IArchitecture)Unit 51 52 .53 1 54 55 56 57 58 59 60
1. CONDITN Undist Undist Undist 1ND Undist NO ND ND- ND ND2. EXTEXCAV Test Test Exca NO Exca ND ND ND Test? ND3. UNITSUITAB Poor Poor Good Poor Good Poor Poor Poor Poor Poor4. RELATSHIP Isolât Isolât Isolât ContiQ? ContlQ? Isolât ND Contig Contig? Contig?5. RELTVLOC 1 (?) 1 (?) 7 ND 5 10? ND ND 1 or 27 ND6. SUPRIHPSO ND ND X NO X NO NO ND X ND7. SUPOVER - . Pit8. SUPUNDER . - U-46 • Burial m  m .9. UTSHAPE NO HO Oval Clr Clr Clr Clr Quad Quad Clr10. UTSZEW • • 1.83 1.93 4.50e11. UTSZNS • » 1.68 • 6.50e12. UTAREA ND ND 2.42 NO 2.93 •cist* ND ND 29.25e ND13. UALTTPFND ND Plain SV 1 ND ND ND V ND14. FNXOC . .IS. UALTYPUP - ND SV ND NO H16. UALKXHI - 0.51 1.50 ND 1.50?17. UALMNHl - 0.43 1.4818. ABUNOROC - « . . .19. PASTYP ND • * _ ND NO20. PASOIR East • _ . •21. PASLN . • - - •22. PASUO 0.55 • •23. PASHI _ • •24. STEPTYP - * •25. SILLTYP . • •26. TRSHCOLLR - • •27. OPENING • • .28. OPENLOC - • • •29. CNTHARTYP . Plain • • ND30. CNTHARDIA - 0.46 . •DEFLECTOR • • •32. DEFLTLOC - • •  I •33. AXHARNO - • 1 • ND34. AXHARLOC « • •35. ASHPITNO • • • •36. ASHPITLOC . . •  ' •37. CNTPOSTNO • • • » ND38. AXPOSTNO • • • •39. AXPOSTLOC • - • •40. CHANLTYP Plain Plain • • NO41. CHANLSZEU NO NO • •42. CHANLSZNS ND ND •43. CHANLDEP ND ND • •44. BENCHUD ND ND •45. PLTFMTYP • • • ND46. PLTFMSZEW • . • •47. PLTFMSZNS • • • •48. BINTYP • • • • ND49. BINLOC • • • •SO. BINSZEW . • • •51. BINSZNS • • • •52. BINAREA • • • •53. SLBCYSTNO • • • * ND54. PITNO • • « 1 ND55. BURLNO • • • • ND56. STONEFLOOR . • X •57. FLOORNO 1 1 I 158. SUBTERRN X X X X ND ND ND ND59. SUBTRNOEP . « 1.50 0.6660. MODIFCTN • • .61. MODTYPE • • • •62. BURNED X X NO
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Table 56, Continued.
site: Allbates 28-11. 28A. 30
28A Allbates 30ArchitecturalUnit 61 62 63 64 65 • 1 1 2 3 4
I. CONDITN Undist Undist Undist Undist Undist IUndist Undist Undist Undist Eroded2. EXTEXCAV Exca Ucà Exca Exca Exca Exca Exca Test Exca Test3. UNITSUITAB Good Good Good Good Good Good Good Good Good Poor4. RELATSHIP Isolât Isolât Isolât Isolât Isolât Isolât Isolât Isolât Isolât Isolât5. RELTVLOC 10 10 10 7 7 1 2 1 1 ND6. SUPRIHPSO - • • X7. SUPOVER . • • • «8. SUPUNDER . - _ • • U-99. UTSHAPE Clr Oval Oval Clr Clr Quad Quad Quad Quad Quad10. UTSZEW 1.28e 0.67 0.85 0.91 1.10 4.85 7.28 5.09 7.04 NO11. UTSZNS 1.22e 0.58 0.70 • • 4.35 5.44 5.58 5.3312. UTAREA 1.23e 0.39 0.60 0.65 0.95 21.10 39.60 28.40 37.52 ND13. HALTYPFND SV SV SV SV SV V? SV Plain? SV SV14. FNDLOC . • .. _15. HALTYPUP - • H H .16. UALHXHI 0.63 • - 0.66 0.99 0.74 0.25 0.84 0.48 ND17. UALHNHI 0.50 0.44 0.64 0.59 0.85 0.61 0.23 0.63 0.4118. ABUNDROC - - • - • • Mod None Abund Mod19. PASTYP • • • • • Vest-PN Gap ND NO20. PASDIR - - - • West . East21. PmSLn - « • 2.75 •22. PASUD - • • « 0.69 _ *0.5323. PASHt - • « • • .24. STEPTYP - • • • « NO _25. SILLTYP . • • • •26. TRSHCOLLR . • • • •27. OPENING - . • • • «28. OPENLOC . • . • • •29. CNTHARTYP - • • . . Collar ND Collar30. CNTHARDIA . . • . • 0.51 .3031. DEFLECTOR - . • • _32. DEFLTLOC . • _ • . . »33. AXHARNO - . • • « • _34. AXHARLOC • » • •35. ASHPITNO • • • •36. ASHPITLOC • • • • • _37. CNTPOSTNO * • • • . 4 . 4 738. AXPOSTNO • • • . • _39. AXPOSTLOC • . • • • . .40. CHANLTYP • • • • • Plain . Plain Plain41. CHANLSZEU • • • • 4.58 . 5.09 7.0742. CHANLSZNS • • • • • 1.46 . 2.09 1.7443. CHANLDEP • » . • . 0.20 . 0.28 0.2744. BENCHUD • - • • « 1.445 _ 1.745 1.79545. PLTFMTYP • • • • • • _46. PLTFMSZEW • • • • • • _47. PLTFMSZNS • • • • L48. BINTYP • • • • L _49. BINLOC . • » • • L _50. BINSZEU • • • • L _51. BINSZNS • • • • L .52. BINAREA • • - • - 1- «53. SLBCYSTNO • • • • - - _54. PITNO • • • • . . *55. BURLNO • _ _ _56. STONEFLOOR • . • X X _ .57. FLOORNO • • • 1 1 1 1 2 158. SUBTERRN X X • ND X X X X NO59. SUBTRNDEP 0.63 0.44 • ND 0.30 ND ND .60. MODIFCTN • • • . . X .61. MODTYPE • • • • . . . Fload62. BURNED • - - - - - - X X
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Table 56, Continued.
site: Allbttes 30, Antelope Creek 22
Architecture!Unit 5 6 7 8 9 1 2 3 4 5
1. CONDITN Eroded Undist Eroded Eroded Undist 1Undist Undist Undist Undist Undist2. EXTEXCAV Test Exca Test Test Exca 1Exca Exca Exca Exca Exca3. UNITSUITAB Poor Good Poor Poor Good 1Good Good Good Good Good4. RELATNSHIP Isolet Isolât Isolât Isolât Isolât 1n III II II II5. REITVLOC ND 8 ND NO 2 8 pos 4 1 1 8 pos 3 6 pos 46. SUPRIHPSO - • . X _ X X X X7. SUPOVER - - . U.2 1_ Hidden Midden Hidden Midden8. SUPUNDER • - . I. • . . _9. UTSHAPE Quad Quad NO ND Quad Quad Quad Quad Quad Quad10. UTSZEU HD 1.89 ND ND 3.19 2.30 6.65 4.48 1.52 2.2911. UTSZNS 2.53 4.36 2.60 6.45 5.49 2.D1 1.6812. UTAREA ND 4.78 13.91 5.98 42.89 24.60 3.06 3.8513. UALTYPFND SV SV SV SV SV/PlaIn DV/H DV/SV DV/SV DV DV14. niOLOC - - - - SEU/N NSW/E NEW/S NEW/S - -15. UALTYPUP • . . . • H H H H H16. UALMXHl NO 0.51 0.31 0.61 0.91 0.89 0.71 0.8617. UALTIHI 0.48 0.51 0.36 0.44 0.52 0.83 0.73 0.64 0.6318. ABUNDROC Mod Rare Mod Nod Abund Abund Abund Abund Abund Mod19. PASTYP ND - ND ND • . Vest-PN Vest-PN - •20. PASDIR • . East East •21. PASLN • • . 3.31 2.53 •22. PASUO • • . 0.71 0.53 •23. PASHI . • 0.71 • •24. STEPTYP • • • • « •25. SILLTYP • • • • •26. TRSHCOLLR • . • X • • •27. OPENING • • • • • • •28. OPENLOC • • • • •29. CNTHARTYP • • Plain Plain •30. CNTHARDIA . • • NO 0.61 • *31. DEFLECTOR • • • • . • •32. DEFLTLOC . • • • m • •33. mXHmRhO • • • • _ • •34. AXHARLOC • • • . • •35. ASHPITNO • • • _ • •36. ASHPITLOC • • « • . .37. CNTPOSTNO • - . . . •38. AXPOSTNO • • • . • •39. AXPOSTLOC - • • . • •40. CHANLTYP • . • Plain Plain • •41. CHANLSZEU • • . 6.64 4.48 • «42. CHANLSZNS • • . 2.87 2.01 • •43. CHANLDEP « • • O.IS 0.15 • •44. BENCHUD • m • 1.79 1.74 • •45. PLTFMTYP • Other * • Prot PN • •46. PLTFHSZEU • 1.68 • • 1.75 • •47. PLTFMSZNS • 1.37 • • 1.73 • •48. BINTYP • - • • . • •49. BINLOC . • . •SO. BINSZEU • • • •51. BINSZNS • • • • . •52. BINAREA • • • • -53. SLBCYSTNO • • . • - • •54.. PITNO • • • • . -55. BURLNO . . - •56. STONEFLOOR . • • . • •57. FLOORNO 1 1 1 17 1 1 158. SUBTERRN X ND NO NO NO ND NO59. SUBTRNDEP NO . . . •60. MODIFCTN • • • • •61. MODTYPE • • • . - • •62. BURNED X • - - - -
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Table 56, Continued.
site: Antelope Creek 22
610
ArchitecturalUnit 6 7 8 9 10 n 12 13 14 15
I. CONDITN '.Mist Undist Undist Undist Undist Undist Undist Undist Undist Eroded2. EXTEXCAV Exca Exca Exca Exca Exca Exca Exca Exca Exca Exca3. UNITSUITAB Good Good Good Good Good Good Good Good Good Good4. RELATSHIP II III 11 111 11? 111 III III III II?5. RELTVLOC 1 1 1 8 pos 5 8 pos 9 1 8 pos 3 8 pos 2 8 pos 4 16. SUPRIHPSO X X X . X . • X? X? •7. SUPOVER Hidden Hidden Hidden . . • Pit Pit •a. SUPUNDER . . m Burial • •9. UTSHAPE Quad Quad Quad Quad D-Shape Quad D-Shape 0-Shape D-Shape Quad10. UTSZEW 7.24 6.73 6.34 1.49 3.28 7.50 1.65 2.32 2.22 4.65e11. UTSZNS 6.66 5.01 6.10 1.92 4.04 6.41 2.06 2.41 1.28 5.2712. UTAREA 48.22 33.72 38.67 2.86 9.74 48.01 2.82 4.99 2.84 24.51e13. UALTVPFHO OV/SV OV/SV DÏ/SV DV DV DV DV DV DV DV/SV14. FNDLOC EU/NS EU/NS SEW/N . • * . SEU/N15. UALTYPUP H H H or DV H H H H H H H16. UALHXHI 0.99 0.91 0.61 0.79 0.91 0.74 0.43 0.66 0.91 0.8617. UALHNHI 0:78 0.91 0.48 0.46 0.43 0.60 0.39 0.41 0.62 0.57IS. ABUNOROC Abund Rare Hod NO ND Mod Mod Mod Mod Hod19. PASTYP Vest-PN Vest-PN Vest-PN . Vest-PN • _ NO20. PASOIR East East East • . East • • « ND21. PASLN 3.51 2.74 2.74 • • 2.10 . _ • ND22. PASUD 0.76 0.61 0.68 • • 0.56 • • « NO23. PASHI . . • • • ND24. STEPTYP - . . • • • « ND25. SILLTYP - . • • • « • ND26. TRSHCOLLR X X X • • X? • * ND27. OPENING - - . • • • •28. OPENLOC . . . • • • •29. CNTHARTYP NO NO Double? . Plain • • • ND30. CNTHARDIA NO ND ND • 0.56 • • • NO31. DEFLECTOR - - . • • • • • ND32. DEFLTLOC . . . • . • « • •33. AXHARNO . . 1 • • * • • Î34. AXHARLOC . . NE « » NE35. ASHPITNO . . • •36. ASHPITLOC . « _ •37. CNTPOSTNO . . . • • • •33. AXPOSTNO - . 4 • . • • « ».39. AXPOSTLOC - Bln • • • • •40. CHANLTYP Plain Plain Plain • • Plain • • • Plain41. CHANLSZEU 7.38 6.73 6.37 • 7.41 • • • 4.68e42. CHANLSZNS 2.83 1.62 2.62 • • 3.03 . « 1.7543. CHANLDEP 0.20 0.20 0.20 • • 0.20 • • • 0.1544. BENCHUD 1.315 1.635 1.74 . • 1.69 • • 1.7645. PLTFMTYP Prot-PN Prot-SB Prot-PN • Prot-PN . • •46. PLTFHSZEU 1.71 1.83 1.78 • • 2.74 • • • »47. PLTFMSZNS 2.74 1.65 2.44 » 2.69 • « • •48. BINTYP - Plain Posts . . • • • • •49. BINLOC - SU/NU SW/NS • • • * • •50. BINSZEU 1.42/1.60 1.52/2.03 • • • • • •51. BINSZNS - 1.63/1.63 1.22/1.22 • • • • • • .52. BINAREA - 2.31/2.61 1.85/2.48 • • . • • • •S3. SLBCYSTNO - . 1 • • • • • . •54. PITNO - _ 1 • _ _ 1 1 • «55. BURLNO . _ • • . «56. STONEFLOOR - . • • _ • • X57. FLOORNO 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 2 3 158. SUBTERRN ND ND ND ND NO NO ND ND ND ND59. SUBTRNDEP - - - • . * •60. MODIFCTN . _ ND • • _ • X X •61. MODTYPE - . . • • . • Fload Fload •62. BURNED - - - - X - - - - -
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Table 56, Continued.
site: Antelope Creek 22
Architecture!Unit 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25
I. CONDITN Vandal Undist Eroded Eroded Eroded Undist Undist Undist Undist Undist2. EXTEXCAV Exca Exes NO NO Exca Exca Exca Exca Exca Exca3. UNITSUITA8 Good Good Poor Poor Good Good Good Good Good Good4. RELATSHIP Isolât Isolât II? II? III III II II 111 III5. RELTVLOC 7? Kksc-;̂ 8 pos 3 8 pos 4 8 pos 3 8 pos 4 8 pos 3 8 pos 4 8 pos 3 8 pos 46. SUPRIHPSO - X NO NO X X . X X7. SUPOVER - » 2 hearth 1 hearth . . I hearth 1 hearth8. SUPUNDER - sib hearth . . _ .9. UTSHAPE Quad Quad Quad? Quad? Quad 0-Shape (Xiad Quad D*Shape Quad10. UTSZEW 1.52 1.89 2.22e 1.80 2.44 2.53 2.13 2.2111. UTSZNS 1.70 5.69 2.62 2.70 1.98 1.68 1.5012. UTAREA 2.58 10.75 5.82e 4.09 4.83 4.25 3.2013. UALTVPniO SV SV DV DV DV DV DV OV/SV14. FNDLOC - - - . . . • EV/NS15. UALTYPUP - H H H H H H16. UALHXHI 0.43 0.36 ND ND NO ND ND NO17. UAUWHI 0.36 0.36 . . • -18. ABUNDROC _ - _ • •19. PASTYP • - » • • _ •20. PASDIR • . . • • . •cl. PASLN • . • • « • •22. PASUD • • • • •23. PASHI « • * « •24. STEPTYP • » »25. SILLTYP • • • •26. TRSHCOLLR • • •27. OPENING •28. OPENLOC • • 1 129. CNTHARTYP • • 1 2 »30. CNTHARDIA • _ w • • •31. DEFLECTOR • • « • • • •32. DEFLTLOC • • » » • •33. AXH%:% • • • •34. AXHARLOC . SW • • • • •35. ASHPITNO • • » • • • •36. ASHPITLOC • • • • • • •37. CNTPOSTNO - . • •36. AXPOSTNO - • • • • •39. AXPOSTLOC • • • . • •40. CHANLTYP • • « • • • •41. CHANLSZEU • . • • . • •42. CHANLSZNS • « • • • •43. CHANLDEP - • • • • •44. BENCHUD • . • • • •45. PLTFMTYP • • • • • • •46. PLTFHSZEU • • • • • • •47. PLTFMSZNS • • • • • • .48. BINTYP • • • • • •49. BINLOC • • • • • • .50. BINSZEU • • • • • • •51. BINSZNS • • • • • » •52. BINAREA • • • • • •S3. SLBCYSTNO • • • • • ' * •54. PITNO • • • • - -55. BURLNO • • • • • • •56. STONEFLOOR X • • • • •57. FLOORNO 1 1 2? 3? 1 1 1 I58. SUBTERRN ND • • ND ND NO ND59. SUBTRNOEP • • • # • • •60. MODIFCTN • • X X • • • •61. MODTYPE • • Fload Fload • - - -62. BURNED - - • - - - - -
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site: Antelope Creek 22, 22A
22 22AArchitecturalUnit 26 27 n 29 30 31 32 33 1 2
1. CONDITN Undist Vandal Eroded ND Undist Undist Undist Undist Undist Undist2. EXTEXCAV Exca Test KO Unex Exca Exca Exca Exca Exca Exca3. UNITSUITAB Good Good Fair Fair Good Poor Poor Good Good Good4. RELATSHIP II III III III Isolât Isolât Isolât Isolât II i:5. RELTVLOC B pos 3 3 3 3 6 10 • 10 10 1 8 pos 56. SUPRIHPSO X X NO - X - • • X _7. SUPOVER 1 hearth Hidden • • 1 hearth . . .8. SUPUNDER - . • • - • • Burials -9. UTSHAPE Quad Oval Cir? Quad Clr Clr Clr Clr Quad Quad10. UTSZEW 2.21 4.88 4.27e 2.44 1.83 no NO 0.91e 6.91 2.3511. UTSZNS 2.06 3.66 • 2.74 . • 6.77 2.4412. UTAREA 4.S5 14.32 14.32e 6.69 2.63 ND NO 0.65c 60.32 5.7313. HALTYPFHO OV/SV NO OV DV? SV ND NO H OV DV14. FNDLOC SEW/N ND NO NO ND NO NO » •15. HALTYPUP ND ND NO NO NO NO NO • • •16. UALMXHl ND NO NO NO NO NO NO • _17. UALMNHl . - • • « • .18. ABUNDROC . - • • • . • • • .19. PASTYP . Vest-PN Vest-PN Vest-PN • . • • Vest-PN •20. PASOIR . West west West • . • « East •21. PASLN - 2.10 3.31 2.74 . • • 2.36 •22. PASUO - 0.S6 0.71 0.51 • • • • 0.81 *23. PASHI - - 0.71 • • • • . •24. STEPTYP _ . • • • •25. SILLTYP . • . . • « • • .26. TRSHCOLLR - - • - • • . • •27. OPENING . • • - • • • •28. OPENLOC - • • . • » • •29. CNTHARTYP . 1? ND NO 1? - « • X •30. CNTHARDIA - ND • •> ND • • • NO •31. DEFLECTOR . - * • • . • .32. DEFLTLOC - - • • • • « •33. AXHARNO _ • • • NO • • • •34. AXHARLOC . • • « . • •35. ASHPITNO . . • ND • • • • *36. ASHPITLOC . • • • • • • * •37. LWTP05TN0 - • • • • - « • •38. AXPOSTNO . • • • • • . . •39. AXPOSTLOC - • • • • * •40. CHANLTYP - • • • • Plain •41. CHANLSZEW - • • • • . • 8.99 •42. CHANLSZNS - • • • • • • 3.3243. CHANLOEP _ • • • . • • 0.18 •44. BENCHUD - • . • • • • 1.725 -45. PLTFMTYP « • • • • . Prot-PN •46. PLTFMSZEW - • • • • . 1.88 •47. PLTFMSZNS - • • • • • 2.54 •48. BINTYP - • • • • • • •49. BINLOC • m • • • • • .50. BINSZEW - - m • • •51. BINSZNS . • • • • • • • -52. BINAREA . • • • • • • • •53. SLBCYSTNO • 1 • . • • -1 •54. PITNO - . • • • • - • •55. BURLNO . • • • • 7 •56. STONEFLOOR . • • • • • • • •57. FLOORNO 1 1 NO NO NO 1 1 • 1 158. SUBTERRN NO tID NO NO NO X? • • • •59. SUBTRNDEP . • • • ND NO • • •60. MODIFCTN . . • - • • • • -61. MODTYPE - • • • - • • • • •62. BURNED - - - - - - • - - -
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Table 56, Continued.
613
site: Antelope Creek 22A. 23. 24
22A 23 24
ArchitecturalUnit 3 4 5 6 7 _ 1 1 2 3 4
1. CONDITN UndUt Undfst Undist Eroded Undist Undist Eroded Undist Eroded Undist?2. EXTEXCAV Exca Exca Exca Exca Exca Exca Exca Exca Exca Exca3. UNITSUITAB jood Good Good Fair Good Good Poor Good Good Good4. RELATSHIP II 11 IX Isolât Isolât Isolât? ND Isolât? 11? II?5. RELTVLOC 8 pos 4 8 pos 3 8 pos 2 1 10 2 NO 8 8 pos 3? 8 POS 476. SUPRIHPSO « . X * • • . • . X?7. SUPOVER • . m • • • • * . nearth8. SUPUNDER • > Burials . # • • .9. UTSHAPE Quad Quad 0-shape Quad? Clr Quad Quad Oval Quad Quad10. UTSZEW 1.54 1.80 2.57 5.05 0.91 6.46 ND 1.83 1.88 2.1611. UTSZNS 1.17 2.36 1.37 KO • 5.60 NO 1.52 1.52 1.5012. UTAREA 1.80 4.25 3.94 NO 0.65 36.18 NO 2.21 2.86 3.2413. HALTYPFHO OV DV DV NO SV OV V? DV OV OV14. FNDLOC « • • • •IS. UALTYPUP • • • . • . NO H NO NO16. WALMXHI - • 0,51 • • 0.46 • 0.56 0.38 .17. UALHNHI • - 0.46 0.76 0.37 0.47 0.31 .18. ABUNOROC • • • Absent? « Mod NO Mod Mod Mod19. PASTYP • • • • • Gap NO • . Gap20. PASOIR • • • • • East • • • North21. PASLN • • • * • * «22. PASUO • • « • • 0.66 • 0.5623. PASHI • • • a. • •24. STEPTYP • • • • «25. SILLTYP • • • •26. TRSHCOLLR « • NO • » «27. OPENING » • • • *28. OPENLOC • • • • • • •29. CNTHARTYP • - . NO * Plain a. • . Plain?30. CNTHARDIA • . • • 0.36 • • • ND31. DEFLECTOR • • • • • • « •32. DEFLTLOC • • • • • • • • •33. AXHARNO • . • • • • • • •34. AXHARLOC • • • • • » • •35. ASHPITNO » . • • • • • • •36. ASHPITLOC • • • • • • • • •37. CNTPOSTNO • • • . • « « •38. AXPOSTNO • • • • • • • •39. AXPOSTLOC • • • • .. • • a.40. CHANLTYP • • • Plain • • • • •41. CHANLSZEU • • • 5.05 • • • • •42. CHANLSZNS • • « 2.07 • • • • •43. CHANLDEP • • • NO • « • •44. BENCHWD • • • NO • • • • •45. PLTFMTYP • « • • • • « •46. PLTFHSZEU • • • • • • • • «47. PLTFMSZNS • * • • • • • • •48. BINTYP • • • • • • • • a.49. BINLOC • • • • • • • •50. BINSZEW • • • • • • • • •51. BINSZNS • • • • • • • « •52. BINAREA • • • • • • • • •53. SLBCYSTNO • • • • • • • •54. PITNO • • • • • • • • •55. BURLNO • • 2 • • * • «56. STONEFLOOR • • « • • • • •57. FLOORNO 1 1 1 1 1 2? 1 1 1 " l58. SUBTERRN • • X X ND ND NO NO ND59. SUBTRNDEP • • • NO NO •60. MODIFCTN • • • • • • • • X61. MODTYPE • • • • • • • • • WalRem62. BURNED - - - - • - • - - -
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site: Antelope Creek 24
ArctiitecturelUnit 5 6 7 8 9 10 n 12 13 14
1. CONDITN Undist Undist Undist Undist Undist Eroded Undist Undist Undist Eroded2. EXTEXCAV Exca Exca Exca Exca Exca NO Test Exca Test Exca3. UNITSUITAB Good Good Good Good Good Poor Poor Good Good Good4. RELATSHIP II? II? II? Isolât II NO ND II Isolât II5. RELTVLOC 8 pos 4 8 pos 3 8 pos 4 8 8 pos 3 8 pos 4 1 8 pos■ 6. SUPRIHPSO • . . X . . - .7. SUPOVER • . . 2 cists - . .8. SUPUNDER « . . » . .9. UTSHAPE Quad Quad Quad Pent Quad NO ND Quad (Niad Quad10. UTSZEW 1.83 1.83 1.97 2.21e 1.70 1.52 8.37 1.8811. UTSZNS 1.52 1.75 1.68 l-75e 2.14 0.84 6.68 1.5112. UTAREA 2.78 3.20 3.65 3.87e 3.64 1.28 55.91 2.6413. waltvpfno OV/SV OV/SV nv/sv DV OV ND ND SV SV SV14. FKOLCC S/NEW N/SEW NES/U • . . .15. UALTYPUP ND NO NO H NO H H H16. UALHXHI 0.71 0.71 0.63 0.71 0.33 1.12 0.94 0.7617. WLAMNHI 0.48 0.58 0.39 0.58 0.31 0.68 0.68 0.3618. ABUNDROC Mod Hod Mod Mod Mod Mod Hod Mod19. PASTYP . . • • Vest-PN •20. PASOIR - . - • • Efst •21. PASLN • • • • 2.83 •22. PASUO • • . • • 0.85 «23. PASHI • • • • • ND24. STEPTYP - • . • « Fan «25. SILLTYP • . • • • •26. TRSHCOLLR • • • • • • •27. OPENING • • • • • • •28. OPENLOC • • . • . • •29. CNTHARTYP • • • • • Slab •30. CNTHARDIA • • • • • 0.46 •31. DEELECTOR • • • • • • •32. DEFLTLOC • . • • • •33. AXHARNO • • • • • •34. AXHARLOC • • • • • . •35. ASHPITNO • • • • • •36. ASHPITLOC • • • • • • •37. CNTPOSTNO • • • • 4? •38. AXPOSTNO • • . . • • • •39. AXPOSTLOC • • • • •40. CHANLTYP • • • • Slab •41. CHANLSZEU • • • • 8.46 •42. CHANLSZEW • • • • 3.28 •43. CHANLDEP • • • • 0.51 •44. BENCHUD • • • • • 1.70 •45. PLTFMTYP • • • • • •46. PLTFHSZEU • • •47. PLTFMSZNS • • • • • • •48. BINTYP • • • • • •49. BINLOC • • • • • • •SO. BINSZEW • • • • • •51. BINSZNS • • • • • • •52. BINAREA • • • • • • •53. SLBCYSTNO # • « • • • •54. PITNO • • • • • • •55. BURLNO « • • • • •56. STONEFLOOR • • • • • • •57. FLOORNO 1 2 2 1 I 1 1 158. SUBTERRN ND NO ND ND ND ND NO NDS". SUBTRNOEP60. MODIFCTN • X X • X . • •61. MODTYPE • Fload Fload • WalPêM . • •62. BURNED • • • • • • -
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Site: Antelope Creek 24. Chimney Rock 51. 51A
24Architectural ---sx.Unit 15 \ 2 3 4 S 6 7 11. CONDITN Undist Undist Undist Undist Undist Undist Undist Eroded? Undist2. EXTEXCAV Exca Exca Exca Exca Exca Exca Exca Exca Exca3. UNITSUITAB Good Good Good Good Good Good Good Poor Good4. RELATSHIP Isolât VI VI II II II II Isolât? ND5. RELTVLOC6. SUPRIHPSO B R SW ■ B NE X I 8 pos 9 X 1 Mise 3X IX I7. SUPOVER • Pits Pits U-78. SUPUNDER - Uall U-49. UTSHAPE Oval Quad Quad Quad Quad Quad Quad Quad? QuadID. UTSZEU 3.05 2.88 2.17 6.7B 3.47 6.02 5.64 ND 6.52II. UTSZNS 2.67 2.59 1.99 6.13 3.12 5.94 1.34 ND 6.3212. UTAREA 6.25 7.46 4.32 41.56 10.83 35.76 7.56 ND 41.2113. UALTYPFND SV DV DV DV V/H DV V/H NO DV14. FNDLOC - • _ NSU/E EU/NS15. UALTYPUP ND H H H ND H ND _ ND16. UALHXHI 0.51 0.41 0.56 0.76 0.46 0.61 0.71 ND 0.7117. UALHNHI 0.38 0.36 0.51 0.69 0.35 0.46 0.58 0.6218. ABUNDROC Mod Hod Hod Hod Mod19. PASTYP - - - Gap . Vest-PN ND GapkU. PASOIR 21. PASLN - East - East0.91 - East22. PASUD23. PASHI - *0.81 0.76 0.9124. STEPTYP _ ND25. SILLTYP .26. TRSHCOLLR _27. OPENING _ _2B. OPENLOC _29. CNTHARTYP30. CNTHARDIA • - Plain?0.79 - Plain?ND - Slab?0.51 Plain?0.5331. UEFLECTOR •32. DEFLTLOC •33. AXHARNO •34. AXHARLOC •35. ASHPITNO •36. ASHPITLOC •37. CNTPOSTNO • 4 4 43B. AXPOSTNO •39. AXPOSTLOC40. CHANLTYP - - Slab _ Slab Slab Ridged41. CHANLSZEU • 6.78 » 6.02 ND 6.3242. CHANLSZNS • . 2.59 2.17 ND 2.5943. CHANLDEP - - 0.36 0.30 0.23 0.4144. BENCHUD • - 1.77 . I.BBS NO 1.86545. PLTFMTYP • _46. PLTFHSZEU47. PLTFMSZNS •4B. BINTYP • _49. BINLOC •50. BINSZEU •51. BINSZNS •52. BINAREA -53. SLBCYSTNO •54. PITNO •55, BURLNO •56. STONEFLOOR •57. FLOORNO 1 I I I I I 1 1 15B. SUBTERRN NO ND ND ND ND NO NO NO X59. SUBTRNDEP NO60. MODIFCTN • _ X61. MODTYPE • Partad62. BURNED • - - - - - - -
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Undist Unex Fair II8 pos 2 NO
Oval2.441.833.58NO
I. CONDITN Undist Undist Undist Undist Undist Undist2. EXTEXCAV Exca Exca Unex Test Test Unex3. UNITSUITAB Fair Fair Fair Fair Fair Fair4. RELATSHIP Isolât II II II II 115. RELTVLOC 2 1 8 pos 3,4 1 1 8 pos 46. SUPRIHPSO - NO NO X NO NO7. SUPOVER8. SUPUNDER Burial9. UTSHAPE Quad Quad Quad Quad Quad Quad10. UTSZEU 4.57 5.33 4.88̂ 7.31 5.18 2.5911. UTSZNS 4.57 4.88 2.29 5 64 4.88 2.4412. UTAREA 20.88 26.01 11.18* 41.23 25.28 6.3213. UALTYPFND ND NO NO V V NO14. FNDLOC H HIS. UALTYPUP • * . • . -16. UALHXHI17. UALHIHI18. ABUNOROC19. PASTYP HO Vest!?) Ve$t(?) ve$t(?)20. PASDIR East East East21. PASLN • « _22. PASUO * • . .23. PASHI _ • _24. STEPTYP NO HD NO NO25. SILLTYP •26. TRSHCOLLR •27. OPENING •28. OPENLOC • -29. CNTHARTYP . •30. CNTHARDIA • .31. DEFLECTOR • •32. DEFLTLOC33. AXHARNO 1-sUb •34. AXHARLOC EC35. ASHPITNO • •36. ASHPITLOC • .37. CNTPOSTNO • .38. AXPOSTNO • •39. AXPOSTLOC . •40. CHANLTYP « •A:. CHANLSZEU •42. CHANLSZNS • _43. CHANLOEP • «44. BENCHUD • •45. PLTFMTYP • •46. PLTFHSZEU • •47. PLTFMSZNS - •48. BINTYP •49. BINLOC • •50. BINSZEU . •51. BINSZNS • •52. BINAREA • .53. ALBCYSTNO 1?54. PITNO • .55. BURLNO • •56. STONEFLOOR • •57. FLOORNO 1 •58. SUBTERRN •59. SUBTRNOEP • •60. MODIFCTN • •61. MODTYPE •62. BURNED HO p̂ossibly double room 5.59 ■ area
UndistUnexFairII8 pos 3 NO
O'Shape2.742.135.25NO
UndistUnexPoorII8 pos 4 NO
0*shapeNONONONO
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ArchitecturalUnit II 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20
1. CONDITN Undist Undist Undist Undist Undist Undist Vandal Undist Undist Vandal2. EXTEXCAV Unex Unex Unex Unex Unex Unex Unex Test Unex Unex3. UNITSUITAB Fair Poor Poor Poor Fair Fair Fair Fair Fair Fair4. RELATSHIP II II 11 II Isolât Isolât Isolât VI VI Isolât5. RELTVLOC 8 pos I 8 pos 10 8 pos ID 8 pos 9 10 10 8 8 N 8 S 85. SUPRIHPSO NO NO NO NO NO NO7. SUPOVER8. SUPUNDER9. UTSHAPE Cir 0-Shape Cir Irreg Cir Cir Cir Cir Cir Cir10. UTSZEU 2.44 2.13 1.52 NO 1.37 1.22 3.66 2.13 2.44 1.83II. UTSZNS . 1.83 . . . . . _ 2.4412. UTAREA 4.68 3.55 1.31 NO 1.47 1.17 10.52 3.56 4.68 3.5813. UALTYPFND NO NO NO ND NO NO ND ND NO NO14.15.16.17.18. 19. 
<.0. 
21. 
a.23.24.25.26.27.28.29.30. -1.32.33.34.35.36.37.38.39.40.41.42.43.44.45.46.47.48.49.50.51.52.53.54.55.56.57.58.59.60. 61. 62.
UALTYPUPUALMXHlUALMNHlABUNDROCPASTYPPASDIRPASLNPASUOPASHISTEPTYPSILLTYPTRSHCOLLROPENINGOPENLOCCNTHARTYPCNTHAROIADEFIECTÛRDEFLTLOCAXHARNOAXHARLOCASHPITNOASHPITLOCCNTPOSTNOAXPOSTNOAXPOSTLOCCHANLTYPCHANLSZEUCHANLSZNSCHANLOEPBENCHUDPLTFMTYPPLTFHSZEUPLTFMSZNSBINTYPBINLOCBINSZEUBINSZNSBINAREASLBCYSTNOPITNOBURLNOSTONEFLOORFLOORNOSUBTERRNSUBTRNOEPMODIFCTNMODTYPEBURNED
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Site: Lookout Ruin. CoeUs Ruin. Conner
Lookout RuinArcltitectural Y — — — uUnit 1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 1 21. CONDITN Vandal? Vandal? Vandal? NO ND Undist Undist Undist Undist Undist2. EXTEXCAV Test Unex Unex Unex Unex Exca Exca Test Exca Exca3. UNITSUITAB Good Fair Fair Fair Fair Good Good Good Good Good4. RELATSHIP II II II Isolât Isolât 1 I Isolât VI VI5. RELTVLOC 1 8 pos 1 8 pos 2 8 8 1 1 8 8 86. SUPRIHPSO NO ND ND ND NO X7. SUPOVER - .8. SUPUNDER » . Hidden9. UTSHAPE Quad D-shape D-shape Cir Cir Quad Quad Cir Oval Cir10. UTSZEU 9.79 3.91 2.72 1.83 3.35 5.18 4.92 2.13 1.68 1.5211. UTSZNS 6.74 3.48 3.91 6.71 4.48 1.3712. UTAREA 65.98 12.11 9.81 2.63 8.81 34.76 22.04 3.56 1.82 1.8213.14. UALTYPFNDFNDLOC DV DV OV ND ND NO NO SV SV SV15. UALTYPUP • • _16. UALKXHI . • 1.22 1.3017. UALHNHI • •18. ABUNOROC . _19. PASTYP Gap/Gap Gap? Gap NO NO Vest-PN Vest-PN Gap<0. PaSuIR So./W South SU . East East NE21. PASLN # - _ _ 3.35 1.22*22. PASUO 0.65X).65 0.65 NO 0.51 0.56 0.S223. PASHI • - _ 0.46* 0.7624. STEPTYP NO ND NO HD ND _25. SILLTYP ND NO HD ND ND26. TRSHCOLLR ND NO NO ND ND X X27. OPENING NO ND ND ND ND28. OPENLOC • _29. CNTHARTYP ND NO NO NO NO Plain?30. CNTHARDIA - . 0.6831. DEFLECTOR ND ND no NO ND32. DEFLTLOC * -33. AXHARNO HO NO ND ND ND _34. AXHARLOC « . _35. ASHPITNO NO ND NO ND ND _36. ASHPITLOC - .37. CNTPOSTNO NO ND NO NO NO 2(4?) 438. AXPOSTNO ND ND ND NO ND 139. AXPOSTLOC • - _ SoEast _40. CHANLTYP ND NO ND ND no Plain Bulbar _41. CHANLSZEU • • . _ 5.18 4.2442. CHANLSZNS - - . _ 1.88 1.40 _43. CHANLDEP • • .30 .1844. BENCHUD • - . 2.41 1.5445. PLTFMTYP HD ND ND ND ND ProtPN? _46. PLTFHSZEU • - _ 2.5647. PLTFMSZNS . _ 1.8848. BINTYP NO ND ND ND NO Slab _49. BINLOC • . NE _50. BINSZEU • . 1.2751. BINSZNS - . 1.09 _52. BINAREA . 1.3853. SLBCYSTNO NO ND NO ND NO 1 _54. PITNO NO NO ND NO ND 1 _55. burlNO NO NO NO ND ND56. STONEFLOOR - . ND ND57. FLOORNO 3 ND NO ND ND 2? 2 s 1 158. SUBTERRN ND ND ND NO ND ND ND X ND NO59. SUBTRNDEP - - NO60. MODIFCTN X NO ND NO NO61. MODTYPE Refloor .62. BURNED ND NO ND ND ND X X NO - -
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Table 56, Continued.
site: Spring Cenyon, Medford Ranch
ArchitecturalUnit 1 2 3 1 2 3 4 5 61. CONDITN Undist Undist Undist Vandal Undist Undist Undist Vandal Vandal2. EXTEXCAV Test Exca Unex Exca Exca Exca Exca Exca Exca3. UNITSUITAB Good Good Poor Good Good Good Good Good Good4. RELATSHIP 11 Isolât 11 II 11 V V V VS. RELTVLOC 2 8 8 pos 6? 2 8 pos 1 4 9 4 96. SUPR1H>SD • X • X X7. SUPOVER • Hidden Hidden8. SUPUNDER Pit9. UTSHAPE Quad Oval NO Quad D-shape Quad Quad Quad Quad10. UTSZEH 8.84 2.50 NO 3.71 2.59 2.19 1.52 2.96 3.1311. UTSZNS 9.91 1.58 3.05 0.99 3.16 0.69 2.96 0.9612. UTAREA 87.60 3.27 ND 11.32 2.05 6.92 1.05 8.76 3.0013. HALTYPFND DV SV SH SH SV SV SV H14. FNDLOC • •15. HALTYPUP SV/H _ SH16. UALHXHI - _17. UALHNHI -18. ABUNDROC Abun • •19. PASTYP Gap Gap • Vest-PN20. PASDIR SU SW . East21. PASUl - « • 1.6922. PASUD 0.61 NO • 0.6123. PASHI • •24. STEPTYP ND •25. SILLTYP • «26. TRSHCOLLR X? • •27. OPENING . •28. OPENLOC • • _ _29. CNTHARTYP • • •30. CNTHARDIA • _ .31. DEFLECTOR • . • _32. DEFLTLOC • • • _33. AXHARNO • • • _34. AXHARLOC • • • _35. ASHPITNO • • • 1 2 _36. ASHPITLOC • • • SE NE.su _37. CNTPOSTNO NO • • 138. AXPOSTNO - • • 4 1 _39. AXPOSTLOC • • • Cor West40. CHANLTYP - • • _41. CHANLSZEU • • •42. CHANLSZNS • • • _43. CHANLDEP • • • _44. BENCHUD • • . _ _45. PITFHTYP • * • «46. PLTFMSZNS • • • _47. BINTYP • • . • -(?) Slab48. BINLOC • • NE50. BINSZEU • • 1.0751. BINSZNS . • 1.0752. BINAREA • • 1.1553. SLBCYSTNO ND •54. PITNO NO • « 255. BUR1N0 ND • _ _56. STONtFlOOR . • « _57. FLOORNO 1 1 • 1 1 1 1 1 158. SUBTERRN NO ND ND X ND ND NO ND ND59. SUBTRNOEP 0.3060. MODIFCTN • _61. MODTYPE62. BURNED - - - - - - - - -
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site: Roper, Pickett. Cottonwood Creek, Mersh Sites
Pickett Cottonwood Harsh
ArchitecturalUnit 1 2 3 4 5 1 1 11. CONDITN Vandal Vandal Undist Vandal Vandal Vandal Vandal Vandal2. EXTEXCAV Exca Exca Exca Exca Exca Exca Exca Exca3. UNITSUITAB Good Good Good Good Good Good Fair Good4. RELATSHIP Isolât VI VI Isolât Isolât Isolât Isolât IsolâtS. RELTVLOC 8 8 E 8 W 6 8 6 1 16. SUPRIHPSO -7. SUPOVER8. SUPUNDER9. UTSHAPE Clr Cir Cir Cir Clr Oval Quad Quad10. UTSZEW 1.54 1.66 1.69 2.03 2.01 2.29 5.18 4.0811. UTSZNS - - • . 2.06 5.18 3.9212. UTAREA 1.86 2.17 2.25 3.23 3.18 4.76 26.85 16.0013. WALTVPFNO SV/Bldr SV SV SV SV SV DV/SV/NO DV14. FNOIOC NSU/E N/E,U/S15. HALTYPUP ND NO NO ND NO16. UALHSHI 0.3017. UALHNHI18. ABUNDROC - - • • Hod 219. PASTYP ND ND NO Gap? ND Gap 3 Gap Vest-BR2u.21. PASOIRPASLN N^E N-NE N/E/W East22. PASUO 0.46 Ô.76 0.56 o'.?l23. PASHI24. STEPTYP . * _25. SILLTYP . •26. TRSHCOLLR - « _27. OPENING . •28. OPENLOC - _29. CNTHARTYP ND ND NO Plain ND Collar Plain ND30. CNTHARDIA - • 0.30 0.30 1.2031. OEFlEaOR • . • X(?)32. DEFLTLOC • • • Fast33. AXHARNO • .34. AXHARLOC • .35. ASHPITNO • * _36. ASHPITLOC • • _37. CNTPOSTNO • • K?) 438. AXPOSTNO • • 4 cor39. AXPOSTLOC • • • _ 2>East _40. CHANLTYP * - • . Plain? Plain41. CHANLSZEU • • • . 5.18? 4.08?42. CHANLSZNS • • ND 0.6443. CHANLDEP • • • _ 0.05? 0.1044. BENCHUD • • • . 2.032 1.6445. PLTFMTYP • • •• • ND ND46. PLTFHSZEU • • •47. PLTFHSZNS • • »48. BINTYP » .49. BINLOC • • _50. BINSZEU - • _51. BINSZNS . • _52. BINAREA • • _53. SLBCYSTNO ..54. PITNO • •55. BURLNO •56. STONEFLOOR • • _57. FLOORNO I 1 NO 1 1 1 158. SUBTERRN • • X X59. SUBTRNDEP 0.05 ND 0.2060. HOOIFCTN • • • HO61. HODTYPE • • •62. BURNED X7 - - - - ND ND
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Ar̂ itecturalUnit 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11
I. CONOITN Vandal Vandal NO Eroded NO NO NO NO Vandal Vandal Vandal2. EXTEXCAV Exca Exca Exca Exca Exca Exca Exca Exca Unex Test Test3. UNITSUITAB Good Good Good Good Good Good Good None Poor Poor Poor4. REUTSHIP III 111 III III III III 111 III Isolât Isolât Isolât5. RELTVLOC - 8 pos 3 • 1 8 pos 4 3 8 pos 6 8 pos 1 NO NO NO6. SUPRIKPSO NO NO HO NO MO NO NO NO NO7. SUPOVER . _ .8. SUPWOEP. . _ _ •9. UTSHAPE Cir Cir Cir Quad cir Cir NO NO NO10. UTSZEW 2.99 5.24 2.74 3.96 3.05 2.74e NO NO NO11. UTS2NS - • 4.39 . •12. UTAREA 7.02 21.57 5.90 17.38 7.31 5.09e NO NO SO13. UALTYPFND SV OV SV DV/SV/Post SV SV14. FNXOC • - • W/NS/E .15. KALTYPUP • * SH • NO NO NO16. UALKXHl 5 . 517. UAUWHl . _IB. ABUNOROC 2" _ •19. PASTYP s NO z Ve$t*PN » Vest-PN Gap .20. PASDIR . . ? NE • SU N21. PASUI • 2.44 • 2.4422. PASUU • 0.91 _ 0.91 1.4623. PASHl • •24. STEPTYP • NO • •25. SlLLTYP • NO • •26. TRSHCOLLR . NO •27. OPENING .28. OPENLOC • • _29. CNTHARTYP •g • ■g Collar • Plain • .30. CNTHARCIA • 0.61 0.85 • •31. DEFLEaOR s • . • • • _32. DEFLTLOC ■g 1 • • •33. AXHARNO i2 * • • •34. AXHARLOC • • _ .35. ASHPITNO 2 • 2 1 • 1 _36. ASHPITLOC • Cent • Cent • _37. CNTPOSTNO . 2(4?) • 4? • • _38. AXPOSTNO • • 7 . _39. AXPOSTLOC . m • No.East m. .40. CHANITYP • Plain? • « • _41. CHANLSZEH • 5.20(e) • . • .42. CHANLSZNS . 1.04 . • • .43. CHANLOEP • NO • •44. BENCKUO NA • • .45. PLTFMTYP • NO • . •46. .PLTFMS2EW • • • • • _47. PLTFHSZNS • • • • • .48. BINTYP * • • • * _49. BINLOC • • * • • .SO. BINSZEW • . • • _51. 81NSZNS . • • • • .52. BINAREA . • • •S3. SLBCYSTNO • . • • • .54. PITNO • • • • • .55. BURLNO • • « . 1756. STONEFLOOR • « • • • . NO NO NO57. FLOORNO 1 1 1 1 1 NO NO NO NO58. SUBTERRN • • • • • NO NO NO59. SU8TRN0EP • • • • . .60. MOOIFCTN • • • • - . NO NO NO61. «OTYPE • • . • • .62. BURNED NO NO NO NO KO NO NO NO NOnear comers
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Table 56, Continued.
site: Jack Allen. Zollan
622
ArcfiUectura 1 iVTi foiiarsUnit 1 2 3 1 2I. CONOITN Undlst Undlst Undlst Vandal Vandal2. EXTEXCAV Exca Exca Exca Exca ExC*3. UNITSUITAB Good Good Good Good Good4. RELATSHIP5. RELTVLOC IsolâtI IsolâtII IsolâtII IsolâtB Isolât86. SUPRIKPSO7. SUPOVER6. SUPUNOER9. UTSHAPE Quad Cir Cir Oval Quad10. UTSZEW 4.71 1.22 1.22 2.90 2.74II. UTSZNS 4.31 1.68 2.6712. UTAREA 20.30 Î.I7 1.17 4.12 7.3213. UALTYPFNO Posts Pit Pit SV SV14. FNOLOCIS. HALTYPUP Posts NO NO16. UALKXHl 0.25 0.7617. UALKNHIIB. ABUNOROC None19. PASTYP Vest-PN20. PASOIR East21. PASLN 2.3822. PASUO 0.6123. PASHI24. STEPTYP Fan25. SlLLTYP X26. TRSHCOLLR X27. OPENING28. OPENLOC29. CTITHARTYP Collar30. CNTHAROIA 0.4231. OEFLECTOR32. CEFLTLOC33. AXHARNO I34. AXHARLOC Plat.35. ASHPITNO36. ASHPITLOC37. CNTPOSTNO 43B. AXPOSTNO 45 4 (?)39. AXPOSTLOC40. CHANLTYP All Walls Ridged (Exterior?) -41. CHANLSZEU 4.2742. CHANLSZNS 0.9743. CHANLOEP O.IO44. BENCHWO 1.6745. PLTFMTYP Recess46. PLTFKSZEU 1.4047. PLTFKSZNS 0.8548. BINTYP49. BINLOC50. BINSZEW51. BINSZNS52. BINAREA53. SLBCYSTNO54. PITNO55. BURLNO56. STONEFLOOR57. FLOORNO 1 IX 1X58. SUBTERRN X X X59. SUBTRNOEP .61 NO NO NO NO60. KOOIFCTN61. KOOTYPE62. BURNED X - -
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ArchitecturalUnit 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 ID
1. CONOITN Vandal? Vandal? Vandal? Vandal? Vandal? Vandal? Vandal? Undlst? Undlst Undlst2. EXTEXCAV Exca Exca Exca Exca Exca Exca Exca Exca Exca Exca3. UNITSU1T.3 Good Good Good Good Good Good Good Good Good Good
i. RELATSHIP I? I I VI VI VI II II Isolât IsolâtS. RELTVLOC 2 1 2 BN 8*N1d 8-S 1 8 pos 7 2 116. SUPRIMPSO X - X X X X X « X7. SUPOVER U7 - * U3 U3 U3 Hidden8. SUPUNOER - U4.5.6 - - • U19. UTSHAPE O'Shapc? Quad Quad Quad Quad Quad Quad? D-shape Quad Oval10. UTSZEW 3.51+ 4.27 4.88 1.65 2.13 1.83 3.73 3.66 5.74 1.1011. UTSZNS 3.66 4.27 5.33 1.62 1.37 2.74 4.50 2.97 5.20 0.7612. UTf-REA 12.85+ 18.23 26.01 2.67 2.92 5.01 16.79 9.05 29.85 0.8413. WALTYPFNO SV/SH OV/CH/SV SV/OH SV SV SV NO DV/SV SV? Plain14. FNOLOC N.E/S E/N/S NEW/S • « • SE/N • •15. UALTYPUP NO NO NO HO ND NO NO ND ND NO16. UALHXHI - . • • • • • • •17. HALHNHI - - - • • • - - • •le. ABUNOROC - • • . • • • None19. PASTYP - Vest-PN • Gap? - • Vest-PN • Vest-PN -
20. PASDIR . East • East • East • East •21. PASLN . 1.68 . • • • ND • 1.28 •22. PASHO . 0.73 . 0.84 • • ND • 1.07 •23. PASHI _ . . • • • • • - -24. STEPTYP . - • • « • • • •25. SlLLTYP . - . • • • • • • .26. TRSHCOLLR . . • • • . • • •27. OPENING . - - • • • _ • - •28. OPENLOC - • • • • • — • #» •29. CNTHARTYP Double Plain - • • Plain • Double .30. CNTHAROIA - 0.49,0.68 0.30 - « • 0.68e • 0.3(VD.3G -31. OEFLECTOR X • • • • X •32. OEFLTLOC . East . • • • • • West •33. AXHARNO - • • • • • • • •34. AXHARLOC - - • • • • • • • •35. ASHPITNO 2 1 • • • • 1 •36. ASHPIT!OC NW uc _ • • • . FC •37. CNTFOSTNO l(2or4?) 2(47) - . » l(2or4?) • • •38. AXPOSTNO . • • • - • . • • •39. AXPOSTLOC - • • - • • • •40. CHANLTYP . Plain • • • Plain? • • •41. CHANLSZEU 4.50 ND * •42. CHANLSZNS 1.22 ND . • •43. CHANLOEP 0.20 ND •44. 8ENCHU0 1.525 • • ND • • .45. PLTFMTYP • . • • • • •46. PLTFHSZEU • • • • • •47. PLTFHSZNS • • • • • • •48. 8INTYP • • • • . • .49. 8INL0C • . • • • • •50. 8INSZEH - • • • . • •51. 8INSZHS • • . • • -52. 81NAREA . . • * •53. SLBCYSTNO . • • • • 1 •54. PITNO • • • • * •55 BURLNO • • . • • •56. STONEFLOOR • • • • • • Bedrock57. floor;» NO NO ND ND ND NO i;d ND 1 158. SUBTERRN • • • X • X X59. SUBTRNOEP • • • NO • ND 1.2260. MOOIFCTN X . X? • X •61. HOOTYPE KarUd • ChanFIl Hartffd •62. BURNED - - - • - • -
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site: Turkey Creek, 41Mo-7
Turkey Creek 4WO-7
ArchitecturalUnit 1 2 3 1 2 3
1. CONOITN Undlst Undlst Undlst? Undlst Vandal Undlst2. EXTEXCAV Exca Exca Exca Exca Exca Exca3. UNITSUITAB Good Good Good Good Good Good4. RELATSHIP VI VI Isolât Isolât Isolât Isolât5. RELTVLOC 6 N 8 S 6 1 10 76. SUPRIKPSO7. SUPOVER - - XMidden -8. SUPUNOER9. UTSHAPE Oval Oval Cir Quad Oval Cir10. UTSZEW 2.90 1.83 2.06 4.27 0.68 0.9111. UTSZNS 1.83 2.90 . 3.66 0.91 •12. UTAREA 4.39 4.39 3.33 15.63 0.62 0.6513. UALTYPFNO SV SV? SV? NO SV SV14. FNOLOC15. UALTYPUP . . • •16. UALHXHI . . • • _17. UALKNHI . . « • •18. ABUNOROC . . None » •19. PASTYP - Vest-PN • «20. PASOIR21. PASLN22. PASUO23. PASHI
East I.S3 0.91
24. STEPTYP - • • •25. SlLLTYP - • •26. TRSHCOLLR - • • •
Z7. :r=;iNG _ * •28. OPENLOC . • •29. CNTHARTYP - Concent. • •30. CNTHAROIA - 0.76 • .31. DEFLECTOR - • •32. DEFLTLOC - • •33. AXHARNO 2 1 • • «34. AXHARLOC East East • •35. ASHPITNO - 1 » •36. ASHPITLOC - Central • •37. CNTPOSTNO - HO • •38. AXPOSTNO - . • •39. AXPOSTLOC . . • •40. CHANLTYP41. CHANLSZEU42. CHANLSZNS43. CHANLOEP
Plain4.270.610.1244. BENCHWO . . 1.525 •45. PLTFMTYP - . . •46. PLTFKSZEU - . . •47. PLTFHSZNS • . . •48. BINTYP - . . •49. BINLOC . _ •50. BINSZEW . « •51. BINSZNS - . . •52. BINAREA . . . •53. SLBCYSTNO . . _ •54. PITNO . • _ •55. BURLNO - . .56. STONEFLOOR « _ X57. FLOORNO I 1 Î 2 *1 158. SUBTERRN X X X X X X59. SUBTRNOEP 0.46 HO NO NO 0.46 0.3860. MOOIFCTN61. MOOTYPE - - - XChanfll - •62. BURNED - - - - - -
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ArchitecturalUnit I 2 3 4 5 6
1. CONOITN Vandal Undist Undist Undlst Undlst Undlst2. EXTEXCAV Exca Exca Exca Exca Exca Exca3. UNITSUITAB Good Good Good Good Good Good4. RELATSHIP Isolât Isolât Isolât Isolât Isolât Isolât5. RELTVLOC 1 1 1 10 11 116. SUPRIMPSO7. SUPOVER8. SUPUNOER
X
Burials ' ■S. UTSHAPE Quad Quad Quad Cir Cir Cir10. UTS2EH 6.40 6.10 3.96 1.09 1.S2 0.8311. UTSZNS 6.10 4.88 4.03 • • •12. UTAREA 39.04 29.77 15.96 0.93 1.81 0.5413. UALTYPFNO SV SV SV ♦ Posts SV Plain Plain14. FNOLOC . . - • •15. UALTYPUP . . - • •16. UALHXHI - . - • . •17. UALftmi - - • . -18. ABUNOROC Rare . - . -19. PASTYP Vest-PN Vest-PN Vest-PN • •20. PASDIR21. PASLN22. PASUO
East4.420.69
East3.200.69
East2.290.53 ■23. PASHI . - - • •24. STEPTYP Fan X X • •25. SlLLTYP X X X • •26. TRSHCOLLR - . - • • •27. OPENING . _ . • • •28. OPENLOC - - - • • •29. CNTHARTYP Double Plain Plain • -30. CNTHAROIA 1.14 0.76 0.51 * • •31. DEFLECTOR - - . • •32. DEFLTLOC - - - • • •33. AXHARNO - _ . • « •34. AXHARLOC . - . . • •35. ASHr'ITNO 1 1 - • • •36. ASHPITLOC Cent E C . • •37. CNTPOSTNO C to 8 4 4 _ - •38. AXPOSTNO - - 39 • •39. AXPOSTLOC - - All walls • • •40. CHANLTYP Ridged Plain Ridged • • •41. CHANLSZEU 4.24 5.44 5.35 • • •42. CHANLSZNS 2.36 1.52 0.73 • • •43. CHANLOEP ND 0.15 NO • • •44. BENCHUO 1.87 1.68 1.65 • •45. PLTFMTYP Prot-PN - ? Recess • •46. PLTFMSZEU 1.52 - 0.40 • - •47. PLTFHSZNS 2.61 - 0.40 • • •48. BINTYP - - • • • •49. BINLOC - . m . • •SO. BINSZEU - . • • • •51. BINSZNS - . • • •52. BINAREA - . « • • .53. SLBCYSTNO - - • • •54. PITNO - - • • • •55 BURLNO 3 Mult. - • • • •56. STONEFLOOR . - • • •57. FLOORNO 1 1 I 1 1 156. SUBTERRN X X X X X X59. SUBTRNOEP . _ • 0.41 0.71 0.8160. MOOIFCTN . . • • • -61. MOOTYPE - . • . - •62. BURNED - X ? - - - •
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Table 56, Continued.
site: Black Dog Village
ArchitecturalUnit 1 2 3 4 5
1. c w m Vandal/Eroded Eroded Eroded Undlst Vandal2. EXTEXCAV Exca Exca Exca Test Exca3. UNITSUITAB Good Good Good Good Good4. RELATSHIP V Isolât V Isolât Isolât5. RELTVLOC 4 3 9 3 16. SUPRIMPSO X X7. SUPOVER - U4 • . .8. SUPUNOER . . U-2 -9. UTSHAPE Quad Quad Quad Cir Quad10. UTSZEW 4.11 2.90 2.44 4.88 7.9211. UTSZNS 2.44 2.59 1.83 • 5.4912. UTAREA 10.02 7.51 4.47 18.70 43.4813. UALTYPFNO DV/SV SV DV/SV Plain SV14. FNOLOC S/NEU N/SEU • .15. UALTYPUP NO NO ND ND Post 716. UALMXHl _ . • • _17. UALfflHI • • • .18. ABUNOROC . None _19. PASTYP Gap? Gap? • Vest-PN20. PASOIR South • North • East21. PASLN . • • • 4.5722. PASUO 0.46 • 0.46 • 0.9123. PASHI . * • •24. STEPTYP . • • •25. SlLLTYP . « • • X26. TRSHCOLLR _ • • • •27. OPENING . • • • •28. OPENLOC . • •29. CNTHARTYP . • Plain Double30. CNTHAROIA . . . .53 .63/.4031. DEFLECTOR . • • _ _
32. OEauoc • • . .33. AXHARNO . 1 • . .34. AXHARLOC - UC . .35. ASHPITNO . _ • . 136. ASHPITLOC - « • . SE37. CNTPOSTNO . 1 • 1 638. AXPOSTNO - 1 • . 1039. AXPOSTLOC . SoUest • - Plat.40. CHANLTYP41. CHANLSZEU42. CHANLSZNS43. CHANLOEP
Plain7.922.130.3044. BENCHWO . • • 1.6845. PLTFMTYP • . Prot-PN46. PLTFHSZEU . • • 1.8347. PLTFHSZNS . • • 1.9048. BINTYP - • Slab/Post49. BINLOC . • • SW50. BINSZEU . • • 3.6651. BINSZNS . « 1.6552. BINAREA . • • 6.04S3. SLBCYSTNO . • • •54. PITNO _ • • .55. BURLNO _ • • •56. STONEaOOR • • *
57. aOORNO 1 I 1 1 2 or 3SB. SUBTERRN . • ND59. SUBTRNOEP _ • • Nr •60. MOOIFCTN . • • X61. MOOTYPE . • • Fload62. BURNED - - - X -
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APPENDIX C 
ARCHITECTURAL UNIT REFERENCE SOURCES
This appendix provides the major reference sources for architectural 
units and sites used in the present study. The list is included as an aid 
to other researchers seeking the primary literature sources and is deemed 
necessary for three reasons:
1) Different observations even on a single feature were collected by 
archaeologists on expeditions sponsored by different institutions.
2) The HPA projects maintained multiple record sets as quarterly and 
final reports. Occasional discrepancies were encountered within the 
various record sets.
3) The records for some sites excavated by studer, Sayles and the 
\VPA have become widely scattered among several institutions.
In an attempt to circumvent future difficulties in locating the WPA 
records, copies of the extant documents were reassembled by site designation, 
and sent to the Texas Archaeological Research Laboratory, Austin Texas,
The Panhandle-Plains Historical Museum, Canyon Texas, and Lake Meredith Office 
of the National Park Service in Fritch Texas. In addition, the Texas 
Archaeological Research Laboratory is attempting to consolidate Sayles* 
records, some of which were available only through the Arizona State Museum, 
Tucson, Arizona.
Corroborating information, sketches and diagrams from Floyd Studer*s 
field work are on file at the National Park Service Office at Fritch,
Texas, and at the archives and the archaeological laboratory at the
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Panhandle-Plains Historical Society, Canyon, Texas. Also, extensive hand­
written field notes and maps amassed by J. Alden Mason during his 1929 
excavations at Alibates Ruin 28 arc on file at the University of 
Pennsylvania Museum, Pittsburg. Copyright restrictions have prevented 
Mason's important records from being more widely circulated. Finally,
Jack Hughes' daily field logs; which are on file at the Panhandle-Plains 
Historical Museum, Killgore Research Center, Canyon, Texeis, and the Texas 
Archaeological Research Leiboratory, Austin, provide important observations 
on most sites included in this study.
The information presented in the body and appendices of this study 
reflect an integration of data from these various sources. In some cases, 
information from an obscure record and used in this study may seemingly 
conflict with specific observations from more readily available reports. 
Consequently, future researchers should consult the range of reports 
indicated and evaluate the chronology of the reports.
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Unit Number Major References
Alibates Ruin 28A
Alibates Ruin 30 
Antelope Creek Ruin 22
1-13 Baker and Baker 1941a; Studer 194214 Baker and Baker 1939a, 1941b; Studer 194215 Baker and Baker 1941a; Studer 194216,17 Baker and Baker 1939a, 1941b; Studer 194218 Baker and Baker 1939b, 1941b; Studer 194219 Baker and Baker 1939b, 1941b; Studer 1942;Mason nda, ndb; Olson 1929
20-21 Baker and Baker 1939b, 1941b; Studer 1942
22 Baker and Baker 1939b, 1941b; Studer 1942;Mason nda23-24 Baker and Baker 1939b, 1941b; Studer 194225-30 Baker and Baker 1939c, 1941b; Studer 194231 Baker and Baker 1940a, 1941b; Studer 194232-33 Baker 1940a; Baker and Baker 1941b;Studer 194234-35 Baker and Baker 1940a, 1941b; Studer 194236 Baker and Baker 1940a, 1941b; Studer 1942;Mason nda37-39 Baker and Baker 1940a, 1941b; Studer 194240-41 Baker 1940a; Baker and Baker 1941b;Studer 194242-48 Baker 1940b; Baker and Baker 1941b;Studer 194249-52 Baker and Baker 1940b, 1941b; Studer 194253-54 Mason nda55 Studer nd; Sayles 1932 ; Mason nda56-58 Mason nda59 Mason nda; Olson 192960 Mason nda61-65 Baker and Baker 1941b; Studer 1942
1 Baker 1940b; Baker and Baker 1941b;Studer 1942 •
1- 9 Baker and Baker 1940b, 1941b; Studer 1942
1 Lowrey 1932
2 Baker and Baker 1939a, 1941a; Lowrey 1932;Holden 1930 3 Baker and Baker 1941a;19304- 5 Baker and Baker 1941a
6 Baker and Baker 1939a,Lowrey 1932 7- 8 Baker and Baker 1941a;19329-10 Baker and Baker 1941a11 Baker and Baker 1941a;193212-14 Baker and Baker 1941a15 Baker and Baker 1941a;1932
Lowrey 1932; Holden
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S i t e s U n i t  N u m b e r
A n t e l o p e  C r e e k  R u i n  2 2( c o n t i n u e d )  1 6 - 1 9  
20 
21 2 2 - 2 62 72 8  2 93 0 - 3 23 3
A n t e l o p e  C r e e k  R u i n  2 2 A  1 - 45 -  7
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M a j o r  R e f e r e n c e
B a k e r  a n d  B a k e r  1 9 4 1 a  L o w r e y  1 9 3 2L o w r e y  1 9 3 2 ;  S a y l e s  n dL o w r e y  1 9 3 2S a y l e s  n dL o w r e y  1 9 3 2H o l d e n  1 9 3 0L o w r e y  1 9 3 2S a y l e s  n d
B a k e r  a n d  B a k e r  1 9 4 1 a  B a k e r  a n d  B a k e r  n d *
A n t e l o p e  C r e e k  R u i n  2 3  1  B a k e r  a n d  B a k e r  n d *
A n t e l o p e  C r e e k  R u i n  2 4  1 - 1 1
121 3 - 1 5
A r r o w h e a d  P e a k  1 - 1 0
B l a c k  D o g  V i l l a g e  1 -  5
C h i m n e y  R o c k  R u i n  5 1  1 - 7
C h i m n e y  R o c k  R u i n  5 1 A  1
C o e t a s  R u i n  5 5  1 - 3
C o n n e r  S i t e  1 - 2
C o t t o n w o o d  C r e e k  R u i n s  1
F o o t p r i n t  S i t e  1 - 6
J a c k  A l l e n  S i t e  1 -  3
L o o k o u t  R u i n  1 - 5
M a r s h  S i t e  1
M e d f o r d  R a n c h  S i t e  1 - 6
4 1 K 0 - 7  1 -  3
P i c k e t t  R u i n  1
R o p e r  S i t e  1 -  5
S a n f o r d  R u i n s  1 - 1 1
B a k e r  a n d  B a k e r  n d *S t u d e r  n d bB a k e r  a n d  B a k e r  1 9 3 9 a ,  1 9 4 1 b  
G r e e n  1 9 6 7  
K e l l e r  1 9 7 5
B a k e r  a n d  B a k e r  1 9 4 1 d ;  S t u d e r  n d a
B a k e r  a n d  B a k e r  1 9 4 1 d ;  S t u d e r  n d a
S t u d e r  1 9 3 4 ,  n d b
D u f f i e l d  1 9 6 4 ,  1 9 7 0
C a r t e r  1 9 5 9 ;  M o o r e h e a d  1 9 3 1
G r e e n  1 9 6 7 ;  P a t t e r s o n  1 9 7 4
H a r r i s o n  n d
L o w r e y  1 9 3 2
H u g h e s  1 9 6 7
D u f f i e l d  1 9 6 4 ,  1 9 7 0
G r e e n  1 9 6 7
C a r t e r  a n d  C a r t e r  1 9 5 8 ;  D u f f i e l d  1 9 7 0  
D u m a s  n d ;  D u f f i e l d  1 9 7 0  
H u g h e s  1 9 5 3 ;  D u f f i e l d  1 9 7 0
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Unit Number Major Reference 
1- 3 Duffield 1964, 1970
1-20 Holden 1929
1 - 3  Green 1967; Bandy 1976
1 - 2  Smith and Smith 1982
none Texas Archaeological Society nd
* refers to a box of loose notes at the Panhandle-Plains Historical Soceity.
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APPENDIX D 
Burial Attributes and Variables
This appendix presents the basic information for Antelope Creek phase 
burials. A minimum of 22 observations were collected for each interment 
(Table 57). Each column represents one burial. In those instances of 
multiple interments, each individual is listed separately. The burial 
numbers assigned by the field archaeologists are retained in this appendix. 
The rows record the field archaeologist's name, six provenience obser­
vations cind fifteen observations on the burial feature. In addition, 
specific grave goods are quantified. Tl»e age, maturation stage, and sex 
are based on information as originally reported. However, most burials 
from Alibates Ruin 28, Antelope Creek 22 and 22A, and the Footprint Site 
have been reexamined by physical anthropologists (David K. Patterson 1974; 
Deborah E. Patterson 1974). These subsequent analyses occasionally 
disagreed with the original age or sex assignment by the field archaeologist. 
In instances where differences arise, both interpretations are presented. 
Those offered by the physical anthropologists are indicated by "(P)."
All dimensions are reported in meters, and directions are abbreviated.
Other abbreviations occasionally used are: "X" denotes the presence of 
an attribute; indicates absence; "ND" indicates no data; and "NA" 
denotes a "not applicable" observation.
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Table 57. Antelope Creek Phase Mo rtuary Information.
Site: Alibates 28, Unit I
Burial No.: 1 2 3 4 5 6
Field Archaeologist Baker Baker Baker Baker Baker Baker
Location: In te rio r 
Exterior 
Exterior, Adjct to
X X X X X X
Feature No. Rn 11 Rm 11 Rm 11 Rm 11 Rn 11 Rn 11
Unit Type I 1 1 1 1 1
Location Inside Unit E ENE SKE USU WNW ENE
Unit Size (m )̂ 23.42 23.42 23.42 23.42 23.42 23.42




X-0.89 X 0.15 X 0.2B X 0.41 X 0.15
Burial Type Primary Primary Primary Primary Primary Primary
No. Individuals I 1 1 1 1 1
oody Position Flexed Flexed Flexed NO Flexed Flexed
Placed on Back Right Front ND Back Back
Orientation (head toward) N N E ND N S
Facing W W Down ND W E
Sex Female Female Female P - - -
Maturation Adoles. Adult Infant Child Infant
Age Estimate
16y 
14y P 20-25yr 30-3Syr 2-3mo 10-12yr 6-8mo
Charred/Burned - - - - - -
Violent Death - - - « - -
Supernumerary Remains - - - - -
Rock Covered - X X ND - -
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Table 57, Continued, 
Site: Alibates 28, Unit T
634
Burial No • 7 8 9 10 11 15
Field Archaeologist















Feature No. Rm 11 Rm 11 Rm 11 Rm 21 NA Rm 55
Unit Type 1 I 1 8 NA 5
Location Inside Unit NE NNW NW - NA S
Unit Size (m )̂ 23.42 23.42 23.42 - NA 2.90
Stratig. Pos. (m) Ov. FI. X 0.46 X-0.30 _ NA X
On FI. X _ NA -
Un. FI. • - - NA -
Burial Type Primary Priaary Primary Primary Primary Primary
No. Individuals 1 1 1 1 1 1
Body Position Flexed Flexed Flexed Flexed Flexed Flexed
Placed on Right Back Back Right Right Right
Orientation (head toward) £ E N N n£ N
Facing N Up W Up NW -
Sex - - Male? P Female Male ND
Maturation Child Child Adult Adult Adult Adult
Age Estimate l ly r lOyr 40-45yr 35-40yr 40yr -
Charred/Burned - - - - - -
Violent Death - - - - - -
Supernumerary Remains - - - - -
Rock Covered X X X X X -
P it Size (m): Length 0.91 1.07 1.37 1.07 1.50 ND
Width 0.61 0.55 0.71 0.61 1.14 ND
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Sites: Alibates 28. Unit II Antelope Creek 22
Burial No.: 12 13 14 1
Field Archaeologist Baker Baker Baker Baker






Feature No. Rn 41 fts 47 Am 46 Am 10
Unit Type 5 1 NA B pos. 9
Location Inside Unit NE NW NA SW
Unit Size (m^) 5.48 46.39 NA 9.74
S tra tig . Pos. (m) Ov. FI.
On FI. 
Un. n . X-0.20
X-0.41
X*
Burial Type Primary Primary Primary Primary
ho. Inaivitiuals I 1 I 1
Body Position Flexed Flexed Seci flexed Semi«flexed
Placed on Right Right Back Left
Orientation (head toward) SE E SW SE
Facing E Down NE -
Sex Female ND Male Male
Maturation Adult Child Adult Adult
Age Estimate 40-50yr Syr 27-30yr
35+
38-42 P
Charred/Burned - - - -
Violent Death - - - -
Supernumerary Remains - - - -
Rock Covered X X X X
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Site: Antelope Creek 22A
Burial No.: 2(7P) 3 In 4 In 5 In 6 In 7 In
Field Archaeologist Baker Baker Baker Baker Baker Baker
Location: In te rio r 
Exterior 
Exterior, Adjcnt to
X X X X X X
Feature No. k , lA Rn lA Rm lA Rn lA Rn lA Rn lA
Unit Type 1 I 1 1 1 1
Location Inside Unit SE SW NW NW Center NE
Unit Size (m )̂ 60.32 60.32 60.32 60.32 60.32 60.32






X 0.61 X 0.46
On wall
Burial Primary Primary Primary Primary Primary Primary
No. Individuals 1 1 1 1 1 1
Body Position ND Semi-flexed Semi-flexed Flexed Flexed Semi-flexed
Placed on - Left Back Right Back -
Orientation (head toward) E N N N N N
Facing ND E E ND E E
Sex ND Male P ND Male P Male P ND
Maturation Infant Adult Child Adult Ad«lt Child









Charred/Bumed - - - - - -
Violent Death - - - - - -
Supernumerary Remains - - - - - -
Rock Covered X X X X X X
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Site: Antelope Creek 22A
Burial No.: 10 In SEX(IOP) 9 In 1* 1 Ex 2 Ex
Field Archaeologist Baker Baker Baker Baker Baker Baker
Location: In te rio r 
Exterior 
Exterior, Adjcnt to
X X X ND
ND
X E X E
Feature No. Rm lA 5A 5A NO Rm 3A An 3A
Unit Type 1 8 pos 2 8 pos 2 ND 8 8
Location Inside Unit NC SE N NO NA NA
Unit Size (m^) 60.32 3.94 3.94 ND NA NA








Burial Primary Primary Primary NO Primary Primary
No. Individuals 1 1 1 ND I  or 2 7 1
Body Position Extended Flexed Flexed ND Flexed Flexed
Placed on Supine Left Right ND Left Right
Orientation (head toward) £ S S ND N-S W
Facing ND E E ND ND S
Sex NO Female Male ND Female ? P ND





32-37 P 5 ? <30 3;4yr P
Charred/Bumed - - - ND - -
Violent Death - - - NO - -
Supernumerary Remains - - - ND - -
Rock Covered - ND - ND ND NO
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Table 57, Continued.
Site: Antelope Creek 22A
638
Burial No.: 3 Ex 4 Ex 6 Ex 7 Ex(5P) 8 Ex
Field Archaeologist Baker Baker Baker Baker Baker
location: In te rio r 
Exterior
Exterior, Adjcnt to X SE X SW X NC N NC
Feature No. Rm lA Rn lA Rn lA Rn 5A Rn lA
Unit Type 1 1 1 8 1
Location Inside Unit NA NA NA NA NA
Unit Size (*2) NA NA NA NA NA
Stratig. Pos. (n) Ov. FI. NA NA NA NA
On FI. 
Un. FI.
Burial Type Primary Primary Primary Primary Primary
No. Individuals 1 1 1 1 1
Body Position Semi-flexed Flexed Flexed Flexed Flexed
PI*ted on Back Right Left NO ND
Orientation (head toward) E N S NW E
Facing S W E NE 5
Sex Female P Male Male 
Femalû P
ND Male
Maturation ' Adult Adult Adult Child Adult
35; 40-50; 40-50; 3-5; 50-60;
Age Estimate 30-26 P 29-35 P 30-40 P 10-11 P 30-35 P
Charred/Bumed - - - - -
Violent Death - - - - -
Supernumerary Remains - - - - -
Rock Covered NO NO X NO T
P it Size (m): Length 1.25 1.02 1.07 NO 1.17
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Sites: Antelope Creek 23. Tertiox. Coetas Ruin (across creek to NE)
Antelope Creek 23 Tarbox 




Location: In terio r
Baker Holden Holden 
X Slab c is t
Studer Studer
Exterior 
Exterior, Adjcnt to X NE
X -  E X X
Feature No. Rm 1 Rm 3 NA NA
Unit Type 2 4 NA NA
Location Inside Unit ND WC NA NA
Unit Size (m )̂ ND 2.01 (c is t) NA NA
Stratig. Pos (m) Ov. FI.
On FI. 
Un. F I.
ND ND NA NA
Burial Type ND 1(0 Primary Primary Prima r;
No. Individuals ND 1 or 2 1 1 1
Body Position NO ND Flexed ND ND
Placed on ND ND Left ND NO
Orientation (head toward) NO ND S E E
Facing ND ND ND ND NO
Sex ND NO NO ND NO
Maturation NO Child Nn Child Child
Age Estimate ND 2 ND - -
Charred/Bumed ND ND - - -
Violent Death NO - - -
Supernumerary Remains ND Extra skull - - -
Rock Covered ND X X X X
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site: Sanford Ruin and Footprint
Sanford Ruin Footprint
Burial No.: 1 2 P it A lA 2A 3A
Field Archaeologist Hughes Hughes Green
Location: In te rio r 
Exterior 
Exterior, Adjcnt to
X ? X 46m E
X
Feature No. Rn 1 9 Rm 1
Unit Type 8 NO 1
Location Inside Unit ND NA NW
Unit Size (*2) ND NA 39.04





Burial Type ND Primary Multiple
No. Individuals ND 1 7-10
Body Position ND Semi-flexed Supine ND Semi-flexed
Placed on ND ND ND ND Right
Orientation (head toward) ND E ND NO ND
Facing ND Down NO ND ND
Sex ND Female NO ND ND
Maturation NO Adult Infant Infant Juvenile
Age Estimate ND ND ND ND ND
Charred/Bumed ND - ND ND NO
Violent Death ND ND - - -
Supernumerary Remains ND ND Uncertain
Rock Covered ND X -
P it Size (n); Length 
Width
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Body Position Semi-flexed Semi-flexed Semi-flexed NO ND
Plated on Right Right Left ND ND
Orientation (head toward) NO NO ND ND ND
Facing NO NO ND ND ND
Sex ND ND ND ND ND
Maturation Adult Adult Adult Adult Infant
Age Estimate ND NO NO ND ND
Charred/Bumed ND ND ND ND ND
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Tabic 57, continued. 
Site Footprint
Burial No.:
P it B 
2B 3B 58 «B IB
Field Archaeologist












Body Position ND ND Supine Semi-flexed ND ND
Placed on ND ND ND Right ND ND
Orientation (head toward) ND ND ND ND ND ND
Facing ND NO up NO ND ND
Sex ND ND ND NO ND ND
Maturation Juvenile Juvenile Adult Adult Adult Adult
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1C 2C 3C 4C SC 6C
Field Archaeologist Green
Location: In te rio r X
Exterior 
Exterior, Adjcnt to
Feature No. Rn 1
Unit Type 1
Location Inside Unit S. Cent.
Unit Size 39.04





Body Position ND Prone Prone Supine Semi-flexed Semi-flexed
Placed on NO (Twis.) (Twis.) NO Right S itting
Orientation (head toward) NO ND ND NO NO NO
Facing NO ND ND NO NO NO
Sex NO NO ND NO NO NO
Maturation Infant Juven. Juven. Juven. Adult Adult
Age Estimate NO NO ND NO ND NO
Charred/Bumed X NO NO NO NO NO NO
Violent Death NO NO NO NO NO ND
Supernumerary Remains
Rock Covered
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Table 57, Continued. 
Site: Footprint.
Burial No.:
P it C 
7C Skull Pile Scattered Elements
Field Archaeologist Green Green
Location: In te rio r X X
Exterior 
Exterior, Adjcnt to
Feature No. Ite 1 Rm 1
Unit Type 1 1
Location Inside Unit ENE Scattered
Unit Size (m )̂ 39.04 39.04
Stratig. Pos. («) Ov. FI.
On FI.





11 skulls 4 mandibles. 1 femur, 2 "limb 
fragnents", 2 articulated t ib ia  
and fibu la , 1 articulated foot
Body Position Supine No bodies
Placed on ND NA
Orientation (head toward) ND NA
Facing ND NA -
Sex ND ND -
Maturation Adult NO -
Age Estieatc NO ND -
Charred/Bumed X ND X
Violent Death ND X -  7
Supernumerary Remains Uncertain Uncertain
Rock Covered - -
P it Size (m): Length ND NA
Width ND NA
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s ite : Big Blue Cemetery
Burial No.: 1 2 3 4 5a 6
Field Archaeologist Calhoun Calhoun Calhoun Calhoun Calhoun Calhoun
Location: In te rio r 
Exterior 
Exterior, Adjcnt to
X X X X X X
Feature No. NA NA NA NA NA NA
Unit Type NA NA NA NA NA NA
Location Inside Unit NA NA NA NA NA NA
Unit Size (m )̂ NA KA NA NA NA NA
S tra tig . Pos. (o) Ov. FI.
On F I. 
Un. FI.
NA NA NA NA NA NA
Burial Type Primary Primary Primary Primary ND NO-Vandallzed
No. Individuals I I 1 1 - ND
Body Position Semi-flexed Flexed Flexed Flexed ND
Placed on
Orientation (head toward) SE w E NW ND
Facing SW SE S NE NO
Sex - - - Male -
Maturation Infant Infant Juvenile Adult ND
Age Estimate ND ND ND Ca. Z O y ND
Charred/Bumed - - - - -
Violent Death - - - -  ?
Supemvnerary Remains - - - - ND
Rock Covered X X X X X X
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